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7226

Travel Gear American 

Flag Luggage Tag  (SET of 

2)

Spotting luggage on a train, bus or airport baggage carousel is easy with our colorful, patriotic luggage tag. 

Includes a clear back pocket with address card, or slip in a standard business card. Easily attaches to luggage with 

clear strap. Durable vinyl construction.
500

7228

Travel Gear Smooth Trip 

Attractions Luggage Tag - 

Liberty (Set of 2)

Accent luggage with these iconic travel landmarks. Black and white photographs are easy to spot and secure 

identification. Tag includes a clear back pocket with address card, or slip in a standard business card. Easily 

attaches to luggage with clear strap. Durable vinyl construction. 3 styles available - Statue of Liberty, Big Ben and 

Eiffel Tower.

500

8204
Melissa and Doug Travel 

Activity Book

This exciting activity book includes four reusable pages and a refillable water pen. Use the pen to fill in each 

activity, from coloring in counters to tracing numbers, and see hidden colors and pictures appear with every 

stroke! Then simply let the page dry to erase the pictures and fill it in again and again. This learn-to-count book 

includes numbers 1-20 to trace, alongside pictures of familiar objects to count. There are empty lines to practice 

writing the numerals, too! The chunky-sized water pen is easy for kids to hold and stores neatly right in the front 

cover. Dimensions: 10" x 6.25" x 1.5"

500

7257
ReadeRest Black Shades 

Eyewear Holder

ReadeREST is the high tech magnetic eyeglass holder featured as a Shark Tank product that keeps eyewear safe 

when it is not in use.

No more dropping or losing glasses. The powerful magnet-to-magnet contact doesn't poke holes in your clothing 

and is the perfect solution to always having your readers handy.

No more croakies, lanyards or other eyeglass holders needed with the power of ReadeREST

500

3121
Zeiss Lens Cleaning Wipes 

Kit

Keep your touch screens, camera lenses, cell phones, laptops and other gadgets clean and streak-free while youre 

on the go with these Lens Cleaning Wipes from Zeiss. Individually wrapped wipes feature an ammonia-free 

formula thats safe for use on all eyewear, lens types and coatings.
1,000

3075

Travel Gear Smooth Trip 

BuoyBag Waterproof 

Phone Case

Floatable, triple-seal case protects smartphones from damage due to splashes, sinking and soil. 1,000

3059 iLive In-Ear Earbuds Our Stereo Earbuds are lightweight, comfortable, and feature a noise-isolating design. 1,000

3125
GPS & Cell Phone Car 

Mount

Easy stick-on car mount holds your phone or GPS for hands-free viewing. It rotates 360 degrees and adjusts 90 

degrees in tilt, giving you optimized viewing. Does not leave sticky residue behind. Reusable--simply rinse with 

water to clean. Easy to install and remove
1,700

3126
Selfie Clickstick 3.5mm 

Wired - Black   

Up your selfie game with the Click Stick! Just plug it into your smartphone, pose + click - done! The integrated 

button allows you to take photos without Bluetooth or extra batteries. Extends over 3 feet with a rubber grib for a 

firm hold. Works with most smartphones. Smartphone not included. 
1,700

8104

Taylormade TM 

Distance+ Golf Balls - 1 

Dozen

The Pure Distance Ball. Engineered for distance, and durability. Target handicap is mid to high. Provides more 

short game control than its lead competitor, SuperSoft. 2pc, 342 dimple, IOTHANE cover, 53 ball compression. A 

softer feeling distance ball. 2pc, 342 dimple, IOTHANE® cover, 60 ball compression.
1,700

3122
Lyrix Jive Water Resistant 

Bluetooth Speaker-Black

Whether you love singing in the shower or bringing the beats to the barbecue, the Lyrix Jive Bluetooth Speaker is 

the perfectly portable Bluetooth speaker that lets you turn up the tunes everywhere you go. Featuring a compact 

design that fits in the palm of your hand, the Lyrix Jive Bluetooth Speaker uses advanced Bluetooth 4.0 technology 

to deliver incredibly clear streaming sound at distances up to 32 feet. Designed with an integrated suction cup 

foot, the Lyrix Jive Bluetooth Speaker sticks to virtually any smooth surface.

2,200

3004
GUESS iPhone 7 Case - 

Gold
GUESS Official Licensed high quality hard case. Protects your phone from scratches, dents, drops, and wear. 

Stylish design. Compatible with iPhone 7, iPhone 6S, and iPhone 6. Gift box included. 3,300

8179
Winning Moves Classic 

Trouble Board Game
Pop-o-matic die roller. 16 Playing pegs with original colors (4 Red 4 Blue 4 Green 4 Yellow). 1-4 Players. Ages 5-15 

years.  English and Spanish instructions. 3,600

8173

Winning Moves 

Candyland 65th 

Anniversary Edition

Classic Candyland game features charming graphics and components. This edition celebrates over 65 years of 

family fun. Heavy-duty gameboard. 4 Plastic gingerbread movers. Deck of 64 cards and instructions. 

Recommended ages 4 years and up.
3,700

8174
Winning Moves Connect 

4 Twist & Turn
Just like the classic Connect 4 game but with a twist tower. Drop twist and win. 18 Red and 18 Yellow plastic discs. 

1 Connect 4 Twist & Turn game unit. Up to 2 players at a time. Recommended ages 6 and up. 3,700
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8176
Winning Moves Chutes 

and Ladders Board Game
Be the first to reach the 100 space. Great for kids learning to count. Features the classic 1970s artwork. Helps 

addition skills. Recommended ages 4 to 15 years. 3,700

3054
GPX Clock Radio  Dual 

Alarms

This compact and clean design features dual alarms, and you can wake to the radio or buzzer.  Listen to music, 

news, weather, and traffic with the AM/FM radio. Program your favorite stations to memory for quick and easy 

recall.
3,800

8003
Crayola Ultimate Art Case 

with Easel

The sturdy art case doubles as an easel, providing a convenient surface for drawing and painting. All in one 

portable art sudio and easel! Includes 8 Markers, 24 Crayons, 12 Short Colored Pencils, 8 Washable Watercolors, 

Paint Brush, Safety Scissors, Washable Glue and 30 Colored Paper Sheets. Easy storage & portability! Create art 

anywhere! Made in USA.

3,900

1070

Veridian Healthcare Mini 

Temple Touch 

Thermometer

The Mini Temple Touch Thermometer provides easy one-button operation with a fast, 6-second readout at a 

convenient temple measurement site. Includes last reading memory recall, Fahrenheit/Celsius measurements, 

automatic shut-off, and low-battery indicator.
4,000

8175
Winning Moves Guess 

Who?
1980's Version of the classic face game. 2 Plastic game units with built-in face frames. 48 Small face cards to fill 

game units. Deck of 24 mystery face cards. Up to 2 players at a time. Recommended ages 6 years and up. 4,000

8180
Winning Moves Classic 

Twister
Ages 6 and up. For 2 or more players. Classic vinyl twister met. Full assembled spinner. Original design. Detailed 

game rules and instructions. 4,000

3001
GUESS  iPhone 7 Case - 

Glitter Raspberry Degrade
GUESS Official Licensed high quality hard case. Protects your phone from scratches, dents, drops, and wear. 

Stylish design. Compatible with iPhone 7, iPhone 6S, and iPhone 6. Gift box included. 4,200

3002
GUESS iPhone 7 Case - 

Glitter Rose Degrade
GUESS Official Licensed high quality hard case. Protects your phone from scratches, dents, drops, and wear. 

Stylish design. Compatible with iPhone 7, iPhone 6S, and iPhone 6. Gift box included. 4,200

3003
GUESS iPhone 7 Case - 

Glitter Blue Degrade
GUESS Official Licensed high quality hard case. Protects your phone from scratches, dents, drops, and wear. 

Stylish design. Compatible with iPhone 7, iPhone 6S, and iPhone 6. Gift box included. 4,200

4135
CamelBak Kickbak 20 oz. - 

Atlantic

Fill, kick back, enjoy, repeat with the Kickbak 20 ounce by Camelbak. From morning coffee to campfire toasts, this 

multitasking tumbler makes lukewarm drinks a thing of the past. With its double-walled, vacuum insulated 

construction, it keeps drinks frosty for 8 hours, and piping hot for 4. The splash-proof lid features two openings: a 

small one for sipping and a wide one for chugging. The lid also snaps into place to stay out of your face while you 

drink.

4,200

1005
Adidas Fragrance Ice Dive 

for Men
Adidas Ice Dive men's cologne was launched by the designer house of ADIDAS in 2001.  This men's fragrance 

possesses a blend of citrus, greens and amber. 4,300

7232

Totes Golf Size Auto 

Open/Close Folding 

Umbrella - Black

Automatically awesome! This golf-size umbrella features extra-large coverage, the ease of an automatic open and 

close, and the convenience of folding to a portable 14 inches. It features a contoured handle and a canopy that 

opens to a 55-inch arc.
4,300

8181
Melissa & Doug USA 

Sound Puzzle

Shaped like the United States and includes Alaska and Hawaii. Sound of states and capitals when piece is fitted. 

Graphics on pieces relating to each state. 40 wooden pieces to help develop map and memory skills. For ages 5 

and up
4,300

8141
Crayola Ultimate Crayon 

Case - 152 Count

The largest collection of Crayola Crayons EVER. Comes with a plastic caddy to store all 152 different color crayons. 

With 152 dazzling colors, the Crayola Ultimate Crayon Collection has all the shades kids need to make vibrant, full-

color artwork. This collection comes with a bright yellow caddy and a sharpener to keep crayons organized and 

ready for creating. Featuring rich colors and quality performance, this ultimate set will inspire colorful works of 

art and offer hours of creation.

4,400

3124

 Lyrix Adrenaline 

Bluetooth Earbuds-Black  

Black with Red 

Lightweight and engineered with the power of dual-driver acoustics, the wireless bluetooh earbuds deliver the 

premium sound and performance needed to propel you through rigorous workouts or get you through that long 

flight. 
4,600
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3125
Nambe Twist Bottle 

Opener - 6" L. X 2.5" W
The Twist Bottle Opener fits perfectly in the hand for easy leverage and smooth operation. 4,600

4298
Nambe Curvo Scoop 

Tongs 

These tongs have substantially scooped ends-just right for everything from dishing out scallops in butter sauce to 

distributing delicate berries and candy topping over ice cream sundaes. Polished interior contrasts with brushed 

outside; oval shapes add a welcome bit of traction. A smart note of style and functionality for the foodies in your 

life.

4,600

4102

Bodum Pavina Double 

Wall Glass 12 oz. (set of 

2)

Crafted of two layers of clear borosilicate glass, a strong heat-resistant glass that weighs less than traditional 

glassware. Borosilicate glass doesn't need to be as thick as traditional glass to be just as strong.  Resistant to 

temperature swings and scratching, borosilicate glass will not become cloudy over time. Mouth-blown by expert 

artisans, each glass may have slight differences in height, thickness & weight. These glasses will help to keep hot 

drinks warmer and cool drinks cooler. Dishwasher & microwave safe.

4,700

2016
Nambé Angel Mini 

Ornaments Set of Three

In 1984, the first Nambé holiday ornament was introduced and today the tradition continues with a variety of 

meaningful designs.  Hang this set of three mini angels on your tree or in a window as they watch over your 

family this holiday season. Set of 3  Each measures 3" tall
4,800

2020
Nambé Mini Angel 

Ornament 

In 1984, the first Nambé holiday ornament was introduced and today the tradition continues with a variety of 

meaningful designs.  Hang this set of three mini angels on your tree or in a window as they watch over your 

family this holiday season. Set of 3, 3" W. X 3" H.
4,800

2005
Kate Spade Nutcracker 

Ornament

Bring sophistication and wit to your Christmas tree with the kate spade new york Woodland Park Nutcracker 

Ornament. Crafted of white porcelain, this cheerful ornament features a turquoise grosgrain ribbon for hanging 

and a kate spade new york spade hang tag.
4,800

2006
Kate Spade Reindeer 

Ornament

Bring sophistication and wit to your Christmas tree with the kate spade new york Woodland Park Reindeer 

Ornament. Crafted of white porcelain, this cheerful ornament features a red grosgrain ribbon for hanging and a 

kate spade new york spade hang tag.
4,800

2007
Kate Spade Tree 

Ornament

Bring sophistication and wit to your Christmas Tree with the kate spade new york Woodland Park Tree Ornament. 

Crafted of white porcelain, this cheerful ornament features a turquoise grosgrain ribbon for hanging and a kate 

spade new york spade hang tag.
4,800

4117 Krups Grinder
The Krups Fast Touch Coffee Grinder features a powerful motor that grinds beans from coarse to fine in seconds. 

The large grinding capacity yields up to 12 cups of coffee. This versatile unit grinds all kinds of dry spices, in 

addition to coffee. The grinder also features a lid activated safety switch.
4,800

4136
CamelBak Kickbak 30 oz. - 

Dragon

Fill, kick back, enjoy, repeat with the Kickbak 30 ounce by Camelbak. From morning coffee to campfire toasts, this 

multitasking tumbler makes lukewarm drinks a thing of the past. With its double-walled, vacuum insulated 

construction, it keeps drinks frosty for 8 hours, and piping hot for 4. The splash-proof lid features two openings: a 

small one for sipping and a wide one for chugging. The lid also snaps into place to stay out of your face while you 

drink.

4,800

7070
Levi Strauss & Co. 

Slimfold Wallet - in Brown

Perfectly sized and secures your valuables in style. Double row stitch. Debossed Levi's logo on exterior cover. 

Product Features: Material: 100% Leather Closure Type: Bi-fold Accents: Solid Color Signature Details: Embossed 

Signature Mark Interior Features: Multiple Card Pocket Dimension: 4-1/2" x 3-1/2" x 1". Gift tin included.
4,800

7147

StaysOn Mamani Reading 

Glasses -1.50x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Oval Shaped Frames with Foil Accents and Built-In Headband. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses 

and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our 

seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7148

StaysOn Mamani Reading 

Glasses -2.0x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Oval Shaped Frames with Foil Accents and Built-In Headband. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses 

and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our 

seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7149

StaysOn Mamani Reading 

Glasses -2.5x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Oval Shaped Frames with Foil Accents and Built-In Headband. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses 

and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our 

seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7150

StaysOn Marville Reading 

Glasses -1.50x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Crystal floral temples with built-in headband. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses and readers 

which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our seamless 

design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800
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7151

StaysOn Marville Reading 

Glasses -2.0x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Crystal floral temples with built-in headband. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses and readers 

which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our seamless 

design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7152

StaysOn Marville Reading 

Glasses -2.5x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Crystal floral temples with built-in headband. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses and readers 

which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our seamless 

design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7153

StaysOn Mason Reading 

Glasses -1.50x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Sophisticated Red Frames with Gold Metal Temple and BuiltIn Headband.StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for 

sunglasses and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. 

Customers love our seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. 

The patent-pending revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a 

headband. Our innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7154

StaysOn Mason Reading 

Glasses -2.0x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Sophisticated Red Frames with Gold Metal Temple and BuiltIn Headband. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for 

sunglasses and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. 

Customers love our seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. 

The patent-pending revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a 

headband. Our innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7155

StaysOn Mason Reading 

Glasses -2.5x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Sophisticated Red Frames with Gold Metal Temple and BuiltIn Headband.StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for 

sunglasses and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. 

Customers love our seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. 

The patent-pending revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a 

headband. Our innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7156

StaysOn Rossetti Reading 

Glasses -1.50x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Crystal Tortoiseshell Print Frames with Diamond Detail. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses and 

readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our 

seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7157

StaysOn Rossetti Reading 

Glasses -2.0x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Crystal Tortoiseshell Print Frames with Diamond Detail. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses and 

readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our 

seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7158

StaysOn Rossetti Reading 

Glasses -2.5x with 

Comfort Grip Technology

Crystal Tortoiseshell Print Frames with Diamond Detail. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses and 

readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our 

seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7159

StaysOn Alexa Sunglasses 

with Comfort Grip 

Technology

Shiny Black Larger Frame with Clear Stones and Silver Metal Accent on Temples. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle 

brand for sunglasses and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of 

glasses. Customers love our seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of 

glasses. The patent-pending revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to 

wearing a headband. Our innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7160

StaysOn Alma Mater 

Sunglasses with Comfort 

Grip Technology

Chic Modified Wayfarer in Black and Mint Color Combination. Gradient Smoke Lens. Silver Stud Accent. StaysOn® 

is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into 

each pair of glasses. Customers love our seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-

use pair of glasses. The patent-pending revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head 

similar to wearing a headband. Our innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7161

StaysOn Aviator 

Sunglasses with Comfort 

Grip Technology

Gold Metal Frames with Brown Lens and Tortoise Temples. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses and 

readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our 

seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7162

StaysOn Belle Sunglasses 

with Comfort Grip 

Technology

Crystal Brown Frame with Leopard Print Temples and Silver Metal Bar Accent. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand 

for sunglasses and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. 

Customers love our seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. 

The patent-pending revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a 

headband. Our innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7163

StaysOn Cinema 

Sunglasses with Comfort 

Grip Technology

Tortoise Frame. Pearlized Metallic Bronze Inside Spray. Gradient Brown Lens. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand 

for sunglasses and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. 

Customers love our seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. 

The patent-pending revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a 

headband. Our innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7164

StaysOn Fleur Sunglasses 

with Comfort Grip 

Technology

Shiny Black Frame with Clear Stones and Silver Metal Accent on Temples. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for 

sunglasses and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. 

Customers love our seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. 

The patent-pending revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a 

headband. Our innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7165

StaysOn Margaritaville 

Sunglasses with Comfort 

Grip Technology

Shiny Black Frame with Clear Stones and Silver Metal Accent. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand for sunglasses 

and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. Customers love our 

seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. The patent-pending 

revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a headband. Our 

innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800
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7166

StaysOn Wayfarer 

Sunglasses with Comfort 

Grip Technology

Crystal Brown Frame with Leopard Print Temples and Silver Metal Bar Accent. StaysOn® is an active lifestyle brand 

for sunglasses and readers which features an innovative headband technology built into each pair of glasses. 

Customers love our seamless design, which allows you to have a stylish, comfortable, multi-use pair of glasses. 

The patent-pending revolutionary design works simply by sliding the glasses onto your head similar to wearing a 

headband. Our innovative StaysOn® design prevents glasses from damage, slipping or loss.

4,800

7210
Reed and Barton 

Charleston Money Clip

Both practical and fashionable, the Charleston Money Clip from Reed & Barton has looks inspired by details seen 

on crown dentil molding.  This silverplate money clip is an excellent gift for a new entrepreneurial venture, 

graduate, groomsman or colleague.  Elegantly packaged for gift-giving.
4,800

3128

iLive Dual USB Wall and 

Car Charger
With the new IAC73B charger, you can charge two devices at once, at home using the built in AC wall plug or on 

the go with the car charger. Charge Android, Apple, Blackberry, Windows, and other mobile phones and tablets. 4,900

3131

iLive Wireless 

Headphones
Perfect for your busy lifestyle, these foldable headphones with built-in microphone and on-ear controls keep you 

wire free so you canlive in the moment. 4,900

4134
CamelBak Forge 16 oz. 

Travel Mug

Forge ahead without spills on your way to the trailhead in the morning. we reinvented the travel mug. The double-

walled, vacuum-insulated steel vessel keeps 16 oz. of coffee or tea piping hot for 6 hours, with an impact cap that 

prevents dents or cracks if you drop it. The Forge is designed to fit in most cup holders, but the leak-proof cap 

means you can also toss it into your pack without soaking your gear.  When you need to keep your eyes on the 

road, the self-sealing cap lets you drink one-handed, then snaps back into place to prevent leaks or spills.

5,000

7256
IZOD Wayfarer Unisex 

Sunglasses in Black 
Classic IZOD Wayfarer Sunglasses 5,000

7255
TFX by Bulova Men's 

Strap - Black 

From the TFX Collection. In stainless steel with a black rubber silicone strap, black dial, mineral glass crystal, 

calendar, second hand, three-piece buckle closure, and water resistant to 30 meters.  TFX watch Distributed by 

Bulova. Dia: 42.5mm
5,000

8101
Titleist  Unstructured Hat - 

Black
An unstructured cap with the raised, 3-D "Titleist" logo on the front. An adjustable back provides the perfect fit. 5,000

3077
iLive Executive Wireless 

Bluetooth Speaker 
Enjoy rich, wireless sound and classic looks from this remarkable portable wireless speaker with Auxiliary Audio 

Input 5,100

3078
iLive Portable Wireless 

Speaker w/Bluetooth
The Hurricane packs big sound into a small and great-looking package. The rechargeable battery plus Bluetooth 

and audio-in connectivity make it a breeze to listen to music on any occasion. 5,100

3123
Dual Output Car Charger 

with Micro USB Cable   
 Enjoy super-fast charging of your mobile devices using your vehicle's cigarette lighter power outlet. Pushes out a 

total of 6 amps through 2 USB outlets and a built in 10.5" cable with Micro USB connector 5,100

7250

Antwerp Silver Pearls 

"Triple Dangle" Earrings 

with 3 freshwater round 

pearls in sterling silver

Antwerp's Pearl "Triple Dangle" Earrings are made with 3 beautiful freshwater round pearls in sterling silver. The 

pearls graduate from 4mm to 5.50 mm to 7 mm down the ear in a classic dangle style.  Our classic and stylish 

design is a great piece for any woman's jewelry collection. This pair is made with an easily wearable "fish hook" 

back and are complimented by fashionable sterling accents. These earrings make a great combination with our 

"PD17079" necklace.

5,100

7075
Nine West Wristlet - in 

Cognac

When only the essentials will do, this sleek little number from Nine West is the perfect choice. Fashioned in 

supple faux leather with a convenient wrist strap, a gleaming logo plate adds a signature finish. Nine West bag. 

Faux leather. Wrist strap with 6" drop. Top zip closure. Logo plaque at front; silver-tone hardware. 7" W x 4-1/2" 

H x 1" D.

5,100

7076
Nine West  Wristlet - in 

Black

When only the essentials will do, this sleek little number from Nine West is the perfect choice. Fashioned in 

supple faux leather with a convenient wrist strap, a gleaming logo plate adds a signature finish. Nine West bag. 

Faux leather. Wrist strap with 6" drop. Top zip closure. Logo plaque at front; silver-tone hardware. 7" W x 4-1/2" 

H x 1" D.

5,100

8126
Picnic Time Six Pack 

Beverage Carrier - Black

When planning to enjoy beverages away from home, the Six Pack is the perfect way to carry them to your 

destination.  The Six Pack is an insulated beverage carrier that fits most water, beer, and soda in bottles or cans 

up to 20 oz., allowing you to carry an assortment of beverages.  It is made of durable neoprene and features a 

front pocket and reinforced handles.  Let the fun begin with the Six Pack by Picnic Time.

5,100
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1019
Playboy Fragrance VIP 

Cologne for Men

Playboy Vip Cologne by Coty, Let the world know just how charismatic and irresistible you are with playboy vip, a 

cologne for men by coty . Launched in 2012, this seductive fragrance includes fresh notes of bergamot and 

rhubarb, while enhancing hints of spiced rum, aquatic notes, and juicy apple give it an undeniably sensual appeal. 

Wear it to the office, to your preferred nightclub, around town, or anywhere else you want to catch a little extra 

attention from the ladies.

5,200

4263 Presto Jerky Gun Kit
Makes delicious homemade jerky from beef, venison, and other meats. Three interchangeable nozzles: wide 

strips, dual strips, and round sticks. Wide, easy-to-load chamber with stainless steel rod. Holds one pound of 

seasoned ground meat. Includes five packets of classic jerky seasoning. Dishwasher safe.
5,200

9016

Allied Int'l Project 

Partners.  Home/Office 

Essentials

Contains Essential Tools for Home & Office. Comfortable Ergonomic Non-Slip Grips. Includes: 8 oz, Fiberglass 

Hammer, 12' Tape Measure. 6n1 Screwdriver, 6" Long Nose Pliers, 6" Adjustable Wrench, Utility  Knife & 10  

Driver Bits, Storage Tray keeps tools organized. Stores easily in drawer.
5,200

2017 Nambé Joy Ornament
In 1984, the first Nambé holiday ornament was introduced and today the tradition continues with a variety of 

meaningful designs. Hang holiday cheer on your tree with the Joy Ornament. Its subtle two-tone design captures 

the spirit of the season in a festive hand-written script. Measures  4" W. X 4" H.
5,300

2018 Nambé LOVE Ornament
In 1984, the first Nambé holiday ornament was introduced and today the tradition continues with a variety of 

meaningful designs. Hang holiday cheer on your tree with the Love Ornament.  Its subtle two-tone design 

captures the spirit of the season in a festive hand-written script. Measures  5" W. X 4" H.
5,300

2019 Nambé Santa Ornament
In 1984, the first Nambé holiday ornament was introduced and today the tradition continues with a variety of 

meaningful designs. Deserving of a coveted spot on your tree, St. Nick comes bearing gifts in this ornament's 

playful depiction of Santa.  Measures , 4" W. X 4.5" H.
5,300

2021 Nambé Angel Ornament
In 1984, the first Nambé holiday ornament was introduced and today the tradition continues with a variety of 

meaningful designs. The gold-plated wings of the Angel ornament stand out on this timeless holiday classic as the 

angel hangs in prayerful repose. , 4" W. X 3.5" H.
5,300

2022 Nambé Bell Ornament
In 1984, the first Nambé holiday ornament was introduced and today the tradition continues with a variety of 

meaningful designs. The silver bell elegantly curved shape captures the magic of the season as its gold clapper 

swings freely. Measures 3" W. X 3.5" H.
5,300

2026
Reed and Barton 

Christmas Bell Ornament
Handcrafted in America. Engravable. Engraved with "Christmas". 3" High. 5,300

2030

Reed and Barton 

Christmas 2017 Bell-

Silverplate

Christmas 2017 Bell-Silverplate 5,300

2004
Reed and Barton Classic 

Bell
Silverplate. Classic Bell - Plain. Made in USA. Engravable. 5,300

4264
Presto MyJo™ single cup 

coffee maker

The convenience of a single cup coffee maker without the high cost! Compact design lets you take it anywhere - 

home, work, school, travel, or camping. Heat water...fill water reservoir to desired level with hot water from tea 

kettle or place filled reservoir in microwave and heat.  Assemble...place K-Cup* pack in base, attach the water 

reservoir in microwave and the pump.  Brew and enjoy! Place assembled coffee maker on top of your favorite 

coffee mug or cup and pump water through K-Cup* pack to brew.  *"K-Cup" is a registered trademark of Keurig, 

Inc.

5,300

4265
Presto PowerCrisp™ 

microwave bacon cooker.

The easy way to make crisp, delicious bacon in your microwave. Simple to load, serve, clean, and store. Bacon 

cooks leaner and healthier than pan-fried. Fat drips into exclusive deep base. Fully immersible and dishwasher 

safe. No tiny hard-to-clean areas. Cooked bacon lifts away with the edge of a knife. Easy-grasp handle wraps 

around base so it's easy within reach. Removable cooking racks separate and stack in base.

5,300

1055

Conair Interplak Cordless 

Portable Water Flossing 

System

Treat your teeth and gums to a healthy clean that feels like you've just come from the dental hygienist. Cordless 

and battery operated for use at home or on the go, this water-flossing system flushes out plaque and food debris 

with pinpoint efficiency to refresh your whole mouth. Safe and effective for all dental work, including braces, it 

helps prevent gingivitis and gum disease when used regularly.

5,400

2015
Nambé Reindeer 

Ornament

In 1984, the first Nambé holiday ornament was introduced and today the tradition continues with a variety of 

meaningful designs. The Reindeer ornament, with its strong antlers and playful prance, is an instant family-

favorite. Measures  - 3" W. X 4.5" H.
5,400
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3129

VTech DECT 6.0 Cordless 

Phone w/Digital 

Answering System

Digital Answering System Caller ID/Call Waiting Capability 30 Name and Number Phonebook Any Key Answer 

Backlit Keypad and Display Handset Volume Control Last Number Redial Page/Handset Locator Selectable Ring 

Tones 5,400

8006
Mattel Hot Wheels 20 Car 

Pack

It's 20 times the Hot Wheels fun with 20 vehicles in one incredible pack! Collectors and car enthusiasts alike look 

upon these 1:64 scale die-cast vehicles with fondness and reverence, and kids will love joining the revved-up fun 

as well. The set includes old and new models with classic decos and hot designs. The 20-car gift packs (sold 

separately) include racecars, classic cars, and unique vehicles like dune buggies, hot rods, Hot Wheels originals, 

and more. Ages 3 and older.

5,400

9003
Craftsman Tools 54 Pc. 

Speed-Lok Bit Driving Set

Few people ever have the luxury of having the perfect tool for every job, but this Craftsman 54 pc. driving set 

offers enough variety that you'll find exactly what you need for a lot of your work, at home or on the job. The 

Speed-Lok quick connector in the set ends the frustration of slowing down the change bits. The tools in this 54 pc. 

driver and bit set are great for working with a variety of materials, including soft metals, wood and plastic. Use 

them for woodworking, home repairs and tackling that honey-do list inside and outside the house.

5,400

9009

Craftsman Tools 21 Pc. 

Split Point Black Oxide 

Drill Bit Set

This durable assortment of drill bits features a black oxide finish, which allows them to run cooler and last longer 

than standard drill bits. 5,400

3115
iLive Virtual Reality 

Goggles

The perfect VR/AR companion to watch, play and explore new worlds. Fully adjustable for a comfortable and 

customized fit, this headset fits most phones (3.5-6"),  has simple and quick sliding camera access and offers a 

high quality aspheric optical lens. The FOV like that of Sony's Morpheus™ creates a more fully immersive 

experience so you can experience VR like never before.

5,500

3130
LG Electronics DVD Player

Enjoy video and audio from multiple formats like DVD, JPEG, CD or MP3. Memories on the big screen. Want to 

view a highlight reel of the family vacation in the comfort of your living room? USB Media Host lets you view 

family photos, watch videos and listen to music from USB storage devices. 5,500

4250
Aquablock Aqua Betta 

Personal Aquarium

The Aquablock is a glass fish tank that was inspired by the notion of bringing together the balance of nature, 

decorative design, and soothing tranquility of aquatic life to create an aquarium small enough to fit on any 

desktop or tabletop. These portable tanks are ideal as a first pet for any child and are easy to clean (the gravel is 

glued down). Betta fish swim easily in our desktop sized tanks. You won't find any other small aquariums that are 

as unique and portable as our AQUABLOCK fish tank collection.  Betta fish is NOT included.

5,500

4266

Kate Spade Kitchen Deco 

Dot Dinnerware 

Sugar/Creamer

Fun and fashion in just the right combination create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Deco Dot Sugar & 

Creamer Set. Crafted in stoneware and decorated with large daring black dots, this is truly kate spade new york 

style. Perfect for casual dining, this unique dinnerware makes a great gift.
5,500

8004 Crayola Big Ideas Box

All your creative ideas come to life with this big box of Crayola tools! Comes in a handsome, stylish 3-drawer 

storage case to keep your tools organized. 10 Mini Twistable Crayons,  16 Pip Skinny markers, 12 short Colored 

Pencils, 30 sheets of Construction Paper, and Modeling Clay. Also inside is a Project Idea Booklet to get your 

creative juices flowing! CONTENTS:10 Mini Twistable crayons,  16 pip skinny markers, 12 short colored pencils, 30 

sheets of construction paper, modeling clay and an idea guide. Dimensions: 10.06 x 6.38 x 8.75 inches.

5,500

8035
Thermacell MR-GJ 

Repeller with Refill

The Thermacell Mosquito Repeller effectively repels mosquitoes, black flies, and other biting insects by creating a 

15 x 15-foot zone of protection for bug-free comfort. Ideal for use while camping, hunting, fishing, gardening, and 

around the backyard, Thermacell Repellers have been evaluated by the EPA for safety and effectiveness. 

Lightweight, portable, no open flame.  Includes: Thermacell Olive Repeller, 3 Original repeller mats, 1 butane 

cartridge. Also includes one single pack refill.  Batteries not included.

5,700

1039
Conair True Glow 2-in-1 

Facial Cleansing System

Cleanse and exfoliate your face, massage and revitalize under eye area and apply foundation flawlessly! Gently, 

yet effectively lossen dirt and makeup. Your skin will look and feel smoother. This handly little beauty tool gently 

massages the under eye area to help improve circulation and reduce puffiness. For flawless foundation, here's the 

answer! Our brush head gently vibrates, effortlessly blending makeup without leaving lines or streaks

5,800

1049

Conair Opti-Clean 

Cordless Rechargeable 

Power Plaque Remover

Reduce plaque and other dental hygiene concerns with this rechargeable cordless toothbrush. Three types of 

bristles in the oscillating brush head work better at cleaning than conventional brushes. Pointed interproximal 

bristles clean in between teeth; feathered subgingival bristles massage gums and clean under the gum line; and 

the polishing bristles smooth the tooth surfaces. Three color-coded twist-on brush heads are included. Stored in 

the plugged-in recharger base, the toothbrush is always fully charged and ready to use.

5,800

4244
Petmate 4" Healthy Pet 

Diners

Meal time is their favorite time, and now you can make it even better with the Healthy Pet Diner Double Dog 

Bowl Feeder - Recycled Black. Designed at just the right size to ease joint stress during feeding, this feeder also 

features a ridge that keeps food and water off the floor, ensuring they get every morsel. 
5,800

8107
Taylormade Project A 

Golf Balls - 1 Dozen

The Softer Tour Ball for Amateurs.The new Project (a) features a 30% softer core than its predecesor, providing a 

much softer feel, while maintaining its original distance and spin characteristics.Specs:3pc360 LDP 

aerodymanicsSoft Tech urethane coverSub-70 ball compression
5,800

2023
Nambé Annual Ornament 

2017

In 1984, the first Nambé holiday ornament was introduced and today the tradition continues with a variety of 

meaningful designs.  Commemorate the year's special moments with the 2017 Annual Dated Ornament. 

Fashioned after a traditional long-stemmed Christmas Ornament, this piece rotates on its axis as it shines in the 

light. Measures , 3" W. X 5.5" H.

5,900
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4072
John Boos Maple Cutting 

Board w/ Groove

This maple cutting board from John Boos is perfect for use in any kitchen. It is made from hard maple edge grain 

construction and includes a juice groove. It is reversible and Has a Boos block cream finish w/ beeswax. This 

handy size can be easily stored or left out on the counter. It measures 12"x8"x1". Made in USA.
5,900

4126
JK Adams Novelty USA 

Board

What better way to show off your patriotism at your next cookout or Barbeque. This board is perfect for small 

chopping tasks or removing hot items from the grill. The board is made from slightly distressed maple and 

finished by hand with an artisan teak oil. Board measures 15x10x5/8 inches. Made in USA.
5,900

7103
Reed and Barton 

Charleston Card Case

Inspired by details seen on crown dentil molding, the Charleston Card Case from Reed & Barton is a stylish way to 

handle your everyday business with class.  This silverplate business card holder will make an excellent gift for any 

occasion.  Elegantly packaged for gift-giving.
5,900

1071

Veridian Healthcare 

Touch-Free Infrared 

Forehead Digital 

Thermometer

The Touch-Free Digital Forehead Thermometer accurately measures body temperature. A fever alert icon quickly 

identifies high measurements. The illuminated, backlit display is helpful in low-light situations. 6,000

3034
GPX Compact Stereo with 

MP3 Connector

This compact music system offers clear, vibrant sound, designed especially for a smaller space. Listen to AM/FM 

radio, or connect your digital audio device via the 3.5mm pin connector on the top, or the 3.5mm audio input jack 

on the back. Also features 3.5mm headphone jack. Features negative LCD display with white backlight, digital 

clock, and single alarm. AC/DC power adapter (included). 3.5mm pin connector on top folds into unit when not in 

use. Detachable stereo speakers.

6,000

3132
Power Buddy Now Charge your Smart Phone anywhere. Holds Power for 1 year. Works for Apple and Android Devives 6,000

4150
Brookstone Mixologist 

Gift Set

Create a star behind the bar with these essential tools of the trade.  A great gift for the home bartender or 

consummate party host! With the Brookstone Mixologist Gift Set, your at-home bartender will be measuring, 

shaking, and straining classic cocktails with a professional flair. The Brookstone Mixologist Gift Set's good-looking 

stainless steel construction is sure to divert eyes from the bartender on your list's ever-improving skill behind the 

bar, and will hold up over years of celebrations, parties, and nightcaps.

6,000

4255 Kate Spade Tumbler KS Kitchen Aigt Ss Tumbler Rainey Street 6,000

8177

Winning Moves 

Monopoly The Mega 

Edition

9 new properties including 7 new states Build skyscrapers and faster game play with the Speed Die Ages 8 and Up 

2-8 Players Big quad-fold game board Houses Hotels Skyscrapers Depots Tokens Bus tickets Speed Die Includes 

new $1000 bills
6,000

8178
Winning Moves Risk® 

1959

Classic 1959 reproduction of Risk Ages 8 and Up 2-6 Players Bi-fold game board with original style art 6 sets of 

beautiful wooden \"army\" pieces Deck of area cards with original style art High quality dice Rules book featuring 

a History of Risk
6,000

1046
Conair Satiny Smooth All-

in-One Personal Groomer

Conair gives a woman everything she needs to remove hair from head to toe. This Personal Beauty Groomer lets 

users shave legs and underarms, comfortably trim the bikini area, and even touch up eyebrows. When we say 

"head to toe," we mean it! Conair includes extras like oil, a cleaning brush and a convenient stand - so take a 

stand, remove unwanted hair!

6,100

4267
Presto Belgian Waffle 

Bowl Maker

Makes a 4-inch waffle bowl using your favorite waffle batter. Thick, fluffy, and tender because it is a real waffle! 

Make hearty breakfasts by filling with scrambled eggs, ham, sausage, hashbrowns and more. Fill them pick'em up 

for a handheld waffle taco. Also great for desserts like ice cream sundaes. Fill with your favorite toppings: butter 

and syrup or fresh fruit and yogurt. Easy to clean. Nonstick grids for easy waffle bowl removal and fast cleanups. 

Signal light tells you when the waffle maker is ready to use.

6,100

7211

Nautica Men's Leather 

Passcase Bifold Wallet - 

Black

100% leather. Nautica logo in shiny nickel. Bill divider with 6 credit card pockets. 2 hidden pockets, and additional 

flap with credit card pockets. ID window inside wallet. Dimensions: 4.41 X 3.54 X 1.18 inches. 6,100

1001
Paris Hilton Fragrance 

Can Can, 1.7oz
Paris Hilton Can Can, launched by the designer house of Paris Hilton in 2007. This scent possesses a blend of 

Clementine Flower, Cassis, Nectarine, Wild Orchid, Orange Blossom, Soft Musk, Amber, and Woods. 6,200

1044

Conair Moist King-Size 

Heating Pad with 

Automatic Off

Relieve sore muscles with the Moist King-Size Heating Pad. With three heat settings, the HP15RB adjusts to your 

selected comfort level. The HP15RB provides moist heat helping to alleviate tension and muscle pain. 6,200
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4087
Bodum Ceylon Ice Tea 

Maker with Filter

Bodum Ceylon Ice Tea Maker with Filter. Brew ice tea using any loose-leaf tea. Quick and easy. Removable infuser 

stops the brewing process. Works with hot and cold water brewing methods. Useful for infusing water and other 

beverages with fruits or herbs. Durable acrylic safe for outdoor use. Filter lid locks in flavor and keeps out 

refrigerator odors. Space-saving oval shape. 101 fl. oz.

6,200

7258
Izod Men's Tortoise 

Sunglasses with pouch
IZOD product is sport-spirited, embracing a striking and broad color palette. Inspired by adventure and recreation 

and exemplifying simplicity, IZOD is easy to wear, relaxed and casual with a fresh, clean attitude. 6,200

7259
Izod Men's Black 

Sunglasses with pouch
IZOD product is sport-spirited, embracing a striking and broad color palette. Inspired by adventure and recreation 

and exemplifying simplicity, IZOD is easy to wear, relaxed and casual with a fresh, clean attitude. 6,200

7260
Izod Men's Black 

Sunglasses with pouch
IZOD product is sport-spirited, embracing a striking and broad color palette. Inspired by adventure and recreation 

and exemplifying simplicity, IZOD is easy to wear, relaxed and casual with a fresh, clean attitude. 6,200

7261
Izod Men's Silver 

Sunglasses with pouch
IZOD product is sport-spirited, embracing a striking and broad color palette. Inspired by adventure and recreation 

and exemplifying simplicity, IZOD is easy to wear, relaxed and casual with a fresh, clean attitude. 6,200

7269
 Ralph Lauren 10mm 

White Pearl Bracelet
The classic pearl bracelet gets an update with a toggle closure and chic charm. Imported. Dimensions: 72mm x 

72mm x 3.5mm. 6,200

7093
Nike Men's Leather 

Billfold Wallet - in Black
Embossed carbon fiber pattern billfold with exterior metal Swoosh logo.  Bill compartment, 1 ID window, 3 card 

slots and 2 additional interior pockets. Dimensions: 3.5" x 4.25". 6,200

7094
Nike Ballistic Nylon Travel 

Kit - in Grey
Ballistic nylon travel kit with metal Swoosh logo.  Interior slip pocket and zipper pocket.  Water-resistant interior 

and lining. Dimensions: 9.75" x 5". 6,200

7169
Nine West Ladies Small 

Zip Around Wallet - Black

Keep your currency close and exceptionally organized with this sleek wallet from Nine West. Ideally sized to slip 

inside a handbag, it boasts plenty of pockets and compartments for all the essentials. Nine West wallet. Faux 

leather. Zip around closure. Silver-tone hardware; back zip pocket; signature plaque at front. Interior features 

middle zip compartment, zip pocket, 8 card slots and 2 slip pockets. 7-1/2" W x 4" H x 1/2" D.

6,200

7171

Nine West Ladies Small 

Zip Around Wallet - 

Cognac

Keep your currency close and exceptionally organized with this sleek wallet from Nine West. Ideally sized to slip 

inside a handbag, it boasts plenty of pockets and compartments for all the essentials. Nine West wallet. Faux 

leather. Zip around closure. Silver-tone hardware; back zip pocket; signature plaque at front. Interior features 

middle zip compartment, zip pocket, 8 card slots and 2 slip pockets. 7-1/2" W x 4" H x 1/2" D.

6,200

8002 Crayola Paint Kit

Unleash your child's inner Picasso with this premium-quality art case filled with a variety of Crayola paint products-

all your child needs to create colorful master pieces! Includes 6- 2oz  Kids Washable paint colors, 6ct Pearl it! 

Special FX paint pot strip, 5 paintbrushes, 2 canvases, 50 pg paint pad, an art smock and project booklet. 

CONTENTS:6- 2oz  Kids Washable paint colors, 6ct Pearl it! Special FX paint pot strip, 5 paintbrushes, 2 canvases, 

50 pg paint pad, an art smock and project booklet. Dimensions 15.5 x 2.25 x 11.00 inches.

6,200

8143
Crayola Art Collection: 

Paint Kit

Unleash your child's inner Picasso with this premium-quality art case filled with a variety of Crayola paint products-

all your child needs to create colorful master pieces! Includes 6- 2oz  Kids Washable paint colors, 6ct Pearl it! 

Special FX paint pot strip, 5 paintbrushes, 2 canvases, 50 pg paint pad, an art smock and project booklet. 

CONTENTS:6- 2oz  Kids Washable paint colors, 6ct Pearl it! Special FX paint pot strip, 5 paintbrushes, 2 canvases, 

50 pg paint pad, an art smock and project booklet. Dimensions 15.5 x 2.25 x 11.00 inches.

6,200

9014
Allied Int'l Ladies Project 

& Repair Tool Kit/ Pink

Take on everyday projects in style with this Ladies fashionable tool set. Includes a lightweight, durable tool bag 

with 11 exterior pockets for added convenience. Comes with a 9" level, 10" claw hammer, driver bits with holder, 

four screwdrivers, pliers, 8" cutting shears, 16' tape measure and assorted fasteners.
6,200

4257

Disney Collectibles by 

Lenox Love Struck Mickey 

Figurine

Disney's Love Struck Mickey Figurine portrays Mickey holding a heart decorated with hand-applied red glitter. The 

figurine makes a charming gift for Valentine's Day or any occasion. 6,300

4268
Reed and Barton Lyndon 

Letter Opener

Designed to be both stylish and functional, the Lyndon Letter Opener from Reed & Barton features a classic bead 

on the handle. This stainless steel letter opener makes for a wonderful addition to any desk or table. Elegantly 

packaged for gift giving. Can be engraved and personalized.
6,300
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2010
Kate Spade Zadie Dr 

Question Mark Magnifier
Popping with personality, the kate spade new york Zadie Drive Question Mark Magnifier brings functionality and 

fun to any office space. 6,400

8086 YETI Colster®
"The Yeti Colster® is like a stainless steel bear hug for your standard cans or bottles. The Load-and-Lock™ Gasket 

secures your drink in place while the Colster's double-wall vacuum insulation keeps your beer or soda frosty 

longer. Plus, it has a No Sweat™ Design, which means you say adios to damp or frostbitten hands.
6,400

1034
Conair 2" Ceramic Instant 

Heat Flat Iron

2" extra wide ceramic coated plates for even heat and faster styling means it is gentle to hair. Floating plate for 

better contact and straighter results. 400 degrees F high heat. 30 second instant heat up. Uniform heat recovery 

system restores the plate temperature to the optimum level for consistent results every time. 25 variable heat 

settings for every type of hair. Turbo Heat increases the temperature by 36 degrees F/27 degrees C, maximizing 

results. Auto off. On/Off touchpad. On indicator light. Dual voltage.

6,500

3060
iLive Bluetooth Wireless 

Headphones w/Aux-In

Rich sound, seamless functionality and urban style are what these Bluetooth wireless headphones are all about. 

The lush over-the-ear pads will keep you comfortable for your longest listening sessions and the built-in mic gives 

you the power to stay in touch with the world around you.
6,500

3137

 Leaf 30 Indoor HDTV 

Antenna

Mohu Leaf 30® is the original, best performing, and most popular paper-thin antenna on the market! The 

patented Leaf 30 indoor TV antenna is a paper thin antenna that connects to your TV and mounts on the wall, 

behind a picture, or just about anywhere to enable you to receive free over-the-air (OTA) broadcasts. The Mohu 

Leaf 30 includes a high performance 10 ft. detachable coaxial cable, giving users the flexibility to place the 

antenna much higher on a wall or close to a window for optimal reception.

6,500

4095
JA Henckels Eversharp 

Pro - 2 piece Carving Set
This J.A. Henckels Eversharp Pro Carving Set is perfectly designed for smaller kitchen tasks such as peeling or 

coring vegetables and fruits. Full-length tang for better balance and strength. 6,500

4299
Nambé Tilt Shot Glasses, 

Set of 2 

Set the stage for elegant entertaining with the Tilt Shot Glasses. The clever angle defies the imagination and 

encourages a spontaneous mood. After a few drinks, the tilt may actually level out your evening! Fun, creative, 

and a great conversation piece--these glasses are sure to be a hit!
6,500

4258
Kate Spade Ice Cream Gift 

Set

Fun and fashion in just the right combination create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Deco Dot 3-piece 

Ice Cream Set. Crafted in stoneware and decorated in a pattern of large daring black dots, the set includes two 

festive bowls and a matching scoop. A great accessory for Deco Dot dinnerware, and a wonderful gift for dessert 

lovers.

6,600

8188
Solstice 2 Person Sunskiff 

Inflatable Boat Kit
Ideal for Pool or Lake Heavy Duty PVC Construction Grab Line Interated Oar Locks Includes Oars and Pump 78\" x 

46\" 6,600

1020
Taylor Swift Ladies 

Wonderstruck Perfume 

Just like her creative approach to songwriting, every element is authentic, embracing all that is special about 

Taylor. Wonderstruck is an awe-inspiring feeling. It could be a connection with someone or a rush you get when 

you experience something magical. Wonderstruck is also a lyric in the song "Enchanted" on Taylor's album, Speak 

Now. In this fragrance, a charming and sparkling surprise of vibrant fruits kisses a bouquet of soft petals and a 

touch of sweet indulgence.

6,700

3035

iLive Bluetooth Knit Cap 

with Built-in Speakers, 

and Mic for Hands-Free 

Calls

Stay warm and look stylish, all while wirelessly listening to your music on-the-go.  This low profile, knit cap 

features built-in Bluetooth speakers with range up to 60 ft. Built-in mic for hands-free calls. Also features controls 

for: volume up/down, skip forward/back, play/pause, power/pairing, answer phone/redial.
6,700

3055
iLive Wireless Bluetooth 

Receiver and Adapter

Wireless Bluetooth Receiver and Adapter: Bring your tech into the 21st century with the Wireless Bluetooth 

Receiver and Adapter for 30 pin Apple® accessories. Simply plug the adapter into any dock made for 30-pin 

Apple® products and enjoy your music! Simply dock the device on your existing speaker dock (with 30-pin 

connector) for iPod, iPhone, or iPad, and it makes the speaker dock Bluetooth compatible. 

6,700

4232
Presto FryDaddy Electric 

Deep Fryer
Maintains the perfect frying temperature automatically.  Snap-on-lid, lift-and-drain scoop so no messy basket.  

Makes 4 big servings with just 4 cups of oil.  1200 watts. 6,700

4256
Lenox Tuscany Craft Beer 

Glass Set

You'll have the right glass for every beer with the Tuscany Classics® Assorted Craft Beer Glass Set. Crafted of high-

quality non-lead crystal, this four-piece set includes a pint glass, pilsner glass, IPA glass, and a wheat beer glass. 

Makes a great housewarming or groomsmen''s gift.
6,700

8001

Crayola Inspiration Art 

Case, and Washable 

Sidewalk Chalk - Bundle

The Inspiration Art Case includes 140 pieces to fuel your imagination. Contents include: Art supply case, 64 

crayons, 20 short colored pencils, 40 washable markers, and 15 large sheets of drawing paper. This all-in-one 

portable art studio has dozens of crayons, pencils, markers, and sheets of drawing paper that can keep you 

creating for hours. Crayola Washable features a set of 48 classic Crayola colors, this chalk is ideal for drawing thin 

lines and broad strokes on sidewalks.

6,700
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8127
Picnic Time Blanket XL - 

Blue Stripes/Navy

When you need a large, durable blanket for outdoor use, The Blanket Tote XL-Blue Stripes offers over 38 square 

feet of sitting space!  The topside of the blanket is made of soft polyester fleece in a striped pattern and the 

underside is water-resistant to protect the blanket from getting dampened or soiled.  The Blanket Tote unfolds 

easily and refolds into a convenient carry tote featuring a closing flap complete with a zippered pocket, and an 

adjustable shoulder strap.  The flap is made of 600D polyester in navy blue. 

6,700

8142

Crayola Inspiration Art 

Case, and Washable 

Sidewalk Chalk - Bundle

The Inspiration Art Case includes 140 pieces to fuel your imagination. Contents include: Art supply case, 64 

crayons, 20 short colored pencils, 40 washable markers, and 15 large sheets of drawing paper. This all-in-one 

portable art studio has dozens of crayons, pencils, markers, and sheets of drawing paper that can keep you 

creating for hours. Crayola Washable features a set of 48 classic Crayola colors, this chalk is ideal for drawing thin 

lines and broad strokes on sidewalks.

6,700

1012
Calvin Klein Eternity 

Cologne for Men

Eternity Cologne by Calvin Klein, Launched by the design house of calvin klein in 1989, eternity is classified as a 

refreshing, spicy, lavender, amber fragrance . This masculine scent possesses a blend of greens, crisp jasmine, 

sage, basil, and rosewood. It is recommended for daytime wear.
6,800

4269

Kate Spade Kitchen Aigt 

Ss Tumbler One Smart 

Cookie

KS Kitchen Aigt Ss Tumbler One Smart Cookie 6,800

4270
Kate Spade Kitchen Aigt 

Ss Tumbler Deco Dot
KS Kitchen Aigt Ss Tumbler Deco Dot 6,800

4271
Presto 11" Skillet w/Glass 

Cover

Roasts, fries, grills, stews, bakes, makes casseroles & more. Tempered glass cover lets you see what is inside. 

Dishwasher safe with heat control removed. Heat control automatically maintains proper temperature. Deluxe 

nonstick surface inside & out for stick-free cooking. 120 volts, 1000 watts.
6,800

7104
V19.69 Italia by Versace 

Silver-tone Earrings
Silver-tone finish. Designed by the house of Versace 19.69 Abbigliamento Sportivo. Imported. Length: 3.25" 6,800

1042
Conair Fast Cut Pro 

Lighted Clipper

Now you can enjoy better cutting visibility with the Fast Cut Pro Lighted Clipper. Features new Red Fade and Ear 

Comb technology that makes grooming quicker, easier and more precise. The taper control provides 55 settings 

for ultimate precision!
6,900

1045
Conair John Frieda Tight 

Curls 1" Curling Iron

The John Frieda JFC8 Tight Curls Curling Iron provides ultra-high heat levels and it only takes 30 seconds to heat 

up. With LED temperature settings up to 400 Degrees F (205 Degrees C), you can produce hairstyles of any kind 

quickly and easily. It includes a protective heat mat for safe storage and an auto-off feature in case the iron is left 

on. And with a convenient swivel power cord you don't have to worry about a tangled mess.

6,900

4031
Cuisinart 3 Slot Foldable 

Knife Sharpener
A must have in any kitchen.  Extend the life of each knife by routinely sharpening.  This sharpener helps keep 

edges at their sharpest point.  With a foldable handle, you can easily store this in any drawer! 6,900

4139

T-Fal Specialty 12" / 5 Qt. 

Deep Covered Everyday 

Pan w /Handles

Total Non-Stick. Silicone loop handles. Glass lid w/ Venting Hole. 6,900

4179
Kate Spade Kitchen Glass 

Deco Dot Ap Bev S/4

Fun and fashion in just the right combination create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Deco Dot All 

Purpose Beverage Set of 4.  Each glass is beautifully shaped and decorated with large daring black dots. This is 

truly kate spade new york style, and a wonderful match with white or blackdinnerware. Perfect for casual dining, 

this unique glassware makes a great gift.

6,900

8082
YETI Rambler™ 20 oz. 

Tumbler

We hate when our favorite beverage loses its frosty goodness before we can fully enjoy it. That's why we over-

engineered the RamblerSeries with kitchen-grade 18/8 stainless steel and double-wall vacuum insulation. 

Rambler Tumblers keep Ice 2x longer than plastic tumblers and are designed for maximumIce retention-and work 

just as well for hot beverages. They are BPA free, including the crystal clear lid, so you can gauge the level of your 

frosty beverage as it slides down the pipe.

6,900

9001
Craftsman Tools 14 Pc. 

Combination Wrench Set

The 7 Piece 12pt standard combination wrench set is a great wrench set that includes a handy pouch to take your 

tools with you. 7 PC SAE set includes: 1/4", 5/16", 11/32", 3/8", 7/16", 1/2" & 9/16". The 7 Piece 12pt metric 

combination wrench set is a great wrench set that includes a handy pouch to take your tools with you. 7 Pc Metric 

set includes: 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 & 13 mm. Includes a roll pouch for each 7pc set.

6,900

1013
Calvin Klein Eternity 

Ladies Perfume 
Eternity Perfume by Calvin Klein, From calvin klein comes eternity, a romantic, floral scent that breathes with the 

subtle aroma of a spring garden . Both classic and contemporary, it echoes timeless quality and modern style. 7,000
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3116

WeatherX Weatherband 

& AM/FM Radio w/Solar 

Panel, USB Charging, LED 

Lights, Dynamo

A powerful LED flashlight provides lighting for any occasion. An AM/FM/weather band radio keeps you informed 

of the latest weather alerts and local AM and FM programs. A dynamo hand crank, solar charging panel, and DC 

battery power ensure you're ready for any situation.
7,000

4089
Bodum Assam Medium 

Tea Press (Glass Handle)

The classic Assam tea pot with the new stainless steel filter. Made in borosilicate glass jug, glass handle, and steel 

infuser and lid. The clear glass makes the infusion visible at all times, making it a very attractive table piece. 

Everything can go in the dishwasher, the jug (without the rod and lid) can go in the microwave. Simply boil water 

place tea leaves in the stainless steel filter, pour in the hot water, wait 3-4 minutes, or to your preferred taste and 

you have the unforgettable and delicious taste of your preferred tea.

7,000

7085
Calvin Klein  Saffiano 

Leathe Wristlet - in Black
100% Saffiano leather. Gold-tone hardware. Zipper closure. 4.25" high. 7" wide. Calvin klein saffiano wristlet. 

Imported. 7,000

7086

Calvin Klein Saffiano 

Leather Wristlet - in 

Luggage

Saffiano leather wristlet. Top zip closure with wristlet strap. Gold tone hardware and signature plaque at front. 

Lined interior features slip pocket. Dimensions: 7'' x .5'' x 4''. 7,000

7167
Guess Large Flap 

Organizer- Black
Base soft croco pvc. Hardware pale shiny gold. L: 7.5" H: 4". Exterior: Removable zip pouch. Interior: 3 slip 

pockets, 12 card slots, 2 ID windows. Snap closure. Imported. 7,000

8036
Thermacell Outdoor 

Lantern with Refill

The Thermacell Mosquito Repeller Outdoor Lantern effectively repels mosquitoes, black flies, and other biting 

insects by creating a 15 x 15-foot zone of protection for bug-free comfort. Its ambient light and decorative design 

perfectly adorn your deck or patio. Ideal for use while you are gardening, observing outdoor sporting events, and 

hanging around the backyard, Thermacell Lanterns have been evaluated by the EPA for safety and effectiveness. 

Also includes one single pack refill.   Batteries not included.

7,000

4086

Bodum Bistro Double 

Wall Thermal Coffee Mug 

10 oz. Set of 2

Bodum Bistro Double Wall Thermal Coffee Mug 10 oz. Set of 2 Boxed. Winners of the 2007 iF Product Design 

Award. The Bistro Double Wall  is perfectly suited for a multitude of hot and cold beverages as well as desserts. 

Made of heat-resistant borosilicate glass, these vessels guarantee that their contents will remain hot for a longer 

period of time while the glass itself remains cool to the touch. Glass is mouth-blown. They are dishwasher and 

microwave safe.

7,100

4142 T-Fal 1.2L Mini Fryer
Brushed Metal 1.2L Mini Fryer. 850-watt compact deep fryer for single servings of delicious fried food. On/ready 

indicator lights; nonstick interior; viewing window. Magnetic break-away power cord for safety; Side carry 

handles.
7,100

4216
OXO Good Grips 5 Pc. 

POP Container Set
Airtight Seals Modular Stacking System BPA Free 2.1 quart Container 1.5 quart Container Two 0.9 quart 

Containers 0.3 quart Container 7,100

4241
Brookstone Nap Textured 

Throw

The moment you wrap yourself up in our NAP Textured Throw, you'll feel the stress and tension of the day 

instantly slipping away! The plush, brick-textured fabric on one side combined with the smooth Nap fabric on the 

other make this throw blanket the perfect way to get in the mood for a good book, a cup of tea, or your favorite 

movie… or a nap.

7,100

7369 Tumi Packing Cube

Hassle-free packing starts here. Organize your travels with this lightweight packing cube. The quintessential must-

pack item for frequent flyers, it allows you to organize daily outfits or simply keep your delicates separate from 

heavier items. 7,100

1003

Tommy Bahama 

Fragrance For Him 

Cologne Spray, 1.7 oz

This is his signature scent for men. An energizing blend of juicy watermelon, tangerine and crisp pear with a dash 

of ginger. Sun drenched Tiare flower and violet leaf are balanced by the spiciness of coriander for a heart that 

evokes the spirit of the island life. A warm background of sensual amber, Tonka bean and Australian sandalwood 

lingers like a well enjoyed weekend.

7,200

1047

Conair Body Benefits 

Battery/AC Massaging 

Neck Rest with Heat

Alleviate the tension and stress that builds up in the back of your neck with the Body Benefits(TM) Massaging 

Neck Rest with Heat from Conair. Cushioned with a blue fleece inset, the NM8X sits comfortable around your 

neck. Select from a variety or speeds and turn on/off the heat for a neck massage exactly how you want it.
7,200

4090
Bodum Chambord 8 Cup 

Coffee Maker

The reason the French press coffee maker has become one of the most popular coffeemakers in the world is pure 

and simple, taste. The materials (glass and stainless steel) are completely taste-free so nothing comes between 

your ground coffee beans. This is exactly the reason why coffee tasters use this method to determine the quality 

of coffee beans. No paper filter not only means no waste, but that the coffee bean's essential oils go directly to 

your cup, delivering the flavor that is lost on paper filters.

7,200

4137
T-Fal Specialty Jumbo 

Wok  (14")
ThermoSpot™ (Heat indicator shows when pan if preheated). NonSick interior & exterior. Durabase delivers even 

heat distribution. Helper handle for comfort & safety. Dishwasher Safe. 7,200
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4180
Kate Spade Kitchen Glass 

Deco Dot Pitcher

Fun and fashion in just the right combination create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Pretty Pantry 

Pitcher. The glass pitcher is beautifully shaped and decorated with large daring black dots. This is truly kate spade 

new york style, and a wonderful match with white or black dinnerware.Perfect for casual dining, this unique 

pitcher makes a great gift.

7,200

7245

Antwerp Silver New gents 

black leather bracelet 

with sterling silver 

magnetic clasp

Mans black leather bracelet with sterling silver magnetic clasp with 5 row design. This bracelet is 8 total inches 

with stylish textured leather. 7,200

7015
Antwerp Silver Mother of 

Pearl "Coin" Earrings 

Antwerp's  "Coin Pearl" Earrings are made with beautiful 15 mm round, fresh water mother of pearl. Our classic 

and stylish design is a great piece for any woman's jewelry collection. This pair is made with an easily wearable 

"fish hook" back and are complimented by fashionable sterling accents. made in sterling silver.
7,200

1011
Betsey Johnson Ladies 

Perfume 

Betsey Johnson Perfume by Betsey Johnson, A blooming and colourful fragrance with notes of pear, tangerine, 

grapefruit, blackcurrant, freesia, lily of the valley, red apple, cedarwood, sandalwood, praline, amber, and musks. 

The first fragrance from designer betsey johnson.
7,300

3133 Secur Solar Media Player
Stereo Music player/Solar Charger/ Solar Powered Powerbank. Use this waterproof solar media player to protect 

your smart phone & take music anywhere. Includes waterproof protective case. 7,300

7262
IZOD Men's Polarized 

Sunglasses with pouch
IZOD polarized sunglasses with classic aviator look. 7,300

7263
IZOD Men's Polarized 

Sunglasses with pouch
IZOD polarized sunglasses in Black with pouch. 7,300

7264

IZOD Men's Polarized 

Tortoise Sunglasses with 

pouch

IZOD polarized sunglasses in Tortoise with pouch. 7,300

7265

IZOD Wayfarer Unisex 

Polarized Sunglasses in 

Black

Classic IZOD Wayfarer Sunglasses 7,300

7266

IZOD Aviator Unisex 

Polarized Sunglasses in 

Black

Classic IZOD Aviator Sunglasses 7,300

8005 Crayola Crayon Factory

Watch your colorful crayon bits transform into custom creations! Use the included crayons, or recycle your old 

Crayola crayon bits to make marvelous melted creations with the electronic Crayon Factory! Simply mix, melt and 

mold to make colorful car, heart and microphone crayons for playing and doodling! Includes Crayon Factory Unit, 

Power Adapter, 8 Crayons, 3 Molds, Crayon Wrapper Ripper and Instructions.

7,300

8088

Shakespeare Catch More 

Fish Walleye Spinning 

Combo

Angler combo that has every you need for catching walleye. 2-Piece 6ft 6in long rod. Medium rod power. 1 

Bearing count. Spinning technique. Mono capacity (yd/lb): 225/4 190/6 180/4. Line rating: 6-12. Right/Left reel 

handle position. Includes: Aluminum spool filled with 6lb Stren monofilament fishing line. Berkley PowerBait 

minnows and grubs. Night-crawler harness rig. Jig heads. Live bait tackle.

7,300

4167
Howard Miller                            

Dana Table Clock
Howard Miller® "Dana" Table Clock. Features round beveled glass clock set in a satin rosewood-finished arched 

base. Quartz, alarm movement includes 1 "AA" battery. 6"H x 5¼"W x 1½"D. 7,400

4226
Presto Dehydro* Electric 

Food Dehydrator

Dehydrates fruits, vegetables, herbs and spices. Four-tray system dehydrates foods at a fraction of the cost. Can 

stack up to 8 trays. See-through cover lets you monitor drying process. Drying trays & cover are fully immersible 

& dishwasher safe. Bottom-mounted fan & heating element for consistent drying. No tray rotation needed. Easy 

to store! Drying trays nest for compact storage.

7,400

8073
Eureka Magic 125 

Lantern/Flashlight

Bright lantern for area lighting transforms into flashlight. Rippled convex reflector cone disperses light. Textured 

opaque lens directs light in flashlight mode. Multi-function off, high, low, strobe, push button switch. Green LED 

locater light flashes every 5 seconds. Swiveling wire hanging loop in bottom of unit. Aluminum housing with 

anodized finish for durability. Carry strap and carabiner-style clip included. 4 AA Duracell batteries included. 

Lumen Output: 125. LED type: XR-E Cree. Dimensions 2.8" x 6.1". Weight with batteries: 10.5 oz.

7,400
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1031
Conair Heated Massaging 

Seat Cushion

Temporarily relieve minor muscular backache pain and tension with our Body Benefits Heated Massaging Seat 

Cushion. Three powerful massage motors provide soothing relief to your upper back and lumbar area while you 

sit in complete comfort. This massager straps onto most chairs, where you can use the remote to control the 

massage intensity and heat.

7,500

7254

Antwerp CZ  Dream 

Necklace -.50-TCW 

(Special Regular 4,000 

Gift Bucks- Now 1,500 

Antwerp Diamond Dream Necklace is a beautiful and classically elegant necklace. This piece is set in a sterling 

silver 4-prong setting. It features one brilliant cut, sparkling .50 CT cubic zirconia. The pendant includes a 16" 

sterling silver chain. Every cubic zirconia is set by hand by our master craftsmen.
7,500

8083
YETI Rambler™ 30 oz. 

Tumbler

We hate when our favorite beverage loses its frosty goodness before we can fully enjoy it.That's why we over-

engineered the RamblerSeries with kitchen-grade 18/8 stainless steel and double-wall vacuum insulation. 

Rambler Tumblers keep Ice 2x longer than plastictumblers and are designed for maximumIce retention-and work 

just as well for hot beverages. They are BPA free, including the crystal clear lid, so you can gauge the level of your 

frosty beverage as it slides down the pipe.

7,500

8120
Pinemeadow Golf PGX 

Putter - Right

The PGX Putter features a precise white finish which stands out when the putter is in the address position on the 

green. This contrast of the white color against the green grass really helps maintain focus on the alignment lines 

that help ensure that your putter is on target at start.  PGX Putter - Bright White Mallet putter - Steel Shaft - 

Spider White grip

7,500

8137 Bushnell Leisure KIT
A neat little kit that is perfect for taking to a family soccer game or to your favorite sporting event. Includes 8x21 

PowerView binocular. Includes a lunch box cooler. Includes a compact AM/FM radio with earbud head phones. 

Binocular case and neck strap included.
7,500

1041

Conair All-in-One Lithium 

Rechargeable Beard & 

Mustache Trimmer

This all-in-one trimmer system makes it easy to be your own barber! The rechargeable lithium ion battery powers 

it for long-lasting use, and the stainless steel blades remain sharp through countless trims. 7,600

3127

Digital Treasures Lyrix 

Remixx Bluetooth 

Speaker-Black

Power-packed with dual 3-watt speakers, the Remixx delivers all of the music on your Bluetooth-enabled devices 

with rock solid sound and extraordinary volume. The Remixx features eight solid hours of play time from a single 

charge, and this perfectly portable 2.0-channel stereo speaker boasts a reception distance of 33 feet.  Compare 

the sound from the Lyrix Remixx with any other Bluetooth speaker and you'll be blown away by how much better 

the volume, clarity, and performance is.

7,600

3134

iLive Dual Function 

Wireless Headphones 

with Mic., Aux.-input

Stylish and ultra-comfortable, these adjustable Bluetooth headphones transport you to concerts while the on-ear 

controls and built in mic let you take calls from loved ones without missing a beat. 7,600

3135

iLive Wireless Bluetooth 

Speaker w/Clock, Alarm, 

USB Charging Port

Stream music wirelessly with Bluetooth to the ICB103 Bluetooth Clock Radio. Bluetooth technology connects to 

your mobile device without cables. Use the built in cradle to securely hold your device while charging it using the 

built in USB charging port. 7,600

3136

Sony Noise Cancelling 

Headphones

Perfect for a life on the go, these headphones deliver remarkable, noise-free audio experience. While the 

pressure-relieving ear cushions provide long-term comfort, the swiveling earcups fold compact for portability. 

Thanks to Sony signal processing technology, ambient noise from the office, airplanes and trains is reduced by up 

to 95 percent.
7,600

3138

Digital Treasures ChargeIt 

6500 Portable Power 

Pack-Black

The Ultimate in mobile elegance, the SlimTouch 6500 features a lightweight, slim design, luxoriously textured 

exterior, & electrifying power that can recharge the typical smartphone 2.5 times! Also includes an ultra bright 

flashlight to brighten your day. Includes two USB to Micro-USB Charging cables. Device(s) & Apple cable not 

included.
7,600

3140

Zero Gravity Explorer 

Mini Drone - Red

Featuring a unique controller design that neatly holds all of the Explorer's components for perfectly pocket-

friendly portability, this is the perfect drone for on- the-go aerial adventures. Featuring a built-in camera,  you'll 

be able to capture every one of your thrilling flight videos and photos. 7,600

4080
Peugeot Peugeot Whisky 

Tasting Set

This Whiskey Set is hand blown whisky glass is designed to enhance all whiskies and eaux-de-vie, such as Cognac 

and Armagnac. With a distinctive wide bowl, this glass will reveal the subtleties in the whisky, bringing out the 

aromas for an utterly indulgent tasting.The metal base is designed to chill the spirit for at least 30 minutes, 

without upsetting it or creating a temperature shock that would inhibit the release of the scents, and without the 

use of ice. For better results, leave the metal base in the freezer for a few hours. 

7,600

4272
Presto SaladShooter® 

slicer/shredder

Quickly slices or shreds vegetables, fruits, cheese, and more for sensational salads, perfect pizzas, terrific tacos 

and delicious desserts. Point and shoot where you want. No extra bowls to clean! Easy to use. Interchangeable 

slicing and shredding cones slip right in. No complicated parts to assemble. Shreds potatoes for hash browns, 

cheese for pizza, lettuce for tacos. Slices bananas, apples and more for beautiful fruit salad in minutes. Easy to 

clean. Motor base wipes clean. Everything else is dishwasher safe. Compact for easy storage.

7,600

4300

Nambé Vie Chardonnay 

Glasses (Set of 2), 18 Oz., 

3.5" D. X 9" H.

The Vie Stemware Collection brings a contemporary flare to classic wine glasses with their oversized body and flat 

foot. The broad, shallow bowl and wide mouth of the Vie Chardonnay Glass promote oxidation, which brings out 

the complex, strong flavors and aromas of this popular wine. When filled, the wine dips slightly into the glass' 

stem.

7,600
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4301

Nambé Vie Champagne 

Flutes (Set of 2), 9 Oz., 

2.5" D. X 10.5" H.

The Vie Stemware Collection brings a contemporary flare to classic wine glasses with their oversized body and flat 

foot. The narrow design of the Vie Champagne Flute enhances the aroma of sparkling wines and champagne while 

allowing the bubbles to travel further, which not only heightens the visual appeal, but prolongs carbonation. 

When filled, the champagne dips slightly into the glass' stem.

7,600

7253

Antwerp Silver 

'Quadruple' Pearl lariat 

necklace with multiple 

freshwater pearls with a 

This fashionable "quadruple" pearl lariat necklace made in sterling silver. It is set with a multiple round, 

freshwater pearls with an accented sterling silver clasp. What a perfect necklace for the everyday wear in the 

pearl world.  
7,600

1056

Conair Weight Watchers 

Wide Platform Electronic 

Scale

The Weight Watchers Wide Platform Scale is a great scale for people of all shapes and sizes. It has an extra-large 

platform and a 400-pound capacity with a sleek, streamlined design. With an easy-to-read blue backlight digital 

display, it's great for anyone or any bathroom. Its platform has stainless steel electrodes and a 13.8 x 11.8-inch 

surface .01 pound resolution, long-life battery (included) and limited ten-year warranty.

7,700

9015
Allied Int'l 120 pc. Home 

Repair Tool Set

The 120-piece Home Repair Tool Set has all the essential hand tools for home maintenance and repair projects 

including an 8-ounce hammer, a 12-foot measuring tape, 6-inch long nose pliers, a 6" adjustable wrench and 

driver handle.  Assortment comes with it's own case for easy storage.
7,700

1010
Beyonce Pulse Ladies 

Perfume

Introducing Beyonce Pulse, the new fragrance by Beyonce! Energetic. Powerful. Feminine. Feel the power with 

Beyoncé Pulse, the new fragrance by Beyonce. As show-stopping as the woman behind it, Beyonce Pulse 

shimmers with life. The woman who wears it is a force to be reckoned with, combining sensuality and edge into 

one deliciously complex package. She draws you in and sends your pulse racing.

7,800

1018

Katy Perry  Royal 

Revolution Ladies Eau de 

Parfum

Royal Revolution is an irresistible floral fragrance inspired by the beauty of blue diamond that was launched in 

2014.The composition is floral and slightly fruity. The top notes include aromas of red pomegranate and pink 

freesia. Jasmine and orange flower are enriched with sandalwood in the heart, while the base includes unusually 

mystical notes of blackthorn with addition of vanilla orchid, leather and skin musk.

7,800

4273
Presto Options® multi-

cooker/steamer
Multi-purpose and slow cooker. Includes see-through cover and steam/fry basket. 1300 watts. 7,800

4274
Presto 15" x 14" Tilt and 

Fold Griddle

This griddle offers an efficient "square" shape that holds more pancakes, eggs, and sandwiches than most 

conventional rectangular griddles. Heat control maintains the proper cooking temperature automatically. 

Premium nonstick surface for stick-free cooking and easy cleaning. Griddle easily adjusts from a level grilling 

surface for eggs and pancakes to a tilted draining surface for meats. Handles fold in for easy storage and fits in 

most 18-inch standard cabinets.

7,800

2008
Reed and Barton Winter 

Dreams Snowglobe

Glittering snowflakes drift past a Santa moon suspended in the winter sky in Reed & Barton's Winter Dreams 

Musical Snowglobe.  An elegant silverplate base is carved with exqisite snowflakes and studded with silver stars. 

Plays "Greensleeves". Elegantly packaged for gift-giving and storage.
7,900

2011

Reed and Barton 

Snowman & Sleigh 

Musical Snowglobe

Bring the outdoorsy charm of winter indoors with the Snowman & Sleigh Musical Snowglobe. Inside the glass 

dome, a smiling snowman stands with his sled next to a festive Christmas tree. Embossed on the metal base is a 

scene of winter birds in tree branches. Turn the key and "Oh Christmas Tree"begins to play.
7,900

2012

Reed and Barton Carolers 

Village Musical 

Snowglobe

Carolers Village Musical Snowglobe 7,900

2013
Reed and Barton Rooftop 

Santa Musical Snowglobe

Bring charm and music to your holiday d&eacute;cor with the Rooftop Santa Musical Snowglobe. Inside the glass 

dome, Santa is perched on a rooftop with a sack of gaily-wrapped gifts. Embossed on the metal base is a scene of 

Santa's sleigh and his flying reindeer. Turn the key and "Up On The Housetop"begins to play.
7,900

4275

Presto 22" Electric 

Ceramic Griddle 

w/removable handles

Extra large 22-inch cooking surface makes enough for the entire family. Ceramic nonstick surface for stick-free 

cooking and easy cleaning. Textured cooking surface provides enhanced nonstick performance and easier 

cleaning. Fully immersible and dishwasher safe with the heat control removed. Heat control maintains proper 

cooking temperature automatically. Removable handles for easy cleaning and compact storage.

7,900

8103
Callaway  60 inch Double 

Canopy Umbrella
Features:60" Double Canopy for Maximum Protection Robust Frame to Withstand Extreme Weather 

ConditionsFiberglass ShaftErgonomic, Non-Slip Molded Handle 7,900

1024

Conair Infiniti Pro 

Compact AC Motor 

Styling Tool

The Infiniti Pro 1875-Watt Salon-Performance Styling Tool by Conair 465 utilizes tourmaline ceramic and ion 

technology to give you shiny, frizz-free hair. This is a lightweight, ergonomic hair dryer that's easy to maneuver 

and also includes two attachments. Plus, it has variable heat and speed settings that allow you to customize the 

dryer to fit your hair type and achieve salon-quality styles. The true cold shot helps you set the style in place.

8,100
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1050
Conair True Glow Sonic 

Skincare Solution

The Sonic True Glow Sonic Face Brush is clinically proven for clean, healthy-looking skin.  Dermatologist tested 

and 2 times as effective as using cleanser alone.  Up to a 30% reduction in appearance of redness and  visible 

improvement in pore size.  Independent clinical testing has shown up to a 98% reduction in environmental toxins 

after continued use.  The brush oscillates at 300 movements per second, has three speeds and a 60 second timer.  

This rechargeable and waterproof brush will help keep your skin looking beautiful all year round!

8,100

3071
Sony Playstation PS Silver 

Wired Headset

Playstation Headsets deliver amazing depth and audio clarity, elevating your gaming experience with custom 

audio modes created by developers exclusively for Playstation. Experience everything from the big booms to 

whisper-quiet warnings in stunning 7.1 virtual surround sound and connect with your friends online with the 

retractable boom mic. Breathable on-ear cushions pair with lightweight, sturdy design to enable hours of gaming 

in comfort. This is how games were made to sound.

8,100

5013

Echo Valley Meats 

Sausage & Cheese Combo 

Classic

Two 5oz Original Summer sausages. Two 5oz Cheddar Summer sausages. Two 5oz Garlic Summer sausages. Two 

7oz Echo Valley Old-Fashioned Garlic cheese spreads. Wood cutting board with cheese knife (Board 5x8). Cheese 

spread is made from real Wisconsin-aged natural cheddar and roasted garlic. As seen on ABCs \"Shark Tank\".
8,100

4035 Cuisinart Electric Knife

The ideal combination of performance and versatility, the Cuisinart Electric Knife features a powerful motor and a 

full-size stainless steel blade to make short work of any slicing task. Serrated for superior cutting action and 

dishwasher safe, the blade slices meats and bread with speed and precision. The ergonomic, nonslip handle and 

one-touch on/off control make this knife especially easy to operate. Equipped with a 5-foot cord to carve right at 

the table! Its ergonomic handle makes it comfortable for right and left handers to maneuver with ease.

8,100

4076
All-Clad Measuring Cup 

Set

All-Clad Measuring Cup Set. A useful addition to any well-equipped home kitchen, the Measuring Cup Set is 

crafted of 18/10 stainless steel, is dishwasher safe and includes 1/4-cup, 1/3-cup, 1/2-cup, 2/3-cup, and 1-cup 

measures.
8,100

7252

Antwerp Silver  'Mini 

Cross" necklace with 

cubic zirconia set in 

sterling silver

Antwerp Silver 'Mini Cross" Necklace is an iconic religious symbol that is both classic and fashion forward. This 

necklace looks beautiful and shines bright in sterling silver. Our piece features 24 brilliant cubic zirconia totaling 

.25 carat and includes a 16" sterling silver chain. This cross pendant is perfect for every day wear. All pieces are 

set by our master craftsman.

8,100

7168
Guess Crossbody Flap - 

Blue

Saffiano textured PVC upper with logo motifs. Single compartment with inner pocket and slots. Flap over with 

secure magnetic fastening. Adjustable linked metal and PVC crossbody strap. Debossed Guess signature branding. 

Dimensions: 12 x 6 x 17 cm.
8,100

7197 Tumi Luggage Scale

Why get weighed down? Travelers can save money, time and hassle with this compact electronic scale that allows 

you to weigh your bags before you leave for the airport. It offers: simple, one-button operation; backlit, digital 

display that is easy to read in any light; a display of weight in pounds and kilograms; and the strength to hold up 

to 100 lbs. Use at home or carry it with you.

8,100

8056 OnGuard Bike Lock

Wish you had a stocky bulldog to guard your bike day and night? OnGuard's Bulldog ATB boasts 1/2-inch hardened-

steel construction and OnGuard's pick-proof M-Cylinder lock for top-notch protection. It also features a wide 

shackle, making it ideal for bigger bikes. And thanks to the included mounting bracket you can bring the Bulldog 

ATB along for every ride. This great U-lock also comes with 5 keys including OnGuard's Torch Key, which has a 

built-in light.

8,100

2009
Reed and Barton Classic 

Christmas Musical

Bright red and green enameled Christmas ornaments and a rich gold tree-top star accent this gleaming Christmas 

Morning Musical from Reed & Barton. This charming silverplate tree sparkles as it slowly revolves to the 

Christmas classic, "Oh Tannenbaum". Tarnish-resistant. Elegantlypackaged for gift-giving and storage. Part of the 

Classic Christmas Collection.

8,200

6006
Coleman RoadTrip Party 

Grill w/ InstaStart

InstaStart ignition for matchless lighting. PerfectFlow technology provides consistent performance. 122sq.in. 

Cooking surface. 8000 BTUs of Cooking power. Detachable legs for storage. Adjustable burner provides precise 

control. Lasts up to 2.5hrs on high. Requires standard 16.4oz propane cylinder (sold separately). 3 Year 

manufacturer limited warranty.

8,200

7115
Nine West Ladies 

Crossbody - Black

Certain to get you a second look, this Double Vision crossbody is a chic everyday design. Styled in supple faux 

leather with a gleaming logo plate, the generous interior opens to three separate compartments for easy 

organization. By Nine West. Nine West bag. Faux leatherAdjustable crossbody strap with 22-1/2" drop. Kiss-lock 

and top zip closure. Logo plaque at front; nickel-tone hardware. Interior features 2 zip compartments and middle 

kiss-lock compartment. 9-1/4" W x 7" H x 2" D.

8,200

7117

Nine West Ladies 

Crossbody - Snow Petal, 

Cobblestone and Black

Certain to get you a second look, this Double Vision crossbody is a chic everyday design. Styled in supple faux 

leather with a gleaming logo plate, the generous interior opens to three separate compartments for easy 

organization. By Nine West. Nine West bag. Faux leatherAdjustable crossbody strap with 22-1/2" drop. Kiss-lock 

and top zip closure. Logo plaque at front; nickel-tone hardware. Interior features 2 zip compartments and middle 

kiss-lock compartment. 9-1/4" W x 7" H x 2" D.

8,200

1048

Conair True Glow 

Rechargeable Pedicure 

Solutions Callus Softener

Get professional results with a spa experience you can enjoy in the comfort of your own home. The True Glow® 

Footcare Solutions Rechargeable Callus Softener quickly smoothes and softens your feet, transforming skin from 

rough and dry to soft and silky. Now it's easy to put your best foot forward, every day!
8,300

2025

Disney Collectibles 

Wrapped With Love By 

Minnie Figurine

Disney's Wrapped with Love by Minnie Figurine shows both Minnie and her present topped by a big red bow. And 

Minnie has a great big smile to match. 8,300
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4248
Petmate Fleece Crate 

Medium/Large
The "Original" SnooZZy pet bed offers a versatile bed that your pet will love. It is constructed from luxurious 

acrylic fleece for a comfortable surface. Pets love them in crates, carriers, dog houses, SUV's or anywhere. 8,300

6001
Cuisinart 10-Piece 

Carousel Grill Tool Set

The Cuisinart 10 Pc Carousel Grill Tool Set includes all the necessary tools to make your grilling experience easy 

and convenient.  This durable set of stainless steel tools includes a Chef's Spatula, Locking Grill Tongs, a Basting 

Brush, a Meat Hook, and 5 Skewers.  Each tool is designed with elongated handles and a hanging ring for 

convenient placement during grilling time.  When you are finished grilling, store the whole set on the carousel 

stand until the next time you grill. The carousel stand rotates to give better access to tools while grilling.

8,300

7267
Kate Spade Adi Card Case 

in Offshore/Cement

Gold toned hardware; Embossed brand name logo tag in the front

2 card slots in back; 1 card slot in front; 1 zip pocket on top

Open interior features custom fabric
8,300

7368
Kate Spade Adi Card Case 

in Almondine

Gold toned hardware; Embossed brand name logo tag in the front

2 card slots in back; 1 card slot in front; 1 zip pocket on top

Open interior features custom fabric
8,300

8147

Epic International 

Litehawk LH II Helicopter - 

BLUE

LiteHawk II, it's name says it all! The II can best be described as a true successor to our very first helicopter, the 

LiteHawk. Built to our exacting standards, we have added more features, just for you! The lighting for the chassis 

and nose are controlled from the remote, so you can fly in stealth  mode. We've also given you a Boost Button so 

you can increase power when you need it

8,300

2027
Reed and Barton Classic 

Piggy Bank

This favorite collectible of the childhood nursery, the Classic Piggy Bank from Reed & Barton is a true classic baby 

gift. With his charming design in lavish silverplate, this is the perfect gift for piggy bank lovers both young and old. 

Elegantly gift-boxed, this bank makes for a great gift for thosejust learning about saving.
8,400

1052

Conair Theralief TENS 

Electrotherapy w/Flexible 

Wrap

Portable and rechargeable, the Conair Theralief TENS Electrotherapy Wrap blocks pain signals to help soothe 

aching muscles and joints. Drug and latex-free with 5 TENS modes and 20 levels of intensity to customize your 

treatment. It provides quick, targeted relief at home, at work, or on the go. If you are currently in the care of a 

physician, consult your physician before using this device.

8,500

1037
Conair Satiny Smooth 

Total Body Epilator

Designed to fit in the palm of your hand, this easy-to-use epilator gets rid of unwanted hair without the hassles 

and discomfort of waxing. Precision tweezers remove hair at the roots, while the adjustable settings allow you to 

choose from 2 speeds. A sensitive area attachment makes removing hair from delicate patches of skin painless, 

while the convenient, rechargeable design lets you use this grooming essential with or without the cord.

8,600

2029
Reed and Barton Holly 

Bell 2017  - Goldplated

Shaped like a classic sleigh bell, the 2017 Holly Bell Gold-plated Ornament makes a lovely addition to any 

Christmas tree. This year-dated annual ornament is decorated with a holly motif, accented with a bright red 

hanging ribbon.
8,600

1004
HUGO BOSS  Eau de 

Toilette Spray, 4.2 Ounce

HUGO BOSS created HUGO BOSS in 1985. It is the result of the following top fragrance Notes: bergamot, citrus 

and honey. The middle notes are: coriander, amber and moss and the base of the fragrance is: sandalwood, 

leather and cedar. HUGO BOSS is recommended for romantic use.
8,700

1036

Conair Infiniti Pro 1" 

Tourmaline Ceramic Flat 

Iron

Get shiny straight, frizz-free styles with this salon-quality flat iron. Tourmaline ceramic-coated plates prevent 

static, protect hair from damage, and create shiny smooth, straight styles that last all day, even in humidity.  

Quick heat-up and recovery up to an ultra-high 455 degrees F and variable heat settings provide fast, versatile 

styling options. You can even add a flip with a twist of the wrist.

8,700

4201
Reed and Barton 

Watchband Gold Fr 5X7
The bold design of the Watchband 5 x 7 Picture Frame from Reed & Barton combines the warm glow of a satin 

gold finish against a deeply embossed texture.  Elegantly packaged for gift-giving. 8,700

4302
Nambé Tilt Flute - Set of 2 

(Soft Drop 2017)
Elegance meets whimsy with the Tilt Flutes.With a slightly angled stem, these crystal toasting flutes spark 

conversation and are perfect for serving champagne or sparkling wine. 8,700

4303
Nambé Tilt Wine - Set of 

2 
Elegance meets whimsy with the Tilt Wine Glasses. With a slightly angled stem, these crystal glasses are perfect 

on a modern dinner table or on the patio for cocktail hour. 8,700

4304 Nambé Tilt DOF - Set of 2 
The Tilt Double Old-Fashioned Glass humorously appears to have had a few too many as it tipsily leans off-kilter, 

however, the sloping base perfectly counterbalances the sleek vessel with its level rim. Perfect for cocktail hour, 

this pair makes a wonderful gift.
8,700
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4305
Nambé Tilt Highball - Set 

of 2

The Tilt Highball Glass humorously appears to have had a few too many as it tipsily leans off-kilter, however, the 

sloping base perfectly counterbalances the sleek vessel with its level rim. Perfect for cocktail hour or casual 

dinner parties, this pair also makes a wonderful gift.
8,700

1025
Conair Performance AC 

Motor Styling Tool-PK

Ergonomically designed for ultimate comfort. High performance for salon-quality results. A quiet, but powerful AC 

motor ensures fast drying time, which means less heat exposure for hair. The Infiniti Pro by Conair delivers 

comfortably effortless styling and sensational results.
8,800

1030
Conair Oval LED Double-

Sided Mirror

The elegant slim design of this oval polished-chrome lighted mirror is out shined only by the energy-saving LED 

bulbs that illuminate both sides. Consuming less energy than incandescent bulbs, the battery-powered LED bulbs 

never need replacement and can be adjusted with the High/Low setting switch at the base of the mirror stand. 

With standard view and 7x magnification reflected in the 8.5 x 6.5-inch oval glass, this mirror stands and delivers.

8,800

1043
Conair HydroSpa 

Massaging Hand Sauna

Designed to deliver an all-natural, spa-quality treatment at home, this innovative hand spa features triple action 

technology. Gentle vibration relaxes hands while infrared heat soothes them and warm steam helps soften skin. A 

haven from hand stress and muscle tension, the spa is lightweight and features an ergonomic, streamlined design 

for total comfort!

8,800

4074 Peugeot Brasserie Set
Elegant table set in gift box. Chrome holder makes a perfect placement for the mills and makes it easy to pass 

around. Manual mills with one pepper and one salt mill made from clear acrylic to easily check refills. 8,800

4276
Presto 12-Cup Stainless 

Steel Coffee Maker

Brews great tasting coffee just the way you like it...rich, hot and fast,  about a cup a minute.  Makes 2 to 12 cups, 

keeps it piping hot  automatically.  Signal light tells you when coffee is ready to serve.  Traditional styling-ideal for 

table service.
8,800

6003
Heritage Farms Vista 

Squirrel Proof Bird Feeder
Durable powder coated steel body and acrylic construction Stainless steel hanger. No waste seed saver baffle  6-

Pound mixed seed capacity Fully assembled. Excellent addition to any yard or garden. 8,800

8105

Titleist Pro V1x 

Personalized Golf Balls - 1 

Dozen

Designed for all golfers seeking to shoot lower scores, the new Titleist Pro V1x features a new patented cover 

formulation that delivers more short game spin and control with softer feel. Combined with its extraordinary 

distance, long-lasting durability, unmatched consistency, high launch and very low long game spin, the new 

Titleist Pro V1x provides the best fit for all golfers. Personalization: No inappropriate imprints allowed. Three line 

maximum, 17 characters (including spaces) per line. Standard uppercase block text available only in black.

8,800

1069

iLive Activity Tracker 

w/HR Monitor, 

Pedometer

With the Activity Tracker and Heart Rate Monitor from iLive, it's all about feeling better with sleep and 

pedometer tracking, calorie counting and heart rate monitoring. Find your best self. 8,900

4075
All-Clad Stainless Oval 

Bakers (Set of Two)

All-Clad Stainless Oval Bakers, Set of 2. Features a gleaming, easy to clean 18/10 stainless steel interior and 

exterior.  Perfect for use in the preparation of such classics as potatoes au gratin, ratatouille, or apple crisp. Heavy 

Gauge Solid Stainless Steel. Won't react to food. Solid cast stainless steel handles. Lifetime warranty.
8,900

4205

Lenox Holiday 

Dinnerware All Purpose 

Bowl

Holiday Dinnerware All Purpose Bowl 8,900

4229
Presto Pro EverSharp 

Electric Knife Sharpener

Three stage sharpening system for professional results. Sharpens kitchen and sport knives quickly and easily. 

Interchangeable blade guides for optimum sharpening angles. Guide for thick for hunting and chef's knives. 

Medium guide for regular or kitchen knives. Thin guide for light blades like fillet and paring knives. Automatically 

holds knife at the perfect sharpening angle.

8,900

7268
Coach Card Case in Light 

Khaki
Coach Logo Stamped on Front. 5 Card Slots

Approximate Measurements: 4" (L) x 2 3/4" (H) 8,900

4228
Presto Tilt'nDrai BigGriddl 

Cool Touch Griddle
This super-size griddle will cook as many as 12 slices of french toast at one time.  1500 watts. Griddle adjusts to a 

tilted surface for cooking meats.  18 1/2' x 15" cooking surface. 9,000

4230
Presto Pizzazz plus 

Rotating Oven - Black

The fast and easy way to prepare convenience foods. Quickly heats and browns frozen chicken wings and nuggets, 

quesadillas, jalapeno poppers, pizza rolls, fish fillets, egg rolls and more. Even bakes cookies and cinnamon rolls 

from refrigerated dough.  Bakes your favorite pizza too! Great for frozen, homemade, take-and-bake and deli 

pizza. Recommended for 7 to 12-inch pizzas. Freezer to perfect in minutes. While ordinary ovens are heating, 

you're eating. 

9,000
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4233

Presto Professional 

CoolDaddy Electric Deep 

Fryer

Cool touch exterior.  Removable pot.  Basket holds 6 servings.  Locking cover prevents spatters and reduces odor.  

Extra large viewing window.  1500 watts 9,000

4277
Presto CoolDaddy® 

electric deep fryer

Cool touch exterior. Removable pot. Extra large viewing window. Adjustable thermostat. Ready light. Basket 

handle doubles as an exterior control to lower food into the oil w/cover closed. Charcoal filter to reduce frying 

odors.
9,000

6022
Aurora Glow Solar Glass 

String Lights

Dress up your garden with these artisan hand-blown glass solar string lights. Self-sustaining Aurora Glow glass 

string lights in clear luminescence (glow in the dark) crystals with amber LED's will collect light all day to cast a 

bright golden glow by night. Enjoy this set of 6 string lights, equipped with hand-blown glass hoops, 6 copper 

hanging hooks and a solar collector located over 15 feet away from the first globe. Aurora Glow Solar String Lights 

are stunningly elegant, hand-crafted of exceptional quality and completely unique.

9,000

4227 Presto 16" Slimline Skillet

Roasts, fries, grills, stews, bakes, makes casseroles and one-dish meals. Low-profile, slimline design. Ideal as a 

buffet server. Luxurious tempered glass cover. Deluxe nonstick surface inside and out. Heat control maintains the 

desired temperature automatically. Heavy cast aluminum pan is virtually warp-proof. Convenient! Big 16-inch pan 

has high sidewalls for extra cooking and serving capacity. More efficient than a range burner or oven. 

9,100

4279
Reed and Burton Fulton 

Fw 4 Pc Steak Knife Set

With contoured handles of pakkawood, the Fulton 4-Piece Steak Knife Set from Reed & Barton is of the highest 

quality. These stainless steel steak knives, with a double riveted handle and serrated blades offer durability that 

will last. This set includes an attractive hinged faux leather storage box, perfect for gift giving.
9,100

4280

Kate Spade Kitchen 

Scatter Dot Dinnerware 

Utensil Crock

Fashion and function in just the right combination create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Deco Dot 4-

piece Utensil Set. Crafted in stoneware, the crock is decorated in a pattern of daring black dots. The utensils 

include a spoon, slotted spoon, and a turner. A perfect accessory for Deco Dotdinnerware, and a wonderful 

addition to any kitchen, this lovely set also makes a great gift.

9,100

8084

YETI Rambler™ 30 oz. 

Tumbler & Rambler™ 

Tumbler 30oz Straw Lid

Days on the dock are made better with the Rambler™ 30 oz. Tumbler. It'll keep your dinnertime drink cool well 

past sundown or your coffee nIce and hot throughout the morning. The Rambler 30 oz. Tumbler is made of 18/8 

kitchen-grade stainless steel, has double-wall vacuum insulation, and No Sweat™ Design. Which means that 

you've got one heavy-duty, over-engineered cup on your hands with the Rambler Tumbler. It's dishwasher safe, 

BPA-free, and ready for just about anything.

9,100

8129
Alps OutdoorZ Crossbuck - 

Xtra

The Crossbuck is a great pack to have when it's time to load up your gear and head out. Whether you're going out 

to your stand or you're planning a quick overnight trip, the Crossbuck will be able to hold all your essentials with 

the 2080 cubic inches of space. The front accessory pocket will help keep your smaller items organized and the 

front and side compression lashing straps allow you to strap or tie on even more gear.

9,100

8151
Driveway Games 

Badminton Set

Driveway Games Classics: Badminton™ includes everything you need to play competitive badminton in your 

backyard; beach; anywhere. The set starts with a deluxe net that's secured by telescoping PVC poles. The poles 

measure a regulation 5' 1" on each side, while the sleeve-style net measures 20'  long by 1-1/2 ' tall. Our net is 

easy to stabilize - a real problem with outdoor badminton nets - thanks to the double-guide rope system, tension 

clips, pole anchors, and stakes. The set comes with 3 shuttlecocks and 4 tempered steel rackets with padded grips.

9,100

9012
Stanley FatMax 40 Ft. 

Tape Measure

11 ft. blade standout. 1-1/4\" wide blade. BladeArmor coating on the first 4-1/2\". Mylar polyester film extends 

life of entire blade. High-impact ABS case. Top-forward blade lock. 16\" and 19.2\" stud center markings. Cushion 

grip. Specially designed multi-catch hook. Three-rivet corrosion-resistant Tru-zero end hook
9,100

1007
Burberry London Cologne 

for Men

Burberry London (new) Cologne by Burberry, Launched in 2006 it has an opening of bergamot, lavender, 

cinnamon leaves, and black pepper . The heart consist of mimosa flower, port wine, and leather notes. At the 

base it's guaiac wood, oakmoss, opoponax, and tobacco leaf.
9,200

1014
Dolce & Gabbana Light 

Blue Cologne for Men

Light Blue Cologne by Dolce & Gabbana, It starts with sicilian mandarin combined with frozen grapefruit peel, 

bergamot and juniper . Heart notes of rosemary, szechuan pepper and rosewood, and the mix is rounded out with 

base notes of musk wood, incense and oak moss.
9,200

1063

Carhartt Paxton 

Heavyweight Front Zip 

Hooded Sweatshirt

This heavyweight, hooded sweatshirt has a zip front for fast layering. It's made of 13-ounce, 80% cotton / 20% 

polyester fabric and has a Rain Defender™ durable water-repellent finish. It is designed with spandex-reinforced 

rib-knit cuffs and waistband to keep the cold out. There's an attached three-piece jersey-lined hood with draw 

cord, two front hand-warmer pockets, and an antique-brass front zipper. The right pocket has a security pocket 

sized for a cell phone. The Carhartt logo is embroidered on the front left pocket.

9,200

3114
Brookstone VR Headset 

w/built in Headphones

Turn your smartphone into a 3D virtual reality machine any time, any place. Simply open the VR App on your 

phone, drop your phone into the headset and you're good to go! Integrated stereo headphones offer enhanced 

sound, while optical lenses deliver an immersive 3D environment
9,200

4079
Peugeot Peugeot Baltaz 

Dark

Thoughtful design, coupled with classic lever-corkscrew features, create an ergonomic tool that works well with 

all cork types. Made of highly-durable synthetic material, durable and lightweight. With a perfectly ergonomic 

design, the baltaz offers a smooth extraction with every use, and with every cork type. Once the cork is extracted, 

removing it from the spiral/worm is absolute simplicity in one easy step. This great lever corkscrew comes with a 

useful foil-cutter, combining sturdy synthetic body with metal accents and metal blades.

9,200
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4281
Presto Stainless Steel 

Pizza Oven

The easy way to bake regular or rising crust pizza. Luxurious stainless steel exterior. Individually controlled upper 

& lower heating elements. Great for baking your favorite frozen pizza. Perfect for 7" to 12" regular or rising crust 

pizzas. Top & bottom heating elements bake pizza from both sides. Timer turns heating elements off when timer 

goes off. 120 Volts AC, 1300 watts.

9,200

7278
Michael Kors Ladies Key 

Pouch in Brown
Top Zip closure with Split Key ring *Circular MK logo in polished silver tone hardware *Dimensions: 5 L x 2.75 H 

inches 9,200

7199
Tumi Alpha Money Clip 

Card Case

From the Alpha collection comes this streamlined design. It is crafted from Tumi's signature ballistic nylon with 

leather trim. One side features several card slots, the other side has a money clip. Special feature: Tumi ID Lock™ 

is a proprietary technology incorporated into the design of this product that protects personal data encoded on 

most IDs, credit cards and passports. 

9,200

1023

Conair Diamond-Infused 

Ceramic Smoothing Hot 

Brush

The only hot paddle brush featuring the Diamond Brilliance™ Shine System that combines diamond-infused 

ceramic with Ionic technology to deliver smooth, shiny, luxurious results. Instant heat-up reaches up to 400 

degrees F for fast styling with 3 settings for all hair types, while advanced ionic conditioning protects against heat 

damage and eliminates frizz for maximum manageability. A unique combination of nylon, silicone and Conair's 

unique diamond-infused ceramic bristles delivers a brilliant new level of smoothness and shine.

9,300

7247

Antwerp Silver New gents 

multi-black leather 

bracelet with sterling 

silver dividers and silver 

Mans multi strap black leather bracelet with sterling silver magnetic clasp with A 3 row design. This bracelet is 9 

total inches diameter with six smooth leather bands. In addition, there is two beautiful sterling silver dividers 

accentuating the design. 
9,300

7029

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Captured Curve" Bar 

Necklace 

Antwerp's "Capture Curve" Bar necklace radiates in sterling silver. This gorgeous piece is the perfect necklace to 

grab and wear everyday! The shining silver 33 mm bar has a slight curve to compliment any ladies neckline. It's 

simplistic design will match with any outfit and hangs perfectly at the hollow of your neck. The bar suspends from 

a 16" sterling silver chain. 

9,300

7030

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Double Date" Vertical 

Bar Necklace 

Antwerp Silver "Double Date" Vertical Bar Necklace in sterling silver. This modern and simple piece is the perfect 

necklace to grab and wear everyday! This gorgeous necklace is made with two sleek sterling silver bars delicately 

hanging from one another. It's simplistic design will match with any outfit. The top bar suspends from a 16" 

sterling silver chain. 

9,300

7122
Anne Klein Ladies Tote 

Shopper - Stone/Navy
The Perfect Tote Shopper is a tried-and-true favorite: from its size to its function, it is the perfect everyday bag. 

12"W x 10"H x 3-1/4"D. 9,300

8145
Sky Rider Drone with 

Camera
This mighty Drone with VGA Camera is what flying a drones is all about. 360 degree flips and tricks, .3MP video 

recording, and auto return/headless modes put you in control. Dare to fly fast with Sky Rider. 9,300

1015
Dolce & Gabbana Light 

Blue Ladies Perfume

Light Blue Perfume by Dolce & Gabbana, An impish note of green apple emanates from the latest creation of the 

most impertinent of italian designers . Light blue, is not a lighter version despite its name. It sparkles with flowers 

and fruit notes that are an enticement to joie de vivre. The fragrance opens on a fresh and gourmet note of sicily 

cedar, granny smith apple and bluebells. The middle note is a bouquet of jasmine, bamboo and white rose. The 

end note reveals hints of cedarwood, amber and musk.

9,400

1062
Brookstone New Nap 

Robe (L/XL Camel)

Step aside, pajamas. There's a new favorite for lounging around at home.The unisex Nap Robe is made of the 

softest fabric you'll ever feel. Cozy, warm and irresistibly soft, our robe is perfect for lounging, cuddling or 

napping. You'll want to wrap up in it first thing in the morning, and at the close of every day. Trust us! You've 

never felt a fabric quite like this--Soft and plush. one touch and you'll feel instantly relaxed. Year round use. Full-

length sleeves and calf-covering hem. Belt tie around the waist. Machine washable. L/XL: 54" Long.

9,400

3038

iLive Turntable Suitcase 

with Bluetooth Speaker, 

FM Radio

This Classic Style Turntable with 3 speeds is a stylish option for playing your vinyl, plus offers Bluetooth speakers 

and FM Radio to cover all your musical bases.  Features Aux.-Input to play other, non-Bluetooth devices.  9,400

4118
Krups 10-Speed Hand 

Mixer

Enjoy cooking and baking with the KRUPS hand mixer which makes mixing effortless. Features 10 speeds and a 

turbo boost that will enable you to mix any kind of batter. Included accessories: beaters, whisks, and hooks. 

Everything fits in its integrated storage case. Also offers a count-up timer with pause function to keep track on 

how long you have been mixing. The beaters are  designed to improve the mixing performance. Very quiet, it also 

features a fluid adjustment technology so that you can change speed at the slide of a finger.

9,400

4119
Krups Control Line 

Professional Burr Grinder

This sleek burr grinder allows you to grind you favorite coffee beans like a professional. It features a 2 to 12 cup 

quantity selector that lets you grind the exact amount you need. It has 45 grinding selections that gives you 

extremely fine (Espresso) to coarse (French Press) for your desired brew. The grinder holds 8 oz. of beans in an 

anti-static clear container.

9,400

1072
Brookstone Active Sport 

Massager

The Brookstone Active Sport Massager has just what your muscles need-it delivers the perfect massage, just the 

way you like it, with interchangeable nodes and customizable speeds. Precisely target sore spots with the pinpoint 

node, or use the ball node to work on a more general area. The wide-coverage node does the trick on those big 

muscle groups and that sore-all-over feeling. Our Active Sport Massager's percussion massage will help speed 

recovery and soothe sore muscles, having you back to training before you know it.

9,500
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7032
Antwerp Silver Coin Pearl 

Necklace 

Antwerp oval coin pearl necklace is made with a shimmering sterling silver 17" chain. The classic design of this 

fresh water pearl necklace will have you looking beautiful the instant you clasp it around your neck! Its one single, 

oval coin pearl approx 15 mm diameter with a bezel setting. Each necklace is made by our master craftsman. 

matches ER500.

9,500

7055
Swarovski  Horseshoe 

Necklace

Keep good luck on your side with this charming necklace! Very light and delicate, it features a rhodium-plated 

horseshoe, a classic symbol of luck, adorned with sparkling clear crystal pavé. It comes on a chain and makes a 

sweet little gift for someone special. 14 7/8 inch.
9,500

1053

Conair True Glow Acne 

Treatment Light Therapy 

Device

Clean, clear skin can be yours with this powerful acne treatment light therapy system. 24 medical-grade LED lights 

penetrate skin, targeting and destroying bacteria that cause acne flare-ups and other skin ailments. Clinically 

tested and proven, this portable handheld device purifies the skin and helps prevent mild to moderate acne for 

healthier-looking skin.

9,600

1054

Conair True Glow Anti-

Aging Treatment Light 

Therapy Device

Turn up your glow with True Glow Light Therapy Solution – Anti-Aging Treatment. This portable handheld device 

uses 24 medical-grade LED lights to help reduce the signs of aging, including dullness, uneven skin tone, wrinkles 

and fine lines, as well as improve skin color, elasticity and texture.
9,600

1051
Conair All-in-One Sonic 

Water Jet System

Our All-In-One Sonic Water Jet System is designed to help you improve and maintain your oral hygiene at home. 

The integrated system gently cleans and flushes food debris from hard-to-reach places – around orthodontic 

appliances, fixed and removable bridgework, crowns, splints and implants – and provides valuable gum massage 

with every use.

9,700

4101
JA Henckels International 

5 piece Scissors Set

This quality collection of scissors has everything you need to tackle any household task. Great for the house, 

garden, and favorite hobby. Made of stainless steel, the set includes: 4" embroidery scissors, 6" straight trimer, 8" 

bent scissors, flower shears and kitchen shears.
9,700

7280

U.S. Polo Association 

Women's Handbags 

Embossed Logo 

Crossbody - Red

Features top handles. Embossed logo on front panel with signature U.S. Polo Assn. logo. Zipper pocket on front 

and back panels. Zipper wall pocket and two interior open pockets. Adjustable crossbody strap 9,700

1029

Conair Infiniti Pro 

Diamond Brilliance Ionic 

Hot Paddle Brush

The only hot paddle brush featuring the Diamond Brilliance Shine System that combines diamond-infused ceramic 

with Ionic technology to deliver smooth, shiny, luxurious results. Instant heat-up reaches up to 400 degrees F for 

fast styling with 3 settings for all hair types, while advanced ionic conditioning protects against heat damage and 

eliminates frizz for maximum manageability. A unique combination of nylon, silicone and Conair's unique 

diamond-infused ceramic bristles delivers a brilliant new level of smoothness and shine.

9,800

4236
Hamilton Beach 6 Slice 

Capacity Toaster Oven
Great for everyday meals or as a second oven for the holidays Bake broil & toast settings Timer with auto shutoff 

Slide-out crumb tray Bake pan and broil grid 9,900

4252
Honeywell .31 Cu.Ft. 

Small Steel Security Safe

Programmable Digital Lock. All steel theft resistant. Can be bolted to the floor or a shelf kit included. 0.31 Cubic 

Feet Storage Capacity. 4 AA Batteries Required (included). Outer dimensions:  8\" H x 12.21\" W x 8.27\" D. Inner 

dimensions:  7.76\" H x 11.9\" W x 5.75\" D
9,900

4282
Kate Spade Kitchen Mtl 

Frypan Set Turq

Add a splash of fashion forward color to your kitchen with the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Turquoise 8" 

& 10" Fry Pan Set. The non-stick interior of each pan makes cooking a breeze and the beautiful turquoise exterior 

is crafted of enamel and steel. Perfect for saut&#233;ing, frying, and pan searing. Great style and superior 

function are a true kate spade new york combination. A wonderful housewarming gift.

9,900

7051
Armitron Men's Stainless-

Steel Sport Watch

Unidirectional rotating engraved bezel with arabic numerals. Blue dial with day, date & 24 hr sub dial. Luminous 

hour hands and sweep second hand. Adjustable bracelet with 1 touch 2 button fold over buckle. Safety clasp. 

Includes Armitron retail gift box packaging. Water-resistant to 165 feet (50 M).
9,900

8102
Titleist  Double Canopy 

Umbrella
Black and white double canopy provides great rain protection. Umbrella spans 68" when open. 9,900

1009
Burberry Brit Cologne For 

Men

Live from London, the new fragrance for men. Epitomizing the modern British man, this fragrance captures a 

relaxed elegance and effortless style. Burberry Brit for Men is a fresh, oriental woody fragrance that blends juicy 

green mandarin and freshly cut ginger with wild rose and spicy hints of cedarwood to create a confident, sexy and 

masculine scent.

10,000

4245
Petmate 12" Healthy Pet 

Diners

Meal time is their favorite time, and now you can make it even better with the Healthy Pet Diner Double Dog 

Bowl Feeder - Recycled Black. Designed at just the right size to ease joint stress during feeding, this feeder also 

features a ridge that keeps food and water off the floor, ensuring they get every morsel. 
10,000
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7283
Coach Wristlet in Brown/ 

Bright Fuchsia

Exterior is Brown with a bright Fuchsia varsity stripe

orange leather strap/gold color hardware. "Perfect fit' designed to hold small electronics including standard 

iPhone, Samsung Galaxy Blackberry and other small items. Interior  fabric is bright orange with 2 credit card/ID 

slots.

10,000

8062
MarshAllen Cast Iron 

Hibachi

Portable and durable cast iron Hibachi charcoal grill. 157 sq. inch cooking surface. 3 position adjustable cooking 

grids. Wood handles for protected moving of grill and grids. 2 adjustable air vents for controlling charcoal burn 

rates. NOTE: This product was designed for Charcoal only. Vent windows are to control the charcoal burn. NOTE: 

Cast Iron is formed by making a mold in wet sand with liquid iron is poured into the mold. The sand mold is why 

the surface is not perfectly smooth.

10,000

4247
Petmate Bone Storage 

Bin
The perfect storage solution! This durable container is great for storing extra leashes, collars, dog toys or even dry 

dog food! Delightfully styled like a dog bone, the storage bin is easy-to-clean and built-to-last. 10,100

8170

Arachnid Bullshooter 

Illuminator 3.0 Electronic 

Dartboard Cabinet Set

A stylish dart board for your game room, the Bullshooter of Arachnid Illuminator 3.0 Light Up Dart Board has a 

sleek cabinet and popular illuminated number ring. The LCD display is easy to read and the doors remove if you 

wish. Choose from 32 different games with 163 variations, and the Heckler will to get under your skin and knock 

off your focus. This dart board has 13 dedicated light-up games and interactive technology that allows for new 

games, too. This board runs off of 4-AA batteries (not included). Includes 6 soft tip darts and extra tips.

10,100

1038 Conair Waterfall Foot Spa

Give your tired feet professional spa treatment with the Conair FB52 Massaging Foot Spa. It massages your feet 

with waterfall, dual bubble action that relaxes you to your core. It also comes with 3 separate attachments 

including: pumice, brush and pin-point massage. Featured with the FB52 is microban protection that keeps away 

mold, mildew and bacteria. You can change the settings at the touch of a toe with the conveniently located 

setting controls. So get that relaxation that you truly deserve with the Conair FB52 Massaging Foot Spa.

10,200

3018
LG Tone Pro Bluetooth 

Wireless Headset-Black

Enjoy a better sound experience on the go with the newly designed LG TONE PRO, featuring Advanced Quad-

Layer Speaker Technology for outstanding, well-balanced sound quality. Plus, with dual MEMS microphones, it has 

never been easier to enjoy crisp and clear calls. As a premium Bluetooth wireless audio headset, the LG TONE 

PRO boasts smarter features such as Voice Memo, Find-Me and Tone & Talk for seamless control. The sleek, 

hidden magnetic earbud design is as practical as it is powerful featuring fine, low-profile wires for durability.

10,200

3019
LG Tone Pro Bluetooth 

Wireless Headset-Gold

Enjoy a better sound experience on the go with the newly designed LG TONE PRO, featuring Advanced Quad-

Layer Speaker Technology for outstanding, well-balanced sound quality. Plus, with dual MEMS microphones, it has 

never been easier to enjoy crisp and clear calls. As a premium Bluetooth wireless audio headset, the LG TONE 

PRO boasts smarter features such as Voice Memo, Find-Me and Tone & Talk for seamless control. The sleek, 

hidden magnetic earbud design is as practical as it is powerful featuring fine, low-profile wires for durability.

10,200

3020
LG Tone Pro Bluetooth 

Wireless Headset-Blue

Enjoy a better sound experience on the go with the newly designed LG TONE PRO, featuring Advanced Quad-

Layer Speaker Technology for outstanding, well-balanced sound quality. Plus, with dual MEMS microphones, it has 

never been easier to enjoy crisp and clear calls. As a premium Bluetooth wireless audio headset, the LG TONE 

PRO boasts smarter features such as Voice Memo, Find-Me and Tone & Talk for seamless control. The sleek, 

hidden magnetic earbud design is as practical as it is powerful featuring fine, low-profile wires for durability.

10,200

3021
LG Tone Pro Bluetooth 

Wireless Headset-White

Enjoy a better sound experience on the go with the newly designed LG TONE PRO, featuring Advanced Quad-

Layer Speaker Technology for outstanding, well-balanced sound quality. Plus, with dual MEMS microphones, it has 

never been easier to enjoy crisp and clear calls. As a premium Bluetooth wireless audio headset, the LG TONE 

PRO boasts smarter features such as Voice Memo, Find-Me and Tone & Talk for seamless control. The sleek, 

hidden magnetic earbud design is as practical as it is powerful featuring fine, low-profile wires for durability.

10,200

5018

Echo Valley Meats 

Sausage & Cheese Elite 

Package

As seen on ABCS \"Shark Tank\". 2 Original Summer Sausages (5oz each). 2 Cheddar Summer Sausages (5oz each). 

2 Garlic Summer Sausages (5oz each). 2 Echo Valley Old-Fashioned Garlic Cheese Spreads (7oz each). Wood 

Cutting Board with Cheese Knife (11" x 11"). Cheese spread made with Real Wisconsin-aged Natural cheddar and 

roasted garlic. Ships in vacuum-sealed packaging and insulated totes with a dry ice or gel pack wrap.

10,300

4306
Nambé Dazzle Toasting 

Flutes

Celebrate that once-in-a-lifetime occasion in high style with the bright and effusive sparkle of our Dazzle Toasting 

Flutes. These two very special glass flutes rise up out of polished silver plate bases emblazoned with the glinting 

dazzle design, creating an elegant, high-spirited effect that calls to mind the endless flow of champagne bubbles-

or the profusion of twinkling stars strewn across the night sky. An absolutely inspired gift for the bride or groom-

to-be in your life.

10,300

6004

Igloo 40 Qt MaxCold 

Wheelie Cooler Jet 

Carbon/Ice Blue

Ultratherm insulation in lid and body. Holds ice up to 5 days. Durable wheels and tow handle for easy transport. 

Reinforced swing-up handles. Tie-down loops for versatile carrying and loading. Capacity: 40qt/38L. Holds up to 

56 cans.
10,300

7120
Anne Klein Ladies  

Medium Tote - Pistachio
The medium Georgia Tote is just the right size for whatever your day brings: its interior pocket and zipper closure 

keep everything secure and easy to find. 13.5"W x 10.5"H x 5"D. 10,300

8152
Driveway Games Croquet 

Set

Driveway Games Classics: Croquet™ Perfect for family gatherings and backyard fun, Croquet has long been a 

leisurely or competitive favorite.  DG Classics Croquet is a 6-Player set including everything you need for friendly 

competition. It includes six 24-inch hardwood handles, six 7-inch mallets with caps, two stakes, nine wickets, and 

six balls. A deluxe carry bag is included for easy storage and allows you to tote the set along to barbecues and 

afternoons in the park.

10,300

4283
Kate Spade Kitchen Mtl 

Serve And Store S/3

Fashion and function in just the right combination create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Deco Dot 3-

piece Serve & Store Set. Crafted in enamel on steel and decorated in daring black dots, this great set is perfect for 

serving. Then, just pop on the lid for easy storage. A great accessory for Deco Dot dinnerware, and a wonderful 

addition to any kitchen.

10,400
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7270

Catherine Deneuve Ladies 

Sunglasses

 The dappled amber tones of tortoiseshell have timeless class. Full Rim glasses cover the lens on all sides. Black is 

the most common color seen in the dark. This item is eligible for prescription lens installation. The width of the 

bridge of this frame is 14 millimeters. the color of passionate love, seduction, violence, danger, anger, and 

adventure. Butterfly frames resemble the shape of butterfly wings by use of exagerated angles or captivating 

curves. This color offers a range of reds and light to dark pink hues The length of the temple pieces are 135 

millimeters. A full plastic frame that may contain some metal for structual integrity.  This item is eligible for 

prescription lens installation and has a high enough vertical width for your bi-focal or progressive lens. 

10,400

7271

Catherine Deneuve Ladies 

Sunglasses

Black is the most common color seen in the dark. This item is eligible for prescription lens installation. Bright 

yellow in color The width of the bridge of this frame is 16 millimeters. This frame is full metal except for some 

possible temple tips. Full Rim glasses cover the lens on all sides. The eyesize of this item is 58 millimeters. One of 

our most popular items. a combination of the color red and white, a hue that can be described as a tint This item 

is eligible for prescription lens installation and has a high enough vertical width for your bi-focal or progressive 

lens.  Light and flexible, titanium is a great for comfort and those with certain metal allergies. The length of the 

temple pieces are 130 millimeters. 

10,400

7272
Guess Men's  Aviator 

Sunglasses 
Metal frame with semi-rubber arms. 100% UV protective lenses. 10,400

7273

GUESS Ladies Fashion 

Sunglasses Smoke Black 

Gradient lens. 

100% UV protection Gradient style lenses. 10,400

7274
Kate Spade Rucy Wallet in 

Black

Saffiano leather trifold with snap closure

   -Gold toned hardware

   -Engraved raised Kate Spade name plate on front

   -Saffiano leather and Kate Spade fabric interior feature 4 key rings and 2 slip pockets

10,400

7275
Kate Spade Pouch in 

Cruise Strip

KATE SPADE PLATE ON FRONT

-Key ring

-Zippered closure pouch

-4 card slots on back

10,400

7276

Kate Spade Bitsy Card 

Pouch in Almond

KATE SPADE PLATE ON FRONT

-Key ring

-Zippered closure pouch

-4 card slots on back

10,400

7277

Kate Spade Pouch in 

Mahogony

KATE SPADE PLATE ON FRONT

-Key ring

-Zippered closure pouch

-4 card slots on back

10,400

7074
Anne Klein Medium Tote - 

in Black

The medium Perfect Tote is exactly what you need, with interior pockets and the iconic Anne Klein lion logo detail 

on the front. Goldtone hardware and iconic lion logo detail. 9" double handles and magnetic snap closure. 1 

exterior slip pocket, 2 front wall slip pockets, and 1 back wall zipper pocket.
10,400

7114

Anne Klein Ladies 

Medium Tote - Medium 

Grey

The medium Perfect Tote is exactly what you need, with interior pockets and the iconic Anne Klein lion logo detail 

on the front. Goldtone hardware and iconic lion logo detail. 9" double handles and magnetic snap closure. 1 

exterior slip pocket, 2 front wall slip pockets, and 1 back wall zipper pocket.
10,400

7123
Nine West Ladies Tote - 

Tobacco
Zipper top closure. Interior features 2 slip pockets, and 1 zip pocket. 9 inch drop handle. Dimensions: 16"W x 11"H 

x 4-1/2"D. Imported. 10,400

1057

Conair Weight Watchers 

Bluetooth Body Analysis 

Scale

Achieving your personal best – that's what the Weight Watchers Bluetooth® Body Analysis Scale is all about. This 

scale tracks your weight and delivers a body analysis that keeps you in sync with the whole you. Just sync your 

scale's data to the free Weight Watchers tracker scale app for in-depth charts and an at-a-glance dashboard you 

can view anywhere, anytime. Subscribers can automatically sync their weight to the Weight Watchers App. Earn 

badges for your progress towards your weight goal!

10,500

8063
Cedar Ridge Silver Creek 

+20° Sleeping Bag

The Silver Creek uses a 2-layer construction to help eliminate cold spots and keep you warm. It also has a zipper 

and chest baffle to keep your body heat inside the bag. It's composed of a polyester outer and liner and comes 

with a standard stuff sack. When the temps are expected to dip down in the 20s be sure to bring along the Silver 

Creek for a positive experience.

10,500

1017
Gucci Guilty Cologne for 

Men

Gucci Guilty Cologne by Gucci, Dare to be bold and different with guilty for men, introduced by the house of gucci 

in 2011 . This delightfully daring and intoxicating fragrance was designed to be a companion for the popular 2010 

female edition of guilty. Created specifically for the man who knows exactly what he wants and just how to get it, 

this intriguing masculine fragrance combines top notes of lemon and lavender with middle notes of warm orange 

blossom. Mysterious and seductive hints of musk and cedar make up the closing base notes of the fragrance.

10,600

1021
Versace Bright Crystal 

Ladies Perfume 
Bright Crystal Perfume by Versace, A sweet floral scent with fruity, musky accents . With scents of pomegranate, 

yuzu, frosted accord, peony, magnolia, lotus, plant amber, musk, and mahogany. 10,600
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4284
Presto 6 Qt. Stainless 

Steel Pressure Cooker

6 Qt. liquid capacity cooks three to ten times faster than ordinary cooking method. Preserves flavors and 

nutrients. Pressure regulator maintains proper cooking temp. Stainless steel long-lasting Bi-metal clad base for 

even heating.
10,600

7279

Catherine Malandrino 

Handbags Clara  Mini 

Crossbody - Black

Beautiful Catherine Malandrino handbag in Black 10,600

7295
V1969 by Versace 

Messina XBODY in Black 

V1969 by Versace, Double Entry crossbody with turnlock closure detail and round studding detail on face. Smooth 

PU with faux croco accent, Signature logo plate on back of bag.  Includes Versace dangle. Interior compartments 

include slip pocket and zipper pocket. Drop Shoulder= 20”

H = 6”  G = 3” W= 9”

10,600

7296
V1969 by Versace 

Messina XBODY in Cognac 

V1969 by Versace, Double Entry crossbody with turnlock closure detail and round studding detail on face. Smooth 

PU with faux croco accent, Signature logo plate on back of bag.  Includes Versace dangle. Interior compartments 

include slip pocket and zipper pocket. Drop Shoulder= 20”

H = 6”  G = 3” W= 9”

10,600

7326
V1969 by Versace Pisa 

Mini Satchel in Black

Pisa Mini Tote  Black 100% PU, V 19•69 by Versace, Quilted top zip satchel with smooth side paneling, double 

rolled top handles and gold studding details. Tote features signature logo plate and hardware. Bag interior 

includes V 19•69 by Versace stamped Logo , and royal blue pop lining, Zipper pocket, Cell phone pocket. Drop 

Handle =3”      H= 9” G =3.75”  W =9”

10,600

1008
Burberry London Ladies 

Perfume 

Burberry London (new) Perfume by Burberry, This fantastic new fragrance combines the stylish yet contemporary 

spirit of burberry london . A blend of honeysuckle, jasmine, tangerine, patchouli, musk, rose, peony, sandalwood 

and tahitian flower. It symbolizes the international london lifestyle with freedom and tranquil poise.
10,700

1022
Versace Eros Cologne for 

Men

Versace Eros Cologne by Versace, You'd expect nothing less than a manly fragrance from the design house of 

versace, and you'll get it with versace eros, a decadent fragrance for men of distinction . This woody fresh scent 

has a definitive oriental vibe that is daring and adventurous-just like you. It features a crisp zing of mint oil 

embraced by fruity green apple and italian lemon with memorable notes of geranium flowers and venezuelan 

ambroxan in a succulently sensuous medley that clings to your skin all day.

10,700

4285
Kate Spade Kitchen Mtl 

Scatter Dot Kettle

Fun and fashion in just the right combination create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Deco Dot Tea 

Kettle. The white enamel on steel kettle is beautifully shaped and decorated with large daring black dots. This is 

truly kate spade new york style, and a wonderful addition to any kitchend&#233;cor. Makes a great gift.
10,700

4037
Cuisinart Quickettle-

White

This compact kettle is the perfect choice when brewing for one or two. The QuicKettle heats water up fast and 

turns itself off when it reaches boiling temperature. Designed for user convenience, this cordless kettle features 

an easy-to-view water level window, a lid that pops open with the touch of a button, and overheat and boil-dry 

protection.

10,800

4286
Reed and Barton Soho 

Toasting Flute Pr

Raise a toast with the Pair of Soho Toasting Flutes from Reed & Barton. This elegant pair of crystal toasting flutes 

is perfect for celebrating any special occasion. Part of the Soho Crystal Collection, inspired by the creative energy 

of the New York artist neighborhood, features classic brilliant cuts that radiate upward in a subtle, understated 

pattern.

10,800

4129
John Boos John Boos R-

Board Collection

Measures 18"x12"x1.25". This medium sized cutting board from John Boos is long lasting due to exceptional 

quality North American hard rock maple. The edge-grain construction produced a beautiful pattern that performs 

far superior to soften, cheaper cutting boards. Made in USA. 1 year warranty.
10,900

4287
Reed and Barton Soho 

Wine Ovrsz Pr S/2 Foto

Enhancing the aesthetics of both white and red wine, the Set of 2 Soho Balloon Wine Glasses from Reed & Barton 

are bold yet traditional. This set of two crystal balloon wine glasses is a must for a well stocked bar. Elegantly 

packaged for gift-giving. Part of the Soho Crystal Collection, inspired by the creative energy of the New York artist 

neighborhood, features classic brilliant cuts that radiate upward in a subtle, understated pattern.

10,900

8184
Charm Pink Horse 

Rocking Horse
Light Up Heart Brushable Mane Extra soft plush body Easy clean up with mild soap and water Holds up to 100 lbs 

Seat Height to floor 18\" Sound feature requires 3 \"AA\" batteries (not included) 10,900

1026

Conair True Glow Warm 

Steam and Cool Mist 

Facial System

Give yourself a spa day at home with the true glow by Conair warm steam/cool mist facial sauna. The exclusive 2-

step system heats to open pores and then cools to close and protect. It rejuvenates dry, lifeless skin and 

minimizes the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles. It also features a 5-setting timer with auto-shut off. A daily 

ritual with the Conair warm steam and cool mist facial sauna will moisturize and increase circulation for healthier 

skin, better tone, and increased suppleness.

11,000

4042
Cuisinart Compact Hybrid 

2-Slice Stainless Toaster

The classic stainless steel toaster gets a modern update with this 2-slice toaster by Cuisinart. It saves space, placed 

sideways or facing forward, to fit any kitchen counter. Whether making thick bagel halves or thin sliced breads, 

the wide slots, high-lift carriage and custom controls ensure even, precise and convenient toasting, every time.
11,000
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7237

Betsey Johnson Ladies 

Leopard-Print Leather 

Strap Watch

Show off your fierce factor with this exotic watch from Betsey Johnson. Leopard-printed leather strap. Round gold-

tone stainless steel case, 32mm, bezel embellished with crystal accents. White textured dial with gold-tone 

numerals, luminous hands and signature fuchsia second hand. Quartz movement. Gift box included.
11,000

8153
Driveway Games 

Horseshoes Set

Driveway Games Classics: Horseshoes™ livens up any outdoor party; from graduations to camping, this has been a 

family favorite for decades! Made of the highest quality materials, the set includes everything you need to hold a 

competitive horseshoe contest in any outdoor space. The game includes two solid-steel silver stakes and four 

horseshoes--two blue and two grey. Each horseshoe is made of steel and weighs a regulation 2 pounds 8 ounces.

11,000

1028
Conair Infiniti Pro Spin Air 

Brush 

InfinitiPro spin air brush is an all-in-one tool that produces versatile hairstyles. Conair is revolutionizing the way 

you dry and style your hair with the BC191SR styler. It gives volume and shine to your hair while it simultaneously 

dries each strand. Drying is safe and delicate while delivering high heat. Don't worry about damaging hot spots or 

frizzy strands. It's convenient and easy to use and eliminates the need for a brush.

11,100

7284

Vince Camuto  Ladies  

Oversized Sunglasses - 

Tortoise

Vince Caputo ladies sunglasses in Tortoise 11,100

7285

Vince Camuto  Ladies 

Sunglasses - 

Black/Gunmetal

Vince Caputo ladies sunglasses in Black 11,100

7286

Vince Camuto  Ladies 

Oversized Sunglasses - 

Black

Vince Caputo ladies sunglasses in Black 11,100

7287

Vince Camuto Ladies 

Sunglasses - 

Tortoise/Gold

Vince Caputo ladies sunglasses in Tortoise 11,100

7292

Guess Ladies Aviator 

Sunglasses  100% UV 

Protection

Guess Ladies Aviator style sunglasses 11,100

7014
Antwerp Silver Pearls "By 

the Loop" Earrings 

Antwerp's Pearl "By The Loop" Earrings are made with beautiful 7-7.5 mm round pearls. Our classic and stylish 

design is a great piece for any woman's jewelry collection. This pair is made with an easily wearable "fish hook" 

back and are complimented by fashionable sterling accents. These earrings make a great combination with our 

"Pearl by the Yard" necklace and bracelet.

11,100

4082 Peugeot Nancy 15" Mill

The Nancy Pepper Mill is a fully transparent grinder that has classic lines for a timeless look that will be the envy 

of every kitchen. The pepper mechanism is equipped with a helix-shaped double row of teeth that guide and hold 

the peppercorns for a perfect grind. Each Peugeot grinder has a patented treatment that protects the steel from 

corrosion while maintaining its sharpness and wear resistance.

11,200

4288
Orville Redenbacher 

Fountain Theater Popper

A home-sized theater popper with incredible popping performance. Pops generous-sized batches-up to 20 cups 

each-in about 3 1/2 minutes with virtually no unpopped kernels. Big 40-cup capacity cabinet fills quickly with just 

two batches. Includes four baskets for conveniently serving popped corn. Pops without oil, eliminating greasy 

cabinet walls. Just wipes clean. Measuring cup included to make adding kernels quick and convenient. Popping 

chamber removes for easy loading and cleaning.

11,200

8085
YETI Rambler™ 64 oz. 

Bottle

The largest Rambler™ to date, our 64 oz. Rambler Bottle takes insulation to the next level, complete with a 

double-wall vacuum to keep drinks cold or hot for hours. Perfect for remote campsites and harsh worksites alike. 

Unlike narrow-mouthed drink bottles that are a hassle to fill or rinse, our Rambler Bottle features Over-the-

Nose™ Technology for easy loading, drinking, and cleaning. And it's BPA-free.

11,200

8138
Bushnell 350x50 

Refractor  Telescope

350x50 Refractor telescope includes 3 interchangeable eyepieces. Also includes adjustable aluminum tripod, 

moon filter and finder scope. 350x50 Refractor telescope includes 3 interchangeable eyepiece. Includes 

adjustable aluminum tripod, moon filter and finder.
11,200

1035
Conair Infiniti Pro 2-in-1 

Styler

The Conair Infiniti PRO 2-in-1 Styler works double time as a flat iron and curling iron. Straighten or curl with this 

revolutionary tool. The exterior plate housing instantly heats up creating the perfect design to achieve silky, shiny 

curls and waves. The ion generator helps condition and smooth cuticles while making hair shinier and frizz free.
11,300

4109
Rowenta AcessSteam 

Cord Reel Iron

The Rowenta AccessSteam Iron has 3 automatic temperature and steam settings: Delicate, Normal, and Max for 

simple selections for the appropriate types of fabric. The stainless steel soleplate has 300 microsteam holes that 

helps the iron glide easily and provide steam throughout the soleplate. You will really appreciate the automatic 

cord reel that can be adjusted to the length you want and makes the iron easy to store. 

11,300
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4289
Reed and Barton Soho 

Hiball Set/4

Your drinks will look mouthwatering served in the beautiful Soho Hiball from Reed & Barton. From Scotch and 

Soda to lemonade all will be displayed beautifully with this set of four crystal hiball glasses. Elegantly packaged for 

gift-giving. Part of the Soho Crystal Collection, inspiredby the creative energy of the New York artist 

neighborhood, features classic brilliant cuts that radiate upward in a subtle, understated pattern.

11,300

1027

Conair Infiniti Pro 

Compact Brushless Motor 

Styling Tool

This multitasking marvel features the latest technology for superior drying and styling. The HeatProtect electronic 

brushless motor is designed to dry hair faster with less heat damage, while Frizz Defense® conditioning ions 

enhance shine and reduce frizz. And it's built to last! Limited 5-year warranty
11,400

4045

Cuisinart 6-Pc Barrel 

Handle Kitchen Tool Set 

with Black Storage Crock

Cuisinart gathers the home cook's essential tools and makes them available in a crock that's ready for the 

countertop.  Includes everything anyone needs to get cooking. 11,400

4307
Nambé Mikko Bar Tray - 

Wood/Stainless Steel

Designer Neil Cohen offers a toast to elegance-and, to practicality-with this sleek combination of signature Nambé 

18/10 stainless steel and acacia wood. A welcome new addition to our Mikko series, the Bar Tray features 

generous steel handles make gracious entertaining easy, with an inlaid wooden center that provides polished 

hospitality and easy cleaning. The tarnish-resistant steel polishes to a gleaming, silvery shine.

11,400

7233
Tumi Large Auto Close 

Umbrella

With a simple push of a button, you can open and close this umbrella automatically. It offers a 47" vented, wind-

resistant canopy with reflective edge trim for high visibility. Other features include a sure-grip, custom-molded 

carry handle, rubber wrist strap and convenient storage sleeve. 
11,400

8055
Bontrager Starvos Road 

Bike helmet

Comfort. Fit. Style. Those three words sum up Bontrager's Starvos perfectly. Of course safety is the number one 

priority, so the Starvos uses an In-Mold composite skeleton. This not only provides excellent protection, but it also 

allows for huge, thoughtfully placed vents that manage airflow over your head for cooling. Dial in a custom fit 

quickly with the Headmaster one-handed system. Plus, soft, moisture-wicking, and washable helmet pads along 

with FlatLock Strap Dividers make it incredibly user-friendly.

11,400

1006
Burberry Brit Ladies 

Perfume

The Brit girl embodies the playful British spirit of individuality. She's outrageous, but always charming and 

unpredictably sexy. Fresh and playful, the fragrance is a classic, green-oriental blend of lush fruits, sweet nutty 

essences, and soothing amber, vanilla, and Tonka bean. Notes: Italian Lime, Icy Pear, Green Almond, White Peony, 

Sugared Almonds, Amber, Mahogany, Vanilla, Tonka Bean.

11,500

1040 Conair i-Stubble Trimmer

The i-Stubble features floating head and advanced blade technology to trim stubble, beards, mustaches and 

goatees with accuracy and comfort. 24 settings ensure custom results and the soft-grip rubber handle makes this 

trimmer easy to hold and use. The i-Stubble's ultra-precise length settings allow you to maintain your preferred 

facial hair style at all times.

11,500

4171

Kate Spade Hopscotch Dr 

Green 4-Piece Place 

Setting Dinnerware 

The kate spade new york Hopscotch Dr Green 4-pc Place Setting turns chic porcelain into the newest hot spot. Get 

to know your way around Hopscotch Drive with this green dinnerware and turn your table into a destination for 

style.
11,500

7294

Kate Spade Petty 

handbag in Oceanic Blue

small wallet with snap closure

2 credit card slots under flap

exterior back id card slot and zipper coin pocket 

interior 4 card slots 

interior 1 slip pocket with attached key ring 

light gold tone hardware

11,500

7017
Antwerp Silver CZ "Dream 

Necklace" 1.00 TCW

Antwerp Diamond Dream Necklace is a beautiful and classically elegant necklace. This piece is set in a sterling 

silver 4-prong setting. It features one brilliant cut, sparkling 1.0 CT cubic zirconia. The pendant includes a 16" 

sterling silver chain. Every cubic zirconia is set by hand by our master craftsmen.
11,500

7108 Nambé Jewelry Tree 

With Wei Young's fanciful Jewelry Tree, favorite everyday earrings, bracelets, rings, and necklaces are 

transformed into a glittering, ever-changing work of art. The tree's substantial acacia wood base anchors the 

gleaming tree as its limbs gesture playfully upward and outward-with branches that are strategically placed to 

prevent tangles. This makes a wonderful gift for a young fashionista, but it's elegant enough to satisfy even the 

most sophisticated sensibility. Measures 7.5" L. X 5" W. X 12.5" H.

11,500

7121
Anne Klein Tote Satchel - 

Black/Off White
This convertible satchel from Anne Klein transforms from a stylish handheld satchel to a hands-free cross body 

with its removable strap. 16"W x 10-1/2""H x 4-3/4"D 11,500

9004
Craftsman Tools 41 Pc. 

Screwdriver Set

This 41 piece  Screwdriver set is perfect for all of your needs around the house and the shop. The Phillip blade tips 

are designed to ensure tighter tolerance and fit. Serrated, slotted tips provide excellent screw holding. Torx tips 

resist cam out of screws and provide a tight fit like no other of fastener. The alloy-steel blades are heat-treated 

for maximum strength and durability. The chemical-resistant butyrate handle provides comfort along with grip 

even under the toughest conditions which allows for the proper levels of torque for your needs.

11,500

4207
 Kate Spade Kitchen Fw 

20Pc Set Black

Combine sleek and modern styling with rich black handles and you have the kate spade new york All in Good 

Taste Black 20-piece Flatware Set. Shimmering stainless steel adds elegance to this great flatware set. Includes 4 

each dinner forks, salad forks, table knives, soup spoons, and teaspoons. Coordinateswith any casual dinnerware 

and makes a great housewarming gift.

11,600
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8072
Eureka Cayuga 30deg 

Sleeping Bag

Cozy, flannel-lined recreational bag for camp and cabin use. Ideal for outdoor camping adventures in temperate 

conditions. Polyester/cotton flannel liner is soft and comfortable. 30 degree temperature rating. Single layer quilt 

construction. Rectangular cut, draft tube. Tough, polyester taffeta shell. #5, 2-way, self repairing zipper. Stuff sack 

included. 80" x 33".

11,600

4051

Conair Turbo 

ExtremeSteam Handheld 

Fabric Steamer

Get pressed, dressed and out the door in no time. Featuring a professionally engineered Turbo setting, this 

steamer combines the performance of an iron with the power of steam to instantly smooth out even tough 

wrinkles. Hot, powerful steam freshens clothing and upholstery, eliminates bedbugs, and more! Just fill it up and 

plug it in for a hotter, faster, more effective steaming experience. Saves time and money with hotter, stronger 

steam.

11,700

4084
Scanpan Scanpan Classic 

10.25" Fry Pan

Made in Denmark, the 10.25" fry pan is a durable, reliable pan suitable for almost any kitchen task. Forged from 

molten aluminum under 250 tons of pressure it eliminates the air pockets that produce hot spots in other pans. 

The result is a super strong pan that provides even heat distribution and easy release with non-stick PFOC coating. 

High-density phenolic resin handle is securely attached without rivets. Dishwasher-safe. Oven-safe to 500 

degrees. Covered by full lifetime warranty.

11,700

7281
Michael Kors Carry All 

Handbag in Luggage
Genuine leather with Gold toned harware. Zipped pocket to back and seven card slots. 11,700

7282
Michael Kors Carry All 

Handbag in Pearl Grey
Genuine leather with Gold toned harware. Zipped pocket to back and seven card slots. 11,700

4237
Hamilton Beach Induction 

Portable Cooktop

For induction-ready cookware Compatible with induction-ready cookware such as some stainless steel cast iron & 

enameled iron Smooth surface wipes clean fast 6 heat settings Easy-to-read digital display Safety lock feature 120 

minute timer
11,800

7095

Nautica Men's 

Windseeker Multi-

Function Watch

Brown Dial. Brown Leather Strap.. Precision quartz movment. Scratch resistant crystals.. Water resistant to 100 

feet. 5 Year Warranty. Includes Nautica Gift Box Packaging. 11,800

7176
Anne Klein Ladies Gold 

Mesh Bracelet Watch
Goldtone covered case and mesh bracelet. Flower shape cover set with clear Swarovski crystals. Water-resistant 

100 ft. Includes Anne Klein retail gift packaging. 11,800

7230
Tumi Delta Slim Single 

Billfold w/Tumi ID Lock™

Modern understatement and handcrafted quality come together in the Delta collection of wallets and 

accessories. Made from soft, full-grain napa leather, Delta designs feature interiors with red stitch detailing, a 

ballistic nylon spine, easy-access front card pockets and a bill section with leather back wall. This slim single 

billfold features six card slots. Special feature: Tumi ID Lock™ is a proprietary technology incorporated into the 

design of this product that protects personal data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and passports. 

11,900

8037
Eureka Directors Chair 

with Side Table

New directors chair features a side table/cup holder that is notched to accommodate mug handles.  One-piece 

seat & back provides support. Comfort enhancing features include airy 3D spacer mesh in lumbar panel, foam 

padding in seat bottom and backrest, and padded armrests.  600D x 300D heavy duty polyester with PVC coating. 

Dimensions: 21" x 25"(table down)/33.5" x 35"(table up). Folded size 5" x 21.5" x 35".  Weight capacity 300 lbs. 

One year limited warranty.

11,900

4259
Cuisinart Wine Center - 

Opener/Preserver
The Cuisinart Wine Center includes an electric wine opener and wine preserver on a handsome charging base. All 

feature elegant brushed stainless accents. The unit also comes with two wine stoppers and a foil cutter. 12,000

9013

Allied Int'l ProGrade XL 

Ratcheting 7 pc.  Wrench 

Set

Pro-Grade wrenches are built to stand up to the toughest work conditions. Combinations, Open End and Flare Nut 

styles are hot drop-forges from chrome vanadium alloy, then heat treated for optimum strength. Box ends are 

precision broached and chamfered for a smooth, secure fit and featured the Dyne-Drive Torque System which 

dramatically improves performance when compared to conventional wrench driving systems. The results are 

wrench sets that instantly convey a message of exceptional quality and workmanship.

12,000

7079
Anne Klein Large Dome 

Satchel - in Black

The signature details on the New Recruits dome satchel make this stylish silhouette an instant classic. Goldtone 

hardware and logo keychain detail. 5" double handles with a removable crossbody strap. 2 front wall slip pockets, 

1 back wall zipper pocket.
12,100

7113
Guess Cool School Leeza 

Backpack - Black

Bring style back to school with this faux-leather backpack featuring silver-tone hardware, logo plaque and a 

studded exterior zipper pocket. Lined with Quattro G logo print and multiple pockets. Removable logo charm. Top 

zipper closure. Adjustable backpack straps with 12" drop. Top handle with 3" drop. 9"W x 11"H x 8"D.
12,100

3089
Sony Ultra-Portable 

Bluetooth Speaker-Black

Introducing featherweight sound with heavyweight punch that's always ready for the moment. Easily connect 

compatible Bluetooth devices using NFC and wirelessly stream rich sound or hands-free calls with up to 12-hours 

of battery life. Easily double your audio enjoyment with enhanced stereo sound, simply by pairing a second unit.
12,200
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4235
Presto Stainless Steel 

Electric Wok

The quick and easy way to prepare sizzling stir-fry meals! Luxurious stainless steel body and handles. Aluminum 

clad base for even heating. Tempered glass cover with stainless steel rim and handle. Healthy stir fry cooking 

quickly sears ingredients in just a small amount of oil to preserve nutrients as well as fresh colors, flavors, and 

textures. Makes an attractive  presentation on the counter or tabletop when entertaining.

12,200

7291

Men's Aviator Silver-Tone 

Grey Gradient Lenses 

Sunglasses 

Guess Men's Aviator style sunglasses in Silver 12,200

8081
YETI Rambler™ 10 oz. 

Lowball 4 Pack

The Rambler™ 10 oz. Lowball is the ideal drinking companion at the deer lease or around the campfire. Whether 

it's holding your first cup of coffee in the morning or that last nightcap, the double-wall vacuum insulation will 

keep your hot drinks hot and your cold drinks cold far longer than standard mugs or cocktail glasses. And unlike 

your favorite bourbon glass, this Lowball will never shatter or leave a ring on your coffee table.

12,300

1032 Conair Fashion Curl-Pink
Conair Fashion Curl is the revolutionary way to effortlessly create beautiful, shiny curls. Hair is automatically 

drawn into the tourmaline ceramic curl chamber where it is gently held, timed and heated from all directions to 

create flawless salon-style curls. One perfect curl after another can be yours with Conair Fashion Curl!
12,400

4063
Cuisinart Rechargeable 

Salt, Pepper & Spice Mill

The Cuisinart Rechargeable Salt, Pepper & Spice Mill is a great new way to spice up any meal! Our new single mill 

design allows you to grind sea salt, peppercorns, & other spices at the touch of a button. The single mill has 2 

grinding containers, one on top & one on the bottom of the unit. Simply store your sea salt, peppercorns, or 

favorite dried spices in the containers and press the On/Off button to operate. The single rechargeable stainless 

steel mill rests comfortably in the charging base, ensuring that the unit is fully charged and ready to grind.

12,400

4234

Presto Dual ProFry 

Immersion Element Deep 

Fryer

Fries two foods at once or extra large batches!  Professional-style deep fryer offers great restaurant taste in a 

convenient at home size.  Big 12-cup food capacity. Oblong shaped baskets are ideal for large pieces of chicken or 

fish.  1800 watt.
12,400

7301

U.S. Polo Association 

Women's Handbags 

Embossed Logo Tote - 

Red

Features top handles and embossed logo front panel with signature U.S. Polo Assn. logo. Zipper pocket on front 

panel. Zipper pocket on back panel. Zipper wall pocket and two interior open pockets. 12,400

7302

U.S. Polo Association 

Women's Handbags 

Jacquard Logo Tote - 

Beige

Features top handles. Features slip pocket on front panel with signature U.S. Polo Assn. logo stamped logo patch. 

Zipper pocket on exterior back panel and interior features a slip pockets and zipper wall pocket 12,400

9010

Craftsman Tools 63 Pc. 

Mechanics Tool Set with 

Soft Side Case

The Craftsman 63-pc. Mechanic's Tool Set has the right tools to handle the toughest job. Featuring 14-1/4" drive 

inch and metric sockets, 12-3/8" drive inch and metric sockets, 3/8" ratchet, extension bar, 1/4" adapter, two 

open-end inch wrenches, magnetic bit handle with screwdriver and nut driver bits and 12 hex keys. this tool set is 

reliable and versatile.

12,400

5012

Echo Valley Meats 

Councilmans Sausage & 

Cheese Set

Four 5oz Original Summer sausages. Four 6oz Cheddar summer sausages. Four 5oz Garlic Summer sausages. Three 

7oz Echo Valley Old-Fashioned Garlic cheese spreads. Wood cutting board with cheese knife (Board 5x8). As seen 

on ABCs \"Shark Tank\".
12,500

4062
Cuisinart Deluxe Can 

Opener-Stainless Steel

Cuisinart presents a freestanding can opener that looks just right with today's premium countertop appliances. 

Brushed stainless steel, simple lines and an embossed Cuisinart logo put this classic can opener into the designer 

category. An extra-wide base prevents sliding or tipping, and the "press-andrelease" lever makes opening any size 

can effortless. A precision Power Cut™ blade and handy magnetic lid holder are attached to the removable arm, 

making cleanup almost effortless.

12,500

7288
Polaroid Unisex Polarized 

Sunglasses- Black 

Bridge Shape: Single Bridge

Eye Shape: Rectangular

Front Material: Acetate

Temple Material: Acetate

Hinge Type: Regular

Rim Type: Full Rim

Gender Group: Male Adult

12,500

7289
Polaroid Unisex Polarized 

Sunglasses in Black

Bridge Shape: Single Bridge

Eye Shape: Aviator

Front Material: Acetate

Temple Material: Acetate

Hinge Type: Flex

Rim Type: Full Rim

Gender Group: Female Adult

12,500

7290
Polaroid Unisex Polarized 

Sunglasses in Havana

Bridge Shape: Single Bridge

Eye Shape: Aviator

Front Material: Acetate

Temple Material: Acetate

Hinge Type: Flex

Rim Type: Full Rim

Gender Group: Female Adult

12,500

7297
Polaroid Unisex Polarized 

Sunglasses- Havana

Bridge Shape: Single Bridge

Eye Shape: Rectangular

Front Material: Acetate

Temple Material: Acetate

Hinge Type: Regular

Rim Type: Full Rim

Gender Group: Male Adult

12,500
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7053 GUESS Tote -in  Brown
Saffiano faux leather brings a matte finish to your look, designed with dual padded top handles and an allover 

Quatro G logo print. Interior pockets and logo-print lining. Removable double logo charm and silver-tone 

hardware. Top zip closure. Dual top handles with 8.5" drop. 16"W x 10.5"H x 6.5"W.
12,500

7081

Calvin Klein Ladies 

Saffiano Zip Around 

Wallet - Black

Saffiano leather zip around wallet. Signature plaque at front. Gold tone hardware. Lined interior features middle 

zip compartment, eight card slots, and two billlfolds. Dimensions: 8'' x 1'' x 4''. 12,500

7082

Calvin Klein Ladies 

Saffiano Zip Around 

Wallet - in Luggage

Saffiano leather zip around wallet. Signature plaque at front. Gold tone hardware. Lined interior features middle 

zip compartment, eight card slots, and two billlfolds. Dimensions: 8'' x 1'' x 4''. 12,500

3036

iLive Vertical Home Music 

System with 

Bluetooth/CD/FM & USB 

Charging Port

Stream music wirelessly from your Bluetooth audio device, or listen to CD or FM radio. Also includes 3.5mm audio 

input jack. Supports Bluetooth v2.0. CD player: CD, CD-R/RW. Digital FM Radio. Digital clock. Negative LCD display 

with white backlight. Ambient blue LED light effects. Wireless range: 33 feet. 2 channel stereo sound. 10 FM 

Station memory presets. Vertical-load disc player. Timer. Preset EQ. Digital volume control. Last user's setting 

memory. Built-in FM wire antenna. Wall mountable. DC power input: requires an AC/DC power adapter 

(included).

12,600

3091

iLive Portable Power 

Backpack with Solar 

Panel, Powerbank

Rain or shine, you'll never be without power again. Safely tuck away your phone, tablet, or other mobile device in 

the backpack and recharge while on-the-go using the built-in solar panel charger. And when the sun goes down, 

simply use the included power bank (4000 mAH).
12,600

4034
Cuisinart Compact Deep 

Fryer

Cuisinart presents a deep fryer that takes up less counter space. Designed to fry batches up to ¾ of a pound in just 

1.1 liter of oil, this is a great deep fryer even for spur-of-the-moment snacks and meals. The compact design 

allows creative cooks to prepare fried calamari to top a salad, and moms to fry up mozzarella sticks for kids. 

Temperatures up to 375°F and a die-cast frying bowl maintain selected oil temperatures for restaurant-quality 

results. Easy to use, easy to clean, and simple to store, it could make deep frying an everyday event!

12,600

7018
Antwerp  CZ "Dream 

Necklace"  2.00 TCW

Antwerp Diamond Dream Necklace is a beautiful and classically elegant necklace. This piece is set in a sterling 

silver 4-prong setting. It features one brilliant cut, sparkling 2.00 CT cubic zirconia. The pendant includes a 16" 

sterling silver chain. Every cubic zirconia is set by hand by our master craftsmen.
12,600

7118
Anne Klein Ladies 

Handbag - Black

The Kick Start 4 Poster Satchel boasts plenty of hidden organization behind its relaxed style. Goldtone hardware 

and 9" double handles. Triple compartment construction with a center zip closure, 2 front wall slip pockets, and 1 

back wall zipper pocket.
12,600

7119
Anne Klein Ladies 

Handbag- Medium Grey

The Kick Start 4 Poster Satchel boasts plenty of hidden organization behind its relaxed style. Goldtone hardware 

and 9" double handles. Triple compartment construction with a center zip closure, 2 front wall slip pockets, and 1 

back wall zipper pocket.
12,600

1068
Brookstone Cordless 

Shiatsu Massager

Our Cordless Shiatsu Massager is the perfect solution to sore, tired muscles in your neck, upper back, lower back, 

and even your legs. Four deep-kneading Shiatsu massage nodes dig deep into your muscles and alternate 

direction after each minute. The one-button control makes the massager super easy to use, and the optional heat 

helps to warm you muscles, making them even more receptive to the benefits of massage.

12,700

4108
Rowenta X-Cel Steam 

Hand Steamer

This X-cel steam hand steamer is the most powerful handheld steamer on the market at 1500W.   Ready to steam 

in just 45 seconds, it has a light indicator to show when it is ready.  The hand steamer gives out constant steam 

and features a steam burst option at 22 gram/minute. The water tank capacity of 6.76 oz provides continuous 

steam for 10 minutes. It is very light in weight (2.2 lbs), making hand steaming more comfortable.

12,700

4122 Krups Four Slice Toaster
This beautiful 4 slice toaster with polished stainless sides and chrome plated top cover is great for all of your 

toasting needs. Toasting, defrost, reheat and bagel settings and 6 levels of browning control. Removable crumb 

tray. 1050 Watts of power.
12,700

8052
Steadyrack Classic Rack 

Bike Rack

The Steadyrack Classic Rack is a revolutionary bike rack.  It can be mounted to virtually any wall and its patented 

design allows it to swivel almost 180 degrees to either side. It minimizes space without compromising safety and 

there is no heavy lifting required.  This ingenious bike rack was designed by a biking enthusiast to help alleviate 

the bike storage system in his garage and boy did he!  Ideal for tires up to 2.2", bikes without fenders & with a 

maximum weight of 77 lbs.

12,700

7298

Catherine Malandrino 

Handbags Bibi Clutch - 

Black

Beautiful Catherine Malandrino Bibi Clutch handbag in Black. 12,800

7300

Catherine Malandrino 

Handbags Martine 

Quilted Crossbody - Beige

Classic quilted crossbody bag with a chain link detail, also included signature leopard lining. Top zip closure. Triple 

compartment lined interior features backwall zippered pocket, two frontwall slip pockets, and middle zip 

compartment. Pop interior lining. Hanging logo charm. Logo plate on front. Protective metal feet.
12,800
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3139

Lyrix Jive Jumbo 

Waterproof Bluetooth 

Speaker 2 Pack  (BLACK)

Featuring the ability to pair with a second Jive Jumbo to deliver crystal-clear stereo sound, this stellar Bluetooth 

speaker works with all of your Bluetooth-enabled devices everywhere you go. Boasting a water-resistance rating 

of iPX7, the Jive Jumbo can withstand submersion in up to 3 feet of water for up to 30 minutes. And the built-in 

microphone lets you take calls hands-free, so you'll never miss a beat. From the beach to the shower or the pool, 

your life will never be without a soundtrack with the Jive Jumbo! 

12,900

4123
Krups Breakfast Set 

Coffee Maker

Fully automatic programmable timer allows you to set a daily start time. The 12 cup glass carafe holds coffee with 

a keep-warm timer. Permanent filter holder and measuring scoop included. Comes in attractive stainless steel 

housing.
12,900

4308
Nambe Mikko Coaster - 

S/6 - 5" L. X 5" W. X 1" H 
The Mikko Coasters' arched frame adds definition to its wooden base, melding modern style with a fresh uptown 

flair. Available in a set of six. 13,000

4239
Polo Ralph Lauren 3-Piece 

Towel Set - Wheat

Defined by bands of basket-weave texturing, the luxe Lauren Ralph Lauren Pierce bath towel collection offers high 

performance in premium cotton with superior comfort and everyday luxury. A textural basket-weave border adds 

a refined modern touch. Constructed from 100% cotton featuring a basket-weave border. The 3-piece set includes 

washcloth, hand towel and large bath sheet. Machine wash cold. Tumble dry low.

13,100

4240
Polo Ralph Lauren 3-Piece 

Towel Set - White

Defined by bands of basket-weave texturing, the luxe Lauren Ralph Lauren Pierce bath towel collection offers high 

performance in premium cotton with superior comfort and everyday luxury. A textural basket-weave border adds 

a refined modern touch. Constructed from 100% cotton featuring a basket-weave border. The 3-piece set includes 

washcloth, hand towel and large bath sheet. Machine wash cold. Tumble dry low.

13,100

4290
Kate Spade Kitchen Mtl 6 

Qt Casserole Turq

Add a splash of fashion forward turquoise to your kitchen with the kate spade new york All in Good Taste 

Turquoise 6-quart Casserole. The non-stick interior makes cooking a breeze and the beautiful turquoise exterior is 

crafted of enamel and steel. A tempered glass lid is included. Style and great functionare a true kate spade new 

york combination. A wonderful gift for your favorite chef.

13,100

7238
Canyon Outback Leather 

Canvas Duffel

For your on-the-go lifestyle, this classic bag has enough space for that weekend get-away, a trip to the gym or can 

be folded up flat and stored as your extra bag in your luggage. You'll need some way to bring home those goodies 

purchased on your latest adventure!  The legal carry-on size features a top zipper closure, and several interior 

pockets for your small items. The SC403T travel kit is a must have complimentary item.

13,100

8183
Charm Blonde Horse 

Rocking Horse
Moving Mouth & Tail Natural stain wooden handles Extra soft plush body Easy clean up with mild soap and water 

Holds up to 100 lbs Seat Height to floor 18\" Sound feature requires 3 \"AA\" batteries (not included) 13,100

1058
Polo Ralph Lauren Navy 

Cotton Robe Size S/M

Luxurious, knee-length navy robe in plush velour. The classic wrap design features two oversized patch pockets, 

shawl collar, wide cuffs and a self tie. Red Polo Player on left chest. Knee length. 100% Cotton. Also available in 

L/XL.
13,200

1059
Polo Ralph Lauren  Navy 

Cotton Robe Size L/XL

Luxurious, knee-length navy robe in plush velour. The classic wrap design features two oversized patch pockets, 

shawl collar, wide cuffs and a self tie. Red Polo Player on left chest. Knee length. 100% Cotton. Also available in 

S/M.
13,200

1060
Polo Ralph Lauren White 

Cotton Robe Size S/M

Luxurious, knee-length robe in plush velour. The classic wrap design features two oversized patch pockets, shawl 

collar, wide cuffs and a self tie. Polo Player on left chest. Knee length. 100% Cotton. S/M or L/XL. White with Navy 

Polo player or Navy with Red Polo player.
13,200

1061
Polo Ralph Lauren White 

Cotton Robe Size L/XL

Luxurious, knee-length robe in plush velour. The classic wrap design features two oversized patch pockets, shawl 

collar, wide cuffs and a self tie. Polo Player on left chest. Knee length. 100% Cotton. S/M or L/XL. White with Navy 

Polo player or Navy with Red Polo player.
13,200

4209
Nambé Yaro Salad Bowl 

Set of 4
Made of rich acacia wood, the finely patterned grain is highlighted by the sculpted curves on each of the Yaro 

Salad Bowls. The bowls come in a set of four. - Measures 7.75 Inches in Diameter 13,200

7293

Marc Jacobs 

SHYBLACK/MATBLK - 

GRAY GRADIENT 

Marc Jacobs gray sunglasses 13,200

8125

Picnic Time Verona Picnic 

Basket - Pine Green with 

Nouveau Grape

The exquisitely handcrafted Verona picnic basket was designed for those who love to picnic on a casual level.  The 

Verona is a two-lid willow basket with deluxe wine and cheese service for two.  It is lined with PE (polyethylene) 

for durability, and has premium leatherette accents and canvas carry straps.  It comes complete with: 2 hand-

blown wine glasses (7 oz.), 1 nickel-plated bottle stopper with real cork, 1 stainless steel waiter-style corkscrew, 1 

hardwood cutting board (6" x 6"), 1 stainless steel cheese knife with wooden handle, and 2 napkins.

13,200
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8182
Charm "Tango" Plush 

Rocking Pinto Horse

Whinnying and Galloping Sounds Moving Mouth and Tail Seat Height to Floor 18\" Holds up to 100 lbs. Plush 

Stuffed Body Solid Wood Core Metal Stirrups Easy clean up with soap and water 3 AA batteries required (not 

included)
13,200

4168
Reed and Barton Paul 

Revere Bowl

Crafted in the classic Paul Revere style, the Paul Revere Bowl from Reed & Barton features a traditional silhouette 

steeped in history.  Crafted in handsome silverplate, this bowl is an excellent choice for corporate and executive 

gifts and awards, wedding gifts and more. Elegantly packagedfor gift-giving. Made in the USA.   5 1/4 W/Lin Bx
13,300

7299

Catherine Malandrino 

Handbags Christina Mini 

Satchel - Silver

A structured satchel is sized down while still maintaining an uptown look with rolled-top handles and high-polish 

hardware. Snap tab with floating top-zip closure. Interior zip pocket. Lined and synthetic. 13,300

7332
V1969 by Versace Justina 

Tote in Black 
Classic Styling Tote from Italy from world Famous Versace Family. 13,300

7333
V1969 by Versace Roman 

Tote in Royal Blue

100% PU, V 19•69 by Versace, NS  Roman Tote with Croco trim, Multiple zippers and Logo plate on front exterior 

panel. Tote features double top handles with adjustable crossbody strap. Bag interior includes V 19•69 by Versace 

stamped Logo , and royal blue pop lining, Zipper pocket, Cell phone pocket. H=13.5”   G=6”  W=12”

Drop/Detachable Shoulder =21”

Drop Handle=8.25”

13,300

3099

Zeki 7" Quad Core 

Android Tablet, 8GB Built-

in Memory, 1GB RAM

Equipped with a powerful Quad core processor, Android's KitKat OS, and capacitive LCD touchscreen, the new 7" 

tablet from Zeki is a real workhorse in a light weight package. Whether it's right now or years from now, the front 

facing camera, expandable memory, and pre-installed Google Play Store app keep you relevant.
13,400

4152
Reed and Barton 

Hamilton Hiball S/4

Your drinks will look mouthwatering served in the beautiful Hamilton Hiball from Reed & Barton. From Scotch and 

Soda to lemonade, all will be displayed beautifully with this set of four hiball glasses. Elegantly packaged for gift-

giving. Part of the Hamilton Crystal Collection. The brilliant diamond and wedge cuts make Hamilton a classic 

crystal pattern choice.

13,400

4153
Reed and Barton 

Hamilton Dof S/4

Perfect for elegantly serving Scotch, whiskey or any mixed drink, the Hamilton Double Old Fashioned from Reed & 

Barton will present your drinks in style. Part of the Hamilton Crystal Collection. Elegantly packaged for gift-giving. 

The brilliant diamond and wedge cuts make Hamilton a classic crystal pattern choice.
13,400

7174

Anne Klein Ladies 

Ceramic Diamond Dial 

Black Bracelet Watch

Polished gold-tone round case with t-bar lugs. Black framed wall-to-wall mineral crystal. Gold-tone hour, minute 

and second hands.Includes Anne Klein retail gift packaging. 13,500

7175

Anne Klein Ladies 

Ceramic Diamond Dial 

White Bracelet Watch

Polished silver-tone round case with t-bar lugs. White framed wall-to-wall mineral crystal. Silver-tone hour, 

minute and second hands.Includes Anne Klein retail gift packaging. 13,500

7231
Tumi Delta L-Fold ID 

w/Tumi ID Lock™

This L-Fold ID features a bill compartment, ID window and card slots. Special feature: Tumi ID Lock™ is a 

proprietary technology incorporated into the design of this product that protects personal data encoded on most 

IDs, credit cards and passports.
13,500

8057 Topeak Pro Bike Pump

Simple and durable, Topeak's Joe Blow Pro Floor Pump quickly inflates tires up to 160psi. A padded handle, and 

wide, stable base provide secure pumping, while the aluminum barrel provides the strength floor pumps need. A 

large dial gauge and bleed valve aid in achieving the desired pressure, and a long hose eases inflation. The Joe 

Blow Pro Floor Pump comes with Topeak's SmartHead that automatically adjusts to fit Presta and Schrader valves 

without swapping parts. It also includes ball and air bladder type inflation needles.

13,500

8071 Eureka Spire Camp stove
The new Eureka! Spire stoves bring the comfort, accessibility and control of home cooking to the outdoors. 

Achieve gourmet results with maximum simmer control and the ability to daisy chain to a second stove without 

requiring an additional fuel source.
13,500

4030

Cuisinart 7 Piece Nonstick 

Knife Set with Acrylic 

Stand

The Cuisinart Nonstick Edge Collection offers blades with grooves to keep food from adhering to the blade and 

make slicing easier. These finely honed and tapered blades are made of premium high-carbon stainless steel. 

Their easy handling, comfortable soft grip, and handsome professional look make them a perfect addition to any 

kitchen. Protective Nonstick coating for long-lasting use. 7 Piece set includes 6 Nonstick Knives and Acrylic Stand.

13,600

4096

JA Henckels Zwilling Four 

Star 7" Fillet Knife w/ 

Leather Sheath

This flexible fillet knife is made from high-carbon, no stain steel. The knife is ice-hardened resulting in an 

extraordinarily sturdy blade with superior cutting performance. The Four Star classic handle provides superior 

comfort and a secure grip. The leather sheath has a belt loop making it ideal for the hunter or fisherman. The 

knife was made in Germany and the sheath was made in India.

13,600
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4105
JK Adams Barbeque 

Board

JK Adams Grilling Board perfect for assembling kabobs, Slicing seafood and paring vegetables. Great for carving 

and serving barbeque. Generously sized, not heavy & undercuts for easy carrying. Made of Maple with renewable 

oil finish.
13,600

4106
JK Adams Chunk Board - 

12x12

This super thick end grain chunk board is highly prized for its durability and handsome wood patterns.  These 

boards are also known for being the chopping surface that preserves a sharp blade edge the longest. This stunning 

cherry board is usually left out on the counter for daily use and will last a lifetime. Measures 12"x12"x2.5"
13,600

4309

Nambé Tilt Ice Bucket 

W/Tongs 7In (Soft Drop 

2017)

Reach for the Tilt Ice Bucket at your next party. The bowl humorously appears to have had a few too many as it 

tipsily leans off-kilter, however, the sloping base perfectly counterbalances the sleek vessel with its level rim. 

Includes a pair of tongs.
13,600

2028
Reed and Barton Soho 

Vase 10.0

Deep elegant cuts create the stunning Soho Crystal 10" Vase from Reed & Barton. A perfect design accent, 

beautifully displaying your favorite flowers, this sophisticated crystal vase adds a rich brilliance to any 

d&eacute;cor. A wonderful wedding or anniversary gift.
13,700

8187
Rave Sports Pool and 

Lake Chaise

The versatile inflatable Tahitian Chaise pool and lake float allows for multiple positions for ultimate comfort. Relax 

the day away in multiple ways from upright, reclined to a water hammock position! The Tahitian Chaise features 

durable, UV-stabilized 16 gauge PVC construction with clear, non-yellowing vinyl, twin air chambers, an inflated 

headrest, 1 drink holder, twin docking clips, and a comfortable soft coated PVC mesh seat.

13,700

1016
Gucci Guilty Ladies 

Perfume

Gucci Guilty Perfume by Gucci, This is an oriental fragrance for women from the luxe italian lifestyle brand . 

Contemporary, sexy and dynamic the scent is light and spicy with notes of mandarin, pink pepper, peach, lilac, 

geranium, amber and patchouli.
13,800

3080

iLive Water-Resistant, 

Indoor/Outdoor 

Bluetooth Speaker PAIR

This pair of water-resistant Bluetooth speakers allows you to bring your music with you while relaxing or 

entertaining outdoors, featuring convenient, integrated handles. Supports Bluetooth v2.1. Wireless speakers. 

Digital volume control. Pairing button. ON/OFF switch. LED pairing indicator. Wireless range: 33 feet. DC batt 

power: built-in rechargeable battery DC power input: requires an AC/DC power adapter (included).  Batt life: ~3 

hours at max energy consumption.

13,800

4028

Cuisinart 14 Piece Triple 

Rivet Walnut Knife Block 

Set

Give consumers the cutting edge! Professional-quality cutlery sets include the essential knives for every food prep 

task, safely stored in solid wood blocks. Precision-tapered blades feature the exceptionally sharp edges 

recommended by experts for safer, more precise slicing and cutting. Top quality materials and superior 

craftsmanship - just what you expect from Cuisinart! 14 Piece Set Includes: 8" Chef Knife, 6" Serrated Bread Knife, 

5" Serrated Utility Knife, 3" Paring Knife, Eight-4.5" Steak Knives, All-Purpose Household Shears & Wooden Block.

13,800

4124 All-Clad Kitchen Scale

Precise measurements are a critical factor in cooking, especially in baking. For accurate and consistent results, 

weigh your ingredients with the All-Clad digital scale to ensure the perfect results every time. Storage is simple 

with the unique retractable hook. Simply reverse the magnetic plate and hang the scale on a wall or pot rack for a 

beautiful kitchen accent or retract hook for easy drawer storage. Ingredients can be weighed and easily 

transferred with the 9" removable plate. Plate is stainless steel and dishwasher safe.

13,800

4125
All-Clad Immersion 

Blender

The All-Clad Immersion Blender can quickly & easily blend & puree a wide variety of foods. Black sure-grip plastic 

handle w/ brushed stainless steel shaft.detachable shaft for easy cleaning & storage. The Variable speed control 

dial allows you to set the blender at exactly the speed you need. The 9 1/4'' Drive Shaft is detachable and 

dishwasher safe. Large blending head to reduce splatter while in use.  

13,800

7307
Michael Kors Travel 

Pouch in Black
Beautiful Michael Kors travel pouch in Black. 13,900

8045
Pacific 12" Boy's Flex 

Juvenile Bike

The Flex is an ideal first bike and sure to be a hit with young riders. The sturdy steel frame and wheels provide 

stability and durability. The Flex comes equipped with training wheels to help kids learn and can be removed one 

they have perfected their skills. Ideal for ages 2 to 4 with 14- to 17-inch inseam.   Some assembly required.
13,900

4143 T-Fal 4L Deep Fryer
Triple Basket SS Deep Fryer. 4L Oil Capacity. Immersion Heating Element for minimal oil absorption. ncludes 1 Lg 

& 2 Sm SS Frying Baskets-make 1 big batch or 2 smaller batches at a time. SS removable bowl; Lg heat-resistant 

basket, lid, & side handles. Dishwasher Safe baskets.
14,000

3141
Fuji Instax Mini 8 Black 

Bundle

The compact Instax Mini 8 takes beautiful photos in an instant. It features a Brightness Adjustment Dial for 

various shooting conditions and a new High-Key mode that enables you to take brighter pictures with a softer 

look - perfect for portraits. There is a Constant firing flash that automatically adjusts to lighting conditions and the 

film feed is automatic. Bundle includes 2xAA batteries, 20 exposure pack of film and limited 1-year warranty.  

14,100

4114 All-Clad Tea Kettle
The All-Clad Stainless 2-quart Whistling Tea Kettle delivers superior quality and performance. Add water to the 

visible fill line and the kettle will whistle when boiling. Designed to deliver consistently exceptional results. All-

Clad's unparalleled level of durable craftsmanship and performance is guaranteed to last a lifetime. 
14,100
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7196

American Tourister 

Disney Minnie Mouse 

Polka Dot 21" Spinner

Minnie Mouse has never seemed so chic and stylish before. Timeless Minnie Mouse polka dot design is fun and 

flirty. Retractable pull handle with locking beveled push button. 4-Spinner wheels provide easy mobility. 

Integrated top and side carry handles with American Tourister branding. Zipper pulls and ID tags. Interior features 

large packing compartment with a large mesh pocket. Cross straps help to keep belongings in place. Disney 

Minnie Mouse branded inside lining. Great for all ages. Overall dimensions: 24" x 14.5" x 8".

14,100

3037

iLive Wireless Karaoke 

with 60' Bluetooth Range, 

LED Light Effects, Mobile 

Phone Charging

Sing along with Karaoke CD+G discs or stream songs using Bluetooth Technology. For more sing-along fun, add a 

second microphone (not included) and sing duets with a friend. Multi-color lights and fun water effects turn your 

performance into a full-on sound and light spectacle.
14,200

7249

Antwerp Silver Stunning 

Double Halo Earring Studs 

in sterling silver with 

cubic zirconia

Brilliant shine and beauty fill these double halo earring studs. These stud earrings are framed in sterling silver are 

surrounded by a shimmering double halo of brilliant cut cubic zirconia. The czs measure a total of 1.65 carats 

adding stunning sparkle to your jewelry style.
14,200

4112 All-Clad 6Qt. Pasta Pot

The All-Clad 6Qt. Pasta Pot is ideal for any pasta lover, this pot may also be used for making stocks by adding 

meat, seasoning and other ingredients to the insert. Simply remove the insert when finished cooking your foods 

and eliminate the need for staining. Features All-Clad's high quality, heavy gauge polished stainless steel that's 

easy to clean and won't react to food. Includes integrated, large loop handles for easy and secure use. In addition, 

it has a 6 Qt Pot Capacity w/ 4 Qt perforated insert for easy drainage.

14,600

7308
Michael Kors Coin Pouch 

in Pearl grey
Interior 2 compartments. ID window, slip pocket & card slots on back. Top zip closure & gold or silver -tone 

hardware. Michael Kors logo on front & gold or silver tone key ring 14,600

7309
Micheal Kors Coin Pouch 

in Blossom
Interior 2 compartments. ID window, slip pocket & card slots on back. Top zip closure & gold or silver -tone 

hardware. Michael Kors logo on front & gold or silver tone key ring 14,600

7310
Michael Kors Coin Pouch 

in Black
Interior 2 compartments. ID window, slip pocket & card slots on back. Top zip closure & gold or silver -tone 

hardware. Michael Kors logo on front & gold or silver tone key ring 14,600

7311
Michael Kors Coin Pouch 

in Vanilla/Acorn
Zip closure. One inside slip pocket with attached key ring

ID window, 2 credit card slots and slip pocket at the back. MK Signature fabric lining in beige. Gold tone hardware 14,600

7312
Michael Kors Coin Pouch 

in Brown/Acorn
Zip closure. One inside slip pocket with attached key ring

ID window, 2 credit card slots and slip pocket at the back. MK Signature fabric lining in beige. Gold tone hardware 14,600

7313
Michael Kors Wristlet in 

Black

Wrapped in soft classic black pebbled leather with golden tone hardware. This zip around style large flat 

multifunction phone case is accented with Michael Kors circular logo on the front. The leather and fabric interior 

features 5 card slots, a clear ID slot, and a slip compartment. It also offers a small zippered pocket and a back wall 

compartment that will fit most models of iPhones, Samsung Galaxy and Blackberry phones. It features a 

removable leather wristlet strap which enables you to carry it as a clutch as well.

14,600

7314
Michael Kors Zip Clutch 

Handbag in Red
Top zip and wrist strap. Shiny gold-tone hardware. Small MK logo medallion plate front center. Inside, Michael 

Kors signature lining w/ one pocket and 6 credit card slots 14,600

7317
Coach Large Jewelry Box 

in Black

Black Crossgrain Leather. Zip Top Closure. Coach logo on top. Gold tone hardware. Interior lid the secure jewelry. 

Interior 3 compartments

Size: 4" (Length) x 3 1/4" (Width) x 1 3/4" (Height)
14,600

8053
Kazam V2S Balance Bike - 

Blue

KaZAM balance bikes are quality made using real bicycle components and are meant to be passed from child to 

child. Step-through frame allows for easy on/off, and patented foot platform sets our balance bikes apart-allowing 

children to truly develop their balance and coordination once they've achieved the ‘coasting' stage. Our footrest is 

in a natural position, similar to where they're feet would be if coasting on a pedaled bike. Having a foot platform 

that is both comfortable and functional helps kids find ease in the transition onto a pedaled bike.

14,600

8054
Kazam V2S Balance Bike - 

Pink

KaZAM balance bikes are quality made using real bicycle components and are meant to be passed from child to 

child. Step-through frame allows for easy on/off, and patented foot platform sets our balance bikes apart-allowing 

children to truly develop their balance and coordination once they've achieved the ‘coasting' stage. Our footrest is 

in a natural position, similar to where they're feet would be if coasting on a pedaled bike. Having a foot platform 

that is both comfortable and functional helps kids find ease in the transition onto a pedaled bike.

14,600

4053

Cuisinart Meat Grinder 

w/ Sausage Stuffer 

Attachment

This meat grinder with sausage stuffer attachment is for use on the Cuisinart's SM-50 series stand mixer.  Grind 

meat or stuff your own sausages in the comfort of your own kitchen using this easy to use accessory! 14,700
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7031
Antwerp Sterling Silver CZ 

Cross Necklace

Antwerp's "Ageless and Timeless" cross necklace offers a sparkling symbol of faith. Our piece exposes the classic 

combination of sterling silver and glittering cubic zirconia. It contains 6 cz's totaling .12ct tw. Necklace includes a 

16" sterling silver chain. All cz's are handset by our master craftsman.
14,700

4044

Cuisinart Smart Stick 2-

Speed Hand Blender with 

Attachments

This Cuisinart Smart Stick Hand Blender is designed to handle a variety of basic tasks, such as blending, mixing, 

chopping, grinding, whipping, pureeing to give you time for more creative culinary undertakings. The 2-speed 

control – plus chopper/grinder and chef's whisk attachments – let this hand blender perform the tasks of 3 food 

prep appliances. One-touch operation and the ability to blend right in a pot, pitcher or bowl make it an all-time 

favorite of home cooks.

14,800

4050
Cuisinart Griddler Grill & 

Panini Press

For succulent steaks, juicy burgers, and crispy grilled sandwiches, look no further than the Cuisinart Griddler Grill 

& Panini Press. The preset temperature is ideal for grilling and takes the guesswork out of cooking. Cleanup is 

super easy: just remove the grill plates and pop them in the dishwasher. With Power On and Ready to Cook 

indicator lights, operation is simple!

14,800

4052

Cuisinart Electrics 1.5 Qt. 

Ice Cream Maker 

Attachment

This 1.5 quart ice cream maker attachment is for use on the Cuisinart's SM-50 series stand mixer.  Make delicious 

ice cream in the comfort of your own kitchen using this easy to use accessory! 14,800

4138

T-Fal WearEver Cook & 

Strain 10 pc. Set in 

Stainless Steel

The Wearever Cook and Strain set is made with beautiful stainless steel construction to ensure durability and 

lasting performance.  The design delivers even heat distribution for reliable cooking results while the ergonomic 

handles provide a safe and comfortable grip.  The vented glass colander lids with straining holes make pouring 

and straining a breeze.  Set includes 9.5" saute pan, 1 and 2-quart sauce pans with covers, a 5-quart dutch oven 

with cover, a colander and two utensils.  

14,800

4223

KitchenAid 9-Speed Hand 

Mixer with Turbo Beater 

II Accessories in Contour 

Silver

The KitchenAid 9-Speed Hand Mixer with Turbo Beater II Accessories, in contour silver, offers endless 

opportunities in one hand-held appliance. It features the powerful but lightweight and quiet DC motor, plus a soft-

grip, non-slip handle and a non-tip heel rest. It has the self-cleaning, stainless steel Turbo Beaters II designed with 

an oval shape and no center post to permit thorough mixing of heavy, dense ingredients without clogging.

14,800

4043
Cuisinart Compact Hybrid 

4-Slice Stainless Toaster

The classic stainless steel toaster gets a modern update with this 4-slice toaster by Cuisinart. It saves space, 

whether placed sideways or facing forward, to fit any kitchen counter. Toasts two thick bagel halves and two thin 

slices of bread at once. Dual custom controls, wide slots and high-lift carriage ensure even, precise and 

convenient toasting, every time.

14,900

7323
Marc by Marc Jacobs 

Ladies Sunglasses
Marc Jacobs Ladies sunglasses 14,900

7324
Marc by Marc Jacobs 

Ladies Sunglasses
Marc Jacobs Ladies sunglasses 14,900

7325
Marc by Marc Jacobs 

Ladies Sunglasses
Marc Jacobs Ladies sunglasses 14,900

7303
Micahel Kors Zip Clutch 

Handbag in Vanilla/Acorn

Top zip and wrist strap

Shiny gold-tone hardware

Small MK logo medallion plate front center

Inside, MK signature lining w/ one pocket and 6 credit card slots

15,000

7304
Michael Kors Zip Clutch 

Handbag in Brown/Acorn

Top zip and wrist strap

Shiny gold-tone hardware

Small MK logo medallion plate front center

Inside, MK signature lining w/ one pocket and 6 credit card slots

15,000

7305
Michael Kors Wristlet in 

Brown

6" strap drop length

One open pocket and three card holders

Top zipper closure
15,000

7306
Michael Kors Zip Clutch 

Handbag in Black

top zip and wrist strap

Shiny gold-tone hardware

Small MK logo medallion plate front center

Inside, Michael Kors signature lining w/ one pocket and 6 credit card slots

15,000

7315
Michael Kors Zip Clutch 

Handbag in Acorn
Top zip and wrist strap. Shiny gold-tone hardware. Small MK logo medallion plate front center. Inside, Michael 

Kors signature lining w/ one pocket and 6 credit card slots 15,000
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7316
Michael Kors Wristlet in 

Red
Beautiful Michael Kors medium sized wristlet in Red. 15,000

7318
Michael Kors Wristlet in 

Black
Beautiful Michael Kors medium sized wristlet in Black. 15,000

7319
Michael Kors Large 

Wristlet in Vanilla

Keep your accessories in check with our chic and savvy Jet Set wristlet. The sleek shape unzips to reveal ample 

room for all of your nomadic needs, while the zip-front pocket provides safe storage for your precious passport or 

phone. Stow it safely in your handbag on your next escape, or use the removable leather wristlet strap to carry it 

on weekend jaunts. Continental zip. Golden logo plate on front. Removable wrist strap; 8" drop. 8" W x 5" H x 1" 

D. 

15,000

8150

Park and Sun Sports 

Bocce Elite Tournament 

Set

[Transform your backyard into a bocce arena with these Bocce Elite set from Park & Sun Sports. Four colors are 

provided for the ground balls allowing up to four participating players. Special monolithic outer construction with 

molded core provides extended durability. Fun for backyard barbecues and sunny afternoons in the park.
15,000

4115
All-Clad Square Porcelain 

Baker

The All-Clad porcelain baker is ideal for baking and broiling all of your culinary favorites. The high quality 

porcelain heats evenly and is stain resistant. The gleaming stainless steel trivet makes it a breeze to transfer the 

hot food to the table. This functional porcelain baker will quickly become a kitchen favorite. Dishwasher Safe.
15,100

3045
Fuji Instax Mini 9 Smokey 

White Bundle

The compact Instax Mini 9 takes beautiful photos in an instant. It features a Brightness Adjustment Dial for 

various shooting conditions and a High-Key mode that enables you to take pictures with a softer look - perfect for 

portraits. There is a Constant firing flash that automatically adjusts to lighting conditions and the film feed is 

automatic.  NEW Close-Up Lens accessory and Selfie Mirror! Bundle includes 2xAA batteries, 20 exposure pack of 

film and limited 1-year warranty.  

15,300

3046
Fuji Instax Mini 9 

Flamingo Pink Bundle

The compact Instax Mini 9 takes beautiful photos in an instant. It features a Brightness Adjustment Dial for 

various shooting conditions and a High-Key mode that enables you to take pictures with a softer look - perfect for 

portraits. There is a Constant firing flash that automatically adjusts to lighting conditions and the film feed is 

automatic.  NEW Close-Up Lens accessory and Selfie Mirror! Bundle includes 2xAA batteries, 20 exposure pack of 

film and limited 1-year warranty.  

15,300

3047
Fuji Instax Mini 9 Lime 

Green Bundle

The compact Instax Mini 9 takes beautiful photos in an instant. It features a Brightness Adjustment Dial for 

various shooting conditions and a High-Key mode that enables you to take pictures with a softer look - perfect for 

portraits. There is a Constant firing flash that automatically adjusts to lighting conditions and the film feed is 

automatic.  NEW Close-Up Lens accessory and Selfie Mirror! Bundle includes 2xAA batteries, 20 exposure pack of 

film and limited 1-year warranty.  

15,300

3048
Fuji Instax Mini 9 Cobalt 

Blue Bundle

The compact Instax Mini 9 takes beautiful photos in an instant. It features a Brightness Adjustment Dial for 

various shooting conditions and a High-Key mode that enables you to take pictures with a softer look - perfect for 

portraits. There is a Constant firing flash that automatically adjusts to lighting conditions and the film feed is 

automatic.  NEW Close-Up Lens accessory and Selfie Mirror! Bundle includes 2xAA batteries, 20 exposure pack of 

film and limited 1-year warranty.  

15,300

7004

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

and CZ Stud Earrings and 

Dream Necklace 

Antwerp Diamonds Royal Stud Earrings and Dream Necklace combination make a perfect gift. Our timeless, 

beautiful royal stud earrings are set in a classic, 4-prong setting in sterling silver. These include 2 round cubic 

zirconia totaling 2.00 carats. While our dream necklace radiates in a classic sterling silver four prong setting set 

with a 1.00 carat round cz. Each cz is set by hand by our master craftsmen.

15,300

7322
Men's GANT Polarized 

Sunglasses 
Men's Gant polarized sunglasses 15,400

3081

iLive Platinum Portable 

Whole Home Wi-Fi & 

Bluetooth Speaker

Play through one speaker, or multiple, throughout your home over your Wi-Fi network (one speaker included).  

Via the FREE app, listen to your Spotify, Pandora, I Heart Radio, or your personal music collection.  Buy additional 

speakers for whole-home audio, or use the Bluetooth to play to one speaker while away from home. Simply 

download the free app, press the pairing button on the speaker, select your Wi-fi network from the dropdown 

menu, enter your Wi-fi password, and now you're ready to go! It's that easy!

15,500

4100
JA Henckels 8 piece 

Gourmet Knife Set
JA Henckels 8 piece Gourmet Knife Set. Features the Traditional 3-Rivet Styling. High-carbon, no-stain steel.  

Perfectly balanced. Comfortable grip. Beautifully displayed in Hardwood Gift box. Lifetime warranty. 15,500

4217
Oster 700 Watt, Stainless 

Steel, Microwave

The Stainless Steel AM780 features 700 watts of pure cooking power and will quickly cook or reheat any meal. 10 

power levels allow for precise cooking and the one-touch cook presets provide simple one-touch cooking options 

for potato, popcorn, pizza,beverage, frozen dinner, or reheat.
15,500

8087

South Bend Fishing 

Executive Travel Pack - 

Spin/Fly Fishing Set

This pack is the best of both worlds - a unique handle allows you to switch from 7', seven-section spinning to fly 

fishing in a snap.  Kit includes both a spinning reel and a fly reel along with line.  Everything can be conveniently 

carried in the included black fitted case.  Great value pack for travel and on the go portability! Includes loaded 

tackle box and combo pack.

15,500
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1033
Conair Infiniti Pro Curl 

Secret 2.0

Hair goes in, curls come out-the Conair Infiniti PRO Secret Curl 2.0 is a revolutionary way to create beautiful, shiny 

curls. The 1 1/4 in. and 1 in. tourmaline ceramic interchangeable curl chambers allow you to customize your curl. 

With 450°F high heat, professional brushless motor, 2 heat settings and 6 temperature settings there are endless 

combinations to achieve a variety of professional curls from defined curls to beach waves. Perfect for all hair 

types and contains a safety sensor for tangle-free curls.

15,600

4260 All-Clad Pizza Stone Set

The All-Clad Pizza Stone traps and disperses heat evenly, helping to produce crisp crusts without burning and is 

perfect for baking flatbreads, and pizzas. Features heavy gauge 18/10 stainless steel pizza ring and signature 

handles with stainless steel rivets. The 13" Natural Soapstone Baking disk is oven safe to 450 degrees. Over time 

the stone will become seasoned. Also contains All Clad 18/10 Stainless Pizza Cutter. The Pizza Cutter features All 

Clad's signature ergonomically designed stainless steel handles and sharp-slicing edge. 

15,600

1064
Carhartt Quilt-Lined 

Camo Bib Overalls

Blend in and stand out at the same time with Realtree® camo. Versatile and durable, this bib goes from work to 

the woods in no time. 12-ounce, 100% cotton duck. Nylon quilted for warmth. Multiple tool and utility pockets. 

Hammer loop. Ankle-to-knee zippers with protective wind flaps.: Double knees with cleanout bottoms that can 

accommodate knee pads : Metal rivets at vital stress points.

15,700

1065

Carhartt Men's Duck 

Traditional Coat/Arctic 

Lined

Gear up for the cold! Nylon lining quilted to arctic-weight polyester insulation. 12-ounce, 100% ring-spun cotton 

duck, two chest pockets, two large lower front pockets, and two inside pockets. The corduroy collar offers under-

collar snaps to accommodate an optional hood. Main seams are triple stitched, and the split back plus pleated 

elbows work to ensure easy movement

15,700

3110
GPX Portable DVD With 

Dual 7" Screens
"Mobile Cinema for Two - Everything you need to begin watching movies is included. A 7" DVD player plus an 

additional 7" screen, two headrest bags for the car, and all cables are included-just add your favorite movies." 15,700

4310
Nambe Tilt Bar Tray - 17 

In Wood/Metal

Fashioned with an acacia wood center and framed by tapered grips of gleaming Nambé alloy, the tray is a 

beautiful way to bring fresh cocktails to your friends or pass champagne at a celebration. The raised flat rim 

contains drips or errant ice cubes, and the contoured handles fit the palm and thumb with ease. The rich grain of 

the wood complements the high luster of the metal, and the overall combination is modern yet enduring. 

Designed by Todd Myers, the tray is an excellent gift for connoisseurs of bar-keeping elegance.

15,700

7052
GUESS Satchel  in 

Bordeaux

Pebbled faux leather. Shiny gold-tone hardware. Metal GUESS logo at front. Top zipper closure. Exterior pocket 

with snap button closure. Interior features three large pocket entries, three multipurpose pockets and one zipper 

pocket. Dual handles with a 5" drop. Detachable shoulder strap with a 22.75" drop. 14.25" L x 9.25" H x 5.5" D.
15,700

7239
Under Armour Polarized 

Men's Sunglasses

The sleek UA Igniter 2.0 offers a wide field of vision through a rimless frame, enabling optimum versatility across 

multiple sports. The ArmourFusion frame and UA SPINE™ inspired temples provide a comfortable and secure fit, 

and ArmourSight lens technology provides up to 20% enhanced vision edge-to-edge so you see what's really 

there, without distortion. Gift box included.

15,700

4176

 Kate Spade Kitchen 

Rainey St Dinnerware 12 

Pc Set

Bold colors, soft colors, and stripes all around are the hallmarks of the kate spade new york All in Good Taste 

Rainey Street 12-piece Dinnerware Set. The true essence of kate spade new york designs-elegance and 

sophisticated fun-make this dinnerware perfect for casual dining.
15,800

7340 Swarovski Tennis Bracelet
A classic bracelet with a gleam that speaks volumes! This delicate strand of bezel-set clear crystals on a rhodium-

plated bracelet is very dainty and minimalistic in its look. However, it makes a bold statement of sheer elegance. 

It has a secure foldover clasp closure and comes with an extender. 6 5/8 inch.
15,800

2003
Reed and Barton Equinox 

Bowl 10

A true piece of art, the Equinox Bowl from Reed & Barton will shine wherever it is displayed. This crystal bowl is 

perfect for any artistic display you would like to sparkle. Elegantly packaged for gift-giving. Part of the Equinox 

Crystal Collection, designed with strikingly deep facets that beautifully and brilliantly reflect light. Each piece of 

this crystal collection has exceptionally thick walls providing a sumptuous look and feel.

16,000

4291
Reed and Barton Benson 

Bar Tool S/2

Designed in collaboration with the talented Thomas O'Brien, the Thomas O'Brien Benson Bar Tool Set of 2 from 

Reed & Barton is art deco inspired. Crafted in shimmering stainless steel, this elegant set will help create perfect 

cocktails and make a distinctive statement on any home bar. The set comes in an attractive walnut box and 

includes a double jigger and stirring spoon. Thomas O'Brien is a unique American designer, creating home 

furnishings and giftware with a striking simplicity that is both classic and modern. A wonderful gift.

16,000

8069 Eureka Camping Cot

Portable sleeping comfort!. Set up is easy - literally takes just minutes. Ideal for backyard or camping use. Black 

color with zippered pocket to store small items. Convenient carry bag included. 600D x 300D heavy duty polyester 

fabric with PVC backing. Frame is bright silver powder coated steel and aluminum. Oversized for comfort. Easily 

fits in RV or car for those on the go. Weight capacity 300 lbs. Carry weight 18 lbs. 1 oz. One year limited warranty.

16,000

9002

Craftsman Tools 6.5 Amp 

Reciprocating Saw with 4 

Year Accidental Warranty

The Craftsman 6.5 Amp Corded Reciprocating Saw is Versatile Power. If nothing else will do the trick, add the 

Craftsman 6.5 Amp Reciprocating Saw to your bag of tricks and you will be back on track in no time.  With speeds 

up to 3000 rpm and a 7/8-inch blade stroke length, this saw has the power you need.  It can cut through wood, 

metal, drywall, PVC and more with ease. Weighing in under 7 pounds, the Craftsman 6.5 Amp Reciprocating Saw 

is easy to work with.  An integrated LED work light boosts visibility. Includes 4 Year Accidental Warranty.

16,000

8061
Fuji Advanced 8x25 

Binoculars

KF Advanced 8x25 binoculars feature a 8X optical zoom and 25mm object lens. Multi-phase coated optics for 

superior image quality.  Porro prism center focus feature assures fast focus capability.  Rubber armored design for 

increased durability.  Includes case and limited lifetime warranty.
16,300
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9006
Craftsman 118 Pc. 6pt. 

Mechanic's Tool Set

The Craftsman 118-p mechanics' tool set is designed to be a portable set that you can keep in the car for when 

you get stuck and need tools to get you out of a jam. It can also be housed right under the kitchen sink for 

emergency in-home repairs. The blow-mold case allows for easy tool identification, making it simply to find the 

tool that you need when you need it. The 118-pc mechanics' set features a wealth of inch and metric 6 pt sockets, 

a pair of quick-release ratchets, and all of the bits that you need to take care of little jobs around the house.

16,300

3064

Bose SoundSport In-Ear 

Headphones - Apple 

Devices - Charcoal Black

Bose® SoundSport® in-ear headphones deliver deep, clear sound for the music you love, and a durable design to 

keep up with your busy life. TriPort® technology provides crisp highs and natural-sounding lows, while the sweat- 

and weather-resistant design helps ensure they survive the rigors of your daily life. And StayHear® tips keep them 

comfortably in place through it all. They come in a variety of designs and include an inline microphone and 

remote.

16,400

3065

Bose SoundSport In-Ear 

Headphones - Charcoal 

Black - Samsung and 

Android

Bose® SoundSport® in-ear headphones deliver deep, clear sound for the music you love, and a durable design to 

keep up with your busy life. TriPort® technology provides crisp highs and natural-sounding lows, while the sweat- 

and weather-resistant design helps ensure they survive the rigors of your daily life. And StayHear® tips keep them 

comfortably in place through it all. They're available in Charcoal and include an inline microphone and remote.

16,400

4292
Reed and Barton Soho 

Pedestal Cakestand 12

Elevate cakes and pastries to elegant heights with the Soho Pedestal Cakestand from Reed & Barton. This crystal 

cakestand is the perfect way for showcasing cakes, cookies and more. Elegantly packaged for gift-giving.  Part of 

the Soho Crystal Collection, inspired by the creative energy of the New York artist neighborhood, features classic 

brilliant cuts that radiate upward in a subtle, understated pattern.

16,500

7321

Under Armour ALIGN 

STORM - Satin Black/Gray 

STORM Polarized Lens  

Sunglasses

Under Armour polarized sunglasses in Black 16,500

7338 Tumi Travel Kit
This versatile travel kit is designed to hang from virtually any fixture and sit on flat surfaces. It features an easy-

access U-zip opening to the main compartment and two exterior side zip pockets. The interior has open, zip and 

mesh pockets as well as small elastic loops. Anti-bacterial lining. Made from Tumi's signature FXT ballistic nylon®.
16,500

8155
KidTrax Mickey Mouse 

Toddler Quad
Your child's first battery operated riding toy! Designed for ages 18 months & up. One rider only & max of 35 lbs. 

1.5 mph max speed. 16,500

8156
KidTrax Minney Mouse 

Toddler Quad
Your child's first battery operated riding toy! Designed for ages 18 months & up. One rider only & max of 35 lbs. 

1.5 mph max speed. 16,500

3017 LG Blu-Ray Player w/ WiFi

Blu-ray disc playback delivers exceptional HD quality, up to Full HD 1080p, to make the most of your HDTV. It's a 

perfect combination! Blu-ray also offers advanced features not available on DVD. Access premium content from 

providers like Netflix, Hulu Plus and YouTube to stream your favorite movies and TV shows. LG connects you to 

the content that you and your family want. Connecting your LG A/V product to the Internet and the world of 

online content is easy when you have Wi-Fi built in.

16,600

4110 Rowenta Pro Master Iron

The Pro Master Iron is made of European design and updated features. The Microsteam 400 stainless soleplate 

offers advanced steam control and bursts that melt the wrinkles away. Rounded shape at the back allows you to 

go back and forth without creases. Variable setting allow the right steam for the fabric you are ironing. Extra large 

water tank eliminates time consuming refills. Long power cord. 

16,700

4200
Reed and Barton Capri 

3X5 Triple Frame

A timeless design, the Capri 3 x 5 Hinged Triple Picture Frame from Reed & Barton is accented with a delicate 

beaded design on its classic profile and holds two 3 x 5 photos. With a look that appeals to all ages, these 

Silverplate frames  make wonderful gifts for any occasion. Elegantly packaged for gift-giving
16,700

7012
Antwerp Silver CZ "Royal 

Stud" Earrings-2.00tcw

Our beautiful Antwerp Silver Royal Stud Earrings are a perfect addition to any jewelry collection. These earrings 

are fabulous for an evening out or everyday wear. They are made in a sterling silver prong setting and  include 2 

brilliant cut cubic zirconia totaling 2.00 ct total weight. Every cubic zirconia is hand-set by our master craftsmen.
16,700

1066

Carhartt Men's Sandstone 

Traditional Coat/Arctic 

Quilt Lined

Cold weather is no match for this coat with nylon lining quilted to arctic-weight polyester insulation. Heavyweight 

12-oz., 100% cotton sandstone duck, rib-knit storm cuffs, corduroy collar with under-collar snaps to accommodate 

an optional hood, two inside pockets, two flapped chest pockets, and two, front hand-warmer pockets. Split-back 

with bi-swing design plus pleated elbows for ease of movement.

16,800

1067
Carhartt Duck Coverall-

Quilt Lined

Our quilt-lined duck coverall is designed to last. It is made of 12-ounce, firm-hand, 100% ring-spun cotton duck 

with a 100% nylon quilted lining. It features multiple tool and utility pockets, hammer loop, corduroy top collar 

with snaps under collar for an optional hood, ankle-to-waist, two-way leg zippers with protective wind flaps and 

snap closures, split back with bi-swing for comfort and pencil slots on left sleeve. Main seams are triple-stitched 

for durability.

16,800

8159
KidTrax New Princess 

Toddler Quad
Your child's first battery operated riding toy! Designed for ages 18 months & up. One rider only & max of 35 lbs.  

1.5 mph max speed. 16,800
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4029
Cuisinart 6 Piece Ceramic 

Color Knife Block Set

Introducing Cuisinart Elements, a durable & sharp ceramic knife collection. Ceramic-bladed knives stay sharper 

longer than stainless steel blades and resist rust. The handles of these superior knives are ergonomically designed 

to provide excellent comfort and strength. 6 Piece Set Includes: 6" Chef Knife, 7" Serrated Bread Knife, 5" Santoku 

Knife, 5" Serrated Utility Knife, 3" Paring Knife & Block.

16,900

4202
Reed and Barton Summit 

Candlestick Pr 12.0

With their classic panel design and handsome detailing, the Summit Candle Holder Pair from Reed & Barton are 

the perfect accent for any decor. These crystal candle holders are a wonderful choice for yourself at home or as a 

wedding gift. Elegantly packaged for gift-giving.
16,900

4214
Nambé Ridge Coffee Pod 

Carousel
Turn your K-cup display into an artful, yet functional, piece for your countertop. The Ridge Coffee Pod Carousel 

holds 25 coffee pods or K-Cups and turns smoothly and easily on its base with just the touch of the fingertips. 16,900

4041
Cuisinart Bakery Artisan 

Bread 2 Slice Toaster

Toasting rustic artisan and thick homemade breads requires a special toaster, and Cuisinart comes through once 

more! The Artisan Bread 2 Slice Toaster has two extra-long, extra-wide 10" x 1 ½" slots to hold healthy, fresh 

artisinal breads. Toasts big chunky hand-cut slices – and regular thick to thin breads or bagels – all to the shade 

selected. Controls are large and intuitive; everything about this toaster is easy!

17,000

4067

Cuisinart Prepexpress 

Slicer, Shredder & 

Spiralizer

Cuisinart continues to simplify food prep with the new PrepExpress Slicer, Shredder and Spiralizer. It's now easier 

than ever for home cooks to make fresh fruits and vegetables part of everyday meals that even kids will love. This 

3-in-1 unit allows consumers to effortlessly create wide ribbons or crinkle-cut spirals using fresh zucchini and 

apples, as well as thin or wide butternut squash or beet “spaghetti." Home cooks can also slice cucumbers for 

salads, waffle cut potatoes for chips, and create thick or thin shreds of vegetables for fajitas.

17,000

4131

Rowenta Silence Comfort 

Ceramic Whole Room 

Heater w/ Eco Energy 

Mode

Combining powerful heat with ultra-quiet performance, the Rowenta Silence Comfort Heater makes it easy to feel 

warm and cozy at home. Designed for spaces up to 270 sq ft., this whole room electric heater features ceramic 

heating elements and a powerful fan that evenly and efficiently distributes warmth throughout the room. This 

heater also features a Cool Fan setting for cooling or ventilating a room making it great for comfortable 

temperatures and ideal for year round use.

17,000

4211
Nambé Tray-Cheese Block 

W/Knife & Spreader

Making a contemporary statement when it goes around the table or graces a buffet, this circular cheese block of 

warm Acacia wood features lustrous 18/10 stainless-steel inset accents that offer an artistic contrast with 

additional functionality as the knife and spreader. Measures 15" in Diameter
17,000

4261

Cuisinart Gourmet 

Stainless Steel Portable 

Gas Grill

Get great grilled flavor every day from this compact, high-performance grill. Its small format can be put almost 

anywhere for ultimate convenience. And although the grill is compact, its ample cooking grate is large enough to 

cook most family meals - 8 steaks, 8 hamburgers, 6 - 10 chicken breasts, or over 4 lbs. of fish! The grill heats up 

very quickly, and uses far less gas than a full-sized grill. Best of all, with its great portability features this grill can 

cook your meals wherever you go - the beach, the game, the campsite - anywhere!

17,000

4293
Reed and Barton Soho Sq 

Decanter

Add a new dimension of taste and aroma to fine wines, brandy and spirits with the Soho Square Decanter from 

Reed & Barton. This square crystal decanter will bring both beauty and function to your home. Elegantly packaged 

for gift-giving and storage. Part of the Soho Crystal Collection, inspired by the creative energy of the New York 

artist neighborhood, features classic brilliant cuts that radiate upward in a subtle, understated pattern.

17,000

8065
ALPS Mountaineering Air 

Bed Rechargeable Queen

Whether you're headed out for a weekend of camping or staying with out-of-town friends, bring along an ALPS air 

bed ensures you'll sleep just as well as you do at home. ALPS air beds feature special, top-of-the line fabric & coil 

construction to provide the best durability & comfort, making them perfect for indoor or outdoor use. The 

reinforced bed construction provides a comfortable, uniform sleeping surface & the outer ring provides a stable 

edge support. Industry leading, extra thick & durable PVC materials help make them puncture resistant.

17,000

7057
Ray-Ban Wayfarer 

Sunglasses - Black/Green
Black Frame. Crystal Green Lenses. 100% UV Protection. Includes Ray-Ban sunglass case, gift box, and cleaning 

cloth. Eye/Bridge/Temple: 50/22/150. 17,100

7061
Ray-Ban Aviator 

Sunglasses - Gold/Green
Gold Frame. Grey Green Lenses. 100% UV Protection. Includes Ray-Ban sunglass case, gift box, and cleaning cloth. 

Eye/Bridge/Temple: 62/14/140. 17,100

4032

Cuisinart 15-Pc Stainless 

Steel Hollow Handle Knife 

Block Set

15 Piece Set Includes: 8" Chef Knife, 8" Slicing Knife, 7" Santoku Knife, 5.5" Serrated Utility Knife, 3.5" Paring Knife, 

3.5" Bird's Beak Paring Knife, Six-4.5" Steak Knives, 8" Sharpening Steel, All-Purpose Household Shears & Block. 17,200

4155
Reed and Barton Soho 

Cocktail Shaker

Ideal for mixing martinis, margaritas or other cocktails, the Soho Martini Shaker from Reed & Barton will have you 

serving in style. This crystal martini shaker features a stainless steel lid. Elegantly packaged for gift-giving. Part of 

the Soho Crystal Collection, inspired by the creative energy of the New York artist neighborhood, features classic 

brilliant cuts that radiate upward in a subtle, understated pattern.

17,300

7248

Antwerp Silver New 

"CHECKERBOARD" 

Earrings in Sterling Silver 

and Cubic Zirconia

Antwerp Silver new "Checkerboard" Earrings in sterling silver. These earrings contain 106 round cubic zirconia 

totaling 1.35 carats and are prong set.  beautiful classy earrings in a huggie style, rectangular shape. 17,300
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4103
All-Clad Classic Round 

Waffle Maker

The Classic Round waffle maker has a 6-Setting browning control for precise cooking. With an exclusive waffle 

plate design for even and consistent browning results. In addition, it has a large channel surrounding the cooking 

plate to catch the batter overflow. On the exterior, the waffle maker has two helpful indicators - a Power 

Indicator & a Ready to Cook Indicator. This waffle maker was constructed with a durable stainless steel exterior, a 

cool-to-touch handle, and comes wit non-slip feet to prevent movement while in use. 850 watts. Made in China. 

17,400

4116

Krups Savoy 

Programmable Thermal 

Filter Coffee Machine

Wake up to the aroma of freshly brewed coffee or have a fresh pot ready and waiting when you are entertaining. 

Thoughtfully designed, Krups Savoy Thermal coffee maker also provides a pause-and-serve function for sneaking a 

quick cup mid-brew. A thermal carafe comes included to keep your coffee warm for up to 4 hours with minimal 

temperature loss. The carafe has been especially designed with a large opening so that you can easily fit your 

hand inside to clean it in seconds. Brew and keep warm, up to 12 cups of great-tasting coffee.

17,400

7327

Under Armour  ZONE 2.0 

STORM  - Shiny 

Black/Gray STORM ANSI 

Polarized Lens Sunglasses

UA Zone 2.0 is super light and built for training with sleek temples and an adjustable nose pad. The perfect 

sunglass for the avid runner, UAZone 2.0 offers superior comfort and fit in an extremely durable frame. 17,600

7022
Antwerp Silver CZ "Halo 

Pendant'' 

Antwerp's Beautiful "Halo Pendant'' in sterling silver with cubic zirconia.  This fashion forward yet classic necklace 

is exquisitely set with a round brilliant center cubic zirconia weighing approx 1.00 carats. The necklace's center 

stone is encircled by 44 round cz creating the halo style. The necklace is complete with a sterling silver 16" chain.
17,600

7026

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Cushion Halo" CZ 

Necklace 

Our Beautiful "Cushion Halo" Necklace in sterling silver. This fashion forward yet classic necklace contains a center 

cushion shape cubic zirconia weighing approx 1.50 carats. The necklace's center cushion cut stone is encircled by 

21 round cz creating the halo style. The necklace is complete with a sterling silver 16" chain.
17,600

4156
Nambé Barware-Twist 

Coaster Set Of 6

Twist coaster set suggests spirited style and dapper elegance. With richly grained acacia wood squares set on 

gleaming Nambé Alloy bases, the coasters follow flowing lines that rotate subtly at the corners. When the pieces 

are stacked together, the rotation builds so that the whole column appears to twist upward. A strong design with 

appealing energy, the set makes a sophisticated addition to the living room, home bar, or study. Self-storing, the 

coasters number six in all and make an excellent gift celebrating an achievement or anniversary.

17,700

4170
Kate Spade Bonnabel 5-

Piece Place Dinnerware 

In the kate spade new york Bonnabel Place 5-piece Place Setting, an updated floral and paisley design is accented 

with a platinum band. Diameter of dinner plate: 10 3/4", salad plate: 8", bread plate: 6 1/3", saucer: 5 1/2"; 

capacity of cup: 7 oz.
17,700

8070 Eureka Catskill Table

Large Catskill table comfortably seats 4. Quick and easy to assemble frame as just unfold legs & attach locking 

aluminum slat top. Campsite organization with 2 bottle holsters, webbing paper towel rack, large bin and 6 loop 

webbing daisy chain. Lower mesh shelf stows lightweight articles. Level table on uneven surfaces with one 

adjustable foot. Weighs 16 lbs. 45" x 28" x 28.25" dimensions.  Folded size: 12"x 5"x 45.25". Weight capacity: 110 

lbs.  Carry bag included.

17,700

8161
KidTrax Frozen Toddler 

Quad
Your child's first battery operated riding toy! Designed for ages 18 months & up. One rider only & max of 40 lbs.  

1.5 mph max speed. 17,700

4140

T-Fal Color Luxe 12 pc. 

Cookware Set/ Sapphire 

Blue

Hi Gloss Sapphire Blue exterior. ThermoSpot & Titanium Non-Stick. Set includes: 8" & 10" Fry Pans, 1 qt & 2 qt 

saucepans w/ Lids. 3 qt Saucepan w/ Lid & 5 qt Covered Dutch oven. Spatula & Slotted Spoon. 17,900

4141
T-Fal Electric Pressure 

Cooker

Exceptionally easy to use, this T-fal Electric Pressure cooker combines time-saving convenience with deliciously 

delectable results-enjoy healthy home-cooked meals in minutes and make your life easier with its 12 automatic 

functions.  It automatically switches over to keep warm mode at the end of a cooking function, and offers 

adjustable heat from 40 to 160 degrees F in 10-degree increments. Use the pressure cooker's programmable 

timer to set the cook time from 5 minutes to 12 hours or to set the delay-start function up to 24 hours in advance.

18,100

4173

Kate Spade Kitchen 

Scallop Navy Dinnerware 

12 Pc Set

A deep rich shade of navy blue and delicate stylish sculpting create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste 

Sculpted Scallop Navy 12 Piece Dinnerware Set. Elegant and simply sophisticated, the true essence of kate spade 

new york designs. Perfect for casual dining, this unique dinnerware set makes a great gift.
18,100

9020
Little Giant Flip-N-Lite 6 

Ft. Platform Stepladder

300-Pound Duty Rating Super lightweight Comfortable standing platform Slim profile for easy transport and 

storage Amazing combination of strength and light weight at only 10 1/2 pounds Extra heavy duty Type IA 300 lb 

ANSI duty rating
18,100

4027

Cuisinart Rectangular 

Stainless Steel Buffet 

Server

An easy and elegant way to keep your favorite party dishes warm when entertaining family and friends. The 

buffet pan is constructed of stainless steel with an aluminum-encapsulated base. You can prepare meals in the 

oven or on the stovetop and transfer them to the warming stand for immediate serving.
18,200

7058
Ray-Ban Phantos 

Sunglasses - Black
Black Frame. Green Lenses. 100% UV Protection. Includes Ray-Ban sunglass case, gift box, and cleaning cloth. 

Eye/Bridge/Temple: 49/21/145. 18,200
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7059
Ray-Ban Clubmaster 

Sunglasses - Tortoise
Spotted Brown Havana Frame. Brown Lenses. 100% UV Protection. Includes Ray-Ban sunglass case, gift box, and 

cleaning cloth. Eye/Bridge/Temple: 49/21/140. 18,200

9007

Craftsman Tools 13 Amp 

Circular Saw with 4 Year 

Accidental Warranty

The Craftsman corded 7-1/4 inch Circular Saw comes equipped with a 13 amp motor and a 24-tooth carbide 

tipped blade.  With its powerful motor and sharp blade you can effortlessly take on crosscuts, ripping, beveling 

and plunge cuts.  The motor delivers 5500 RPM to saw through a variety of hard and soft woods. The Vibra-Shield 

Ergonomic D shaped handle make the Craftsman 13 amp Circular Saw comfortable to use on the job site day after 

day. Includes 4 Year Accidental Warranty.

18,300

7010
Antwerp Huggie Style CZ 

Earrings 

Antwerp's Sterling Silver with Cubic Zirconia Huggie Earrings. This beautiful pair is pave set with 78 round cubic 

zirconias weighing approx .75 carats. These are perfect for everyday sparkle or glamour for an evening out. Fit 

perfectly to the ear lobe.
18,400

3043
Fuji Instax Wide 300 

Bundle

The Wide 300 camera produces double wide 4"x4" prints in an instant.  Features include Dual Focus Zone setting, 

Auto Flash with Brightness Control, Close-up shooting to 15", Real Image Viewfinder and LCD Picture Counter.  

Bundle includes shoulder strap, close-up lens adapter, AA batteries and limited 1-year warranty.
18,500

7329

RayBan Original Wayfarer 

Sunglasses - Tortoise/ 

Crystal Green

The Ray-Ban® Wayfarer® is simply the most recognizable style in sunglasses. The distinct shape is paired with the 

traditional Ray-Ban signature logo on the sculpted temples. After its initial design in 1952, the Ray-Ban Wayfarer 

quickly endeared itself to Hollywood filmmakers, celebrities, musicians and artists, solidifying its iconic status for 

years to come. Eye Size: 50 Frame: Black; Lense: Green 

18,600

7331
Kate Spade Ladies 

Crimson Sunglasses
Kate Spade Ladies sunglasses in Crimson 18,600

3084

Bose SoundLink Color 

Bluetooth Speaker II - 

Soft Black

The SoundLink® Color Bluetooth® speaker II was engineered to deliver bold sound wherever life takes you. From 

the pool to the park to the patio, its rugged, water-resistant design lets you enjoy the music you love in more 

places. Voice prompts make Bluetooth pairing easy. And up to 8 hours of listening per battery charge lets you 

keep your playlists playing.

18,700

3085

Bose SoundLink Color 

Bluetooth Speaker II - 

Polar White

The SoundLink® Color Bluetooth® speaker II was engineered to deliver bold sound wherever life takes you. From 

the pool to the park to the patio, its rugged, water-resistant design lets you enjoy the music you love in more 

places. Voice prompts make Bluetooth pairing easy. And up to 8 hours of listening per battery charge lets you 

keep your playlists playing.

18,700

3086

Bose SoundLink Color 

Bluetooth Speaker II - 

Coral Red

The SoundLink® Color Bluetooth® speaker II was engineered to deliver bold sound wherever life takes you. From 

the pool to the park to the patio, its rugged, water-resistant design lets you enjoy the music you love in more 

places. Voice prompts make Bluetooth pairing easy. And up to 8 hours of listening per battery charge lets you 

keep your playlists playing.

18,700

3087

Bose SoundLink Color 

Bluetooth Speaker II - 

Aquatic Blue

The SoundLink® Color Bluetooth® speaker II was engineered to deliver bold sound wherever life takes you. From 

the pool to the park to the patio, its rugged, water-resistant design lets you enjoy the music you love in more 

places. Voice prompts make Bluetooth pairing easy. And up to 8 hours of listening per battery charge lets you 

keep your playlists playing.

18,700

3088

Bose SoundLink Micro 

Bluetooth Speaker - 

Black/Black Strap

When a speaker this small sounds this good, you'll never leave it behind. The Bose® SoundLink® Micro Bluetooth® 

speaker delivers unmatched sound for a speaker this size. Its rugged design and durable strap let you take it 

everywhere you go. It's waterproof from the inside out, so even if it falls in the pool, just pull it out and keep on 

playing.

18,700

4066

Cuisinart SmartPower 7-

Speed Electronic Blender-

Chrome

Powerful motor crushes ice at any speed. Easy to read/easy to clean 7-speed touchpad controls. 40-ounce glass 

jar with dripless pour spout. 2-ounce removable measured pour lid. Ice crush button. 18,700

4085
Scanpan Scanpan Classic 

10 ¾" Grill Pan

Environmentally friendly cookware produced from molten aluminum under 250 tons of pressure to eliminate any 

hot spots. Grill ridges help keep food away from grease and create even grill marks. The non-stick ceramic 

titanium coating safe for use with metal utensils. Oven- and broiler-proof up to 500 degrees.  Dishwasher safe. 

Lifetime warranty.

18,700

7063
Ray-Ban Aviator 

Sunglasses - Silver
Silver Frame. Light Grey Gradient Lenses. 100% UV Protection. Includes Ray-Ban sunglass case, gift box, and 

cleaning cloth. Eye/Bridge/Temple: 58/14/135. 18,700

7066

Ray-Ban Jackie Ohh 

Sunglasses - Black 

Gradient

Black Frame. Gray Gradient Lenses. 100% UVA and UVB Protection. Includes Ray-Ban case, gift box, and cleaning 

cloth. Imported. 18,700
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4058

GreenTech 

Environmental Car Air 

Purifier - Rubberized

PureAir Motion is a compact air purification solution for your vehicle that conveniently fits in a cupholder. Motion 

uses an effective Cluster Ion Technology to remove particulate and odors from your breathing space and can even 

reduce bacteria & viruses. Cluster Ion Technology replicates the way nature cleans the air by using positive and 

negative ions to create hydroxyls which rob airborne microbials of the hydrogen necessary for them to survive. In 

addition, this natural balance of positive and negative charges helps to reduce particles from the air!

18,800

4059

GreenTech 

Environmental Car Air 

Purifier - Champagne

PureAir Motion is a compact air purification solution for your vehicle that conveniently fits in a cupholder. Motion 

uses an effective Cluster Ion Technology to remove particulate and odors from your breathing space and can even 

reduce bacteria & viruses. Cluster Ion Technology replicates the way nature cleans the air by using positive and 

negative ions to create hydroxyls which rob airborne microbials of the hydrogen necessary for them to survive. In 

addition, this natural balance of positive and negative charges helps to reduce particles from the air!

18,800

4060

GreenTech 

Environmental Car Air 

Purifier - Black Pearl

PureAir Motion is a compact air purification solution for your vehicle that conveniently fits in a cupholder. Motion 

uses an effective Cluster Ion Technology to remove particulate and odors from your breathing space and can even 

reduce bacteria & viruses. Cluster Ion Technology replicates the way nature cleans the air by using positive and 

negative ions to create hydroxyls which rob airborne microbials of the hydrogen necessary for them to survive. In 

addition, this natural balance of positive and negative charges helps to reduce particles from the air!

18,800

4294
Reed and Barton Soho 

Pitcher 1.5 L

Ideal for serving iced water or orange juice, the Soho Pitcher from Reed & Barton is generously proportioned and 

holds 1.5 quarts of your favorite beverage. This stunning pitcher is the perfect addition to any table. Elegantly 

packaged for gift-giving. Part of the Soho Crystal Collection, inspired by the creative energy of the New York artist 

neighborhood, features classic brilliant cuts that radiate upward in a subtle, understated pattern.

18,800

7328

Nike Sunglasses Show X2 - 

Black- Grey/Orange Blaze 

Lens Sunglasses

The dual lens Nike Show-X2 sunglasses deliver grip, stability and comfort. They feature interchangeable lenses, 

adjustable temples and Nike Max Lens Technology for precise views at all angles. Ideal for baseball and training, 

they are also functional for winter sport, golf, tennis and cycling. The adjustable ventilated nose for stability and 

reduced fogging make them a great choice for athletes. 100 % UVA and UVB protection. Includes retail gift 

packaging.

18,800

7339
Calvin Klein Satchel - 

Brown/Khaki/Camel

Made of grainy vinyl with saffiano leather trim. Top magnetic snap closure. Rolled top handles.Logo hardware 

accent. Two exterior side slip pockets and a back zip pocket. Lined interior features a back-wall zip pocket, center 

zip divider, and front-wall slip pockets. Measurements: Bottom Width: 13 in. Depth: 6 in. Height: 8.5 in. Handle 

Length: 19 in. Handle Drop: 8.25 in.

18,800

9017
Little Giant 2 Step Little 

Jumbo Step Ladder
2 step with bar Corrosion-resistant aluminum Easy to maneuver and maintain Folds up less than 5\" in depth 

Wide step area for great stability Safety bar adds support and control to any project 300 lbs capacity 18,800

4311
 Nambe Braid Serving 

Tray

Serenity and fine-design sensibility combine in the Braid Serving Tray, which is crafted from acacia wood and 

bright, intricately braided chrome handles. The tray is an entertainer's must-have and makes a memorable 

wedding gift.
19,000

7335
Michael Kors Flat 

Handbag in Pale Gold

Wrapped in soft classic black pebbled leather with golden tone hardware. This zip around style large flat 

multifunction phone case is accented with Michael Kors circular logo on the front. The leather and fabric interior 

features 5 card slots, a clear ID slot, and a slip compartment. It also offers a small zippered pocket and a back wall 

compartment that will fit most models of iPhones, Samsung Galaxy and Blackberry phones. It features a 

removable leather wristlet strap which enables you to carry it as a clutch as well.

19,000

7336
Michael Kors Wristlet in 

Acorn

Wrapped in soft classic black pebbled leather with golden tone hardware. This zip around style large flat 

multifunction phone case is accented with Michael Kors circular logo on the front. The leather and fabric interior 

features 5 card slots, a clear ID slot, and a slip compartment. It also offers a small zippered pocket and a back wall 

compartment that will fit most models of iPhones, Samsung Galaxy and Blackberry phones. It features a 

removable leather wristlet strap which enables you to carry it as a clutch as well.

19,000

7337
Michael Kors Large Coin 

Wristlet in Denim

Wrapped in soft classic black pebbled leather with golden tone hardware. This zip around style large flat 

multifunction phone case is accented with Michael Kors circular logo on the front. The leather and fabric interior 

features 5 card slots, a clear ID slot, and a slip compartment. It also offers a small zippered pocket and a back wall 

compartment that will fit most models of iPhones, Samsung Galaxy and Blackberry phones. It features a 

removable leather wristlet strap which enables you to carry it as a clutch as well.

19,000

4249
Petmate Gusset Couch 

Daydreamer Navy

Furnish your pets' favorite area with their own Precision Pets Gusset Couch Daydreamer. The soft & cozy chevron 

chenille fabric keeps your pup nice & cool. The comfy poly fill of this bed is made from recycled plastic bottles. 

This mini couch is lifted enough to protect your pet from hot or cold floors. Machine-washable, choose from 

various color & size options to find the right match for your furry friend.   Measures 42 X 34 X 11.5

19,100

9034
Makita Variable Speed - 

Orbital Jig Saw Set

The Makita 4329K Top Handle Jig Saw combines power with a compact design and ease-of-use features for a 

range of cutting applications. Engineered with a powerful 3.9 amp motor. The variable-speed control dial (500-

3,100 spm) delivers optimal cutting performance in a variety of materials. The die-cast aluminum base bevel cuts 

45 degrees right or left with a positive stop at 90 degrees for solid cutting performance.  Includes bonus 5 pack of 

blades.

19,100

4295
Reed and Barton 

Roseland Seder Plate

Gold highlights add a sparkling accent to the elegant marble and nickel plated Seder Plate from Reed & Barton. 

The six sections of traditional Seder foods are beautifully trimmed in gold and the marble plate base is both 

simple and sophisticated. Sure to become a family heirloom, this lovely Seder plate also makes a wonderful gift.
19,200

7330

Marc by Marc Jacobs 

Men's Sunglasses

BLACK

Marc Jacobs sunglasses in Black hardware with ear pieces, and black lens 19,200
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3079

iLive Bluetooth Portable 

Wireless Tailgate Speaker 

w/Radio

With our portable wireless tailgate speaker now you can rock wherever you roll. Featuring Bluetooth wireless 

with range up to 60 ft., digital FM radio, USB port for mobile device recharging, retractable handle, wheels, and 

built-in rechargeable battery.
19,300

4061

GreenTech 

Environmental PureFlow 

Quiet Turbo Bladeless Fan

Keep your room cool in a cool way with pureFlow QT7, the Quiet Turbo Bladeless Fan by GreenTech 

Environmental. It produces an uninterrupted flow of smooth air, distributed evenly and naturally, creating an 

indoor breeze that reaches every corner of the room. Featuring a tilting and oscillating head for extra widespread 

circulation, easy operating display and remote, and whisper-quiet operation, pureFlow QT7 provides natural cool 

comfort at an affordable price.

19,300

7334
Michael Kors Flat 

Handbag in Red

Wrapped in soft classic black pebbled leather with golden tone hardware. This zip around style large flat 

multifunction phone case is accented with Michael Kors circular logo on the front. The leather and fabric interior 

features 5 card slots, a clear ID slot, and a slip compartment. It also offers a small zippered pocket and a back wall 

compartment that will fit most models of iPhones, Samsung Galaxy and Blackberry phones. It features a 

removable leather wristlet strap which enables you to carry it as a clutch as well.

19,300

4071
Zwilling J.A. Henckels PRO 

8" Traditional Chefs Knife

SIGMAFORGE knife forged from one piece of steel. FRIODUR ice-hardened blade offers superior resilience. Curved 

bolster - cut with improved precision safety and comfort. Full edge utility - whole length of the blade can be used. 

Full tang provides exceptional durability. Great for the home cook chopping over long stretches. Sharpened and 

polished by hand. Blade angle: 15-degrees on each side. Triple riveted ABS resin handle. Dishwasher safe but 

handwash recommended. Manufacturer lifetime warranty.

19,400

4151
Reed and Barton 

Hamilton Decanter
Hamilton Decanter 19,400

7013
Antwerp Silver CZ "Royal 

Stud" Earrings-4.00tcw

Our beautiful Antwerp Silver Royal Stud Earrings are a perfect addition to any jewelry collection. These earrings 

are fabulous for an evening out or everyday wear. They are made in a sterling silver prong setting and  include 2 

brilliant cut cubic zirconia totaling 4.00 ct total weight. Every cubic zirconia is hand-set by our master craftsmen.
19,400

8190
Flexible Flyer Steel 

Runner 4-Foot Sled 
Traditional steel runner sled is always a favorite. Steels runners offer speed in all snow conditions. Classic Flexible 

Flyer style wood deck. Great for kids of all ages.   48" Length 19,500

4092

JA Henckels International 

Astley 65 Piece Flatware 

Set

This 65pc J.A. Henckels flatware set has service for 12 people and includes a 5pc hostess set. Made from high 

quality 18/10 stainless steel for durability and long lasting luster. The hostess set includes a serving spoon, serving 

fork, slotted spoon, sugar spoon, & butter knife. Dishwasher safe.
19,600

4107
JK Adams Chunk Board - 

16x16

This super thick end grain chunk board is highly prized for its durability and handsome wood patterns.  These 

boards are also known for being the chopping surface that preserves a sharp blade edge the longest. This stunning 

cherry board is usually left out on the counter for daily use and will last a lifetime. Measures 16"x16"x2.5"
19,600

4132 All-Clad 2 Slice Toaster
The All-Clad stainless steel toaster has an electronic browning control with 6 settings from light to dark, plus 

frozen. Includes a bagel function, which allows you to toast the cut side and gently warm the outside. Also 

features a cancel button to interrupt toasting mid-cycle and remove toast.
19,600

7140
Spartina 449 Tybrisa 

Island Tote

The tote that goes from work to weekend and everything in between. Very versatile with top zipper closure. 

Golden logo and mermaid feet. Beautiful hanging leather tassel. Signature Spartina linen with genuine linen 

accents. Leather handles and double tassel accent. Interior has one zip pocket and two open pockets. Handle drop 

to 9.5". Exterior features a stylish navy and cream geometric pattern. Dimensions: 13.5"W x 9.75"H x 5"D.

19,600

7342

Kate Spade Akira Ladies 

Black Polarized 

Sunglasses

Kate Spade Akira/P/S is a Full Rim frame for Ladies, which is made of Acetate Plastic. 

•This model features a Rectangular shape, with a Single Bridge.

•The Kate Spade Akira/P/S Sunglasses feature the following logo: A Kate Spade label plaque is displayed on the 

temple

•Ideal for usage with: Fashion, Everyday Driving.

•These sunglasses feature polarized lenses. Polarized lenses have a filter within the lens that blocks the 

wavelengths of light that cause glare. They can greatly enhance contrast and allow for greater depth of vision, 

19,700

7344

Kate Spade Tortoise/ Pink 

Glitter Ladies Black 

Polarized Sunglasses

Kate Spade Ladies polarized sunglasses in Tortoise/Pink 19,700

7064

Ray-Ban Aviator 

Sunglasses - Silver/Pink 

Flash

Matte Silver Frame. Copper Pink Flash Lenses. 100% UV Protection. Includes Ray-Ban sunglass case, gift box, and 

cleaning cloth. Eye/Bridge/Temple: 58/14/135. 19,800

7065

Ray-Ban Aviator 

Sunglasses - Gold/Blue 

Flash Lenses

Matte Gold Frame. Crystal Green Mirror Blue Lenses. 100% UV Protection. Includes Ray-Ban sunglass case, gift 

box, and cleaning cloth. Eye/Bridge/Temple: 55/14/135. 19,800
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4069
Cuisinart Custom Classic 

Toaster Oven Broiler

Toast, Bagel, Bake and Broil functions. 1800 watts. Full size interior holds an 11" pizza & 4-slices of toast. Stainless 

steel front w/rubberized easy grip dials. Cool touch handles.  Always Even Shade Control monitors the 

temperature. Convenient auto slide-out rack for hands-free loading. Automatic shutoff safety feature. Easy-clean 

nonstick interior. Front removable crumb tray. Includes: broiling rack, baking/drip pan, wire rack. and 

instruction/recipe booklet. Limited 3 year warranty.

19,900

4218
Kalorik Silver Professional 

Style Food Slicer

Stop paying extra for pre-sliced food! Slice your own quickly and easily with this high-quality slicer. Stylish 

aluminum housed slicer features a specialized curve design for ease of slice removal as well as space to catch & 

organize your cuts. Our professional-style precise thickness control knob makes selecting your cut thickness 

simple and easy, up to 9/16" (15mm). The large multipurpose 7 1/2 inch serrated stainless steel blade handles a 

wide range of food sizes and types and is easily removable without the use of any tools for cleaning and storage.

20,000

7343

Hugo Boss Men's 

Polarized Semi Square 

Sunglasses

The Semi-Square Sunglasses from Hugo Boss are made of Plastic and are stylish for Mens. The Hugo Boss BOSS 

0704/P/S Sunglasses includes an authentic Hugo Boss case. 

• Gender: Mens 

• Size: 57-17-145 

• Shape: Semi-Square

20,000

4091
Peugeot Alaska Quartz 

Set

With a resolutely modern design, this mill combines fun and vintage style with its curvy shape and round button. 

 It boasts an out of the ordinary appearance, combining polycarbonate and acrylic to produce a harmonious 

overall effect.  Its ergonomic form will delight chefs, who can use it in just one hand whilst cooking with the 

other. On the bottom, a light helps to see how much salt or pepper you add. It has a practical side too, the 

transparent container shows how full it is. Comes with six batteries and a spare bulb. Item is Gift Boxed.

20,100

4169
Reed and Barton Soho 

Vase 14.0

Perfect for fresh flowers and dried arrangements, the Soho Vase from Reed & Barton will add sparkle wherever it 

is displayed. This tall and elegant crystal vase provides ample room for display. Elegantly packaged for gift-giving. 

Part of the Soho Crystal Collection, inspired by the creative energy of the New York artist neighborhood, features 

classic brilliant cuts that radiate upward in a subtle, understated pattern.

20,200

4219 Keurig K15 Brewer Black

The Keurig® K-15 brewing system brews a perfect cup of coffee, tea, hot cocoa, or iced beverage in under two 

minutes at the touch of a button. With the choice of three cup sizes, the brewer offers a removable Drip Tray to 

accommodate short travel mugs. To operate, you simply add fresh water into the single-use Reservoir, choose 

your favorite K-Cup® pod, brew and enjoy. Choose from more than 500 varieties of coffee, tea, specialty 

beverages, and even iced beverages - from over 75 brands you know and love.

20,200

4262 Nambé Curvo Wine Rack
Resting on its Nambé Alloy base, the Curvo Wine Rack's acacia wood form curves rhythmically to create spaces for 

four wine bottles. A beautiful and functional art piece, it can be displayed from the side or the front for two 

distinct effects.
20,200

7027
Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Bar None"  Pendant 

Antwerp Silver Bar Pendant "Bar None" is an elegant piece for everyday wear. A striking row of cubic zirconia on a 

curved bar pendant shines in sterling silver. This necklace sparkles with 30 brilliant cubic zirconia weighing .35 

carat, and features a 16" sterling silver chain. Each cz is handset by our master craftsman.
20,200

2001

Antwerp Silver United 

States Treasury American 

Eagle One Ounce Silver 

Coin

United States Treasury American Eagle One ounce Silver Coin. 99.9% silver, 1.598 inches in diameter, 1.000 troy 

ounces, $1 face value. Uncirculated, current dates 20,300

3042
Fuji Instax Mini 70 Black 

Bundle

The stylish, new Instax Mini 70 takes instant photography to a whole new level. The Instax Mini 70 has Auto Focus, 

Auto Exposure & Auto Flash for various shooting conditions. Self Timer, Macro Mode for close-up shots & Selfie 

Mode to capture the perfect image. Camera automatically powers on & has LCD & film counter. Landscape mode 

for scenic shots & fill flash for low-light conditions assure a great shot every time. Photos (2"x3") begin to develop 

within seconds. Bundle includes camera strap, 2-CR2 Lithium Batteries,1-yr limited warranty, 20-exp film.

20,700

4048

Cuisinart 12-Cup Brew 

Central Programmable 

Coffeemaker

Introducing an evolutionary new look in coffeemakers. The Cuisinart® Brew Central™ Coffeemaker makes a bold 

statement with a brushed metal finish and an elegant tech-industrial design. Programmable from start to finish, 

with a variable heater plate for temperature control, it's the ideal coffeemaker for today's demanding consumer. 

It even tells you when it's time to decalcify. Cuisinart quality, performance and convenience -- now in new state-

of-the-art packaging.

20,800

4312

Nambé Bowl- Butterfly 

Chip & Dip, 16 In X 4.5 In 

Ht.

A striking, contemporary piece, the Butterfly Chip & Dip marries rich acacia wood and lustrous alloy for a look that 

is both elemental and modern. The dip bowl rests atop the chip tray and can be heated or chilled prior to serving. 20,800

3098

Zeki 10" Quad Core 

Tablet/10" Tablet Case 

with Keyboard Bundle

Download apps, play games, stream movies and music, surf the web, and enjoy books and magazines-all on a 

screaming-fast, Google-certified, quad core tablet.  Bundled with a lightweight secure case with keyboard for a 

great laptop-like experience.
21,100

7320
Bulova Men's Bracelet - 

Watch
Round silver dial with Arabic numerals. Silver tone case. Stainless steel bracelet. Water resistance to 30 meters. 

Duet: 96L005. Diameter: 38mm / Thickness: 8.7mm. 21,100

7083
Calvin Klein Saffiano Tote - 

in Luggage

Made of saffiano leather. Top magnetic snap closure. Flat top leather handles with chain detail.Exterior side slip 

pockets. Interior features a back-wall zip pocket, center zip divider, and front-wall slip pockets. Measurements: 

Bottom Width: 11 in. Depth: 5 in. Height: 10 1/2 in. Strap Length: 25 1/2 in. Strap Drop: 11 1/2 in.   
21,100
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7346

Diesel  Matte Brushed 

Gunmetal, Shiny Black Tip 

/ Smoke with Flash Silver 

Lenses Sunglasses

 Trendy mens sunglasses which have been designed and created by Diesel. They have a gunmetal metal aviator 

and navigator shaped frame and 63mm grey lenses, a 10mm no flex hinge and a 140mm temple length. 21,300

8160
KidTrax Frozen Twinkling 

Scooter
For children ages 2-5 years of age.  6V ride on designed in the Disney Princess theme.  Max weight is 50 lbs. & top 

speed is 2.5 mph 21,300

6009
Landmann 8' Log Rack 

W/Zipperless Cover

Keep your firewood high and dry and store logs neatly outdoors with one of our firewood racks. Log racks keep 

insects and rodents out of your wood and protect your firewood from rot. Stacked firewood dries faster since the 

air can circulate around and between the pieces. Includes a fitted cover. Only requires a wrench to assemble.
21,400

7056

Ray-Ban Polarized New 

Wayfarer Sunglasses - 

Matte Black/ Blue Mirror

Matte Black Frame. Blue Mirror Polarized Lenses. 100% UV Protection. Includes Ray-Ban sunglass case, gift box, 

and cleaning cloth. Eye/Bridge/Temple: 52/18/145. 21,400

4093
JA Henckels Provence 45 

piece Flatware Set

JA Henckels Provence 45 piece Flatware Set. Features a perfect balance of mirror and frost accented design 

produced from high quality 18/10 stainless steel. The dinner knives are forged for cutting precision and sharpness. 

The European influence conveys distinction. This pattern is timeless and will be enjoyed for many years to come. 

World renown manufacturer of fine cutlery. Larger continental sizes. Knife features a unique hollow handle for 

better balance.  Dishwasher safe. Set includes eight 5 piece place settings and a hostess set.

21,500

4113
All-Clad 12 Quart Multi-

Cooker w/Lid

All-Clad 12 quart Multi-Cooker w/Lid. Stainless/Aluminum Disc Bottom Crafted from high-quality 18/10 stainless 

steel, & a thick stainless/aluminum disk at the bottom. The exterior metal is satin-finish stainless steel, and the 

interior is easy-to-clean, highly polished stainless steel.  For limitless stove-top cooking options, the versatile multi-

cooker features a large stainless steel colander insert, along with a large capacity stainless steel steamer basket.  

Ideal choice for stove-top cooking, such as boiling, steaming. It is NOT Induction compatible

21,500

8048
Mongoose 26" Men's 

Hiku Bike

Cruise around town in comfort with the 26" Men's Hiku Cruiser Bicycle. Designed with a classic steel frame, this 

single speed cruiser features swept-back handlebars and a spring saddle for a comfortable ride. Coordinating 

fenders and a rear coaster brake give you added style and confidence. Some assembly required.
21,500

8049
Mongoose 26" Women's 

Hiku Bike

Cruise around town in comfort with the 26" Women's Hiku Cruiser Bicycle. Designed with a classic steel frame, 

this single speed cruiser features swept-back handlebars and a spring saddle for a comfortable ride. Coordinating 

fenders and a rear coaster brake give you added style and confidence. Some assembly required.
21,500

8108
Callaway GPSy Sport 

Watch - Black

The Callaway GPSy Watch delivers fast, accurate distances to greens, hazards anddoglegs via the convenience of 

wearable technology. The GPSy automatically locates yourcourse and will auto-advance from hole-to-hole during 

play. With a simple turn of thewrist, get accurate distances to the front, center and back of the green as well as 

layupand carry distances to hazards and doglegs. No more searching for sprinkler heads orother distance markers.

21,600

7111
Polo Ralph Lauren Tote in 

Black

Spacious and lightweight, this subtly textured tote will take you from morning meetings to dinner dates with ease. 

Top handles and a removable cross-body strap make it all the more versatile.  Two top handles, each with a 10" 

drop.  Removable, adjustable cross-body strap with an 18" maximum drop. Top zip closure. Unlined. Interior slip 

pocket. Reinforced base with four protective metal feet. Measures 13½" H x 12¾" L x 5¾" D.

21,700

7347

Nike Sunglasses Run X2 - 

White/Volt (yellow)- Grey 

Lens Sunglasses

Nike Run sunglasses 22,000

4111 Rowenta Steamforce Iron

Revolutionary Steam Force injection system delivers 30% more steam for professional ironing results on all types 

of fabrics. Delivers the largest steam burst available. Ready Temp digital controls monitor soleplate temperature. 

Soft grip handle and easy glide design provides comfort and control. 3-way auto shut off turns off the iron in 8 

minutes vertical and 30 seconds horizontal or tipped over. 1 year warranty.

22,100

4181
Reed and Barton Andover 

Pearl Fw 65 Pc Set

Modern, yet transitional, the Andover Pearl 65-Piece Set from Reed & Barton is a welcome addition to any 

setting. This stainless steel flatware pattern features a clean, linear profile and raised panel handle. This flatware 

set includes 12 each of the place fork, place knife, salad fork, place spoon and teaspoon, plus tablespoon, pierced 

tablespoon, serving fork, sugar spoon and butter knife.  Elegantly packaged for gift-giving.

22,100

8118
Taylormade Kalea Ladies 

Rescue Hybrid

Power in Every Shot. Purpose in Every Club. Beauty in Every Swing. Completely Yours Kalea is the first complete 

line of women's clubs from TaylorMade, and is Completely Yours. Light-weight clubs generate more club head 

speed. low-kick Slim Tech shafts launch the ball higher, and Speed pockets add ball speed for shots that fly farther 

and stay in the air longer. Kalea was specifically engineered to optimize distance gaps from driver through wedge, 

ensuring that you will use every club in your bag.

22,200

8067

Coleman SupportRest 

Elite PillowStop Double 

High Queen Airbed

Antimicrobial sleeping surface. PillowStop design uses a raised head to keep pillow sin place. SwiftRise with built-

in 120V pump inflates bed in under 3 minutes. Pump completely deflates airbed. AirTight system is factory-tested 

to be leak-free. Support Lock reinforced construction. Double-lock valve is dual-sealed. Higher height to more 

easily get in and out of bed. Soft plush top creates a velvet-like sleep surface. Fits standard queen size sheets. 

Supports up to 600lbs. Inflated dimensions: 78"L x 60"W x 18"H. Carry bag included.

22,300
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7216

Ferrari Scuderia Black 

Men's Leather Strap 

Watch

Scuderia Ferrari D50.  42mm SS Case. Black Dial with red seconds hand. Black Leather Strap with red stitching & 

Tongue Buckle.  Ferrari Logo at 12. Mineral Crystal. Quartz  Movement. Water Resistant to 3 ATM. 22,400

7060

Ray-Ban Polarized 

Clubmaster Sunglasses - 

Black

Black Frame. Polarized Green Classic G-15 Lenses. 100% UV Protection. Includes Ray-Ban sunglass case, gift box, 

and cleaning cloth. Eye/Bridge/Temple: 49/21/140. 22,500

4182

Reed and Barton 

Falmouth - Espresso 

Flatware Chest

With its gently bowed front profile, the Falmouth Flatware Chest by Reed & Barton features an alluring, dark 

espresso exterior that begs to be touched. Fully lined in brown plush, tarnish-resistant silver cloth, the Falmouth 

chest is a beautiful and practical addition to any home. An engravable nameplate is available for personalization if 

desired.

22,600

7028
Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Infinity" CZ  Necklace

Antwerp Silver "Infinity" Necklace is a uniquely designed classic piece. This necklace features a forever infinity 

design adorned with 24 round brilliant cubic zironia weighing .50 carat. This beautifully crafted jewelry piece is 

made in sterling silver and will brilliantly shine around any women's neck. Each cz is handset by our master 

craftsman.

22,600

2024

Disney Collectibles 

Mickey'S Teacup Twirl 

Sculpture

Disney's Mickey's Teacup Twirl Figurine shows Mickey and Minnie taking a spin on the Mad Tea Party ride at 

Disneyland. This ivory china collectible is artfully hand painted and lavished with 24 karat gold and pearlescent 

accents.
22,700

4046 Cuisinart Cocktail Set

Finally, a cocktail set that keeps drinks ice-cold for hours without getting watered down! With our X-Cold™ 

Cocktail Set, cocktails always taste freshly made. A stainless steel chamber encased in a freezing shaker preserves 

cocktails in a deep freeze without letting ice touch the liquid. The result is pure, perfectly ice-cold drinking 

pleasure, whether enjoying a martini, limoncello, or any specialty drink in the the recipe book included.

22,800

4049
Cuisinart Elemental 8-Cup 

Food Processor-Silver

This Cuisinart® Food Processor is designed to perform just about any food prep task a recipe calls for. It's big 

enough to chop ingredients for a party-sized portion of salsa, and powerful enough to turn a full work bowl of 

veggies into healthy puréed soups in seconds. Rubberized touch pad controls, and reversible shredding and slicing 

discs make this food processor a favorite of creative home cooks!

22,900

4070 Cuisinart Vacuum Sealer
Keep favorite foods fresh and leftovers longer with our Cuisinart Vacuum Sealer. Extracting air to seal in flavor 

and preserve texture has never been easier, and you get more of all those healthy benefits that fresh food has to 

offer. Shop smarter, too, buying food in bulk – in season or on sale!
22,900

4208
Nambé Yaro Salad Bowl 4 

Qt - 13 In Dia. W/Servers
Made from rich Acacia wood, the finely patterned grain is highlighted by the Yaro Salad Bowl's sculpted curves. 

Paired with sleek alloy-trimmed servers, salads and sides become instant stars of the table. 22,900

7179
Michael Kors Ladies 

Petite Norie Watch

The Michael Kors Petite Norie watch effortlessly pairs a classic quilted blush leather strap with a modern rose gold 

mother-of-pearl dial, rose gold-tone case and glitz topring. The etched index ring is set with rose gold-tone Roman 

numerals for added style.
22,900

4038
Cuisinart  Hurricane 

Compact Juicing Blender

The Hurricane COMPACT Juicing Blender with 1+ Peak HP motor breaks down whole fruits and vegetables in the 

streamlined BPA Free 32oz jar and minces herbs and spices in the 8oz BPA Free chopper cup for delicious nutrient-

filled juices and/or smoothies. The Hurricane COMPACT blender has big-blender performance and blend in "To 

Go" cup convenience. Included are two 16oz travel cups with travel lids, one double wall and one single wall. Also 

included are 4 colorful, heavy-duty reusable straws!

23,000

4036
Cuisinart Compact Juice 

Extractor

People are not only eating healthier, they're drinking healthier, too! Now Cuisinart helps them do it without giving 

up too much counter space. The Compact Juice Extractor turns fruits and vegetables into tasty and nutritious 

juices in seconds – with the touch of a single button!
23,100

4094
JA Henckels Bellasera 45 

piece Flatware Set

JA Henckels Bellasera 45 piece Flatware Set. Features contemporary styling. Fashioned in lustrous mirror finish. 

18/10 stainless steel with forged dinner knives. The special standing knife design will make an elegant statement 

on the table. The clean lines will be a perfect complement to any table setting. World renown manufacturer of 

fine cutlery. Larger continental sizes. Set includes eight 5-piece place settings and hostess set.

23,100

8075
Mammoth Coolers 

Cruiser 15 - White

Roto-Molded Construction: Can take a beating! Dry ice capableHigh Density Foam Insulation: Better insulation 

means the ice lasts longerThick Rubber Inner Gasket: Extra protection to seal in the cold and keep the heat 

outForm Fitting Lid: Wraps tightly around body creating a barrier against air  owHeavy Duty Hinge System: Built-in 

one-piece, self-stopping stainless steel hingeSecure Rubber Lid Latches: Hardcore latches keep your cooler  rmly 

closedEasy Hold Handle: Rotating padded metal handle systemGuaranteed for Life: ON THE ENTIRE COOLER!

23,100

4040
Cuisinart  6 Qt. Electric 

Pressure Cooker

This brushed stainless pressure cooker is safe, easy to use, cooks up to 70% faster than conventional methods and 

cooks healthier, too. Steam trapped in the pot builds up pressure that creates hotter temperatures, & the pot is 

so tightly sealed that vitamins & minerals can't boil away. Foods stay moist and flavors stay true. Variable 

pressure and temperature settings, plus Browning, Simmering and Sauté functions for perfect roasts, stews, 

vegetables, cheesecake or custard. Lid has to be locked in place. Stays locked until pressure is released for safety.

23,300
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7345
Michael Kors Aviator 

Unisex Sunglasses
 American styling for sporty look. Michael Kors frames have a aviator shape with a spring hinge, straight temple, 

and other bridge. The Michael Kors MKS144 glasses frame is made from metal with a full rim. 23,300

7354
Michael Kors Travel  

Handbag in Dark Sand

Logo plaque in fornt. Interior details: Brown Safiano leather, Zip pocket, 3 slit pockets, 16 card slots, ID window, 

side slip bill pockets.

 LINING: 100% Polyester

 Zip-around fastening

23,300

4147
Chicco Stack 3-in-1 High 

Chair Modmint

Highchair 2-in-1 Booster and Youth stool all in one. Snap-on tray that uses one-hand removal and adjustment. 

High and low-back boosters. Removable . Rear legs feature tray storage. Padded 3-position reclining seat. 

Wipeable seat pad chair and legs. Highchair use up to 1-year or 40lbs. Booster use up to 2-years or 50lbs. Youth 

stool use 3-years and on or 60lbs.

23,400

7007
Antwerp Silver "Halo" 

Stud Earrings

Antwerp Silver "Halo" Stud Earrings. This gorgeous pair is made in sterling silver with center round brilliant cut 

cubic zirconia of 1.00 carat each surrounded by 18 round cubic zirconia totaling 36 stones. These earrings are 

perfect for an evening out or simple enough for everyday sparkle.This is a beautifully worn fashion forward piece 

that is made in either white silver or yellow silver.

23,400

7009
Antwerp Silver  "Cushion 

Halo" Earrings

Antwerp Silver "Cushion Halo" Stud  Earrings. This gorgeous pair is made in sterling silver with center cushion cut 

cubic zirconia of 1.00 carat each surrounded by 22 round cubic zirconia totaling 44 stones. These earrings are 

perfect for an evening out or simple enough for everyday sparkle. This is a beautifully worn fashion forward piece 

that is made in either white silver or yellow silver.

23,400

4172

Kate Spade Kitchen 

Scallop Cream 

Dinnerware 12 Pc Set

A delicious shade of cream and delicate stylish sculpting create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste 

Sculpted Scallop Cream 12 Piece Dinnerware Set. Elegant and simply sophisticated, the true essence of kate spade 

new york designs. Perfect for casual dining, this unique dinnerware set makes a great gift. The set includes four 

dinner plates, four accent plates, and four mugs.

23,700

4174

Kate Spade Kitchen 

Scallop Red Dinnerware 

12 Pc Set

Brilliant red stoneware with delicate stylish sculpting creates the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Sculpted 

Scallop Red 12 Piece Dinnerware Set. Elegant and simply sophisticated, the true essence of kate spade new york 

designs. Perfect for casual dining, this unique dinnerware set makes a great gift.
23,700

4175

Kate Spade Kitchen 

Scallop Turq Dinnerware 

12 Pc Set

A fashion forward color and delicate stylish sculpting create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Sculpted 

Scallop Turquoise 12 Piece Dinnerware Set. Elegant and simply sophisticated, the true essence of kate spade new 

york designs. Perfect for casual dining, this unique dinnerware set makes a great gift.
23,700

4296
Kate Spade Kitchen Deco 

Dot Dinnerware 12Pc Set

Fun and fashion in just the right combination create the kate spade new york All in Good Taste Deco Dot 12 Piece 

Dinnerware Set. Crafted in stoneware and decorated with large daring black dots, this is truly kate spade new 

york style. Perfect for casual dining, this unique dinnerware set makes agreat gift.
23,700

7011

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Designer Halo Dangle" 

CZ Earrings

Antwerp Silver "Designer Halo Dangle" Earrings make a lasting statement. This jewelry piece takes the classic 

hoop look to the next level by adding a beautiful dangling halo. This gorgeous pair is accentuated by two round 

brilliant cubic zirconia weighing 1.00 carat in the center. Earrings are also accented by 56 round brilliant cubic 

zirconia in both the dangle and surrounding the center stones. The earrings clasp in the back for extra safety.

23,700

7020

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Beating" CZ Heart 

Necklace 

Antwerp's "Beating" Heart necklace is a fashion-forward yet classic-shaped jewelry piece. This necklace is made in 

sterling silver. It was designed for everyday woman's wear and features two round cubic zirconia totaling .05 cts. 

Each piece is hand-set by our master craftsman. 
23,700

3072 Apple AirPods

Connect to your iPhone Apple Watch iPad or mac. Audio automatically plays when placed in  ears and pauses 

when taken out. Adjust volume track change make a call and more with double-tap to activate Siri. Uses optical 

sensors and motion accelerometer to detect when in your ears. Uses Apple W1 chip for fast performance route 

audio and engage microphone. Beamforming microphones filter out background noise when on a call. Provides 

up to 5 hours of audio on one charge. Bluetooth technology. Storage case also charges AirPods when not in use.

23,900

4254
Singer Simple Sewing 

Machine

23 Built-in stitches. Straight forward threading path. Adjustable stitch length and zigzag width. 4 Snap-on presser 

feet with no screwdriver required. Automatic bobbin winding. Extra-high presser foot lifter for more clearance 

with bulky fabric. 4-Segment feed dog system. Multiple needle positions. Adjustable tension. Built-in carry handle. 

Free arm provides access to hard to reach areas. On board storage. Heavy duty metal free holds mechanisms in 

perfect alignment. Includes multiple accessories and presser feet.

24,000

3016
Acer Computers 10.1" 

Iconia Tablet-32GB, Black

Want a bigger tablet for the rest of us that's the full package? Start with a 10-inch HD display. Add enhanced 

audio, appealing software and some elegant design touches. Features: 10.1" HD Multi-Touch display, 2-in-1 

Convertible tablet, Gorilla Glass, Intel Atom x5-Z8300 processor, 2 GB Memory, 64 GB Storage, Windows 10, SD 

Card reader, Dual Webcams, WiFi + Bluetooth 4.1, Micro HDMI.

24,200

4056

Cuisinart 6.5 Qt. 

Programmable Slow 

Cooker

Programmable technology makes homemade meals easier than ever! This family-Sized Cuisinart Slow Cooker 

features 24-hour programmable cook time; and a digital countdown timer, three cooking modes. It automatically 

shifts to Keep Warm when cooking is done to ensure that up to 6 ½ quarts of your favorite family entrees, sides, 

or desserts are warm, ready and waiting to enjoy.

24,200
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4243
Sunview 4 Piece Deluxe 

618 Count Sheet Set

Luxe 618 Thread count Sheet Set are the ultimate in luxury. 100% combed cotton sateen are silky smooth to the 

touch Choose from White, Sand Beige, Ocean Blue or Ivory color. Set includes Fitted Sheet, Top Sheet and 2 Pillow 

Cases.
24,200

4057

GreenTech 

Environmental Room Air 

Purifier

Designed to purify the air in an individual room, PureAir 500 uses three advanced technologies to eliminate 

bacteria, viruses, odors, smoke, pollen, mold, pet dander, and more. These technologies help to sanitize 

everything in the air, embedded in walls, ceilings, floors, furniture, clothing, on countertops and other surfaces. 

PureAir 500‘s operation is just as simple as its design; choose the continuous setting for a constant clean or use 

the burst settings' automatically timed increases in purification to deal with tougher odors.

24,300

7349
Kate Spade Bridge Place 

Handbag in Flamingo

The Kate Spade Bridge Place Small Francisca Tote Shoulder Handbag in Flamingo Pink features a simple bow detail 

on front, gold hardware, dual handles with 4" drop, top magnetic snap closure inside zip & slip pockets. 24,300

4133
Rowenta Turbo Silence 

16" Pedestal Fan

Rowenta Turbo Silence Pedestal Fan is the most powerful and quiet pedestal fan and outperforms leading 

competitive products in airflow and silence. Comes with an electronic control panel and a remote control to set 3 

mid to high speed settings. Turbo boost for extra powerful airflow. Adjusts from 42" to 54" in height. 1 year 

warranty.

24,400

7348 Sawyer Wool Duffel

The large main zippered compartment has plenty of room for your important essentials. Two small zippered 

pockets will hold your small personal items. The hard bottom helps the bag keep its shape and the four bottom 

feet protect it from getting dirty. The shoulder strap extends to 56" for the perfect fit or it can be removed and 

carried with the two 18" handles. 

24,400

8119
Pinemeadow Golf PGX 

9pc Set - Right

The PGX Men's Right and Left Handed 9pc golf set has everything you need in a set of clubs.  The set comes 

standard with a 460cc Titanium Alloy Driver, 3 Wood and 4 Hybrid, all with our Low Torque Graphite Shaft.  The 

irons are a polished Stainless Steel cavity back/perimeter weighted version with our Apollo Lite Weight Steel 

Shaft.  The Woods feature our "Bright White" finish with our "Flash Green" accents.

24,400

3103
GPX 15.6" Flat Screen LED 

HDTV/DVD

Enjoy the vivid life-like quality this LED television gives your favorite movies and television shows. The built-in 

DVD player transforms even the most basic of DVDs into HD quality and also plays CDs, making this TV/DVD 

combo the ultimate family room gadget.
24,500

7141
Tumi Bravo Barstow 

Crossbody

Carry your everyday gear or travel essentials in this tall, slim crossbody design from our Bravo collection. 

Ruggedly refined, this lightweight commuter-perfect style features two front zip pockets, an open back pocket, 

adjustable shoulder strap, flap closure and many interior organizer pockets.
24,500

7215

Ferrari Scuderia Men's 

Black Silicone Strap 

Watch

Scuderia Ferrari Redrev Evo. 46mm Black Ion-Plated Steel Case. Black dial with contrasting red outlined hands and 

skeleton indices with a black reflector ring & a contrasting red rev segment and white Arabic numerals in the F1 

“fast" font frames the 3-hand dial,  A striking date wheel with crescent-shaped aperture and arrow indicator set 

inside a round “subdial" frame at 7 o'clock. Black silicone strap with new tire tread texture with thin, red off-

center racing stripe .  3H/Date quartz Movement. Water resistant to 5 ATM

24,500

3006
LG Electronics 24" HD 

720p LED TV-Black

Triple XD Engine processes images with even greater precision to enable more natural color expression, deeper 

contrast and for a more lifelike picture. LG's LED backlighting delivers exceptional brightness and amazing image 

clarity. You'll see richer colors and deeper blacks too, and LEDs offer greater energy efficiency compared to 

conventional LCD monitors.

24,700

4145
T-Fal OptiGrill + Grill SS 

w/ Black

Sensor cooking; automatically adapts cooking time. 6 Cooking Programs.Audible beeps alert when food is rare, 

medium or well done . Frozen food function to defrost & cook in one step. Four manual settings for cooking 

vegetables, fruits or personal recipes. . Removable drip tray is dishwasher . Ergonomic interface on handle for 

ease & visability.

24,800

7090
Calvin Klein Men's  Black 

Leather Strap Watch

Make an understated statement with the minimalist design of this stylish City collection watch from Calvin Klein. 

Black leather strap. Round stainless steel case, 43mm. Cool gray dial with silver-tone markers, two hands and 

logo. Swiss quartz movement. Water resistant to 30 meters. Two-year limited warranty. Includes gift box. Swiss 

made.

24,800

4121
Rowenta Master Valet 

Full Size Garmet Steamer

The Master Valet Full Size Garment Steamer introduces the first steamer with vertical support. Roll and Press 

provides a secure surface to steam more easily. High steam output and diffusion reduces wrinkles easily. Unit 

heats up in 1 minute. Large transparent water tank holds 1 gallon of water. Clips and hangers hold the garments 

securely. Comes with fabric brush, lint pad and steam bonnet. 1 year warranty

25,000

7246

Antwerp Silver Sterling 

Silver Tennis Bracelet-

3.00 ct tw with 78 round 

cubic zirconia 

Antwerp's Sterling Silver with Cubic Zirconia Tennis Bracelet. This classic jewelry piece is made with 78 round 

cubic zirconia weighing 3.00 carats total wt. This straight row, 4 prong tennis bracelet radiates constant sparkle. It 

adds a big look and glamour for an elegant evening out.
25,000

4078
All-Clad Four Slice Belgian 

Waffle Maker

The 4 square Belgian waffle maker features polished stainless steel housing and a branded die-cast handle. The 

waffle plates are nonstick for easy release and cleanup. The traditional shape makes four 1" thick Belgian-style 

waffles per batch. All-Clad's proprietary steam release system prevents moisture build-up for delicately crisp 

exteriors with light, fluffy centers. Featuring 6 temperature presets, a "Ready to Cook" indicator, a "Ready to Eat" 

indicator and an audible alert when waffles are cooked perfectly. 1800 watts with a removable drip tray. 

25,200
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7023
Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Pave Wreath" Necklace 

Antwerp Silver "Pave Wreath" Necklace in Sterling Silver set elegantly with 140 round cubic zirconia weighing 

approximately 2.60 carats. This beautiful graduating circle necklace is perfect for an evening out or every day 

wear. Each cubic zirconia is set by our master craftsman. It is also rhodium plated to keep its luster and shine. 
25,700

7025

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Triple Pave" Heart 

Necklace

Antwerp Silver "Triple Pave" Heart Necklace in sterling silver with 110 round cubic zirconia totaling approximately 

2.50 carats. This beautiful love necklace is set by master craftsman. It is also rhodium plated to keep its shine and 

luster and includes a sterling silver 16" chain. 
25,700

7097 Tumi Weekender Duffel
A business travel essential for the modern professional, this hardworking satchel is crafted out of durable ballistic 

nylon and built to withstand whatever comes its way. Its roomy interior makes it the perfect short trip or 

weekend bag.
25,900

8068
Eureka Hexagon Screen 

House

Our three-season Hexagon Screen House provides more than ample space for invited guests, but leaves the bugs 

outside so you can enjoy the great outdoors.  Two heavy-duty #8 zip-open doors are wide enough to carry a picnic 

table through.
25,900

8158
KidTrax Doc McStuffins 

Ambulance

Have no fear the Doctor is here! Now every child can race to the rescue and save toys everywhere with this Doc 

McStuffin's ride on toy ambulance. With flashing lights, siren, and opening doors.  For ages 3 and up.  50lb max & 

2.5 mph max speed.
25,900

3041

Fuji Instax SHARE™ 

Smartphone Printer SP-2 

Bundle

Easy & quick WiFi printing from smartphones & tablets. The INSTAX Share App works with iOS & Android devices 

to effortlessly transmit images directly to printer. Features Reprint button to easily create copies;prints real time 

information on photo, including date & time, location and weather conditions. Color photos can be transformed 

to Black&White or Sepia tones & personalized text can be added to the bottom of the print. Bundle includes 20 

exp film, Photo Album,CR-2 lithium batteries & 1-yr Limited Warranty. 

26,100

4210
Nambé Bowl- Butterfly 

Chip & Dip

A striking, contemporary piece, the Butterfly Chip & Dip marries rich acacia wood and lustrous alloy for a look that 

is both elemental and modern. The dip bowl rests atop the chip tray and can be heated or chilled prior to serving. 

Measures 16 In X 4.5 In Ht.
26,500

7351
Michael Kors Crossbody 

Handbag in Brown

Monogram logo print PVC with leather trim and polished golden tone hardware. 2 zippered top compartments on 

either side of the open center that snaps shut. Center features 6 card slots and two open slip pockets

· Single adjustable leather shoulder & cross-body strap with a drop of 22 - 24". Measures approximately 8.5" x 6" 

(H) x 1.5" (W). Length: 14.9 inch Height: 11.1 inch Width: 1.6 inch
26,500

7356
Michael Kors Carry All 

Handbag in Vanilla/Acorn
Polished Gold tone hardware. Flap top with push lock closure. Michael Kors lettering logo on the push lock.  

Interior 1 full length zippered pocket, multiple bill compartments, 10 credit card slots. MK signature fabric lining 26,500

7361
Michael Kors Domecros 

Handbag in Black

100% Saffiano Leather. Silver-Tone Hardware Signature Logo Metal Plate 

Adjustable Gold-Tone Chain Adorned Crossbody Strap w/ Up To 24"-26" Drop. Top Zip Closure. Interior 1 Slip 

Pocket & 1 Zip Pocket 
26,500

7362
Michael Kors Crossbody 

Handbag in Vanilla

Monogram logo print PVC with leather trim and polished silver tone hardware2 zippered top compartments on 

either side of the open center that snaps shutCenter features 6 card slots and two open slip pockets. Single 

adjustable leather shoulder & cross-body strap with a drop of 22 - 24" Measures approximately 8.5" x 6" (H) x 1.5" 

(W)

26,500

3005
LG  22" Full HD 1080p 

LED TV

IPS (In-Plane Switching) technology highlights the performance of liquid crystal displays. Response times are 

shortened, color reproduction is improved, and users can now view the screen at virtually any angle. Triple XD 

Engine processes images with even greater precision to enable more natural color expression, deeper contrast 

and for a more lifelike picture. LG's LED backlighting delivers exceptional brightness and amazing image clarity. 

You'll see richer colors and deeper blacks too, and LEDs offer greater energy efficiency.

26,700

4077
All-Clad Stainless Slow 

Cooker w/Insert

All-Clad Stainless Slow Cooker w/Insert. Quite simply the finest of its kind, featuring a generous 6.5-quart capacity, 

elegant stainless steel exterior and handles, convenient glass lid and the longest cooking time available on any 

slow cooker. 26 hours of total cooking time and three temperature settings -- high, low and keep warm. Full 

stainless steel housing with an integrated control panel and  riveted cast stainless handles. Ceramic black insert.

26,800

7350
Michael Kors Crossbody 

Handbag in Vanilla

Non-removable, adjustable cowhide leather and chain cross-body strap with 23.25" (59 cm) drop, 2.5 " (6.3 cm) 

adjustable. One exterior slit pocket with magnetic snap closure and one interior large compartment, one slit 

pocket, one zipper pocket.
26,900

7352

Michael Kors Large 

Crossbody Handbag in 

Acorn

Non-removable, adjustable cowhide leather and chain cross-body strap with 23.25" (59 cm) drop, 2.5 " (6.3 cm) 

adjustable. One exterior slit pocket with magnetic snap closure and one interior large compartment, one slit 

pocket, one zipper pocket.
26,900
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7353

Michael Kors Large 

Crossbody Handbag in 

Navy

Non-removable, adjustable cowhide leather and chain cross-body strap with 23.25" (59 cm) drop, 2.5 " (6.3 cm) 

adjustable. One exterior slit pocket with magnetic snap closure and one interior large compartment, one slit 

pocket, one zipper pocket.
26,900

7355
Michael Kors Crossbody 

handbag in Black

Non-removable, adjustable cowhide leather and chain cross-body strap with 23.25" (59 cm) drop, 2.5 " (6.3 cm) 

adjustable. One exterior slit pocket with magnetic snap closure and one interior large compartment, one slit 

pocket, one zipper pocket.
26,900

7357
Michael Kors Crossbody 

Handbag in Acorn

Double zip top closure. Exterior 1 slip pocket. Built-in wallet in middle of bag - 2 bill compartment & 6 card slots. 

Adjustable long strap for crossbody with 22" drop 26,900

7358
Michael Kors Carry All 

Handbag in Brown/Acorn
Polished Gold tone hardware. Flap top with push lock closure.  Michael Kors lettering logo on the push lock.  

Interior 1 full length zippered pocket, multiple bill compartments, 10 credit card slots. MK signature fabric lining. 26,900

7359
Michael Kors Pouchette 

Handbag in Vanilla/Acorn

1 large compartment, 1 slit pocket, 3 credit card slots

26,900

7360
Michael Kors Crossbody 

Handbag in Brown

Non-removable, adjustable cowhide leather and chain cross-body strap with 23.25" (59 cm) drop, 2.5 " (6.3 cm) 

adjustable. One exterior slit pocket with magnetic snap closure and one interior large compartment, one slit 

pocket, one zipper pocket.
26,900

7370
Michael Kors Crossbody 

Handbag in Black

Leather trim and polished silver tone hardware. 2 zippered top compartments on either side of the open center 

that snaps shut. Center features 6 card slots and two open slip pockets. Single adjustable leather shoulder & cross-

body strap with a drop of 22 - 24. Measures approximately 8.5" x 6" (H) x 1.5" (W)
26,900

8007

Imperial NFL LA Rams 

Dart Cabinet (Most teams 

available)

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8008
Imperial USA-NFL Green 

Bay Packers Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8009
Imperial USA-NFL Dallas 

Cowboys Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8010
Imperial USA-NFL Denver 

Broncos Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8011

Imperial USA-NFL 

Pittsburgh Steelers Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8012

Imperial USA-NFL San 

Francisco 49ers Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8013
Imperial USA-NFL Kansas 

City Chiefs Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8014

Imperial USA-NFL 

Minnesota Vikings Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000
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8015
Imperial USA-NFL Miami 

Dolphins Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8016

Imperial USA-NFL 

Oakland Raiders Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8017

Imperial USA-NFL New 

England Patriots Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8018
Imperial USA-NFL New 

York Jets Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8019
Imperial USA-NFL New 

York Giants Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8020

Imperial USA-NFL 

Washington Redskins 

Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8021

Imperial USA-NFL 

Carolina Panthers Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8022
Imperial USA-NFL Detroit 

Lions Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8023
Imperial USA-NFL Chicago 

Bears Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8024

Imperial USA-NFL 

Cleveland Browns Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8025
Imperial USA-NFL Buffalo 

Bills Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8026

Imperial USA-NFL 

Indianapolis Colts Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8027

Imperial USA-NFL 

Cincinnati Bengals Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8028
Imperial USA-NFL Seattle 

Seahawks Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8029

Imperial USA-NFL 

Baltimore Ravens Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000
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8030
Imperial USA-NFL Arizona 

Cardinals Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8031
Imperial USA-NFL Atlanta 

Falcons Dart Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8032

Imperial USA-NFL New 

Orleans Saints Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8033

Imperial USA-NFL 

Houston Texans Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8034

Imperial USA-NFL Los 

Angeles Chargers Dart 

Cabinet

The NFL Official Licensed Dart Cabinet Set will look great on the wall of your game room, man cave, bedroom, 

dorm room, or office. Set includes solid pine cabinet with deluxe hardware, bristle dart board, 6 NFL logo darts, 2 

chalk board scorers, chalk, and eraser. Mounting hardware included.
27,000

8149
HoleShot American Flag 

Set

This top of the line American Flag Set is sure to bring life to any party. Set comes ready to play with 8 bags.  

American Flag  Set covers a painted white HoleShot set. Design is printed vinyl and finished with a clear coat 

polyurethane to protect your boards for years of HoleShot! All sets are made using a premium 2x4 frame and 1/2" 

sanded plywood playing surface. Each set has folding 2x4 legs secured with galvanized bolts.

27,000

4144
T-Fal ActiFry Deep Fryer 

Healthy Cooking/ Black

Only 1 Tablespoon of oil for 2 lbs of French fries. 2 lb. Capacity. Unique patented technologies: stirring paddle &. 

unique heat pulse system for perfect cooking. Easy to Clean. Safe & easy to use. Healthy choice: Foods made 

healthier with little or no oil. Recipe book included.  BLACK.
27,100

6023
Napoleon SKYFire 11 

Patio Heater

Napoleon's SKYfire 11 Patio Heater is a sleek designed table-top patio heater is both portable and easy to use. 

With it's 10,000 BTU's you can be sure you and your guests will be able to enjoy an extended time outdoors. Uses 

1 lb propane bottle.
27,200

8059 Fuji Mariner 7x50 WP-XL

Mariner 7x50 WP-XL binoculars offer a 7X optical zoom lens and extra wide 50mm object lens.  Rugged 

polycarbonate body for extra durability in a lightweight body. Fully multi-coated lenses assure extra crisp 

brightness and superior detail. Mariner body is nitrogen gas filled making them 100% water and fog proof.  

Includes a flotation strap and 5-year limited warranty.  

27,200

7203
Tumi Alpha 2 Organizer 

Travel Tote

Sized just right for travel across town or around the world and organized to hold everything from passports to 

phones. Main compartment expands 2" and the back, zip-around section has multiple pockets and slots. Features 

a zip pocket with Tumi ID Lock™, which protects personal data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and passports. 

Adjustable shoulder strap. Made from our signature FXT ballistic nylon® with a ballistic weave-inspired pattern on 

leather trim and interior lining. 

27,400

7208
Tumi Voyageur Luanda 

Flight Bag
Cute and compact, this is your in-flight cosmetics bag, handbag or essentials kit. It features several interior and 

exterior pockets, a leather top handle and a removable, adjustable shoulder strap. 27,400

4242
Sunview  4 Piece Deluxe 

618 Count Sheet Set

Luxe 618 Thread count Sheet Set are the ultimate in luxury. 100% combed cotton sateen are silky smooth to the 

touch Choose from White, Sand Beige, Ocean Blue or Ivory color. Set includes Fitted Sheet, Top Sheet and 2 Pillow 

Cases.
27,500

7242
Invicta Men's Pro Diver 

Blue Dial Watch
Quartz movement. Mineral crystal. Case diameter: 40 mm. Stainless-steel case; Blue dial; Date function. Water 

resistant to 660 feet (200 M). Includes gift box. 27,500

4206
Lenox Holiday 

Dinnerware Serving Bowl
Holiday Dinnerware Serving Bowl 27,600

3109

iLive Bluetooth 

Undercabinet 10" 

TV/DVD w/CD, 

Speakerphone, Radio

Watch your favorite cooking shows (HDMI/USB ports), entertain the kids (DVD player), listen to your favorite 

music (FM/CD/Bluetooth) and prevent dinner disasters (timer) all with one machine. 27,800
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4213
Nambé Anvil Petal Fruit 

Bowl

The Anvil Petal Fruit Bowl makes a luminous style statement, blending fresh, fanciful pop art lines with a bright, 

elegant patina. The design-four alloy petals elevated on four iron-finished leaves-is a clever homage to nature, 

and makes fruit look stunningly vibrant and colorful, whether you fill it with all one kind of fruit for a 

contemporary look, or a festive variety. Also a great place to put breakfast pastries wrapped in colorful linen-or 

set it out on the coffee table full of seasonal treasures.

27,800

9005

Craftsman Tools 168 Pc 

Mechanics Tool Set with 

Case

Your tool set will be incomplete without the Craftsman 168 Piece Mechanic Tool Set. The set comprises of 6 drive 

tools and 12 combination wrenches. This Craftsman 168 Piece Mechanic Tool Set includes a storage case for 

convenient storage of tools.
27,800

3113
Apple 4K Apple TV 32GB 

w/ HDMI Cable

4K HDR Quality. News and Sports with Live Streaming. You ask Siri delivers. Browse content from over 60 video 

services. Photos and videos from iCloud Photo Library or shared albums on the screen. Control smart home 

through Apple TV. A10X Fusion chip processor with 64-bit architecture. 32GB Memory capacity. Bluetooth 4.0. 

Ethernet port. HDMI 2.0 port. Built-in power supply port. Compatible with HD and UHD TVs with HDMI. Includes: 

Apple TV 4K. Siri remote. 6ft High Speed HDMI cable. Power cord. Lightning to USB cable.

27,900

4054
Cuisinart Pasta Extruder 

Attachment
This pasta extruder  attachment is for use on the Cuisinart's SM-50 series stand mixer.  Make perfect pasta in the 

comfort of your own kitchen using this easy to use accessory! 28,200

4073
All-Clad 3 qt. Stainless 

Steel Saute Pan

All-Clad's Stainless 3-ply cookware features a thick-gauge aluminum core that attracts heat fast, while the addition 

of stainless steel ensures even heat distribution for consistent results across the entire cooking surface. Its 

stainless-steel interior with a starburst finish offers natural stick resistance and the lid locks in moisture to prevent 

splattering and heat to thoroughly finish meats on the stove top or in the oven.

28,200

4154
Reed and Barton Soho 

Bar Set W/Tray

Its handsome styling makes the popular Soho Bar Set from Reed & Barton a real winner. This crystal bar set 

includes the 26-ounce square decanter, that will add a new dimension of taste and aroma to fine wines, brandy 

and spirits, set of four double old fashion's and a black leather serving tray. Partof the Soho Crystal Collection, 

inspired by the creative energy of the New York artist neighborhood, features classic brilliant cuts that radiate 

upward in a subtle, understated pattern.

28,200

7112

Polo Ralph Lauren 

Leather Shopper in 

Marine

An oversized polished gold “LRL" plaque adds a boldly chic note to this clean-lined pebbled leather handbag by 

Lauren Ralph Lauren.  A great go to item featuring secure top zip closure and a fold over snap closure featuring 

polished gold LRL plaque.  Double rolled handles with 5" drop and shoulder strap with 16" drop.  Reinforced base 

allows the bag to sit upright when not being carried and has protective metal feet.  Fully lined with backwall zip 

pocket, snap pocket and two slip pockets.  Includes dust cover. Measures 11.5"x5"x9.75"

28,500

4039
Cuisinart 8 Qt. Stainless 

Steel Pressure Cooker

Cook up to 70% faster than traditional methods - Just toss ingredients in the pot, seal the lid, and let the pressure 

do the work.  Pressure cooking allows foods to retain more of the natural vitamins and minerals than traditional 

methods for healthier results.  Cook a variety of foods from soups and entrees to deserts much faster which 

translates to greater energy efficient time and money savings!

28,600

4088
JA Henckels Forged 

Premio 7 piece Block Set

JA Henckels Forged Premio 7 piece Block Set. Professional look, satin finish with forged blade and full bolster. 

Ergonomic Handle design for comfortable grip. Break-proof. Contour Full Tang w/ 3 Rivet Handle. Set contains the 

following: 3" parer, 5" serrated utility, 5" santoku Hollow Edge, 8" Chef's knife, 9" steel, Kitchen shears, hardwood 

block

28,600

4177

Lenox Holiday 

Dinnerware 5-Piece Place 

Setting 

Holiday Dinnerware 5 Pps Boxed 28,800

7129

Dooney & Bourke 

Florentine Medium 

Toggle Crossbody

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool, laid back sense of style with elements of classic sophistication, for 

an effortless look that is timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged in green suede. Toggle closure. Lined. 

One inside pocket. One inside zip pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable, detachable strap drop: 24 in. L 10.75 in. W 

3.25 in. H 10 in.

28,900

7180
Michael Kors Darci Ladies 

Watch
This Michael Kors timepiece features a classic dial set on a sparkling pavé case. A plated steel bracelet completes 

the look. 28,900

7181
Michael Kors Ladies Darci 

Two Tone Bracelet Watch
Festive and feminine, a glitz topring embellishes the rose gold-tone stainless steel case. A rose and silver-tone 

bracelet takes this Michael Kors watch to a new level of chic. 28,900

7182
Michael Kors Mini Darci 

Ladies Watch
A shining topring and sunray dial elegantly finish this stainless steel Michael Kors watch.  The Darci offers stylish 

simplicity and elegance to any occasion. 28,900

7183
Michael Kors Bradshaw 

Ladies Watch
With a striking navy dial and classic two-tone metal, the oversized Michael Kors Bradshaw watch gives -borrowing 

from the boys- a chic new meaning. 28,900
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7213
Michael Kors Brown Gage 

Watch
Capturing the essence of the jet set lifestyle, Michael Kors' Gage features a brown leather strap and a blue dial. 28,900

4120
Rowenta Intense Aqua 

Control Humidifier

Protect your family's health and well being with the Intense Aqua Control Humidifier. It features a large 5.5 liter 

water tank to provide up to 18 hours of operation between fillings. Its quiet 40dB noise level means you can sleep 

easy while it is working. The anti-scale cartridge helps to keep mineral deposits to a minimum. 3-speed cold vapor 

and hot steam settings to help by introducing much needed humidity into dry living space. The LED panel provides 

status at a glance and lets you choose from pre-programmed, baby or night time modes with 9 hr timer.

29,100

3007 LG 28" HD 720p LED TV

Triple XD Engine processes images with even greater precision to enable more natural color expression, deeper 

contrast and for a more lifelike picture. LG's LED backlighting delivers exceptional brightness and amazing image 

clarity. You'll see richer colors and deeper blacks too, and LEDs offer greater energy efficiency compared to 

conventional LCD monitors.

29,200

3073
Apple iPod Touch 16GB - 

White/Silver

16GB Flash drive. 4" Widescreen with Retina multi-touch display. Fingerprint-resistant screen coating. A8 Chip 

provides 10x faster graphics performance. 8MP iSight camera. 1080p HD Video recording. 1.2MP Photos. 720p HD 

Video recording. Bluetooth 4.1 technology. Siri intelligent assistant. Side volume buttons. Built-in speaker and 

microphone. iOS 8 with built-in apps. Lightning cable and earpods included.

29,300

4130
All-Clad 4-Quart Ceramic 

Slow Cooker

The 4 quart version of what most chef's believe is the finest slow cooker on the market. Featuring  elegant 

stainless steel exterior and handles, convenient glass lid with silicone coated handle and the longest cooking time 

available on any slow cooker. 26 hours of total cooking time and two temperature settings.  LCD display and 

control panel with an audible alert. Full stainless steel housing with an integrated control panel and riveted cast 

stainless handles. Ceramic black insert.

29,300

3104 GPX 19" LED TV/DVD
Enjoy sharp, colorful pictures on this HDTV. The slim design hides a host of extras, including a built-in DVD player, 

SD slot, and USB port for playing a variety of media. 29,400

8111
Callaway 200 Laser 

Rangefinder - Blue

Sleek Design. Pin-Seeking Precision. The Callaway 200 Laser Rangefinder, featuring P.A.T. (Pin Acquisition 

Technology) delivers precise distance measurements in a sleek, compact design. P.A.T. locks onto the flagstick up 

to 275 yards away, ensuring accuracy even when trees and other objects are in the background. The Callaway 200 

is simple, easy to use, and offers pin-point accuracy at a valued price!

29,600

8115
Taylormade 2017 M1 

Rescue Hybrid

New sliding weight track with 27g weight: Complete L-to-R ball flight adjustability. Open-channel Speed Pocket: 

Adds ball speed to generate distance. Increases the size of the sweet spot for more forgiveness. Refined shaping: 

Small footprint and deep face for a look preferred by better players. Improved leading edge to promote 

consistent shot-making. Loft Sleeve adjustability: New ultra-lightweight, Aluminum, 3° Loft Sleeve with 12 

settings. Premium Stock Components: Mitsubishi Kuro Kage HY Graphite Shaft. Lamkin UTx Cord Grip. Headcover 

included.

29,700

3068

Bose SoundSport Free 

Wireless Headphones - 

Black

AVAILABLE EARLY NOVEMBER 2017: Demanding workouts demand SoundSport® Free wireless headphones. 

They're completely free of wires, so you'll enjoy complete freedom of movement. They're sweat and weather 

resistant, too. Bose® StayHear®+ Sport tips are designed to stay secure and comfortable all workout long. And the 

earbuds are packed full of technology that makes your music sound so clear and powerful, you'll push past your 

limits.

29,900

7146
Tumi Voyageur Small M-

Tote

Our updated Voyageur collection brings together sophisticated, feminine and iconic elements to create versatile 

travel, business and everyday designs for women. The tote for all seasons, this smaller bag is made from an 

enduring, lustrous looking fabric, enriched by the superior organizational components and subtle refinements, 

that makes it a TUMI.

29,900

4158
Dyson V7 Trigger 

Handheld Vacuum

Powerful suction and direct-drive motor head removes ground-in dirt. Great for stairs car and furniture. 2-Tier 

Radial Cyclone technology. Lightweight for less effort. Cord-free and hassle-free. Up to 30-minutes of fade-free 

suction. Hygienic dirt ejector. Quieter and more powerful than the Dyson V6. Max mode provides up to 6-minutes 

of high suction power. Washable lifetime filter. Includes: Docking/Charging station. Mini Motorized tool. 

Combination tool. Crevice tool.

30,000

8166
Triumph Sports  - Big Shot 

II Shootout

The Big Shot II Double Shootout is the ideal choice for competitive head-to-head arcade basketball. LED electronic 

scoring with a time clock keeps track of the action for 8 different games. Easily start and stop games and navigate 

between each game mode. The Big Shot II has a flexible dual power system that allows you to play using the 

included AC adapter, or battery-powered option. The set arrives ready to play with 4 basketballs and a pump and 

needle. When finished playing, the frame folds and locks into place for easy storage when not in use.

30,000

9037
Makita 12v Li-Ion Impact 

Driver Set

The ergonomic shape fits like a glove with even pressure and easy control and the soft grip handle provides 

comfort on the job. Makita's 12v max Lithium-Ion batteries provide longer run time and lower self-discharge. The 

battery re-charges in 50 minutes allowing for more work. The charger earned the ENERGY STAR label for meeting 

the strict energy-efficient guidelines set by the US  EPA and US DOE. There is a three year warranty on the tool 

and a 1 year warranty on the batteries and charger. Includes: B-46919 Impact Gold 26Pc. Bit Set.

30,000

3082
Bose SoundLink Revolve - 

Triple Black

Deep. Loud. And immersive, too. The SoundLink® Revolve Bluetooth® speaker delivers true 360° sound for 

consistent, uniform coverage. Place it in the center of the room to give everyone the same experience. Or set it 

near a wall so sound radiates and reflects. This wireless speaker is durable, water-resistant and easy to grab and 

go-with a rechargeable battery that plays up to 12 hours.

30,100

3083
Bose SoundLink Revolve - 

Lux Gray

Deep. Loud. And immersive, too. The SoundLink® Revolve Bluetooth® speaker delivers true 360° sound for 

consistent, uniform coverage. Place it in the center of the room to give everyone the same experience. Or set it 

near a wall so sound radiates and reflects. This wireless speaker is durable, water-resistant and easy to grab and 

go-with a rechargeable battery that plays up to 12 hours.

30,100
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4178

Nambé Pop Colours - 

Service for 8 Bowls, 

Accent Plates, Mugs 

(Persimmon, Citron, 

POP brings together sophisticated neutrals and vibrant colour in a beautiful stoneware collection perfect for 

mixing and matching. With its clean lines and timeless design, POP embraces casual dining. The POP Colours Small 

Bowl Set adds a pop
30,300

7142
Tumi Bravo Beale 

Crossbody

Simple and slim, this casual day bag is perfect for urban exploring or international travel. Carries your wallet, 

travel documents, electronics and other essential accessories. Features a flap closure and adjustable shoulder 

strap.
30,600

7143
Tumi Bravo Beale 

Crossbody

Simple and slim, this casual day bag is perfect for urban exploring or international travel. Carries your wallet, 

travel documents, electronics and other essential accessories. Features a flap closure and adjustable shoulder 

strap.
30,600

7204
Tumi Alpha 2 Medium 

Travel Tote

Some will use this as a travel tote to carry all the essentials; others will use it as an everyday bag for transporting 

a tablet, electronic and personal accessories. It offers organization inside and out with numerous pockets and has 

a main compartment that expands by 2.75". Features a zip pocket with Tumi ID Lock™, which protects personal 

data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and passports. Top carry handles and a removable, adjustable shoulder 

strap. Made from our signature FXT ballistic nylon® 

30,600

9008

Craftsman 19.2 Volt Drill 

& Impact Driver Combo 

Kit

Get your job done fast and efficient with this new C3 Craftsman cordless combo kit.This Craftsman combo kit 

offers both a powerful C3 drill and also a convenient C3 impact driver, providing maximum versatility with 

powerful torque, high RPMs and portable power allowing the consumer to get most any drilling and driving 

project completed.This two tool combo kit comes with a C3 1/2 inch drill driver and also a C3 Impact driver with a 

1/4 inch quick connect, two C3 batteries, a multi-chemistry charger and a carry bag. Includes 4 Year Accidental 

Warranty.

30,600

8167
Triumph Sports - 48" 4-in-

1 RotatingGame Table

This compact table is perfectly sized for a teen's game room. Customers love this Game Table, which features 4 

great games in 1! It comes complete with all of the game surfaces and components to play billiards, table tennis, 

air hockey and football – and it's compact size (48"L) means it fits easily in almost any room! The patented swivel 

technology allows for quick game changes, while the locking system firmly secures each tabletop in place during 

play.

30,700

7008
Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Halo Dangle" Earrings 

Modern Antwerp Silver "Halo Dangle" style earrings make a true statement. This jewelry piece takes the classic 

hoop look to the next level by adding a beautiful dangling halo. This gorgeous pair is accentuated by two round 

brilliant cubic zirconia weighing 2.00 carats in the center and accented by 60 round brilliant cubic zirconia in both 

the dangle and surrounding the center stones.  A beautiful double dimension in hoop and halo style earrings. 

30,900

3030

LG 2.1ch. 160W 

Bluetooth Soundbar with 

Subwoofer

The SJ2, with wireless subwoofer, is a space-saving system that still delivers a refined cinema experience. An 

outboard wireless subwoofer can drastically improve the cinematic audio experience, adding room-shaking bass 

to movies and more. Wirelessly stream music directly from your Smartphone or other compatible device for a 

seamless listening experience. Select LG Sound Bars work with the remotes from eight leading TV brands for more 

convenience and less clutter.

31,300

8080 YETI Tank® 45 - Tan
It's time to upgrade your Ice bucket. The Yeti Tank® 45 will keep 52 cans or a pony keg of your favorite beer icy 

cold for your next get-together. Just like its big brother the Yeti Tank 85, the 45 Ice bucket has a rotomolded 

design and polyurethane foam insulation for maximum Ice retention, durability, and puddle-free performance.
31,300

7133
Dooney & Bourke 

Patterson Trina Satchel

The Patterson Trina Satchel updates one of Dooney's favorite satchel shapes with pebbled leather, biscuit-colored 

trim, silver Palladium hardware and a new logo patch. Stand out features include leather top handles, with belt-

like buckles to customize the length, and a double tassel zipper pull. A detachable shoulder strap provides a 

second carry option and brass feet protect the underside. Other features include two inside pockets, one inside 

zip pocket, and an inside key hook. Strap drop length is 21 inches and the handle drop length is 4 inches.

31,400

7214
Michael Kors Men's Silver 

Lexington Watch
The Michael Kors Lexington watch offers distinctive styling with a monochromatic silver-tone bracelet and dia 31,600

8077 YETI Roadie® 20 - Tan

The Yeti® Roadie® is Byob's new best friend. Its ColdLock™ Gasket is built just like the Tundra®'s, so Ice stays 

colder longer, and its No Sweat™ Design means you'll never be stuck mopping up a mess. With its compact body 

and rotomolded construction, this small but mighty cooler is ready to hit the road, whether you're in for a day of 

tailgating or kicking back at the ranch.

31,700

4098
JA Henckels International 

Statement 12pc Block

Set Includes: 8" bread knife, 8" chef's knife, 7" hollow edge santoku knife, 3" paring knife, (6) 4.5" Steak Knives, 

Sharpening Steel, Hardwood block. Stamped, satin finish, fine edge blades. Traditional 3 rivet handle design. Full 

tang construction. Contemporary metal end cap. Contoured grip. German engineering. Highly wear resistant 

blade. Ergonomic handle. Dishwasher safe, hand-wash recommended. 

31,900

7341
Invicta Men's Pro Diver 

Blue Dial Watch
Quartz movement. Mineral crystal. Case diameter: 40 mm. Stainless-steel case; Blue dial; Date function. Water 

resistant to 660 feet (200 M). Includes gift box. 31,900

7187

Kate Spade Ladies 

Stainless Steel Watch 

with Crystal Accents

Shiny stainless steel bracelet. Mother-of-Pearl dial with crystal hour markers. Silver-tone hands and spade at 12 

hour mark. Silver-tone stainless steel bezel lined with crystals. Quartz movement. Kate Spade logo. Case 

diameter: 38mm. Water resistant to 30 M. 2-Year manufacturer limited warranty.
32,100
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8109

Callaway Hyper-Lite 5 

Stand Golf Bag - 

Black/White/Titanium

7-way Top with Individual Full Length Club Dividers. 8 Pockets, including a Water-resistant, Velour-lined Valuables 

Pocket. Improved Comfort Tech strap. Integrated Alignment Stick Holder. Black Satin Finished Towel Hook/Bottle 

Opener. Weight: 5 lbs.
32,100

8164
Triumph Sports - 54" Fire 

vs. Ice Air Hockey

Lights out? Game on! The Triumph Fire ‘n Ice Light Up Air Powered 54" Hockey Table is more fun in the dark! 

Choose your team – fire or ice – with a light-up blue or red striker, then turn off the lights and let the action begin 

with the light-up puck. The table features colorful graphics and LED corners as the red battles the blue. Each 

corner flashes when goals are scored, creating an intense game play experience. Start a rivalry in your basement 

or game room with the Fire 'n Ice Air Hockey Table!

32,200

3105
GPX 24" TV/DVD Combo, 

1080p

The striking display of this 24" LED TV will leave you breathless with its lifelike clarity in 1080p and 16:9 aspect 

ratio. The disc player reads CDs, CD-R/RWs and JPEG CDs and the built-in DVD player transforms even the most 

basic of DVDs into HD quality. Fully wall mountable with a multitude of ports (HMDI, SD, USB), this TV is a media 

lover's dream come true.

32,300

6007
Coleman 54 Qt Stainless 

Steel Belted Party Cooler
54qt Capacity. Stainless steel finish. 4-Day ice retention in temperatures up to 90F. Holds 2-liter bottles upright to 

avoid spills. Rust-resistant stainless steel lid latch. Includes steel stand. Made in the USA. 32,400

6002
Cuisinart Vertical 30" 

Propane Smoker

The Cuisinart Vertical 36" Propane Smoker provides ample smoking space with its 4 stainless steel racks and 784 

square inches of cooking surface. Turning the valve on a propane tank and twisting the control knob is all it takes 

to start this smoker. The tightly sealed doors will help with consistency while adjusting the back vent will raise or 

lower the smoker's temperature. This smoker doesn't have to just be used for large cuts of meat and long 

smoking sessions.

32,800

9021

Sun Joe & Snow Joe 13" 

12 Amp Electric 

Dethatcher w/Collection 

Bag

Let your lawn breathe. Get your lawn in top green shape with the Sun Joe® Dethatcher Joe AJ801E 13-inch electric 

dethatcher. Powered by a robust 11-amp motor, the Dethatcher Joe rakes a 13-inch wide path in a single pass to 

get your job done fast. Enhancing its raking ability is AirBoost technology, which maximizes thatch pickup with 24 

spring steel tines that stay sharp longer for reliable performance.  Use the 5-position depth control knob to tailor 

the raking depth from -0.4 in. to 0.4 in. depending on your lawn's dethatching needs.

33,100

4212
Nambé Bowl- Scoop 

Server

When you serve your guests with this modern, two-tiered piece in metal alloy, you're also serving up a 

conversation-starter. A smaller vessel hangs over the larger bowl in a graceful arc, allowing for easy, all-in-one-

place dipping. Place chips and salsa, vegetables and guacamole, or virtually any other gastronomic pairing in this 

swan-like server, and wait for the inevitable compliments.  When your friends have gone home for the evening, 

fill the bottom with stones and place a tea light in the upper bowl for an elegant non-mealtime look. Measures 

11" D X 8" H

33,200

6005
Coleman Roadtrip LXE 

Propane Grill

Portable and easy to setup with lift and lock system. PerfectFlow system for steady heat. Easy to transport with 

large handle and wheels. 285sq.in. of Cast-iron grilling surface. 20000 BTUS of cooking power with 10000 BTUs on 

each burner. Uses 16.4oz propane cylinder. Removable grease tray. Dimensions: 32"L x 19"W x 35"H. Storage 

dimensions: 39"L x 19"W x 12"H.

33,500

7243

Gucci Ladies Rectangular 

Polarized Sunglasses in 

Havana

"Gucci  rectangular plastic frame. The Polarized, Rx-able features a saddle nose bridge and wire core adjustable 

temples for maximum comfort. The metal Gucci Sunglasses logo is featured on the temples. Gucci Sunglasses 

have lightweight scratch/impact-resistant lenses. 

•Frame Material: Plastic

•Lens Material: Plastic

•Lens Width: 57mm

•Bridge: 15mm

33,500

7364
Michael Kors Travel Tote 

in Vanilla
Michael Kors Vanilla travel tote 33,600

7363
Michael Kors Travel Tote 

in Brown
Michael Kors Brown travel tote 34,100

7130
Dooney & Bourke 

Florentine Amelie Tote

The Florentine leather Amelie Tote features a beautiful dog hook closure and removable shoulder strap. A roomy 

silhouette and a plethora of pockets create the perfect home for your everyday essentials while keeping you in 

sublime stand-out style. Interior features include a zip pocket, 2 inside pockets, a cell phone pocket and a key 

leash. When you set down your bag there is no need to worry about the bottom getting dirty with the metal feet 

protecting your bag. Strap drop length is 22.5 inches. Handle drop length is 5 inches. Measures H 8.5 in x W 10.

34,300

7132

Dooney & Bourke 

Belvedere Logo Lock 

Shoulder Bag

For a collection that goes seamlessly from work to weekend, look no further than the luxurious Belvedere 

Collection. Belvedere bags are crafted from pebble grain leather that has been tumbled to ensure softness. This 

particular collection employs self- trim as a sophisticated alternative to the traditional contrast trim.

One inside pocket. Three inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Top dog hook closure. Strap drop 

length 8 inches. Lined. Feet.  Measures L 12.5 in W 6 in H 11 in.

34,500

7134
Dooney & Bourke 

Patterson Emily Tote

Rich pebbled leather, saturated color and functional style define Dooney's Emily Tote. Contrasting leather 

shoulder straps feature belt-like buckles so you can customize the length to fit you perfectly. The roomy interior is 

organized for storage with a zippered center divider, multiple side pockets and a secure magnetic closure. Carry 

all of your essentials for work or play in the chic and versatile Emily Tote. Measures L 13 in W 6 in H 11.5 in.

34,500

3049
Fuji FinePix XP120 Blue 

Bundle

This ALL WEATHER 16M camera produces excellent Image & Movie Quality with its CMOS Sensor.  It's Waterproof 

to 65ft, Shockproof to 6ft, Freezeproof to 14F & Dustproof. It features 5X Wide-angle Optical Zoom lens (28-

140mm), Full HD MOVIE (1080/60i),3" LCD with anti-reflective coating, 10 Advanced creative filters, WiFi 

connectivity for easy transfer from most Smartphones and tablets and NEW Cinemagraph mode (adds movement 

to still images). Bundle includes 8GB SD card, camera bag, lithium battery with battery charger and limited 1-year 

warranty.

34,700
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3074
Apple iPod Touch 32GB - 

Space Gray

32GB Flash drive. 4" Widescreen with Retina multi-touch display. Fingerprint-resistant screen coating. A8 Chip 

provides 10x faster graphics performance. 8MP iSight camera. 1080p HD Video recording. 1.2MP Photos. 720p HD 

Video recording. Bluetooth 4.1 technology. Siri intelligent assistant. Side volume buttons. Built-in speaker and 

microphone. iOS 8 with built-in apps. Lightning cable and earpods included.

34,700

7024

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Triple Oval" Glamour 

Necklace 

Antwerp Silver "Triple Oval" Necklace in Sterling Silver. This necklace is in a three row oval sequence set with 180 

round cubic zirconia weighing approximately 2.50 carats. Three brilliant graduated ovals create a beautifully 

modern and chic look to this pendant. It also has a sterling silver 16" chain holding the pendant. This jewelry piece 

can be worn to compliment a variety of earring and dress styles.

34,700

8060
Fuji Advanced 10x42 

Binoculars

KF Advanced 10x42 binoculars feature a 10X optical zoom and 42mm object lens. Multi-phase coated optics for 

superior image quality.  Roof prism center focus feature assures fast focus capability.  Rubber armored design for 

increased durability.  Includes case and limited lifetime warranty.
34,700

3040
Escort SOLO Cordless 

Radar Detector

Cordless operation. Programmable features. OLED Display. Warning on all radar bands for long-range protection. 

Low-battery warnings and AutoPower to conserve battery life. 3-Modes: Highway AutoSensitivity and City. Rear 

antenna and laser. Mute/Battery status button. 3.5mm Earphone jack. Volume and Brightness control. Dark 

Mode. AutoPower and AutoMute. Requires 2 AA batteries (included). Includes Adjustable windshield mount and 

Travel case.

34,800

4220
Keurig K475 Brewer & 

Carousel

Say Hello to the Keurig® 2.0 K475 Brewing System - the first Keurig system to feature the revolutionary Keurig 2.0 

Brewing Technology™, designed to read the lid of each K-Cup™ or K-Carafe™ pack to brew the perfect beverage 

every time. The Keurig 2.0 K475 brewer allows you to brew a piping hot 5-cup carafe with the same ease and 

convenience of brewing a single-serve cup - all at the touch of a button. It's so smart. So simple! So different than 

an average coffee maker! The brewer also features a large 70 ounce water reservoir.

35,200

7091
Calvin Klein  24" Upright 

Suitcase - in Silver

World-class looks. Enjoy the toughness of a hardside collection & the sophistication & charm that Calvin Klein is 

known for. This lightweight luggage features spinner mobility, TSA-friendly locks and spacious interiors that take 

the trouble out of packing.  Dimensions (inches): 25 x 15.75 x 8.75
35,200

3061
Bose SoundLink Around-

ear Headphones II – Black

Enjoy a better wireless experience with Bose® SoundLink® around-ear headphones II. Exclusive technology 

delivers deep, immersive sound at any volume. And a dual microphone system rejects noise and wind so you'll be 

heard loud and clear. Switch seamlessly between two Bluetooth® devices, and stay connected to both. A 

rechargeable battery lets you listen for up to 15 hours. And intuitive touch controls give you simple command of 

your music and calls.

35,300

3062

Bose SoundLink Around-

ear Headphones II - 

White

Enjoy a better wireless experience with Bose® SoundLink® around-ear headphones II. Exclusive technology 

delivers deep, immersive sound at any volume. And a dual microphone system rejects noise and wind so you'll be 

heard loud and clear. Switch seamlessly between two Bluetooth® devices, and stay connected to both. A 

rechargeable battery lets you listen for up to 15 hours. And intuitive touch controls give you simple command of 

your music and calls.

35,300

8066
ALPS Mountaineering 

Beach Day
The Beach Day package is ideal for the beach, the campground or even the backyard.  Anywhere you want to get 

a break from the sun and wind.  The Package includes the Tri-Awning and 2 Getaway Chairs - Black 35,400

8163 KidTrax Cool Car 12V

Kids will enjoy hours of driving fun with this 12-Volt Battery-Powered Convertible Sports Car. It comes complete 

with realistic foot pedal acceleration. Also has a chrome-look grill, handles and rims for added style. With the two 

forward and two reverse speeds, this vehicle has a top speed of 5 mph. The rubber strip traction tires provide 

excellent grip on most surfaces. The white sports car toy includes a 12-volt rechargeable battery and direct 

connect charging system. This vehicle holds up to two riders and has a weight capacity of 100 lbs.

35,400

7087
Invicta Men's Pro Diver 

Dial Watch

Round watch featuring fluted crown, date window, unidirectional bezel, and luminous hands/markers. 40 mm 

stainless steel case and black mineral dial window. Japanese automatic movement with analog displayStainless 

steel bracelet and fold-over clasp with safety closure. Case diameter: 40mm. Water resistant to 200 meters. 

Includes gift box.

35,600

4148
Bob-Britax Marathon 

G4.1 - Static

The Marathon convertible car seat is an excellent choice for getting your family where they need to go. Safe cell 

impact protection surrounds your child in safety components that work together to protect well beyond the 

established federal safety standards. And complete side impact protection shields your little one in a deep 

protective shell designed to absorb crash forces and protect from debris. Accommodates children rear facing 5 to 

40 pounds and 0 to 49 inches in height and forward facing 20-65 pounds and 0 to 49 inches in height.

35,700

8040 Recreation Mountain Bike

Finally, an affordable entry level full-suspension all-terrain mountain bike! The Recreation ICO-SH's frame is 

constructed from Hi-Tensile steel so it will provide you with durability and comfort for years to come! It comes 

fully equipped with 21- speed twist shifters, bar-ends, independent front shocks, and a coil-over rear suspension. 

Finished with attractive chevron detailing. Available in one standard size to fit most. Please note: This is not a Trek 

bike.   Some Assembly May Be Required

35,700

4198

Dyson AM06 Air 

Multiplier 10" Table Fan - 

Silver

Draws in surrounding air for smooth stream. 75% Quieter than the AM01. Designed for a powerful airflow using 

less energy. Sleep timmer with preset intervals. Remote Control. 10 Airflow settings. Touch-tilt. Safe - no spinning 

blades. Easy to clean - no awkward grill. Oscillation. 2 Year Warranty.
35,800

9035
Makita 7-1/4" 

Magnesium Circular Saw

The Makita 7-1/4-Inch Magnesium Circular Saw features highly durable magnesium components and a powerful 

15 AMP Makita-built industrial motor. The 5007MG seamlessly balances weight, power, durability, and ease of 

use, making it the most refined circular saw on the market.
35,800
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3009
LG 32" HD 720p Smart 

LED TV

LG makes state-of-the-art Smart TV simple and fun to use, thanks to webOS 3.5. With the uniquely refined 

launcher bar, dive into a limitless world of premium content from all of the most popular entertainment 

providers. LED uses tiny, energy-efficient light-emitting diodes to illuminate the picture. The new standard in 

HDTVs, LED is superior to older CCFL technology, making slimmer televisions possible, with amazing brightness, 

clarity and color detail. This leap forward in picture quality is the reason you wanted HDTV in the first place.

36,100

8076
YETI Hopper™ FLIP 12- 

Gray

Say hello to the leakproof, tough-as-nails, carry-the-day soft cooler. Around here, we call it the Hopper Flip™ 12. 

Like the original Hopper™, the Hopper Flip 12 can withstand serious abuse in the field, even with everyday use. Its 

wide-mouth opening makes for easy loading and access to your food and drinks. Plus, its compact, cubed body 

allows for ultimate portability, never slowing you down.

36,200

7033

Antwerp Diamond Stud 

Earrings .10tcw - White 

Gold

Our timeless, beautiful Royal Diamond Stud Earrings are set in a classic, 4-prong setting in 14 kt white gold. These 

include 2 brilliant .05 CT diamonds, totaling .10 carats. Cut to perfection in Antwerp, The Diamond Capital of the 

World. Our superior cut is world renowned. Every diamond is set by hand by our master craftsmen.
36,300

5008
Echo Valley Meats Spiral-

Sliced Ham & Carving Set

As seen on ABCs \"Shark Tank\". Bone-in Smoked Half Spiral Ham (7-9lbs). 2-Piece Carving set with Gift box 

(Carving knife and fork). Ham is naturally smoked and prepared to perfection. Carving knives are non-serrated 

German steel. Rockwell hardness edge. Cutlery comes in a beautiful gift box. Ergonomically designed. Ships in 

vacuum-sealed packaging insulated totes with a dry ice or gel pack wrap.

36,600

8046
Mongoose 20" Unisex 

Bike

Get into the action and into the air with a BMX bike that always delivers. Introducing the Mongoose Legion: 

lightweight, park-ready and incredibly durable to service all of your BMX needs. Freedom is the name of the game 

on the Legion. No rules, no restrictions, and no riding inside the lines. Stomp tricks, glide down rails and remind 

your friends why you're the best around. Trust us, we know a thing or too about this whole BMX thing. It's time to 

write your own chapter: elevate your ride on the Mongoose Legion. Some assembly required.

36,600

7212
Montblanc Meisterstuck 

Wallet, Leather
Meisterstuck Collection, Wallet, 6 credit card with money clip made of black fullgrain calfskin with black jacquard 

lining and palladium-plated metal fittings 36,800

8041 Recreation Mountain Bike

Recreation's SilverRidge SE is a 21 speed entry level mountain bike for the recreational rider. It's made of alloy for 

durability on the path or trail.  The suspension fork gives you comfort and control over rough terrain.  Shimano 

shifter provides easy gear changes to manage any hill and the aggressive tires provide traction under adverse 

conditions. (Also available in a women's specific design). Some Assembly May Be Required.

37,900

8042
Recreation Ladies 

Mountain Bike

Recreation's SilverRidge SE for women is a 21 speed entry level mountain bike for the recreational rider that 

features a women's specific step-thru design.  It's made of alloy for durability on the path or trail.  The suspension 

fork improves comfort and control over rough terrain.  Shimano shifter provides easy gear changes to manage 

any hill and aggressive tires provide traction under adverse conditions. Some Assembly May Be Required.

37,900

8051
Mongoose 27.5" Men's 

Rader Bike

The Mongoose 27.5+ rider is a bike that will take you to the trails and to school. With 21 speeds and a Shimano 

rear derailleur climbing even the biggest hills will be easier. The rider can take on rugged trails or play cruising the 

bike trails. The dual disk brakes are designed for sure stopping and the wide mountain tires will take you through 

any riding condition with ease. There is nothing you can't do on a Mongoose. Some assembly required.

37,900

4055
Cuisinart Pasta Roller Set 

Attachment
This pasta roller set attachment is for use on the Cuisinart's SM-50 series stand mixer.  Make perfect pasta in the 

comfort of your own kitchen using this easy to use accessory! 38,000

7038

Antwerp Diamond and 

Pearl Earrings - White 

Gold

Perfectly elegant diamond and pearl earrings set in 14kt white gold. Earrings are made with two 5-5 1/2 MM 

pearls and 2 diamonds totaling .06ct tw. The diamonds are cut to perfection in Antwerp, Diamond Capital of the 

World. Our superior cut is world renowned. Every diamond is set by hand by our master craftsmen. Color G, near 

colorless. Clarity SI1.

38,000

7365
Gucci Ladies Polarized 

Sunglasses in Black

Gucci Sunglasses rectangular plastic frame. The Polarized, Rx-able features a saddle nose bridge and wire core 

adjustable temples for maximum comfort. The metal Gucci Sunglasses logo is featured on the temples. Gucci 

Sunglasses have lightweight scratch/impact-resistant lenses. 

•Frame Material: Plastic

•Lens Material: Plastic

•Lens Width: 57mm

•Bridge: 15mm

38,100

7005
Antwerp Sterling Silver CZ 

Hoop Earrings

Antwerp's Sterling Silver with Cubic Zirconia Hoop Earrings. This beautiful pair is made with 50 cubic zirconias 

weighing 1.03 carats. This pair of earrings is in a prong setting with a row of cubic zirconias on the inside and 

outside of the hoop. These are perfect for everyday sparkle or glamour for an evening out.
38,100

7371

Gucci Ladies Rectangular 

Polarized Sunglasses in 

Havana

Gucci  rectangular plastic frame. The Polarized, Rx-able features a saddle nose bridge and wire core adjustable 

temples for maximum comfort. The metal Gucci Sunglasses logo is featured on the temples. Gucci Sunglasses 

have lightweight scratch/impact-resistant lenses. 

•Frame Material: Plastic

•Lens Material: Plastic

•Lens Width: 57mm

•Bridge: 15mm

38,100

8191
Flexible Flyer 6' Classic 

Toboggan

The Deluxe Toboggan in a full 6-foot length. Seats Approx. 5 Adults since it is 68 inches long. Made from 7 fine 

solid wood planks. Tow rope included. Outer slats have dark stain to them. These limited edition toboggans 

feature careful workmanship.
38,100
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7373
Michael Kors Tote in 

Luggage

From the Heritage collection by MICHAEL Michael Kors Studio, the Emry tote features: MK Heritage Signature 

pattern Coated canvas Brushed hardware Zipper closure Polyester lining Zip pocket and 3 open pockets inside 

Approx. 20 x 11 x 7" 9.5" drop.
38,200

4185
Howard Miller                            

Wine Butler
Howard Miller® Wine Butler. Wrought iron metal, finished in warm gray with adjustable floor levelers and 

removable wooden tray in American Cherry. Holds 21 bottles. 36"H x 15½"W x 11"D. 38,300

7019

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

Full Moon, Double-Circle 

Necklace 

Full Moon, Double-Circle Necklace in Sterling Silver. This fashion necklace makes a statement with its beautiful 

circles- the outer has a detailed sterling silver design and the inner circle is filled with cubic zirconias. Our piece 

flows with movement that any woman would love. This necklace includes a 16" sterling silver chain as well.
38,300

7217

Ferrari Scuderia Men's 

Stainless Steel Bracelet 

Watch

Scuderia Ferrari Pilota.  45mm Stainless Steel Case. Stainless Steel Bracelet with deployment buckle. Black Dial 

Chronograph Dial.  Ferrari Logo at 12. Mineral Crystal. Quartz Chronograph Movement. Water Resistant to 5 ATM. 38,600

9025 Echo 16" Chain Saw

The Echo 16 in. Gas 36.3cc Chainsaw features a 16 in. bar and chain help make cutting easier and the I-30 starter 

helps reduce user fatigue. This gas Chainsaw also features a G-force engine air pre-cleaner that protects the 

engine from harmful dust and debris. The Chainsaw also features an efficient 36.3cc 2-stroke engine provides 

ample power for tough jobs. Includes Echo's 5-Year Consumer Warranty.

38,600

4204

Reed and Barton English 

Gallery Covered 

Baker/Casserole Dish

A grand way to transport meals from the kitchen to the table in elegant style is with the English Gallery Covered 

Baker/Casserole Dish from Reed & Barton. This finely crafted silverplate casserole dish features an oven-proof 

glass liner and beautiful ornamental work. Offers 2-quart capacity and elegant handled cover to keep food warm. 

Made in the USA

38,700

6008
Landmann Patio Firewave  

- Fire Pit

A cozy addition to any backyard patio or deck, this durable outdoor fire pit features unique and stylish cutouts 

that create an incredible fire ambiance at night. Sturdy steel construction with a large fire bowl plus a full 

diameter safety ring that works great as a footrest or convenient handle for carrying. Weighing less than 25 

pounds, the fire pit's lightweight design makes it easy to take camping, the beach or vacation home. Included is a 

full size enamel cooking grate and poker for stoking the fire.

38,900

7088
Invicta Men's Pro Diver 

Black Dial Watch

Automatic movement means that this timeless watch powers a quality Japanese-automatic movement with the 

simple movement of your arm.Mineral-crystal-with-magnifier crystal. Case diameter: 43 mmTwo-tone-stainless-

steel-with-23k-gold-plating case. Case diameter: 40mm. Water resistant to 660 feet (200 M). Includes gift box.
38,900

3008
LG  29" Ultrawide Gaming 

Monitor

The Full HD UltraWide 21:9 aspect ratio makes games more immersive. 1ms Motion Blur Reduction allows gamers 

to enjoy the precision and accuracy needed to play at a very high level. With a response time that is virtually 1ms, 

blurring and ghosting are reduced to make the action smoother and gaming more precise. FreeSync reduces the 

tearing and stuttering that occur between a graphic card's frame rate and a monitor's refresh rate. With FreeSync, 

gamers can experience seamless, fluid movement throughout games without the need to upgrade your graphics 

card.

39,300

7092
Calvin Klein 28" Upright 

Suitcase -in  Sliver

World-class looks. Enjoy the toughness of a hardside collection & the sophistication & charm that Calvin Klein is 

known for. This lightweight luggage features spinner mobility, TSA-friendly locks and spacious interiors that take 

the trouble out of packing. Dimensions (inches): 28 x 19 x 9.5
39,500

7131

Dooney & Bourke 

Florentine Large Amelie 

Shoulder Bag

The Florentine Classic Large Amelie Shoulder Bag is a quintessential part of your sophisticated wardrobe. Made of 

genuine Florentine Vacchetta leather. Dual rolled shoulder straps. Open construction with a clasp closure. Interior 

features a zip pocket, slip pocket, and key leash. Metal feet to protect bottom of bag. Handle drop length: 10 

inches. Measures H 10 in x W 13 in x D 6 in.

39,900

3057

Beats by Dr Dre Studio 

Over Ear Bluetooth 

Headphones Black

Over ear design, Bluetooth wireless music streaming, dual mode adaptive noise cancelling, includes Beats 

Acoustic Engine, signature DSP software, soft ear pads, rechargeable battery lasts up to 12 hours when using 

wirelessly and 20 hours when plugged in to iOS device, battery fuel gauge, lightweight and comfortable 

headband, microphone and controls built into ear cups, charge via micro USB, includes RemoteTalk cable, matte 

black.

40,000

8096
Body-Solid Dumbbell / 

Kettlebell Rack

Configurable weight platforms flip to hold either dumbbells or kettlebells Keep your workout area organized, 

clean and, most importantly, safe. Our weight trees and dumbbell racks can be placed against any wall or 

centered in a room. Nobody builds stronger or more space efficient storage units. Heavy gauge steel with all-4-

side welded construction is deburred inside and out for user safety. Dumbbells & Kettlebells sold separately.

40,100

4253
Honeywell 2.66 Cu.Ft. 

Large Steel Security Safe

Programmable Digital Lock. All steel theft resistant. Can be bolted down kit included. Motorized door locks. Flush 

bottom for ease in removing items from safe without damage. 4 AA batteries required (included). Outer 

dimensions:  22.02\" H x 15\" W x 16.98\" D. Inner dimensions:  21.87 \" H x 14.78\" W x 14.97\" D
40,200

7366

Jimmy Choo Ladies 

Sunglasses

Brown -  BROWN 

GRADIENT

Jimmy Choo Ladies Kiera sunglasses 40,300
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8123

Imperial Fan Shop NFL TV 

Trays W/Stand (Most NFL 

Teams Avaialble)

Show Your Team Spirit By Having Your Team's Logo Displayed Proudly On Your Snack Trays.  Made From Select 

Woods With A Durable, Easy To Clean Surface. Sold As A Set Of 4 Snack Trays With A Storage Rack. A Great Way 

To Finish Your Game Room.
40,400

3031
LG 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray 

Player

4K Ultra HD Blu-ray disc provides the ultimate in audio/video quality with a stunning 4K picture and state-of-the-

art audio and no internet connection required. Content created for High Dynamic Range, or HDR, can display an 

even more breathtaking picture with bolder contrast and more vibrant colors. Popular online video services such 

Youtube offer a wide range of premium 4K content, much of it unavailable from any other source.

40,600

3067

Bose QuietControl 30 

wireless headphones - 

Black

QuietControl™ 30 wireless headphones let you listen like never before, with breakthrough technology that allows 

you to control how much of the world you want to let in. Connect easily to your devices with Bluetooth® and NFC 

pairing. Volumeoptimized EQ gives you balanced audio performance at any volume. And a lightweight neckband 

design conforms to your body for all-day wearabililty.

40,700

7016

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Emerald Halo" CZ 

Earrings and Necklace 

Our Beautiful "Emerald Halo" Earrings and Necklace combination in sterling silver. This fashion forward yet classic 

necklace and matching earrings each contains a center rectangular shape cubic zirconia and encircled by multiple 

round cz creating the halo style. The necklace is complete with a sterling silver 16" chain.
41,000

7367

Jimmy Choo Ladies 

Sunglasses

Havanna- Brown

Jimmy Choo Ladies Odette sunglasses 41,300

7372

Jimmy Choo Ladies 

Sunglasses

Black

Jimmy Choo Ladies Odette sunglasses 41,300

5006

Echo Valley Meats 

Cattlemans Steak & Knife 

Set

2 Beef Rib Eyes (11-12oz each). 2 Beef Filets (7-8oz each). 2 New York Strips (11-12oz each). Three 1oz jars of 

Signature Spice blend. 4-Piece Steak Knife set with gift box. Rib eyes Filets and Strips are all hand-trimmed and 

sealed to lock in freshness and flavor. Knives are non-serrated German steel. Blades feature Rockwell Hardness 

edge. Ships in vacuum-sealed packaging insulated totes with a dry ice or gel pack wrap. As seen on ABCs \"Shark 

Tank\".

42,000

5007
Echo Valley Meats Boss`s 

Favorite Sampler Pack

As seen on ABCs “Shark Tank". Bone-in Smoked Half Spiral Ham (7-9lbs). 2 Original Summer Sausages (5oz each). 2 

Cheddar Summer Sausages (5oz each). 2 Garlic Summer Sausages (5oz each). 1 Box of Deluxe Crackers. 2 Echo 

Valley Old-Fashioned Garlic Cheese Spreads (7oz each). 2-Piece Carving Set with Gift Box (Carving Knife and Fork). 

Wood Cutting Board with Cheese Knife. Ham is prepared to perfection with true hick-smoked flavor. Garlic 

Cheese Spread is prepared with real Wisconsin-aged natural cheddar.

42,000

7125
Dooney & Bourke 

Florentine Bristol Satchel

Dooney's Florentine Collection are made of sumptuous, supple Italian leather. Timeless silhouettes accented with 

meticulously handcrafted artisan details for a look of casual sophistication. One outside pocket. One inside zip 

pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Inside key hook. Adjustable, detachable strap. Handle drop length: 

3.5 in. Strap drop length: 13.5 in. Lined. Feet. Zipper closure. L 12 in. W 7.25 in. H 9.5 in.

42,200

7126

Dooney & Bourke 

Florentine Logo Lock 

Shoulder Bag

The Logo Lock Shoulder Bag owes its soft, slouchy shape and understated style to natural Florentine leather. A 

gold plated closure keeps contents secure, a wide shoulder strap guarantees comfort and a roomy interior 

provides great storage space. Both casual and chic, this bag will take you from workday lunches to Sunday 

brunches with ease. Features include one inside zip pocket, three inside pockets, cell phone pocket, inside key 

hook,  and top dog hook closure. Strap drop length 8 inches. Lined. Feet. Measures L 12.5 in W 6 in H 11 in.

42,200

7006

Antwerp Glamorous 

Double Cone Earrings in 

Sterling Silver and CZ's

Glamorous Double Cone Earrings in Sterling Silver and Cubic Zirconia. This statement pair is beautiful for an 

evening out. These earrings are made in sterling silver. These drop earrings are filled with cubic zironia which 

allow sparkle at every angle. 
42,300

4104
Rowenta Complete 

Garment Care Bundle

The Master Valet Full Size Garment Steamer introduces the first steamer with vertical support. Roll and Press 

provides a secure surface to steam more easily. High steam output and diffusion reduces wrinkles easily.  The 

Rowenta Ultrasteam is a high performance hand-held garment steaming brush that is great for quick touch-ups. 

Excellent for delicate garments. The powerful 800 watt brush provides quick and easy steaming.  This 1000 watt 

Compact Steam Travel Iron performs all traditional ironing tasks with a burst of vertical steam.

43,100

8050
Mongoose 26" Men's 

Malus Fat Tire Bike

You're not the type to stay on the pavement. Sometimes you need to go off-road. Hop on the Mongoose Men's 

Malus 26 in 7-Speed Fat-Tire Cruiser Bicycle and let the supersize, 4-inch wide knobby tires take you where you 

dream of going ? they're designed to deliver a stable ride, no matter what type of terrain you encounter.. Some 

assembly required..

43,300

7136

Michael Kors Ladies 

Convertible Shoulder Bag-

Vanilla Signature MK 

Logo

Perfect for an evening in or a day out. No matter where you take this bag it is sure to impress everyone around 

you. Carry this fashion signature with a confidence that will light up your style and show off how trendy you can 

be.
43,600

7137

Michael Kors Ladies 

Convertible Shoulder Bag-

Brown Signature MK Logo

Perfect for an evening in or a day out. No matter where you take this bag it is sure to impress everyone around 

you. Carry this fashion signature with a confidence that will light up your style and show off how trendy you can 

be.
43,600
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7138

Michael Kors Ladies 

Convertible Shoulder Bag-

Black

Perfect for an evening in or a day out. No matter where you take this bag it is sure to impress everyone around 

you. Carry this fashion signature with a confidence that will light up your style and show off how trendy you can 

be.
43,600

7139

Michael Kors Ladies 

Convertible Shoulder Bag-

Cement

Perfect for an evening in or a day out. No matter where you take this bag it is sure to impress everyone around 

you. Carry this fashion signature with a confidence that will light up your style and show off how trendy you can 

be.
43,600

8064
Browning Camping Big 

Horn

The Big Horn has all the features you will need to enjoy your campout even when the conditions are extreme. It 

was designed and built to last and protect you from all the weather you encounter. Even if your weather 

conditions are mild, you'll still be able to enjoy the added features the Big Horn provides. Included in the Big Horn 

are extra tall center heights allow you to stand up. Wall dividers to create two rooms. The 150D oxford floor, 

which is about twice the weight of normal nylon floor material, will greatly increase the durability of your tent.

43,600

4068
Cuisinart Air Fryer Toaster 

Oven

Introducing a healthier way to fry, and so much more! The Cuisinart FreshFry is actually a premium full size 

toaster oven with a built-in air fryer. That means it not only bakes, broils, and toasts, it also lets you air fry right 

inside the oven. Best of all, a large 4-pound chicken requires only about a teaspoon of oil to fry! Air frying, which 

uses powerful ultra-hot air, is a healthier way to prepare delicious fried favorites, from wings to fritters to fries to 

shrimp.

43,700

5004
Echo Valley Meats 

Corporate Package

Bone-in Smoked Half Spiral Ham (7-9lbs). 4 Beef Filets (7-8oz each). 1oz Jar of Signature Spice blend. Two 5oz 

Original Summer sausages. Two 5oz Cheddar Summer sausages. Two 5oz Garlic Summer sausages. Two 7oz Echo 

Valley Old-Fashioned Garlic cheese spreads. Wood cutting board with cheese knife (Board 5x8). 6" Santoku Prep 

knife with gift box. Ships in vacuum-sealed packaging insulated totes with a dry ice or gel pack wrap. As seen on 

ABCs \"Shark Tank\".

44,100

5005
Echo Valley Meats 

Premium Package

Bone-in Smoked Half Spiral Ham (7-9lbs). Fully cooked and Pre-sliced Smoked Beef Brisket (2-2.5lbs). Two 5oz 

Original Summer sausages. Two 5oz Cheddar Summer sausages. Two 5oz Garlic Summer sausages. Two 7oz Echo 

Valley Old-Fashioned Garlic cheese spreads. Wood cutting board with cheese knife (Board 5x8). 6" Santoku Prep 

knife with gift box. Ships in vacuum-sealed packaging insulated totes with a dry ice or gel pack wrap. As seen on 

ABCs \"Shark Tank\".

44,100

8058 Burley Child Trailer

The Burley Minnow is a single seat kids bike trailer. Upholding the Burley Standard for safety, the Minnow has: a 

full aluminum roll cage, 5-point harness system and passes rigorous Burley Standard durability testing. It has a 

comfortable hammock style seat, fold flat design, water-resistant cover, and large cargo area. The Minnow is a 

bike only trailer. If you are looking for a quality trailer with all the essentials the Minnow is for you.

44,700

7127

Dooney & Bourke 

Florentine Domed Buckle 

Satchel

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool, laid back sense of style with elements of classic sophistication, for 

an effortless look that is timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged in green suede. Double handles with 8 in. 

drop. Outside back pocket. Zipper closure. Lined with Feet. One inside zip pocket. Two inside pockets. Cell phone 

pocket. L 15 in. W 6.5 in. H 12 in.

45,300

7128

Dooney & Bourke 

Florentine Medium 

Satchel

Dooney's Florentine Collection combines a cool, laid back sense of style with elements of classic sophistication, for 

an effortless look that is timeless and very chic. Red cotton lining edged in green suede. One inside zip pocket. 

Two inside pockets. Cell phone pocket. Adjustable, detachable Strap. Handle drop length: 4.5 in. Strap drop 

length: 23 in. Zipper closure. Lined. Feet. L 15 in W 6.5 in. H 9.5 in.

45,600

7110

Polo Ralph Lauren 

Leather Satchel and 

Wallet

Lauren Ralph Lauren's large Newbury Satchel is crafted from rich textured leather and boasts the signature "LRL" 

monogram at the front.  The satchel is designed with multiple zippered compartments, features two top handles, 

detachable polished "LRL" luggage tag and two separate zippered compartments with an additional magnetic 

snapped closure. The leather wallet has a modern appeal with a hint of heritage style. Snap closure opens to 

reveal four currency pockets, 10 cc slots and ID window.  Exterior back zip pocket.  Measures 3½" H x 7" L x ¾" D. 

45,800

3069

Bose QuietComfort 35 

Wireless Headphones II - 

Black

AVAILABLE EARLY NOVEMBER 2017: QuietComfort® 35 wireless headphones II are engineered with world-class 

noise cancellation. And now they're even better. With your Google Assistant built in, you can control music, send 

& receive texts, and get answers using just your voice. Be free from wires by connecting to your devices with 

Bluetooth® and NFC pairing, and enjoy up to 20 hours of wireless listening per charge.

46,100

3070

Bose QuietComfort 35 

Wireless Headphones II - 

Silver

AVAILABLE EARLY NOVEMBER 2017: QuietComfort® 35 wireless headphones II are engineered with world-class 

noise cancellation. And now they're even better. With your Google Assistant built in, you can control music, send 

& receive texts, and get answers using just your voice. Be free from wires by connecting to your devices with 

Bluetooth® and NFC pairing, and enjoy up to 20 hours of wireless listening per charge.

46,100

4013

Kenmore 13.7" Laundry 

Pedestal with Storage 

Drawer-White

Elevate your washer and dryer on the optional 13.7 inch high pedestals with drawers. They help you transfer 

laundry loads with less bending and provide a convenient place to store laundry products. The storage drawer is a 

great place to keep all of your laundry essentials organized. Less bending and reaching, because the 13.7 in. 

pedestals raise the height of your washer or dryer for easy loading and unloading.

46,200

4160
Dyson Small Ball Multi 

Floor Vacuum

Advanced self-adjusting cleaner head. 2-Tier Radial cyclones - 19 Cyclones work to increase airflow and capture 

fine dust. Latest Ball technology with improved stability and maneuverability. Hygienic bin emptying with single 

button. Cable wand and hose extend to 42ft 25% longer to other small uprights. Lightweight and compact design - 

handle retracts down when not in use. Washable lifetime filter. Dimensions: 31.8"H x 14.1"W x 11"D. Includes 

Combination and Stair tools. 5-Year manufacturer warranty.

46,400

9018

Little Giant 17 ft. 

RevolutionXE Lightweight 

Ladder System

LiteWave technology MAG4 hinge with magnetic palm buttons Easy-to-use Rock Locks for quick adjustment  24 

unique configurations Wide-flared legs Aerospace-grade aluminum construction Rated to hold 300 lbs on both 

sides
46,400
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4246
Petmate Cozy Cottage 

Dog House
The Cozy Cottage Dog House is perfect for small to medium size dogs. All-weather construction lasts year after 

year even in extreme climates. Lock-together design assembles in minutes without tools. 46,600

7145
Tumi Voyageur Mansion 

Carry-All
This roomy tote really does carry it all, for business and leisure. Features a roomy interior and includes a tablet 

and phone pockets. The exterior offers front and back zip pockets as well as an Add-a-Bag sleeve. 46,800

3102

iLive 32" 1080p/DVD 

Combo and 32" BT Sound 

Bar

Luminous DLED images merge with brilliant 2 channel stereo sound for a harmonious cinematic experience made 

for every home. The 32" 1080p full HDTV has a built-in up-converting DVD/CD player and two HDMI inputs, an SD 

card slot and an USB port. The matching 32" sound bar offers Bluetooth up to 60ft, a subwoofer output, aux in 

and optical digital audio input. Both offer a slim, wall mountable design that fit flawlessly together so you get the 

most out of your entertainment in one great package.

47,300

4025

Cuisinart 10-Pc Chef's 

Classic Non-Stick Hard 

Anodized Cookware

Serious home chefs will find every tool they need in this deluxe 10-piece set.  A second skillet and covered saute' 

pan join the basics to provide even more value to cook up a storm!  From reheating a single portion of soup, to 

preparing a full-course dinner, Cuisinart makes it easy. 10pc. Set includes: 1-1/2 Qt. Saucepan w/cover, 3 Qt. 

Saucepan w/cover, 3-1/2 Qt. Saute Pan w/helper handle & cover, 8 Qt. Stockpot w/cover, 8" Skillet, 10" Skillet.

47,300

7089
Invicta Men's Pro Diver 

Black Dial Watch

Precise 24 Jewels Japanese automatic movement. Mineral Crystal; 18K gold ion-plated stainless steel case and 

braceletMagnified date window at 3:00. Black dial with gold tone and pale green hands and hour markers; 

Unidirectional 18K gold ion-plated stainless steel bezel with black top ring; Screw-down crown; Exhibition case 

back. Case diameter: 40mm. Water resistant to 660 feet (200 M). Includes gift box.

47,500

4146 Sunview Wine rack
Antique look Bronze and walnut toned wine rack has serving tray on top and room for 25 bottles. Style with 

function! 47,600

7144
Tumi Arrivé Lucas 

Crossbody
This crossbody bag features an adjustable shoulder strap and a multitude of organizational pockets for 

documents, business cards and other essentials. 47,600

8124

Picnic Time Windsor 

Picnic Basket - Navy with 

Plaid

Picnicking is an elegant affair with the Windsor traditional English-style picnic basket.  The Windsor is a suitcase-

style willow basket with genuine leather straps, plush corduroy interior, and deluxe picnic and coffee service for 

four.  Amenities include: 4 porcelain plates (8"), 4 hand-blown wine glasses (7 oz.), 4 (18/10) stainless steel forks, 

knives, and spoons, 1 stainless steel cheese knife with wooden handle, 1 hardwood cutting board (6" x 6"), 1 

stainless steel waiter-style corkscrew, one nickel-plated bottle stopper (with real cork).

47,700

3106
GPX 32" TV/DVD Combo, 

1080p
Enjoy sharp, colorful pictures on this HDTV. The slim design hides a host of extras, including a built-in DVD player, 

and USB port for playing a variety of media. 47,800

3010
LG 43" Full HD 1080p 

Smart LED TV

LG makes state-of-the-art Smart TV simple and fun to use, thanks to webOS 3.5. With the uniquely refined 

launcher bar, dive into a limitless world of premium content from all of the most popular entertainment 

providers. LED uses tiny, energy-efficient light-emitting diodes to illuminate the picture. The new standard in 

HDTVs, LED is superior to older CCFL technology, making slimmer televisions possible, with amazing brightness, 

clarity and color detail. This leap forward in picture quality is the reason you wanted HDTV in the first place.

48,300

6017
Coastline Harbor View 

Adirondack White

The Classic Adirondack Chair was "designed for comfort and built to last." The EnviroWood (High Density 

Polyethylene) used to make this chair can take extreme heat and cold, moisture, harsh chemicals, UV rays, 

scratching and even the occasional beating. It is the perfect accessory to enjoy your view, no matter how rough 

the terrain.

50,100

4189
Sunview Ladder Bookcase 

with Drawers
Sunview Ladder bookcase with 2 drawers looks great in any room in the house and has multiple uses. Deep Brown 

Cappuccino finish with pewter hardware. 50,500

4224

KitchenAid Artisan Series 

Tilt-Head Stand Mixer - 

Contour Silver

The KitchenAid KSM150PSCU Contour Silver Tilt-back Head Stand Mixer is incredibly versatile and more than a 

mixer. With all the optional attachments (sold separately), you can use it to make homemade pasta, stuff fresh 

sausage, whip up ice cream, and give fruit a squeeze. This model has a 325-watt motor, 5 quart stainless steel 

bowl with comfort handle, pouring shield and a tilt-back mixer head design that provides easy access to bowl and 

beaters. No wonder generations of cooks have cherished theirs. Isn't it your turn?

51,800

4225

KitchenAid Artisan Series 

Tilt Head Stand Mixer - 

Empire Red

This legendary Stand Mixer is incredibly versatile. No wonder generations of cooks have cherished theirs. 

Accessories Include: Pouring Shield Dough Hook, Flat Beater & Wire Whip Features: 10-speed slide control ranges 

from a very fast whip to a very slow stir Power hub for additional attachments.  Polished stainless steel bowl 

features a comfortable handle. 5-qt. bowl yields up to 4.5 bread loaves, 9 dozen cookies or 7 pounds of mashed 

potatoes.

51,800

7002
Antwerp Sterling Silver CZ 

Tennis Bracelet

Antwerp's Sterling Silver with Cubic Zirconia Tennis Bracelet. This classic jewelry piece is made with 44 round 

cubic zirconia weighing 6.50 carats total wt. This straight row, 4 prong tennis bracelet radiates constant sparkle. It 

adds a big look and glamour for an elegant evening out.
51,800
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7101
Tumi Bravo Shaw Deluxe 

Brief Pack®

From our Bravo collection of modern, unstructured day and travel bags comes this impressive backpack for 

students and professionals alike. It boasts a profusion of interior and exterior organizational pockets as well as 

dedicated space for a laptop and iPad and other digital essentials. Exterior pockets include a waterproof pocket 

for a water bottle or umbrella. Made from an exceptionally durable fabric with a top carry handle, comfortable 

and adjustable backpack strap and easy zip access to main compartment.

52,300

7042

Antwerp Diamond Dream 

Necklace .05tcw, White 

Gold

Antwerp Diamonds Dream Necklace is a beautiful and classically elegant necklace. This piece is set in a 14kt white 

gold prong setting. It features one sparkling .05 CT diamond. The pendant includes a 16" white gold chain. 

Diamonds are cut to perfection in Antwerp, Diamond Capital of the World. Our superior cut is world renowned. 

Every diamond is set by hand by our master craftsmen.

52,400

4017
Kenmore 7.0 cu.ft. Chest 

Freezer

The 7.0 cu. ft. compact Kenmore chest freezer gives you additional room for frozen food without taking up a lot 

of space; at just 35 in. tall, its a good choice for smaller living spaces such as apartments. It has a removable wire 

basket to store items that don't stack well or that you use often. Mechanical temperature adjustment delivers 

quick, easy climate control across a wide range with just a twist. A bright exterior power light lets you know at a 

glance whether your freezer is working or not, helping ensure your food stays safe and cold.

52,500

4064
Cuisinart  5.5 Qt. Stand 

Mixer-Brushed Chrome

Introducing the stand mixer that will have the competition running for the hills.  The 5.5-Quart stand mixer boasts 

a powerful 500 watt motor that includes a limited 3 year warranty, two years more than the competition.  With 

12 speeds for precision mixing, you'll be able to prepare anything with the included chef's whick, dough hook and 

flat mixing paddle.  A hidden power outlet on allows you to use optional attachments like a meat grinder, pasta 

maker and Ice cream maker.

52,500

4065
Cuisinart 5.5 Qt. Stand 

Mixer-Red

Introducing the stand mixer that will have the competition running for the hills.  The 5.5-Quart stand mixer boasts 

a powerful 500 watt motor that includes a limited 3 year warranty, two years more than the competition.  With 

12 speeds for precision mixing, you'll be able to prepare anything with the included chef's whick, dough hook and 

flat mixing paddle.  A hidden power outlet on allows you to use optional attachments like a meat grinder, pasta 

maker and Ice cream maker.

52,500

3118
Samsung Gear S2 Classic 

Smartwatch Platinum

Circular interface. Easy-access notifications. Android compatibility. Wireless charging. S Health and Nike+Running. 

App partners. IP68 Dust Dirt Water and Sweat resistant. Tizen wearable platform. 1.2in AMOLED touchscreen. 

250mAh Li-ion battery. 4GB Memory. S-Voice. Wi-fi. Bluetooth and NFC. Platinum plated case. Gorilla3 case 

crystal. Black leather strap. Case dimensions: 39.9mm x 43.6mm Strap width: 20mm. 1-Year manufacturer 

warranty. Includes: Large strap: 130mm x 70mm. Small strap: 100mm x 70mm. Travel adapter. Wireless charge 

dock.

52,700

4222

KitchenAid 12 Inch 

Convection Digital 

Countertop Stainless 

Steel Oven 

Enjoy gourmet full-size oven performance on your kitchen counter with the KitchenAid 12-inch digital countertop 

convection oven. Make everything from moist cakesto perfectly roasted chicken! EvenHeat technology provides 

consistent heat throughout the baking cycle for delicious results. Plus, there are nine pre-programmed functions 

including Asado Roast that adjusts temperature for superior roasting performance and Pizza to deliver optimal 

crisping of crust.

53,400

8162 KidTrax VW Beetle 12V

Kick playtime into maximum overdrive with the VW Beetle Ride-on from Kid Trax! This authentic replica of the 

iconic car is sure to be a hit with your little driver, and the keen attention to detail ensures you'll enjoy it too. Real 

working doors and side mirrors, a crystal clear translucent windshield, LED headlights and flashy chrome-accented 

rims.  Designed for children 3+ and has a weight maximum of 120 lbs. for two riders.

53,900

8157
KidTrax Dodge Viper SRT 

12V

The Dodge Viper 12 volt car is a must for your child. The Viper is equipped with Viper snake eyes and fang LED 

running lights, Dodge V10 electric engine sound simulation and horn sounds, deep bucket seats and roll bar for 

your child and friend to go for a drive. Working FM radio with MP# player input, two working doors, Kid Trax 

Power Trax rubber traction strip tires for sound traction and the Kid Trax direct connect 6 Volt charging system is 

a breeze to operate. Batey charge indicator as well as 12 volt wall charger included. Maximum speed is 5 MPH.

54,000

4251
Sunview Security Laptop 

Safe
17" laptop safe has pull out drawer. Mount holes and keypad or keyed lock option. Water and fire resistant. 54,100

8139
Bushnell Northstar 

Telescope

3" Northstar Telescope.  A quick push of a button guides this telescope to any of the 20,000 celestial objects in its 

preprogrammed database.  Amateurs can stargaze like seasoned veterans and get an astronomy lesson at the 

same time. Remote handheld control module with real voice output. Go To computerized tracking technology. 

Red dot LED finderscope. 1.25" eyepieces. Quick release tripod.

54,400

4097
JA Henckels Four Star 7 

piece Block Set

JA Henckels Four Star 7 piece Block Set. Handles permanently bonded to the tang without gaps. Sanitary, break-

proof and colorfast. The full rat tail tang extends into the handle. Set contains: 4" paring, 5" serrated/utility knife, 

8" chef's, 5" santoku, 9" steel, Twin L shears and Hardwood block.
55,000

7251

Antwerp Silver Sterling 

Silver Tennis Necklace-

7.50tcw cubic zirconia

Antwerp's Sterling Silver with Cubic Zirconia Tennis Necklace. This classic jewelry piece is made with cubic 

zirconias weighing 7.50 carats total. This graduating tennis necklace radiates constant sparkle. It adds a big look 

and glamour for an elegant evening out.
55,300

4014

Kenmore 13.7" Laundry 

Pedestal with Storage 

Drawer-Metallic Silver

Elevate your washer and dryer on the optional 13.7 inch high pedestals with drawers. They help you transfer 

laundry loads with less bending and provide a convenient place to store laundry products. The storage drawer is a 

great place to keep all of your laundry essentials organized. Less bending and reaching, because the 13.7 in. 

pedestals raise the height of your washer or dryer for easy loading and unloading.

55,900

4162
Howard Miller                            

Medford Mantel Clock
Howard Miller® Medford Mantel Clock. Windsor Cherry finish with brass finished handle and Roman numeral dial. 

Quartz, dual-chime movement plays Westminster or Ave Maria chimes. 11¼"H x 9¼"W x 4½"D. 55,900
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3093

Apple iPad Mini 4 Wi-Fi 

128GB Space Gray w/ 

Cover

iPad Mini 4 Wi-Fi 128GB Space Gray. 7.9" Retina display with 2048 x 1536 resolution. iOS9 - Split view Slide over 

apps and Picture views. A8 Chip with 64-bit architecture. M8 Motion coprocessor. 8MP Rear and 1.2MP Front 

cameras. 1080p HD Video recording. Fingerprint scanner Touch ID. Facetime with dual microphones. Built-in 

lithium-polymer battery provides up to 10 hours play. Inclusdes stylish Easel Case for iPad mini Black. Converts 

into easy-to-use easel position. Features stylus holder. Maintains access to tablet ports.

56,300

3026
LG 130 Lumen LED 

Projector

Wirelessly stream sound directly from the PH150G projector to a Bluetooth compatible sound system like home 

audio speakers, headphones or portable speakers to pair big sound to the big viewing experience. The PH150G 

has a wireless mirroring function that connects it to a smartphone or a tablet accessing content for projection. It 

also can display movies, pictures, music and even office documents on USB drives too. Take the PH150G projector 

anywhere, anytime without fumbling with cords or clunky power adapters, and enjoy up to two and a half hours 

of use.

56,600

3094
Apple iPad Mini 4 Wi-Fi 

128GB Space Gray

7.9" Retina display with 2048 x 1536 resolution. iOS9 features Split view Slide over apps and Picture in a picture 

views. A8 Chip with 64-bit architecture. M8 Motion coprocessor. 8MP Rear and 1.2MP Front cameras. 1080p HD 

Video recording. Video image stabilization. Fingerprint resistant and Antireflective coating. Facetime with dual 

microphones. Wi-fi 802.11a/b/g/n/ac support. Fingerprint scanner Touch ID. Built-in lithium-polymer battery 

provides up to 10 hours of Web video and music play time. Includes Lightning to USB cable and USB power 

adaptor.

56,600

8112
Callaway Big Bertha 

Fusion Driver

Big Bertha Fusion pushes the boundaries of forgiveness like no Callaway club ever has. The key benefit? More 

forgiveness means straighter flight on mis-hits, and straight flight nets longer distance, drive after drive. Men's 

shaft: UST Recoil ES 450 graphite shaft at 45.5 inches long. Women's shaft: UST Recoil ES 440 graphite shaft at 

44.5 inches long. Headcover and Wrench included.

56,800

8114
Taylormade 2017 M1 440 

Driver

All-new Multi-material construction saves weight, repositions CG, and increases adjustability - 6-layer carbon 

crown with 9-1-1 skeletal titanium body saves weight. Carbon toe panel results in 43% more carbon and twice the 

weight savings vs. the original M1. Lower CG, longer back track, and more moveable weight for completely 

personalized distance and forgiveness.

56,800

3022
Dell 11.6" Inspiron 2-in-1 

Notebook-Red

The Inspiron 11 3000 Series 2-in-1 will get you through a typical work day, and its battery life is exceptional for a 

convertible-hybrid laptop. Features: 11.6" Touch display, 2-in-1 convertible, Intel Pentium N3710 Processor, 4 GB 

RAM, 500 GB Hard Drive, Windows 10, WiFi + Bluetooth 4.0, Card Reader, Webcam, HDMI.
56,900

7185

Movado Classic Ladies 

Museum Black Dial and 

Strap Watch

MOVADO Classic Museum, Ladies. 28mm Stainless Steel Case. Black museum dial with silver concave dot. Silver 

Hands. Black calfskin Strap.  Tongue Buckle. Sapphire crystal. Water resistant to 99 feet. 2 Year limited warranty. 56,900

7219
Movado Museum Men's 

Strap Watch
MOVADO Classic Museum, Gents. 40mm Stainless Steel Case. Black museum dial with silver concave dot. Silver 

Hands. Black calfskin Strap.  Tongue Buckle. Sapphire crystal. Water resistant to 99 feet. 2 Year limited warranty. 56,900

8047

Mongoose 26" Men's 

Brutus Fat Tire 

W/Steadyrack Bike

Conquer any terrain with this men's Mongoose Brutus fat tire mountain bike.   Features an alloy wheel set & 

coaster brake. Has a cruiser design frame with clearance for all-terrain riding. The over-sized tires offer both 

stability & traction.  The Steadyrack Fat Bike Rack is specifically for bikes with tires greater than 3 inches. The 

Steadyrack Fat Rack can be mounted to virtually any wall and will swivel almost 180 degrees from side to side. 

Designed for tires 2.2" to 5", bikes without fenders & with a maximum weight of 77 lbs. Some assembly required.

56,900

8079 YETI Tundra® 65 - Blue

Our coolers are at home on the dock, at the ranch, in the blind, or on the boat, and the Tundra® 65 is no 

exception. Just as adept at keeping your catches cold in the field as it is storing the drinks and food for your 

backyard barbecue, this Ice chest is plenty roomy, holding a limit of redfish or your prized brisket. Whatever you 

choose to chill, this top-quality cooler will keep it colder longer, with up to 3 inches of PermaFrost™ Insulation 

and our ColdLock™ Gasket.

57,200

4199
Dyson AM09 Fan Heater - 

Black Nickel

Effective all year round - heat in winter and cool in summer. Jet Focus control - Long-range airflow or wide 

projection. Patented Air Multiplier technology - Draws in air to project smooth airflow. Energy Efficient heating 

monitors ambient room temperature. Safe - cuts out if tipped over no visible heating elements. Perfect for night 

time use with built-in sleep timer. Efficient air circulation. Quiet Mark accreditation - quiet streamlined air 

channels. 2 Year Manufacturer warranty – parts and labor.

57,400

6012

Lifetime Products 72" 

Rectangle Picnic Table in  

Putty

Lifetime 6' Picnic Table, Unassembled, 72" x 30" molded top in Putty color finish. Bronze hammertone 1-5/8" 

round folding frame. Table top and benches are molded of high-impact polyethylene and are stronger and more 

durable than wood. UV inhibitors protect against fading and cracking and all surfaces are stain resistant and easy 

to clean. The sturdy frame features a powder-coated, all-weather finish. Lifetime picnic tables are easy to 

maintain and fold flat for storage.

57,600

8185
Microsoft Xbox ONE 

500GB Slim bundle

Xbox One S is the only console with 4K Blu-ray, 4K video streaming, and HDR. Experience richer, more luminous 

colors in games and video with High Dynamic Range (HDR) technology and the enhanced comfort of the new 

XBOX Wireless Controller, featuring textured grip & bluetooth technology.  Plus, play over 100 console exclusives, 

and a growing library of Xbox 360 games, on the 40% smaller, newly designed Xbox One S. Bundle includes: XBOX 

ONE 500GB slim console, 1 game, extra controller, and dual charge dock.

57,600

5002
Echo Valley Meats Steak 

Sampler

4 Beef Rib Eyes (11-12oz each). 4 Beef Filets (7-8oz each). 4 New York Strips (11-12oz each). Four 1oz jars of 

Signature Spice blend. 4-Piece Steak knife set with gift box. Filets Rib Eyes and Strips are hand-trimmed tender 

and juice. Knives are non-serrated German steel blades. Blades feature Rockwell Hardness edge. Knives are 

ergonomically designed. Ships in vacuum-sealed packaging insulated totes with a dry ice or gel pack wrap. As seen 

on ABCs \"Shark Tank\".

58,200

5003
Echo Valley Meats Beef 

Rib Eye 12-Pack

12 Beef Rib Eyes (11-12oz each). Three 1oz jars of Signature Spice blend. 4-Piece Steak knife set with gift box. Rib 

Eyes are hand-trimmed tender and juicy. Knives are non-serrated German steel blades. Blades feature Rockwell 

Hardness edge. Ships in vacuum-sealed packaging insulated totes with a dry ice or gel pack wrap. As seen on ABCs 

\"Shark Tank\".

58,200
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4221
Kalorik 16 Bottle Wine 

Cooler

With its 16-bottle capacity, this wine cooler stores wine at optimal temperature and humidity conditions, keeping 

it safe and ready to enjoy. Digital controls with an LCD display make it easy to set the temperature. The unit can 

be set from 52 to 64 degrees F . The insulated cavity supplies 3 shelves decorated with a wooden panel to cradle 

and display the bottles of wine. Comes with a state-of-the-art thermoelectric cooling system, which avoids 

vibrations caused by compressor cooling systems.

58,500

6014
Pawleys Island Polyester 

Rope Double Swing

Original Pawleys Rope Swing provides comfort and style. Swing can hang from porch, stand or your favorite tree. 

Hand-woven polyester sling seat with oak arms. Polyester rope is weather resistant. Rope is also fade and 

mold/mildew resistant. Zinc-plated hanging hardware for good looks and durability. Weight capacity of 350 lbs.
58,500

9036

Makita 18V LXT® Li-Ion 

Compact 2-Pc. Combo Kit 

Set

The Makita 18V Compact Lithium-Ion Cordless 2-Piece Combo Kit (CT225R) is built for the pro-user who demands 

best-in-class Lithium-Ion cordless tools for drilling, driving, and fastening in a compact size.  It's part of Makita's 

expanding 18V Lithium-Ion series, the world's largest cordless tool line-up powered by an 18V Lithium-Ion slide-

style battery. Makita 18V Lithium-Ion batteries have the fastest charge times in their categories, so they spend 

more time working and less time sitting on the charger. Includes bonus bit set.

59,100

8154
KidTrax Dodge Charge 

Pursuit Police Car

This battery-powered police car will bring your little officer's imagination to life, complete with authentic flashing 

lights and sirens, realistic engine sound effects, a working megaphone PA system to ward off bad guys and even a 

light up mock police computer screen. But it doesn't end there! The real working car doors make for easy entry 

and the Police Headquarters dispatch sounds elevate playtime to a whole new level. We still haven't even 

mentioned the functional side mirrors, vinyl seat cover, and stylish chrome rims, tailpipes and headlights.

59,400

4149
Bob-Britax Revolution 

Flex, Lagoon

The REVOLUTION FLEX STROLLER has a height adjustable handlebar, with 9 positions to accommodate any parent 

with a perfect fit. A swiveling front wheel allows for superior maneuverability. Locks forward for increased 

stability jogging or when the terrain turns tough. Easy, two-step folding, lightweight frame for convenient 

transport and storage. State-of-the-art, adjustable suspension system provides an exceptionally smooth ride. 

Holds up to 70 pounds.

59,600

7235

Montblanc Meisterstuck 

LeGrand Collection, 

Ballpoint

Meisterstuck LeGrand Collection, Ballpoint pen with twist mechanism, barrel and cap made of black precious 

resin inlaid with Montblanc white star, gold-plated clip and rings 59,900

5001
Echo Valley Meats 

Chairmans Package

Bone-in Smoked half spiral ham (7-9lbs). Smoked beef brisket Fully cooked and Pre-sliced (2-2.5lbs). 4 Beef filets 

(7-8oz each). 1oz Jar of Signature Spice blend. Two 5oz Original Summer sausages. Two 5oz Cheddar Summer 

sausages. Two 5oz Garlic Summer sausages. Two 7oz Echo Valley Old-Fashioned garlic cheese spreads. Wood 

cutting board with cheese knife (Board 5x8). 6" Santoku Prep knife with gift box. Urban Edge BBQ Tool set. As 

seen on ABCs \"Shark Tank\".

61,400

4128

Lagostina Martellata 10 

Piece Hammered Copper 

Cookware Set

This remarkable Martellata 10 piece set features a hammered copper exterior and a brushed stainless steel 

interior. This combined with a heat radiating aluminum core provides optimal heat distribution throughout the 

pan. Handles are riveted cast stainless steel that stay cool and are built for comfort.
61,600

8038
Trek FX Fitness Hybrid 

Bike

Whether you're cruising to work or play, Trek's FX is a bicycle you'll love. Its Alpha-Silver aluminum frame is 

lightweight for easy pedaling and the fast-rolling 700c wheels let you ride further and faster. This slick machine 

gets you up and down the steepest hills with its 21-speed Shimano drivetrain and linear-pull brakes. And, you can 

ride where you want, knowing that a pair of puncture-resistant, multi-surface Bontrager tires will keep you rolling 

smoothly and safely. Whether for fitness, for fun, the FX is a great choice! Color subj to change.

61,600

8039
Trek FX Ladies Fitness 

Hybrid Bike

Whether you're cruising to work or play, Trek's FX WSD is a bicycle you'll love. Its Alpha-Silver aluminum frame is 

lightweight for easy pedaling and the fast-rolling 700c wheels let you ride further and faster. This slick machine 

gets you up and down the steepest hills with its 21-speed Shimano drivetrain and linear-pull brakes. And, you can 

ride where you want, knowing that a pair of puncture-resistant, multi-surface Bontrager tires will keep you rolling 

smoothly and safely. Whether for fitness, for fun, the FX is a great choice! Color subj to change.

61,600

8043 Trek Verve 1 Hybrid Bike

Trek's Verve 1 lets you experience adventures right from your door. Whether commuting to work, riding for 

fitness, or just enjoying the breeze, its lightweight aluminum frame glides along roads and down trails while 

providing a confident, comfortable upright riding position that feels just right. Plus, the nimble, 700c aluminum 

wheels, smooth-rolling multi-surface tires, hill-topping 21 gears and powerful linear-pull brakes ensure miles of 

smiles for many years to come. Women's version: Verve 1 WSD. Color subj to change. 

61,600

8044
Trek Verve 1 Ladies 

Hybrid Bike

Trek's Verve 1 WSD lets you experience adventures right from your door. Whether commuting to work, riding for 

fitness, or just enjoying the breeze, its lightweight aluminum frame glides along roads and down trails while 

providing a confident, comfortable upright riding position that feels just right. Plus, the nimble, 700c aluminum 

wheels, smooth-rolling multi-surface tires, hill-topping 21 gears and powerful linear-pull brakes ensure miles of 

smiles for many years to come. Color subj to change. 

61,600

7050

Antwerp  Pearl and 

Diamond Pendant- White 

Gold

This beautifully elegant diamond and pearl pendant is made in 14kt white gold. This piece is set with a 5-5 1/2 

MM pearl, as well as a brilliant cut diamond weighing .05ct tw. It includes a 14kt white gold chain that is 16" 

inches length. Every diamond is set by hand by our master craftsmen.
61,900

3029
Sony Playstation PS4 Slim 

500GB Bundle

An entirely new level of entertainment awaits with this Playstation 4 bundle which features two DUALSHOCK 4 

wireless controllers, wired headset and 2 year accidental warranty. Plunge yourself into thrilling virtual worlds in 

arresting clarity, while a host of streaming media waits at your fingertips. Team up with your friends to execute 

missions and dominate the court via the PSN. There's never a dull moment when you're armed with this 

entertainment powerhouse.

62,500

4127
Rowenta Intense Pure Air 

True HEPA Purifier

Indoor air is 5x's more polluted than outdoor air according to the EPA. With its exclusive technology and 4 stages 

of filtration, The New Rowenta Intense Air is the ONLY air purifier on the market that filters 99.97% of indoor 

pollutants including dust, pollen, pet dander, virus, bacteria, mold and more. Carbon filters eliminate offensive 

odors and harmful toxins and permanently destroys formaldehyde, the MOST dangerous indoor pollutant. This 

unit covers large rooms up to 835 sq feet.

62,700
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9019

Little Giant Revolution 

M22 Articulating Ladder 

w/Ratchet Levelers

33 Configuration ladder system. Adjust to A-frame extension staircase trestle and plank and more. Aerospace 

grade aluminum construction. Wide-flared legs with Co-molded snap-on feet. Quad lock palm and hinge system. 

Cast aluminum rock locks extension system. Hinge lock spreader system. A-frame height: 5.1 to 9.1 feet. 

Extension height: 11 to 19 feet. Exceeds all OSHA ANSI and CSA standards. Weight capacity of 300lbs. ANSI rating 

Type IA - Extra Heavy Duty Industrial. One set of outer ratchet levelers.

63,200

4047

Cuisinart 8-Piece Tri-Ply 

Stainless Copper 

Collection Cookware Set

Cuisinart Copper Tri-Ply Stainless Cookware is an investment that will prove its worth every time you use it. 

Exclusively designed triple-ply material provides superior heat conductivity and even heat distribution to meet 

the demands of gourmet chefs everywhere. When properly cared for, your Cuisinart Copper Tri-Ply Stainless 

Cookware will give countless years of service and pleasure. 8-Piece Set Includes: (1) 2.5 Qt. Saucepan with Lid (1) 

4 Qt. Sauté Pan with Helper Handle and Lid (1) 6 Qt. Stockpot with Lid (1) 8" Skillet (1) 10" Skillet

63,300

7044

Antwerp Diamond Pave 

Heart Pendant-White 

Gold

This lovely pave heart pendant is made in 14kt white gold. Each piece contains 5 brilliant cut diamonds totaling 

.04ct tw, and are hand-set by our master craftsman. The pendant comes with a 14kt white gold 16" chain. 63,500

3012
LG 49" Full HD 1080p 

Smart LED TV

LG makes state-of-the-art Smart TV simple and fun to use, thanks to webOS 3.5. With the uniquely refined 

launcher bar, dive into a limitless world of premium content from all of the most popular entertainment 

providers. LED uses tiny, energy-efficient light-emitting diodes to illuminate the picture. The new standard in 

HDTVs, LED is superior to older CCFL technology, making slimmer televisions possible, with amazing brightness, 

clarity and color detail. This leap forward in picture quality is the reason you wanted HDTV in the first place.

63,800

8128

iLive Self-Balancing 

Scooter with Bluetooth 

Speakers, Case

Tour the world in style with the latest tech beneath your feet. iLive's Self-Balancing Scooter with Built-in 

Bluetooth Speaker makes getting around more fun. Hit the pavement, tour your house, or anywhere else with 

ease. The anti-slip pedal helps keep your balance while you move up to 7.46 Mph (max) and conquer inclines up 

to 15°. Take the world by storm.

64,200

8078 YETI Tundra® 105- Tan

We designed the Yeti® Tundra® 105 with more height and a smaller footprint, so it takes up less room in your 

boat or truck bed. That extra altitude lets you stack your meats and drinks up high with enough room for a layer 

of Ice on top. This body shape means greater capacity and longer Ice retention than standard coolers, and the 

benefits don't stop there. The Tundra 105 is dry Ice–compatible, so you can keep everything cooler for even 

longer than with standard Ice and with less weight.

64,700

7021
Antwerp Sterling  Silver 

"Pave"Cross CZ Necklace

Antwerp Sterling Silver and CZ "Pave" Cross necklace is a statement piece. This is a beautifully detailed cross 

pendant and is made in sterling silver. The pendant is accentuated by 260 cubic zirconias weighing 4.0 carats. Any 

woman would wear this piece with pride. Each cz is set by our master craftsman.
65,200

6013

Lifetime Products 44" 

Round Picnic Table in 

Almond, Standard, 

Bronze Sand

The Lifetime 44-Inch Round Picnic Table gives you that perfect extra outdoor eating space you've always wanted. 

Constructed of UV-protected high-density polyethylene and powder-coated steel, our picnic tables are weather 

and rust resistant, and will not fade, crack, chip or peel. Stronger and more durable than wood, they are low-

maintenance, stain resistant and easy to clean. The benches swing outward for easy seating access, and the open 

frame design provides increased legroom and wheelchair accessibility.

65,500

6010

Blue Rhino LP Gas 

Outdoor Firebowl with 

Slate Tile Mantel

With its slate tile and steel mantel, this LP firebowl features the classic elements of high end furniture, with the 

durability of weather resistant steel. Its decorative base cleverly conceals a propane tank (not included) and 

control panel, making it an attractive centerpiece for your outdoor living space. Complete with a 30,000 BTU 

stainless steel burner, you can enjoy all the ambiance of a classic fire, without the mess of tending ashes. Adding 

to the elegance, this unit is available with black fire glass, which beautifully accents its flames. 

66,300

9011
Suncast Tall Utility 

Storage Cabinet
Durable resin construction.  Easy snap-together assembly.  4 shelves included.  Lockable doors.  Assembled size 

72" x 30" 20". 66,400

7107

David Yurman Medium 

Oval Link Chain Bracelet - 

Silver

The transformation of simple chains into works of striking jewelry speaks to the artful eye and skillful hand of 

David Yurman. A simple box chain is finessed into a sensual strand of soft corners and edges. Sterling silver 

Bracelet, 10mm wide,  Lobster clasp. 
66,800

7001

Antwerp Sterling Silver 

with CZ 3-Row Bangle 

Bracelet

Antwerp's Beautiful Sterling Silver bangle bracelet. This dazzling piece is made with 104 cubic zirconias weighing 

2.65 carats. This bangle is made with 3-rows of CZ's and is perfect for everyday sparkle or glamour for an evening 

out.
67,200

7200

Tumi Alpha 2 

International Expandable 

2 Wheeled Carry-On

Made from Tumi's patented, ultra-durable FXT® ballistic nylon. This compact and expandable 2-wheel carry-on is 

ideal for short, overnight trips and travel within Europe and other international locations. The main compartment 

expands by 2" (5cm) and features a built-in garment sleeve. Interior accessory pockets; large exterior pockets.
67,800

6011
Pawleys Island Rope 

Hammock Set
Deluxe Cotton Rope Hammock with Traditional Hammock Pillow - Chambray Natural, Tri-Beam Steel Hammock 

Stand - Taupe Textured & Hammock Storage Bag. (Pillow and storage back not shown). 68,100

4159
Dyson Cinetic Big Ball 

Animal Upright Vacuum

First upright vacuum with Dyson Cinetic™ science: it has been engineered to solve the problem of cyclones 

clogging and losing suction. Inside, 35 Dyson Cinetic™ tips oscillate 5,000 times every second. They generate high 

centrifugal forces to separate the microscopic dust that clogs other vacuums. Because Dyson Cinetic™ science is 

so efficient, the Dyson Cinetic Big Ball Animal vacuum doesn't need to rely on filters to trap dust as other vacuums 

do, so there is no pre-motor filter. Includes Tangle-free Turbine tool.

68,900
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3011
LG 43" 4K UHD HDR 

Smart LED TV

Active HDR analyzes and optimizes HDR10 content sceneby-scene for an even more striking, more breathtaking 

High Dynamic Range experience. The IPS 4K panel in LG TV uses in-plane switching to deliver rich colors and a 

strong contrast ratio that remain consistent at wide viewing angles. With IPS 4K, any seat becomes the best in the 

house. LG TVs with webOS now offer Channel Plus, integrating 50+ free streaming channels including Sports 

Illustrated, TIME, People and more. Discover premium new entertainment, sports and lifestyle programming right 

now.

69,900

7098

Tumi 19 Degree 

Polycarbonate 

International Carry-On

The farther you go, the more stamps on your passport, the better your story. Your 19 Degree luggage is part of 

that story. Equally striking from a distance or at close range, this lightweight yet durable carry-on boasts a 

modern silhouette with fluid looking angled lines, enriched by an exclusive Japanese film that fortifies the case 

while enhancing its naturally reflective properties and metallic appearance. Ideally designed for short, overnight 

trips and travel within Europe and other international destinations.

70,600

6018
Landmann Pizza Kettle 

Grill

Our new charcoal Pizza Kettle Grill offers all the features you need to grill your hamburgers or hot dogs and cook 

wood fired pizzas as well. It is easy to change over from grilling burgers and steaks to cooking a wood fired pizza 

on the Pizza Kettle. Simply take off the lid, add the included stainless steel Pizza Kettle ring, pizza stone and pizza 

peel and you are ready to grill your favorite pizza.

71,000

8165
 Triumph Sports - 60" 

Milan Soccer Table

Bring your love for soccer indoors with the Triumph Milan Soccer Table. The Quik Connect legs and rods reduces 

assembly time by 45 minutes allowing for faster, easier assembly, guaranteeing that more time is spent enjoying a 

game with friends or family.
71,200

4083
Scanpan Scanpan Classic 

8 Piece Cookware Set

Famous Scandinavian design and the latest advances in technology combine to set Scanpan Classic Cookware 

apart. The Scanpan Classic 8 piece set is hand cast aluminum under 250 tons of pressure. The pan thickness and 

unique ceramic-titanium surface allows for browning, searing and deglazing. Comes with Scanpan's Green Tek 

durable ceramic-titanium nonstick finish and is safe for metal utensils.  Full lifetime warranty.

71,300

3032

Yuneec Electric Aviation 

Breeze 4K Drone w/ 2 

Year Accidental Warranty

Breeze is the flying camera designed with you in mind. Capture aerial photos and video of your daily adventures 

effortlessly – and do it in stunning 4K Ultra High Definition with the option of 13 megapixel stills. Both convenient 

and compact, Breeze is controlled by your iOS or Android device with the Breeze Cam app and weighs just under 

1 pound. Additionally, Breeze can hold its position both indoors or outdoors, which makes it safe for any occasion. 

FAA regulations apply to this aircraft. Includes 2 year accidental warranty.

72,900

3028
Sony Playstation PS4 Pro 

1TB Bundle

PS4 Pro gets you closer to your game. Heighten your experiences. Enrich your adventures. Let the super-charged 

PS4 Pro lead the way. With spectacular graphics, enhanced gameplay, one unified gaming community and 

extraordinary entertainment, greatness awaits! Includes 2 Dualshock 4 wireless controllers, wired earpiece and 2 

year accidental warranty.

73,500

7034

Antwerp Diamond Stud 

Earrings .25tcw - White 

Gold

Our timeless, beautiful Royal Diamond Stud Earrings are set in a classic, 4-prong setting in 14 kt white gold. These 

include 2 brilliant .12 CT diamonds, totaling .25 carats. Cut to perfection in Antwerp, The Diamond Capital of the 

World. Our superior cut is world renowned. Every diamond is set by hand by our master craftsmen.
73,800

4161
Dyson V8 Absolute 

Cordless Vacuum

Dyson digital motor V8. Has 150% more brush bar power. Whole machine HEPA filtration captures. Provides up to 

40 minutes of powerful suction. Trigger releases instantly. Hygienic direct ejector empties dust in one single 

action. 2-Tier Radial cyclone technology. Max power mode provides 7-minutes of higher suction. Quickly and 

easily converts to a handheld for quick clean ups. Includes: Docking station. Soft roller cleaner head. Direct drive 

cleaner head. Combination tool. Crevice tool. Mini soft dusting brush. Mini motorized tool.

74,800

3014
LG 55" Full HD 1080p 

Smart LED TV

LG makes state-of-the-art Smart TV simple and fun to use, thanks to webOS 3.5. With the uniquely refined 

launcher bar, dive into a limitless world of premium content from all of the most popular entertainment 

providers. LED uses tiny, energy-efficient light-emitting diodes to illuminate the picture. The new standard in 

HDTVs, LED is superior to older CCFL technology, making slimmer televisions possible, with amazing brightness, 

clarity and color detail. This leap forward in picture quality is the reason you wanted HDTV in the first place.

75,000

4192 Sunview Kitchen Cart
Oak toned kitchen cart has a 10 inch drop leaf on each end to provide plenty of extra working space in your 

kitchen. Two door cabinet for storage and 18" deep drawer and casters for east movement from room to room. 

Made in the USA.
75,400

6019
Broil King Baron 320 LP 

Gas Grill

Baron™ 320 features 440 sq. in. total cooking space including porcelain coated warming rack, reversible heavy-

duty cast iron cooking grids, stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system, 3 stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners, 

and stainless steel drop-down side shelves. Standard propane tank sold separately.  
75,900

9030
Cub Cadet 3-IN-1 Self-

Propelled Mower

Cub Cadet walk-behind mowers give flawless performance with the patented CycloCut™ System to deliver the 

Cub Cadet Signature Cut™ time after time. High performance MySpeed™ Premium Drive Control System offers 

smooth engagement and superior speed variability based on terrain and walking speed. Caster wheels give you 

zero-turn capability in a walk-behind mower.

75,900

3119

Samsung Galaxy 9.7" 

Tablet Combo with Cover 

& MicroSDHC Card

S-Pen - true-to-life pressure and angle sensitivity. 9.7in HDR-Ready Super AMOLED display. Quad Speakers 

calibrate to your movements. Samsung Flow. Quick charge speeds. 13MP Rear camera with flash and 5MP Front 

camera. Built-in 32GB memory. Snapdragon 820. 2.15GHz + 1.6GHz quad-core processor. Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. 

3.5mm Stereo earjack. USB Type-C port. Includes S-Pen. USB Type-C cable. EVO 32GB Class 10 Micro SDHC card 

with Adapter. Galaxy S3 tablet cover.

76,300

7099

Tumi 19 Degree 

Polycarbonate Short Trip 

Packing Case

Your 19 Degree luggage is part of that story. Equally striking from a distance or at close range, this lightweight yet 

durable case boasts a modern silhouette with fluid, angled lines, enriched by an exclusive Japanese film that 

fortifies the case while enhancing its naturally reflective properties and metallic appearance. Perfectly sized for 

quick trips and long weekends.

76,400
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4004

Kenmore 4.2 cu.ft. 

Manual-Clean Gas Range 

with Broil & Serve Drawer-

White

The Kenmore 4.2 cu. ft. freestanding gas range is a versatile cooking tool with four 9,000-BTU gas burners, oven 

and broiling drawer. The precision cooktop is ideal for creating all types of dishes, from simmering to sautéing. 

The oven is large enough to make several dishes at once, and the Broil & Serve™ drawer browns meals to 

perfection. The electronic control panel makes for easy, one-touch temperature adjustments. No kitchen is 

complete without a Kenmore freestanding gas range. Includes gas connector.

77,500

4006

Kenmore  4.2 cu.ft. 

Manual-Clean Gas Range 

with Broil & Serve Drawer-

Black

The Kenmore 4.2 cu. ft. freestanding gas range is a versatile cooking tool with four 9,000-BTU gas burners, oven 

and broiling drawer. The precision cooktop is ideal for creating all types of dishes, from simmering to sautéing. 

The oven is large enough to make several dishes at once, and the Broil & Serve™ drawer browns meals to 

perfection. The electronic control panel makes for easy, one-touch temperature adjustments. No kitchen is 

complete without a Kenmore freestanding gas range. Includes gas connector.

77,500

7209

Tumi Alpha 2 Expandable 

Organizer Laptop Leather 

Brief

With a removable laptop sleeve, expandable main compartment and accordion file section, this leather brief 

provides exceptional versatility and organization. Features include a zip pocket with Tumi ID Lock™, which 

protects personal data encoded on most IDs, credit cards and passports, a padded tablet pocket and numerous 

smaller pockets for accessories. The patented articulating shoulder strap is designed to stay comfortably in place. 

Made from Tumi's full-grain napa leather with ballistic weave-inspired accents and interior lining.

77,800

3044
Fuji X-A10 Digital Camera 

Bundle

The X-A10 interchangeable lens camera features a 16MP APS-C CMOS sensor in a compact retro body with black 

leather wrap. Includes FUJINON Wide 16mm-50mm Super EBC Aspherical Lens & 3" tilting LCD. WiFi connectivity 

via Smartphone or Tablet, 100+ Intelligent Scene Recognition Modes, Close-Up Macro Mode & Face Detection 

with Auto Red Eye Removal capability. Full HD 1080/60p movie mode with HDMI output & continuous shooting 

mode with self-timer. Includes camera bag, 16GB SD card, lithium battery & charger & one-year limited warranty. 

78,000

3095

Apple 9.7" iPad Wi-Fi + 

Cellular 128GB Space 

Gray

9.7" Multi-touch retina display. 2048 x 1536 Resolution. Fingerprint-resistant oleophobic coating. 64-bit A9 chip 

processor. Access to over 1 million apps. iOS 10 OS. 8MP Camera and 1.2MP FaceTime HD camera. Record video 

in 1080p HD. Touch ID fingerprint sensor. Wi-Fi & Cellular LTE support. Apple SIM - connect to AT&T Sprint T-

Mobile and other carriers for LTE. Measures only 7.5mm thin. Onboard 128GB memory. Built-in stereo speakers.. 

3.5mm Headphone jack. Lightning connector. Built-in 32.4-watt-hour lithium-polymer battery.

78,500

4001

Kenmore 24" Built-In 

Dishwasher 

w/PowerWave Spray Arm-

White

The 24" built-in dishwasher features the PowerWave Spray Arm that gets dishes clean from every direction, with 

sequential jets that sweep dishes from not just one but two sides for 80% more coverage. Includes a Time 

Remaining Display that provides you with valuable information about cycle status, as well as the amount of time 

left in your cycle, so you'll know exactly when your dishes will be clean, dry and ready to use. And, it operates at 

just 53 dBA, so you can carry on everyday activities without interruption while your dishes are getting clean.

78,600

4003

Kenmore 24" Built-In 

Dishwasher 

w/PowerWave Spray Arm-

Black

The 24" built-in dishwasher features the PowerWave Spray Arm that gets dishes clean from every direction, with 

sequential jets that sweep dishes from not just one but two sides for 80% more coverage. Includes a Time 

Remaining Display that provides you with valuable information about cycle status, as well as the amount of time 

left in your cycle, so you'll know exactly when your dishes will be clean, dry and ready to use. And, it operates at 

just 53 dBA, so you can carry on everyday activities without interruption while your dishes are getting clean.

78,600

4238
Vitamix Pro Series 750 

Heritage

New Vita-Mix with an Ultra PowerfulMotor. 5 Pre-Programmed Settings Ensure Consistent Results. Smart 

Blending and Simple Cleaning with the Turn of a Dial. Pre-Sets for: Smoothies, Frozen Desserts, Soups. Purees and 

Cleaning. Elegant New Design with Illuminated Control Panel. Variable Speed Dial and Pulse Function. Low Profile 

BPA-Free 64oz Container. Stores Easily Under Most Countertops. Similar to Vita-Mix Commercial Blender Reduces 

Noise By Half. Spill Proof Lid/Removable Lid Plug. Includes Getting Started DVD and. Hardbound Recipe Book 

w/Over 200 Reci

79,000

4026

Cuisinart 17-Pc Chef's 

Classic Non-Stick Hard 

Anodized Cookware

Everything a home chef needs is included in this expanded set.  A perfect choice for serious cooks, entertainers 

and big families, the collection includes three saucepans, three skillets, our large saute' and 8-quart stockpot plus 

steamer insert. 17pc. Set includes: 1, 2 & 3 Qt. Saucepans w/covers, 3.5 Qt. Saute Pan w/helper handle & cover, 4 

Qt. Dutch Oven w/cover, 8" & 10" Skillets, 12" Skillet w/cover, 8 Qt. Stockpot w/cover, 20cm Universal Steamer.

79,100

4033
Cuisinart Hurricane Pro 

3.5 Peak HP Blender

The Hurricane™ Pro has a commercially rated 3.5 peak HP motor that easily outperforms every blender in its 

class. Our BlendLogix technology ensures consistent blending speeds for all your recipes, and the innovative 

memory function lets you adjust preset times, then remembers the new settings. A variable speed control (3,000 

to 25,000), a 30,000 Turbo Boost feature, and the 6-prong stainless steel blade ensure everything is blended to 

perfection. All your blending needs are covered with the preset Soup, Smoothie, Ice Crush, and even Clean 

functions.

79,100

9023

Snow Joe iON 40v  Single 

Stage Cordless + Electric 

Hybrid Snow Blower

Ideal for clearing snow from sidewalks, driveways and decks, the Snow Joe® iON is the newest addition to the 

Snow Joe® lineup and the first single stage snow blower to provide easy and convenient CORD-FREE operation. 

Powered by EcoSharp®technology, Snow Joe's® patent-pending rechargeable 40-volt lithium-ion battery system, 

the iON delivers up to 50 minutes of whisper-quiet run time with zero carbon emissions for cleaner air. No pull-

cords, gas, oil, tune-ups or tangled extension cords to cause unnecessary frustration!

79,200

4186
Human Touch iJoy Active 

2.0 - Espresso/Gray

Relax and unwind in a compact, sleek massage chair - the perfect addition to your living space. No room is too big 

or too small for an iJOY! The FlexGlide™ orbital massage replicates techniques used by massage professionals to 

relax and recharge your body. Enjoy any of three intelligently designed, invigorating auto-massage programs, or 

customize your experience! iJoy elevates your lifestyle and performance, keeping your mind and body Active! 

79,900
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8092
Body-Solid Best Fitness 

Cross Trainer / Elliptical

The new BFCT1 Elliptical Cross Trainer provides a non-impact cardio workout in a very compact space. The 

synchronized arms recruit your upper body providing a total body workout. Eight levels of smooth magnetic 

resistance give all users challenging workouts. The LED console offers feedback for time, distance, speed, calories 

and heart rate. Transport wheels allow anyone to move the unit easily. Elliptical trainers are the hottest cardio 

products in the market today, and the BFCT1 is an outstanding entry level option for this category.

80,200

7100

Tumi 19 Degree 

Polycarbonate Extended 

Trip Packing Case

Equally striking from a distance or at close range, this lightweight yet durable carry-on boasts a modern silhouette 

with fluid looking, angled lines, enriched by an exclusive Japanese film that fortifies the case while enhancing its 

naturally reflective properties and metallic appearance. This larger hardside case is ideal for longer business or 

leisure trips, or when two are traveling together

81,400

3027
LG 550 Lumen Minibeam 

LED Projector

Wirelessly stream sound directly from the PH550 projector to a Bluetooth compatible sound system like home 

audio speakers, headphones or portable speakers to pair big sound to the big viewing experience. The PH550 has 

a wireless mirroring function that connects it to a smartphone or a tablet accessing content for projection¹. It also 

can display movies, pictures, music and even office documents on USB drives too. Take the PH550 projector 

anywhere, anytime without fumbling with cords or clunky power adapters, and enjoy up to two and a half hours 

of use.

81,600

7043

Antwerp Diamond Dream 

Necklace .10tcw, White 

Gold

Antwerp Diamonds Dream Necklace is a beautiful and classically elegant necklace. This piece is set in a 14kt white 

gold prong setting. It features one sparkling .10 CT diamond. This makes the total weight 1/10 of a carat. The 

pendant includes a 16" white gold chain. Diamonds are cut to perfection in Antwerp, Diamond Capital of the 

World. Our superior cut is world renowned. Every diamond is set by hand by our master craftsmen.

83,600

8122

Ovation Celebrity Plus 

Super Shallow Koa Burst 

Guitar

The Ovation Celebrity Standard Plus series features the classic center cut sound hole found on our beautiful 

Legends and Balladeers. These beautiful guitars feature select figured tops, beautiful abalone appointments and 

first-rate sound, style and features. This Celebrity Standard Plus has the Super Shallow Lyrachord body. The top 

features a center cut sound hole for clear and loud resonance.

84,400

7205

Tumi Tegra-Lite® Max 

Continental Expandable 

Carry-On

If you need one carry-on for domestic and international travel, this expandable design may be the perfect case. 

With its shorter and wider configuration, it offers more packing capacity, fits easily in the overhead and will be 

accepted by most domestic airlines and many international carriers. It expands 2" for extra capacity when you 

need it, has two packing compartments and a hanger bracket for suits. Interior pockets for accessories.

85,400

7049
Antwerp Diamond Cross 

14KT Pendant 

Antwerp's diamond cross necklace offers a sparkling symbol of faith. Our piece exposes the classic combination of 

gleaming 14kt white gold and glittering diamonds. It contains 6 brilliant cut diamonds totaling approximately 

.12ct tw. Necklace includes a 16" gold chain. All diamonds are handset by our master craftsman.
87,900

4005

Kenmore 4.2 cu.ft. 

Manual-Clean Gas Range 

with Broil & Serve Drawer-

Stainless

The Kenmore 4.2 cu. ft. freestanding gas range is a versatile cooking tool with four 9,000-BTU gas burners, oven 

and broiling drawer. The precision cooktop is ideal for creating all types of dishes, from simmering to sautéing. 

The oven is large enough to make several dishes at once, and the Broil & Serve™ drawer browns meals to 

perfection. The electronic control panel makes for easy, one-touch temperature adjustments. No kitchen is 

complete without a Kenmore freestanding gas range. Includes gas connector.

88,300

3023

Dell 23.8" Inspiron Touch-

Screen All-in-One 

Desktop-White

Big screen action. Family-sized value. With a full HD wide-viewing-angle display and easy one-cord set up, the 

Inspiron 24 3000 Series All-in-One desktop is the perfect fit for the whole family. Features: 23.8" LED Touch-

Screen display, AMD E2-7110, 4 GB RAM, 1 TB Hard Drive, Windows 10, DVD, WiFi + Bluetooth, DVD, HDMI, 

webcam.

89,400

4002

Kenmore 24" Built-In 

Dishwasher 

w/PowerWave Spray Arm-

Stainless Steel

The 24" built-in dishwasher features the PowerWave Spray Arm that gets dishes clean from every direction, with 

sequential jets that sweep dishes from not just one but two sides for 80% more coverage. Includes a Time 

Remaining Display that provides you with valuable information about cycle status, as well as the amount of time 

left in your cycle, so you'll know exactly when your dishes will be clean, dry and ready to use. And, it operates at 

just 53 dBA, so you can carry on everyday activities without interruption while your dishes are getting clean.

91,600

3108
GPX 55" 4K HD TV/DVD 

Combo 
Experience stunning 4K resolution on this Ultra HDTV. The slim design hides a host of extras including a built-in 

upconvert DVD player, USB and SD media ports, 3 HDMI inputs, and an optical output. w/Bonus HDMI Cable 92,500
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4007

Kenmore 4.9 cu.ft. 

Manual-Clean Smoothtop 

Range-White

The 30-in. Kenmore electric range features an easy-to-use cooktop and 4.9 cu. ft. oven to help you prepare hot, 

delicious meals. Four radiant elements from 6 to 9" fit different-sized cookware. The cooktop's ceramic glass 

surface is easy to clean. Monitor the dishes inside with the extra-large oven window and interior light. An 

electronic control panel gives you push-button access to oven settings, including temperature, digital timer and 

auto shutoff. And a storage drawer provides a convenient space to keep baking sheets and pans. Includes power 

cord.

93,000

4009

Kenmore 4.9 cu.ft. 

Manual-Clean Smoothtop 

Range-Black

The 30-in. Kenmore electric range features an easy-to-use cooktop and 4.9 cu. ft. oven to help you prepare hot, 

delicious meals. Four radiant elements from 6 to 9" fit different-sized cookware. The cooktop's ceramic glass 

surface is easy to clean. Monitor the dishes inside with the extra-large oven window and interior light. An 

electronic control panel gives you push-button access to oven settings, including temperature, digital timer and 

auto shutoff. And a storage drawer provides a convenient space to keep baking sheets and pans. Includes power 

cord.

93,000

8169
American Legend 

Manchester Soccer Table

The American Legend Manchester Foosball Table offers great quality and fun to make your rec room or basement 

the ultimate game room. Leg levelers offer an even playing field and the cross bars support and strengthen the 

legs for years of enjoyment. The foosball table features cup holders, abacus-styled scoring solid rods with ball 

bearings, and wooden handles for internal ball return and ball entry. 

93,000

4099
JA Henckels Zwilling Pro 

9pc Block Set 

Designed by architect Matteo Thun, The Pro series is precision forged from 1 piece of high carbon German 

stainless steel. The curved bolster provides comfort for the user as well as strength and durability to the knife. 

The knives have a traditional 3 rivet handle with full tang. The final step involves hand sharpening & polishing so 

each knife is ready for the task the first time you use it. Set includes: 3" paring knife, 4" paring knife, 5" santoku 

knife, 6" slicing knife, 8" chefs knife, 8" bread knife, kitchen shears, sharpening steel, block. 

93,700

3050
Sony Cyber-shot 20.1MP 

Digital Camera-Black

Absolutely stunning picture quality, compact enough to take anywhere. Now your photos maintain soft 

background defocus even when zoomed in with the improved f1.8-2.8 24-70mm Carl Zeiss lens. There's even a 

pop-up electronic viewfinder for eye-level framing and a 180° tilt screen for 20.1MP selfies. Lastly, the ultra-fast 

BIONZ X processor adds speed and accuracy for stills as well as beautiful HD video.

94,400

4010

Kenmore 4.3 cu.ft. Top 

Load High-Efficiency 

Washer

Thanks to the 4.3 cu. ft. capacity, this top-load washer cleans up to 19 towels at once. It also delivers a high-

efficiency clean with the exclusive Triple Action Impeller that cleans with three unique wash actions, including 

nine spray jets that attack dirt from every angle with a deep-cleaning mix. This advanced impeller design 

demonstrates why no one cleans better in its class. The StainBoost option hits tough stains hard giving you the 

power to clean stubborn, ground-in messes. Includes washer fill hose kit (contains 2 hoses).

94,500

4163
Howard Miller                            

Fenton Wall Clock

Howard Miller® Fenton Chiming Wall Clock. Golden oak finish with a delicately arched pediment and apron with 

polished bass-finished dial and fixed blue moon phase. Quartz dual-chime movement plays Westminster or Ave 

Maria chime. 28½"H x 13½"W x 5"D.
96,100

3013
LG 49" 4K UHD HDR 

Smart LED TV

Active HDR analyzes and optimizes HDR10 content sceneby-scene for an even more striking, more breathtaking 

High Dynamic Range experience. The IPS 4K panel in LG TV uses in-plane switching to deliver rich colors and a 

strong contrast ratio that remain consistent at wide viewing angles. With IPS 4K, any seat becomes the best in the 

house. LG TVs with webOS now offer Channel Plus, integrating 50+ free streaming channels including Sports 

Illustrated, TIME, People and more. Discover premium new entertainment, sports and lifestyle programming right 

now.

96,200

4008

Kenmore 4.9 cu.ft. 

Manual-Clean Smoothtop 

Range-Stainless

The 30-in. Kenmore electric range features an easy-to-use cooktop and 4.9 cu. ft. oven to help you prepare hot, 

delicious meals. Four radiant elements from 6 to 9" fit different-sized cookware. The cooktop's ceramic glass 

surface is easy to clean. Monitor the dishes inside with the extra-large oven window and interior light. An 

electronic control panel gives you push-button access to oven settings, including temperature, digital timer and 

auto shutoff. And a storage drawer provides a convenient space to keep baking sheets and pans. Includes power 

cord.

96,200

4015

Kenmore 7.0 cu.ft. 

Electric Dryer 

w/SmartDry Plus

To better protect your clothes, the electric dryer offers multiple cycle settings, timed cycles and temperature 

settings for optimal drying conditions. Whether you need to quickly shake the wrinkles out of a favorite shirt or 

dry a full load of sopping-wet towels, the Wrinkle Guard Option in this efficient auto dryer can handle the job. 

With air-dry, delicate fabrics are lightly tumbled for 30 minutes without additional heat. Keep wrinkles from 

setting in by tumbling periodically with the optional Wrinkle Guard setting. Includes power cord & vent hose.

97,000

3107
GPX 50" Flat Screen LED 

TV w/DVD

Enjoy crisp, colorful pictures on this HDTV with built-in DVD player. The slim wall mountable design supports 

video game consoles, PC monitors or cable/satellite connections. Show off your slideshows in 1080p (1920 x 1080) 

resolution or listen to your MP3s through the USB port. Includes 2 HDMI inputs and SD card slot. Remote uses 2 

AAA batteries (included).

97,100

4194
Sunview Scandanavian 

Chair & Ottoman
Sleek Scandanavian bonded leather chair and ottoman designed for personal comfort. Adjustable headrest and 

fully reclining back. Ottoman is adjustable as well. 97,500
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4018
Kenmore 12.8 cu.ft. 

Upright Freezer

With 3 fixed wire shelves and 5 full width door bins, this Kenmore upright freezer lets you store over 400 lbs. of 

your favorite frozen foods without missing a beat. The shallow depth makes this 12.82 cu. ft. upright freezer the 

right choice for small spaces or basements. Enhanced air flow design channels cold air, around, over and across 

your freezer's contents for superior refrigeration, balanced performance and consistently frozen foods.

97,900

7194 Gucci Ladies G-Watch
Ladies G-Gucci watch with a 24x22.5 mm stainless steel case and bracelet. Features a mother of pearl dial with 

three diamonds at 6, 9, and 12 o'clock, protected by scratch resistant sapphire crystal. Includes a 5 year warranty 

and free lifetime battery replacement.
98,600

7201

Tumi Alpha 2 Short Trip 

Expandable 4 Wheeled 

Packing Case

This versatile 4-wheel case with removable garment sleeve and multi-level, expandable main compartment is 

ideal for 3-6 day trips. Features removable garment sleeve that holds up to two suits, tie-down straps and zip 

pockets for accessories. Three-stage telescoping handle and 4-wheel system with recessed swivel wheels
100,200

3097
Apple 10.5" iPad Pro Wi-

Fi 256GB Space Gray

10.5" Retina LED backlit multi-touch display. 2224 x 1668 Resolution. Fingerprint-resistant oleophonic 

antireflective display. A10X Fusion chip with 64-bit architecture. iOS 10 OS. 12MP Camera with digital zoom up to 

5x. Records 4K video at 30fps 1080p HD at 30fps/60fps. 7MP FaceTime HD camera. Built-in apps. Four speaker 

audio and dual microphones. Touch ID security. Built-in 30.4 watt-hour rechargeable lithium-polymer battery. Up 

to 10 hours of surfing the web. Includes Lighting to USB cable and USB Power adapter.

100,400

8117
Taylormade Kalea Ladies 

Combo Set

Power in Every Shot. Purpose in Every Club. Beauty in Every Swing. Completely Yours Kalea is the first complete 

line of women's clubs from TaylorMade, and is Completely Yours. Light-weight clubs generate more club head 

speed. low-kick Slim Tech shafts launch the ball higher, and Speed pockets add ball speed for shots that fly farther 

and stay in the air longer. Kalea was specifically engineered to optimize distance gaps from driver through wedge, 

ensuring that you will use every club in your bag.

100,700

9027
Troy-Bilt - Chipper 

Shredder

This chipper-shredder vac combines 3-in-1 capability - to chip wood, shred or vacuum debris - with a self-

propelled transmission to provide you with even more power and easier operation.  You can depend on Troy-Bilt's 

solid construction, including hardened steel blades and chipper knives, for years of top performance.  The CSV 070 

chipper shredder vac is the only tool you'll need this spring or fall!

101,800

7206

Tumi Tegra-Lite® Max 

Medium Trip Expandable 

Packing Case

This lightweight, hardside case is ideal for longer business or leisure trips. The roomy interior includes a 

removable garment sleeve, expands 2" for extra capacity when you need it and has two packing compartments. 

Interior pockets for accessories
102,300

8171
 Atomic 9' Shuffleboard 

Table

Rack up points playing with the Atomic® Platinum Shuffleboard. Slide one of the red or blue colored pucks down 

the playing surface that has been ply-coated for smooth, quick puck action. Use the canister of shuffleboard wax 

so that each shot slides as consistent as the last. The playbed sits upon a laminated cabinet and pedestal legs with 

levelers, maximizing stability and performance. Use the side scoring system to see who comes out on top.

103,900

3092

Apple 12.9" iPad Pro Wi-

Fi 64GB Silver w/ Easel 

Cover

12.9" Retina LED backlit multi-touch display. 2732 x 2048 Resolution. Fingerprint-resistant oleophonic 

antireflective display. A10X Fusion chip with 64-bit architecture. iOS 10 OS. 12MP Camera with digital zoom up to 

5x. Records 4K video at 30fps 1080p at 30fps/60fps. 64GB Storage capacity. 7MP FaceTime HD camera. Built-in 

apps. Four speaker audio and dual microphones. Touch ID security. Built-in 41 watt-hour rechargeable lithium-

polymer battery. Up to 10 hours of surfing the web. Includes iPad Cover.

104,700

3052

Sony 4K Ultra HD 

Camcorder with 1.23" 

Sensor-Black

Preserve your memories in 4K and get smooth footage thanks to Balanced Optical SteadyShot image stabilization. 

You can adjust settings with the Manual Control ring, and take advantage of versatile shooting formats in XAVC S, 

AVCHD and MP4. There's built-in Wi-Fi so you can easily share your memories too.
105,400

7222
Raymond Weil Men's 

Tango
Raymond Weil Tango.  41mm Stainless steel case and bracelet, grey roman dial.  Quartz 105,400

7109
Tourneau-Jewelry Blue 

Topaz Pendant Necklace
Tourneau Jewelry Collection - Blue Topaz Pendant Necklace, 14kt White Gold, Stone surrounded by diamonds, on 

chain. 107,200

3015
LG 55" 4K UHD HDR 

Smart LED TV

Active HDR analyzes and optimizes HDR10 content sceneby-scene for an even more striking, more breathtaking 

High Dynamic Range experience. The IPS 4K panel in LG TV uses in-plane switching to deliver rich colors and a 

strong contrast ratio that remain consistent at wide viewing angles. With IPS 4K, any seat becomes the best in the 

house. LG TVs with webOS now offer Channel Plus, integrating 50+ free streaming channels including Sports 

Illustrated, TIME, People and more. Discover premium new entertainment, sports and lifestyle programming right 

now.

107,400
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4195
 Sunview Euro Recliner & 

Ottoman
Euro Recliner & Ottoman.  Specify leather color tone, vanilla, black or brown. 108,300

6024
Napoleon Skyfire Bellagio 

Patio Heater

The Bellagio Patio Torch is a 360 degree art form that can be enjoyed 365 days of the year. The Bellagio™ provides 

cozy mood lighting from an attractive single, luminous four foot flame. The uniquely designed patio torch meets 

the demands of today's modern lifestyle and is a perfect accent for pools, decks and outdoor rooms.
108,400

4016
Kenmore 7.0 cu.ft. Gas 

Dryer w/SmartDry Plus

To better protect your clothes, the gas dryer offers multiple cycle settings, timed cycles and temperature settings 

for optimal drying conditions. Whether you need to quickly shake the wrinkles out of a favorite shirt or dry a full 

load of sopping-wet towels, the Wrinkle Guard Option in this efficient auto dryer can handle the job. With air-dry, 

delicate fabrics are lightly tumbled for 30 minutes without additional heat. Keep wrinkles from setting in by 

tumbling periodically with the optional Wrinkle Guard setting. Includes gas connector & vent hose.

108,900

7202

Tumi Alpha 2 Medium 

Trip Expandable 4 

Wheeled Packing Case

This roomy and versatile 4-wheel case has a removable garment sleeve and a multi-level, expandable main 

compartment. Reinforced garment sleeve holds up to two suits; interior features tie-down straps and zip pockets 

for accessories. Three-stage telescoping handle and 4-wheel system with recessed swivel wheels.
109,500

7048

Antwerp Diamond 14KT 

Rose Gold .05 TCW 

Pendant

This lovely Diamond "Rose" design pendant is made in 14kt Rose gold. Each piece contains one center round 

brilliant cut diamond weighing .05 ct, and is hand-set by our master craftsman. The pendant comes with a 14kt 

white gold 16" chain.
110,200

7184
Movado Ladies Stainless 

Steel Bracelet Watch
MOVADO Ladies. Solid stainless steel case and bracelet. Black Museum dial. Deployment clasp. Swiss quartz 

movement. Sapphire crystal. Water-resistant to 99 feet. 111,000

7218

Movado Men's Stainless 

Steel Black Dial Museum 

Watch

MOVADO Solid stainless steel case and bracelet.  Black Museum dial.  Deployment clasp.  Swiss quartz movement. 

Sapphire crystal. Water-resistant to 99 feet. 111,000

7193 Gucci Women's G-Watch
Swiss made, this chic quartz-movement watch features a brown sun brushed dial, plus a gold-coated 32x30mm 

case set on a gold-coated bracelet with jewelry clasp. The dial is protected by scratch-resistant sapphire crystal. 

Water-resistant to 100'.
114,200

7003
Antwerp Sterling Silver 

"Halo" Style CZ Bracelet

Antwerp's Sterling Silver "Halo' style bracelet with Cubic Zirconia. This classic jewelry piece is made with 18 carats 

tw of round cubic zirconia. This straight row bracelet radiates constant sparkle. It adds a big look and glamour for 

an elegant evening out. it measures 7 total inches length.
115,800

8189
Old Town Canoe Saranac 

146

The Saranac 146 features two contoured seats plus a bench seat perfect for smaller passengers.  The center bench 

also includes a covered storage compartment, while bow and stern seats incorporate a variety of extras including 

cup holders, rod holders and storage trays designed to add convenience and versatility to the canoe.  Paddles sold 

separately. Comes in green

116,500

7186
Movado Ladies Two-Tone 

Black Dial Watch
MOVADO Solid stainless steel Bracelet & Yellow PVD bezel. . Black Museum dial. Deployment clasp. Swiss quartz 

movement. Sapphire crystal. Water-resistant to 99 feet. 121,800

7220
Movado Museum Men's 

Two Tone Bracelet Watch
MOVADO  Solid stainless steel Bracelet & Yellow PVD bezel. . Black Museum dial. Deployment clasp. Swiss quartz 

movement. Sapphire crystal. Water-resistant to 99 feet.  121,800
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7192 Gucci Twirl

Gucci Twirl

Yellow gold PVD case with yellow gold mirror dial, yellow gold PVD and GG supreme canvas with pin Blooms print 

bangle.

122,300

7045

Antwerp Circle Of Life 

Diamond Pendant - White 

Gold

This radiant "Circle of Life" pendant is made with 14kt white gold. This piece is  set with 26 brilliant cut diamonds 

totaling .20 ct tw. All diamonds are hand-picked in Antwerp, Belgium, the diamond capital of the world. The 

pendant comes with a 14kt white gold 16" chain.
123,900

9026
Troy-Bilt - 2-in-1 Chipper 

Shredder

Feed all your twigs, sticks and branches under 2" in diameter into Troy-Bilt's chipper shredder and get wood chips 

in return. Drop leaves and other yard debris into the steel hopper and get mulch or compost easily. With a 

powerful Troy-Bilt® engine, an ample 2" chipping capacity and heavy-duty construction, this wood chipper and 

shredder can help cut any big job down to size.

124,000

8074
Eureka Off the Grid 

Package

The Jade Canyone cabin-style tent provides vertical walls for maximum interior space, wall-sized windows for 

maximum ventilation.  The Spero's trim, performance shape and shingle-style construction offers maximum 

warmth while the Spire LX Camp Stove brings home cooking to the outdoors. The Trailblazer Camp Lantern and 

the MR-450 Repeller will keep those pesky bugs away while you're on the site or casting your Safina Pro rod.

124,100

9022

Makita 18V LXT® Lithium-

Ion Cordless Yard Work 

Set

DUB182Z 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless Blower. XHU02Z 18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless Hedge Trimmer. XRU02Z 

18V LXT® Lithium-Ion Cordless String Trimmer. BL1840B 18V Battery, 4.0AH. BL1840DC1 18V LXT Battery Charger 

Pack. 
124,800

9029

Dewalt - 5700 Watt 

Portable, 50-State 

Generac 

Dewalt - 5700 Watt Portable, 50-State 124,900

4081
All-Clad 10pc Stainless 

Cookware set

All-Clad's Stainless 3-ply cookware features a thick-gauge aluminum core that attracts heat fast, while the 

stainless steel ensures even heat distribution across the entire cooking surface. a starburst finish offers natural 

stick resistance, letting you know when food is ready to release. Made in the USA, offers warp-resistant strength 

and dishwasher-safe convenience. Can be used on any cooktop, including induction. Set includes: 8" Frying Pan, 

10" Frying Pan, 2 Qt. Sauce Pan, 3 Qt. Casserole, 3 Qt. Sauté Pan, 8 Qt. Stockpot & 4  lids. Lifetime warranty.

125,900

8168
Triumph Sports - 7.5' 

Sante Fe Billiard Table

Fun is in the Corner Pocket of the Santa Fe Billiard Table. Why go out when you and your buddies can spend 

quality time chalking cues and bonding over rebound shots? At the very least you can polish your game and enjoy 

one of the most widely played games in the world. The tiger style, clawed feet and wood grain finish will fit in 

with any game room decor. The table comes ready to play with all necessary accessories so the fun can begin as 

soon as the gang arrives.

126,100

2002
Antwerp American Eagle 

Liberty $10 Gold Coin
The United States of America's American Eagle Liberty Coin is a $10 gold piece. Each coin is 22 mm in diameter 

and 1.78 mm depth. It weighs .272 troy oz, 7.776 grams fine gold content, 22k fine gold. 132,000

7037

Antwerp Diamond 

Princess Stud Earrings .20 

ct. tw. - White Gold

Our beautiful Royal Princess Stud Earrings are a perfect addition to any jewelry collection. These earrings are 

fabulous for an evening out or everyday wear. They are made with a prong setting in 14 K white gold. This pair of 

studs include 2 princess .10 CT diamonds, totaling .20 carats. Each diamond is cut to perfection in Antwerp, The 

Diamond Capital of the World. Our superior cut is world renowned. Every diamond is set by hand by our master 

craftsmen.

132,000

8116
Taylormade 2017 M1 Iron 

Set - Graphite Shaft

Workability And Compact Shaping In An Iron Designed For Distance. Max-COR and Low CG: Moving discretionary 

weight lower in the head via the new 180-degree fluted hosel and ultra-thin top line provides higher launch and 

incredible distance. Combined with a thin, max COR face and tungsten weighting, M1 gives golfers distance with 

consistency on each strike. Mitsubishi Rayon Kuro Kage Silver Series Graphite Shaft. Lamkin UTX-P Grip.

133,900

6020 Broil King Regal Gas Grill

The Regal™ S400 PRO Series features 500 sq. in. primary cooking surface, solid stainless steel 9 mm rod cooking 

grids, stainless steel Flav-RWave™ cooking system, 4 stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners, stainless steel side 

shelves, and an enclosed cabinet base.New for 2016 - Illuminated control knobs and stainless steel ignition switch. 

Standard propane tank sold separately.  

140,700
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4164
Howard Miller                            

Clocktable
Howard Miller® Clocktable. "Ravenna" clocktable features decorative, Burnished Umber with gold highlights 

metal work surrounding an antique clock dial under glass top. 17¾"H x 40" Dia. 141,800

9033
Makita 10" Contractor 

Table Saw

Makita's 2705 10 in. Table Saw is a versatile and powerful table saw for use in the shop or on the jobsite. It 

combines a range of convenience and ease-of-use features with large capacity and 15 Amp power, making it a 

true best-in-class table saw for a range of professional applications.  The 2705 is engineered for remodelers, 

furniture makers, finish carpenters, cabinet installers, decking and flooring contractors, and general contractors 

seeking a best-in-class 10 in. table saw for the jobsite or on the benchtop.

142,400

4203
Sunview Space Star 

Ergonomic Desk Chair
Space Star Ergonomic desk chair, Adjustable Height,Arms, headrest & tilt control. 360 degree swivel Executive 

comfort 143,400

4011

Kenmore 4.5 cu.ft. Front-

Load Washer w/Accela 

Wash-White

Get the Kenmore Elite 4.5 cu. ft. Front-Load Washer with Accela Wash for the Ultimate Way to Clean Clothes. The 

Kenmore front-load washer with Smart Motion Technology delivers superior cleaning, capacity, efficiency and 

fabric care. Its 6 unique wash motions make it possible to create new wash cycles that behave just the way they 

should to care for special fabrics. The unit is ENERGY STAR qualified, so it saves money and energy while 

protecting the environment. Includes washer fill hose kit (contains 2 hoses).

144,200

4019

Kenmore 19 cu.ft. Bottom-

Freezer Refrigerator-

White

This 19 cu. ft. bottom freezer refrigerator puts the fresh food you use most at eye level for easy access. From milk 

to produce and everything in between, the versatile storage options like full-width shelves, humidity-controlled 

crispers and removable door bins make it easy to store groceries and leftovers. The freezer includes a reversible-

swing door that opens either to the right or the left to fit seamlessly into your kitchen. A large basket glides in and 

out easily, helping to keep bulkier frozen foods well organized.

144,500

4021

Kenmore  19 cu.ft. 

Bottom-Freezer 

Refrigerator-Black

This 19 cu. ft. bottom freezer refrigerator puts the fresh food you use most at eye level for easy access. From milk 

to produce and everything in between, the versatile storage options like full-width shelves, humidity-controlled 

crispers and removable door bins make it easy to store groceries and leftovers. The freezer includes a reversible-

swing door that opens either to the right or the left to fit seamlessly into your kitchen. A large basket glides in and 

out easily, helping to keep bulkier frozen foods well organized.

144,500

3056
Apple 21.5" iMac 

Computer  8GB Memory

21.5" LED Backlit display with IPS technology. 2.3 Dual-core Intel Core i5 processor. 8GB Onboard memory. 1TB 

Hard drive. Intel HD Graphics 6000. 1920 x 1080 Resolution. OS X El Capitan - Split view Spotlight and more. 

Facetime camera. Slim 5mm design. Stereo speakers. Dual microphones. 3.5mm Headphone jack. SDXC Card slot. 

2 Thunderbolt ports. USB 3.0. Wi-fi 802.11ac and Bluetooth 4.0. Built-in apps. Includes: 21.5" iMac. Apple Magic 

keyboard. Apple Magic mouse 2. Lightning to USB cable. Power cord.

144,700

3120
LG 13" Touchscreen Ultra-

Slim Laptop

Bold engineering and innovation materials produced a 13.3-inch LG laptop that weighs barely over two pounds, so 

this LG gram can go virtually anywhere. Portability is a function of battery life as well as size and weight, and this 

LG gram has been designed to keep going with up to 15 hours of power, to hit deadlines and keep streaming long 

after others have quit. For performance and processing power, this LG gram comes with the 7th generation Intel 

Core i5 processor, Windows 10 Home, and 8GB RAM with a 256GB SSD.

145,500

4196
Howard Miller                            

Elise Cabinet
Howard Miller® Display Cabinet. Beautiful illuminated cabinet finished in Cherry Bordeaux features a side opening 

door, glass mirrored back and four adjustable glass shelves. 75¼"H x 26¼"W x 13"D. 150,700

7188
Raymond Weil Noemia 

Ladies Watch
Raymond Weil Noemia.  32mm Ladies stainless steel case and bracelet, mother-of-pearl dial with diamond 

markers.  Water resistant to 50.  Quartz movement. 154,200

3053
Canon EOS Rebel SLR 

Digital Camera

24.2MP CMOS sensor with DIGIC 6 Image processor. Built-in Wifi and NFC. EOS Full HD movie mode. Hybrid CMOS 

AF III . Vari-angle 3.0" Touch screen LCD monitor. Continues shooting up to 5.0fps. EOS Scene analysis detects 

near-infrared light and light sources. 19-Point all cross-type AF system for autofocus performance. Creative filters 

for photos and movies. SD/SDHC/SDXC UHS-I and Eye-Fi Memory card compatible. Battery pack and charger 

Eyecup Ef and Wide strap.

154,600
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4020

Kenmore 19 cu.ft. Bottom-

Freezer Refrigerator-

Stainless Steel

This 19 cu. ft. bottom freezer refrigerator puts the fresh food you use most at eye level for easy access. From milk 

to produce and everything in between, the versatile storage options like full-width shelves, humidity-controlled 

crispers and removable door bins make it easy to store groceries and leftovers. The freezer includes a reversible-

swing door that opens either to the right or the left to fit seamlessly into your kitchen. A large basket glides in and 

out easily, helping to keep bulkier frozen foods well organized.

155,300

4012

Kenmore 4.5 cu.ft. Front-

Load Washer w/Accela 

Wash-Metallic Silver

Get the Kenmore Elite 4.5 cu. ft. Front-Load Washer with Accela Wash for the Ultimate Way to Clean Clothes. The 

Kenmore front-load washer with Smart Motion Technology delivers superior cleaning, capacity, efficiency and 

fabric care. Its 6 unique wash motions make it possible to create new wash cycles that behave just the way they 

should to care for special fabrics. The unit is ENERGY STAR qualified, so it saves money and energy while 

protecting the environment. Includes washer fill hose kit (contains 2 hoses).

157,200

3111
Sony 60" 4K HDR Ultra 

HD LED Smart TV

Discover color, clarity and contrast like never before with 4K HDR from Sony. Watch as 4K X-Reality Pro™ creates 

a realistic picture by upscaling any picture to near 4K quality. Streaming has never been easier - YouTube™ and 

Netflix™ are one click away.
159,400

8094
Body-Solid Best Fitness 

Spin Style Bike - Belt Drive

With an indoor cycle training program, the hill doesn't end until you're ready for it to end, but that's not the only 

benefit of using the Best Fitness BFSB10. When you ride in the comfort and convenience of your own home, 

you're not limited by the unpredictability of an outdoor terrain, the weather or traffic. You'll also be able to use 

the cycle fully and have the freedom to close your eyes and concentrate on your pedal cadence without crashing 

into a tree!

159,800

7224
Tag Heuer Formula 1 

Men's Watch
Tag Heuer Formula 1 - 43mm Stainless steel case and braclet, blue chronograph dial with a blue bezel.  Quartz 165,600

7035

Antwerp Diamond Stud 

Earrings .50tcw - White 

gold

Our timeless, beautiful Royal Diamond Stud Earrings are set in a classic, 4-prong setting in 14 kt white gold. These 

include 2 brilliant .25 CT diamonds, totaling .50 carats. Cut to perfection in Antwerp, The Diamond Capital of the 

World. Our superior cut is world renowned. Every diamond is set by hand by our master craftsmen.
166,900

3051
Sony Cyber-shot 20.1MP 

Digital Camera-Black

Now, nothing is beyond reach. Aim for more dramatic stills and movies from wide-angle to ultra-telephoto. The 

24-600mm (25x) ZEISS® Vario-Sonnar T lens offers a bright F2.4-4 max aperture that can take full advantage of the 

large 1" 20.1 MP image sensor. See subjects stand out beautifully in all kinds of scenes from wide-angle 

landscapes to ultra-telephoto sports action.

175,700

4190
Sunview Vital Chair and 

Ottoman

Vital lounge chair with matching ottoman offers contemporary styling and wonderful comfort. Stain resistant soft 

leather is smooth and resists wear. Looks great in any living room, entertainment room or office. Available in 

Ivory White
175,700

4187 Klaussner Brent Recliner
Kluassner's super soft bonded leather with built in heat and massage in back panel.Kick back and relax in your 

choice of standard or rocker recliner (specify) Choose from three leather colors black, dark brown or burgundy. 183,600

8146

Imperial Pro 

Indoor/Outdoor Table 

Tennis Table, Blue Top 

Set

The Garlando Pro Outdoor Table Tennis Table is built for the great outdoors. Any environment Garlando can 

handle it all! Bring it out by the pool or into the back yard for years of fun in the sun. With its over sided frame 

and wheels it's rugged enough to move across most surfaces safely and easily. The table separates into to two 

halves for easy transport. With the included paddle and ball storage tucked safely under the table you can be sure 

your equipment will be safe from the elements.  Includes 4 paddles and 6 balls.

190,500

7191
Tag Heuer Formula 1 

Ladies Watch
Tag Heuer Formula 1 - 32mm Stainless steel/ceramic case and bracelet, white dial with diamond markers.  Water 

resistant to 200 meters.  Quartz 192,600

8113

Callaway Big Bertha OS 

Combo Set - Graphite 

Shaft

Big Bertha OS Irons incorporate a revolutionary clubhead construction that promotes more distance in an entirely 

new way. How? The Exo-Cage's extraordinary combination of strength and light weight allows Callaway engineers 

to distribute more weight into strategic locations to promote more forgiveness and to allow our next-generation 

360 Face Cup technology to function more efficiently. Men's Stock Graphite Shaft: UST Recoil ES 460 (Irons and 

Hybrids). Women's Stock Graphite Shaft: UST Recoil ES 460 (Irons), UST Recoil ES 450 (Hybrids).

192,600
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8121

Hal Leonard Gretsch 

Catalina Maple 6 Piece 

Deep Cherry Burst Drum 

Set

The new Gretsch Catalina Maple series includes new innovative and sleek hardware designs. Each component is 

designed for functionality, performance and style. The overall result is a great sounding Gretsch drum set that is 

ergonomically improved and has a fresh, contemporary design aesthetic.  All drums are fitted with Remo drum 

heads, including coated batters and clear resonant on toms/snare and clear bass drum batter head with muffle 

ring. The white Gretsch bass drum logo head includes muffle ring. Throne & cymbals are NOT included.

192,600

3039

Bose SoundTouch 300 

Soundbar, Acoustimass 

300 Bass Module & 

Virtually Invisible 300 

The SoundTouch® 300 soundbar looks slim. But the sound? Anything but. That's because every cubic inch of it is 

packed with technologies that make everything you listen to or watch sound clear and spacious. Music. Movies. 

TV. Everything. Plus, it's designed to look as great in your room as it sounds. And for even more impact and to feel 

like you're at the center of the action, you can add the wireless bass module and wireless surround speakers 

anytime, designed exclusively to pair with the SoundTouch 300 soundbar.

196,800

8132
Humminbird Helix 10 SI 

GPS

The HELIX 10 SI GPS features a super bright LED backlit 10.1" display.  This wide screen 1024H x 600V color display 

provides bright, crystal-clear images for easy viewing in harsh sunlight.  The HD Side Imaging/HD Down Imaging 

Sonar with DualBeam PLUS and SwitchFire has up to 8000 watts PTP power output, GPS Chartplotting with built-in 

Humminbird ContourXD map and Ethernet Networking capabilties.  Includes a unit cover, dual card reader and 

Instant Access Preset buttons.

197,000

3033

Yuneec Electric Aviation 

Typhoon H Hexcopter w/ 

2 Year Accidental 

Warranty

Typhoon H Hexcopter with six folding rotor arms offers flight durations of up to 22 minutes while filming with the 

CGO3+ 4K UHD camera. The Android powered ST16 Ground Station features a 7-inch touchscreen that displays 

live footage of your flight in HD 720p resolution and enables a wide variety of autonomous flight modes. The front 

sonar sensor allows the Typhoon H to detect obstacles automatically, ensuring a more stable and overall safer 

flight with Collision Avoidance. FAA regulations apply to this aircraft. Includes 2 year accidental warranty.

197,600

8093
Body-Solid Best Fitness 

Elliptical Trainer

The Best Fitness Center Drive elliptical trainer is the perfect blend of technology and quality. Patented technology 

provides a comfortable workout in an extremely compact space. A natural stride, quality manufacturing and 

superior support blend together in the Best Fitness Center Drive to create the next evolution of cardio training.
212,000

8098

Life Fitness Home Gym 

System (Includes 

Shrouds)

Experience a variety of total-body exercises with the space-efficient G2 Gym System. This compact fitness 

equipment offers easy-to-use, biomechanically correct fixed motion strength training – the equipment you need 

to achieve the results you want. 
219,500

4022

Kenmore 21.9 cu.ft. 

French Door Refrigerator 

w/Ice & Water-White

The 21.9 cu. ft. Kenmore French door refrigerator helps you make the best use of the refrigerator's space. The 

internal water dispenser delivers fresh-tasting water while leaving the exterior doors sleek and clean. The ice 

maker's Quick Ice feature produces ice faster to ensure you have enough ice on hand when entertaining. The full-

width, temperature-controlled deli drawer is ideal for storing long items like platters and casseroles. And the 

bottom freezer's pull-out drawer and large storage baskets help keep frozen foods organized and easy to find.

220,200

4024

Kenmore 21.9 cu.ft. 

French Door Refrigerator 

w/Ice & Water-Black

The 21.9 cu. ft. Kenmore French door refrigerator helps you make the best use of the refrigerator's space. The 

internal water dispenser delivers fresh-tasting water while leaving the exterior doors sleek and clean. The ice 

maker's Quick Ice feature produces ice faster to ensure you have enough ice on hand when entertaining. The full-

width, temperature-controlled deli drawer is ideal for storing long items like platters and casseroles. And the 

bottom freezer's pull-out drawer and large storage baskets help keep frozen foods organized and easy to find.

220,200

8172
 Mizerak 8' Donovan II 

Slate Pool Table

Bring the style and fun to your home with this contemporary designed, neo-traditional pool table. The sleek, 

contemporary edge adds a twist to neo-traditional design of the Mizerak 8' Donovan II Slate Pool table offers 5/8" 

laminate top rails with full profile K66 nose rubber which provides uniform rebound and consistent play. The wool 

blend cloth allows for smooth roll and resists wear and tear.  The metal frame rails, laminate cabinet and 

reinforced pedestal-style legs with chrome add stabilization with a classic look for any game room. 

233,700

9024

Snow Joe iON 80V Max 

6.0 Ah Cordless Self-

Propelled Snow Blower

Best-in-class two-stage snow blower, ideal for clearing snow from sidewalks, large driveways & walkways, the 

Snow Joe® iON24SB-XRP is the revolutionary new addition to the Snow Joe® iON arsenal & the world's first dual-

stage snow blower to provide easy & convenient GAS-FREE & CORD-FREE operation. Powered by EcoSharp® 

technology, Snow Joe's® innovative, interchangeable rechargeable lithium-ion battery system, the iON24SB-XRP 

includes two 40 V 6.0 Ah batteries to deliver up to 50 minutes of whisper-quiet runtime with zero carbon 

emissions for cleaner air.

238,000

8097
 Goalrilla Basketball 

System

Players insist on Goalrilla because it's still made according to the belief that they deserve the best performing 

system we can make.  The B5000W features a 72x42 inch tempered glass backboard, a 6x6 inch Dupont powder-

coated steel pole, and a breakaway rim. Unlike low-end in-ground basketball systems, the B5000W does not have 

a pole cemented into the ground. Instead, this Goalrilla basketball system uses a sturdy anchor system that uses a 

9x9 inch steel plate with 4 large J-bolts that are buried into the cement.

238,400

4023

Kenmore 21.9 cu.ft. 

French Door Refrigerator 

w/Ice & Water-Stainless

The 21.9 cu. ft. Kenmore French door refrigerator helps you make the best use of the refrigerator's space. The 

internal water dispenser delivers fresh-tasting water while leaving the exterior doors sleek and clean. The ice 

maker's Quick Ice feature produces ice faster to ensure you have enough ice on hand when entertaining. The full-

width, temperature-controlled deli drawer is ideal for storing long items like platters and casseroles. And the 

bottom freezer's pull-out drawer and large storage baskets help keep frozen foods organized and easy to find.

242,900

4184
Imperial Fan Shop MLB 

Coach Leather Lift Chair
Imperial is proud to introduce its top quality lift chair for the veteran MLB fan!.  Wall away recliner.  Lifetime 

warranty on lift mechanism.  Embroidered 8" patch logos are sewn on. Most MLB Teams available 245,100
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8186
Rave Sports Aqua Jump 

Water Trampoline

Get some serious summer fun for the whole family with the RAVE Sports Aqua Jump Eclipse patented water 

trampoline! The revolutionary Eclipse has been uniquely designed to provide 30% more jump surface, 50% faster 

set-up, and a 30% reduction in weight for easier handling to and from the water. The Eclipse 120 is 12 foot in 

diameter and comes complete with RAVE's High Speed Inflator/Deflator and Anchor Connection Kit. Jump 

Surface: 44 square feet. Inflated Size:146" diameter, 10 sided polygon. Height: 26": Weight:65 lbs.

247,800

7046

Antwerp Diamond 

Journey Pendant .50tcw- 

White Gold

This beautiful diamond journey pendant is made in either 14kt white or yellow gold. It is hand-set by our master 

craftsman with 7 brilliant cut diamonds totaling .50 ct tw. Each diamond is cut to perfection in Antwerp, Belgium 

the diamond captial of the world. 
264,500

7189
Raymond Weil Noemia 

Ladies Watch
Raymond Weil Noemia.  32mm Stainless steel case and bracelet, mother-of-pearl diamond dial and diamond 

bezel.  Quartz. Water resistant to 50m. 301,400

7225
Baume & Mercier Men's 

Clifton, Silver Dial Watch
A steel and round 41mm watch for men, the Clifton 10052 comes with an automatic movement featuring small 

seconds and date functions, and is delivered on a leather strap.Water resistant to 5 ATM. 312,200

9028
 Cub Cadet 46" Lawn 

Tractor

The Cub Cadet XT1 46 in. riding mower features category leading strength, comfort and versatility. It's loaded 

with a powerful performance engine and a hydrostatic transmission drive for smooth and simple operation that 

eliminates the need for shifting, just push the pedal and go. The signature cut 46 in. deck and 16 in. turning radius 

can maneuver around obstacles with ease, and the soft comfort grip steering wheel provides the ultimate in 

handling and comfort.

312,900

8090
True Fitness Recumbent 

Bike

From top-quality materials, the ES700 offers a sturdy and smooth cycling experience, allowing users to vary 

routine and quickly adjust for comfort. Convenient thumb controls allow quiet pedal resistance. Seat adjustment 

is effortless thanks to a wrap-around adjustment handle. It's the perfect mix of hard-core durability and refined 

comfort. It's manufactured for a durable, intuitive riding experience. 

317,100

6021
Broil King Imperial Gas 

Grill

The Imperial™ XL Series features two totally independent ovens with a total of 750 sq. in. of primary cooking 

surface and includes 6 stainless steel Dual-Tube™ burners, built-in oven lights, illuminated control knobs, 6 

professional cast stainless steel cooking grids, stainless steel Flav-R-Wave™ cooking system, and electronic 

ignition. The XL features stainless steel side shelves with right side storage drawer and an enclosed cabinet base 

with two doors and two utility drawers. Standard propane tank sold separately.  

327,900

3024
LG 55" 4K UHD HDR 

Smart OLED TV

Most televisions sold today require a backlight, but not LG OLED TV. LG OLED pixels create their own light, and 

can switch off to achieve truly perfect black levels with zero light bleed, revealing exquisite shadow detail while 

providing the ideal foundation for the ultimate in color and contrast. From state-of-the-art theaters to the home: 

With Dolby Atmos®, sounds can move anywhere, including above the listener for the ultimate in surround audio. 

Discover Dolby Atmos through the TV speakers, or pass through to a compatible home theater system.

336,500

7047

Antwerp Drop Style 

Diamond-By-The-Yard .50 

TCW  14KT Necklace

New drop style 14kt gold diamonds "by the yard" necklace bezel set with 7 brilliant cut diamonds totaling .50 

carat tw.Each bezel set diamond drops from the chain and dangles brilliantly on the neck.  All diamonds are hand-

set by master craftsmen. All stones are hand-picked in Antwerp Belgium. this is a 16" necklace and each diamond 

is spaced one inch apart from the bottom. 

340,100

8095

Body-Solid Fusion 

Personal Trainer - 210 Lb 

Weight Stack

With its revolutionary functional training arms, design-forward aesthetic and motivating presence, you've found a 

new partner in total physical fitness with the Fusion 500 home gym. Design your gym to adapt to your available 

floor space and address your training needs, preferences and goals. The Body-Solid Fusion 500 offers you a 

superior workout experience, with the function and flexibility to perform over 60 exercises, The Fusion 500's 

single-stack, multi-function approach to home gym design offers you an amazingly versatile workout.

353,100

4197

Howard Miller                            

Sonoma Wine/Bar 

Cabinet

Howard Miller® Sonoma Wine & Bar Cabinet. Hide-A-Bar illuminated cabinet features raised panel door panels, 

mirrored back upper cabinet with wooden stemware rack, fixed shelf and work area. Bottom cabinet has 2 

drawers, up to 22 bottle wine rack and fixed shelf. Liquor and glassware storage on inside of each door. American 

Cherry finish. 75"H x 43"W x 23"D.

373,600
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8099
Life Fitness Home Gym 

Stem (w/o Bench)

Inspired by our popular health club model, the G7 dual adjustable pulley home gym offers you the ultimate in 

exercise options and customization. The G7 offers exclusive features that allow you to build your own training 

workouts, track your progress and follow-along with our own certified personal trainer while she guides you 

through 2 training routines. With these personalized features, it's easy for any level of user to get started and stay 

motivated. Bring the health club experience home with the smartly designed G7.

381,700

7039

Antwerp "Princess Di" 

Halo Diamond Earrings 

and Necklace With 

Genuine Oval Emerald 

Centers

Antwerp Diamonds combination"Princess Di" earrings and matching necklace with gorgeous green emeralds. Any 

woman would love to wear these Princess Diana style fashion earrings and necklace. The halo style set is made in 

14kt white or yellow gold, and includes 2 oval genuine emeralds weighing 1.40 carats tw with surrounding 24 

round brilliant cut diamonds weighing .38 ct tw (earrings). The necklace contains center oval emerald of .60ct and 

12 round br dias totaling .21 cts tw.  

391,500

7040

Antwerp "Princess Di" 

Halo Diamond Earrings 

and Necklace With 

Genuine Oval Ruby 

Centers

Antwerp Diamonds combination"Princess Di" earrings and matching necklace with gorgeous red rubies. Any 

woman would love to wear these Princess Diana style fashion earrings and necklace. The halo style set is made in 

14kt white or yellow gold, and includes 2 oval genuine rubies weighing 1.20 carats tw with surrounding 24 round 

brilliant cut diamonds weighing .38 ct tw (earrings). The necklace contains center oval ruby of .65ct and 12 round 

br dias totaling .21 cts tw.  

391,500

7041

Antwerp "Princess Di" 

Halo Diamond Earrings 

and Necklace With 

Genuine Oval Sapphire 

Centers

Antwerp Diamonds combination"Princess Di" earrings and matching necklace with gorgeous blue sapphires. Any 

woman would love to wear these Princess Diana style fashion earrings and necklace. The halo style set is made in 

14kt white or yellow gold, and includes 2 oval genuine sapphires weighing 1.30 carats tw with surrounding 24 

round brilliant cut diamonds weighing .38 ct tw (earrings). The necklace contains center oval saphire of .65ct and 

12 round br dias totaling .21 cts tw.  

391,500

4193 Sunview Theater Group
Sunview Theater recliner group includes 3 recliners and 2 wedges. Leather seating with perfectly matched vinyl 

shell. Wath the game or movies in style! Choose Black or  Brown. 399,000

4188
 Sunview 4 Piece Leather 

Living Room Group

Sunview uses Hard wood frames, extra padded foam cushion cores and arched steel spring support provide 

excellent comfort. Set includes 82" sofa, 62" loveseat, 44' chair and ottoman.  Choose  leather color Walnut 

Brown (shown) or Charcoal Gray)
429,500

8194
California Cooking and 

Wine Tour for Two

The California Cooking and Wine Tour Experience for Two   -    Package highlights include:   4 day / 3 night Four 

Star accommodations for two anytime within 36 months of date of issuance at the Meritage Resort and  Spa (no 

blackout dates - based on availability), Breakfast daily, Private 5-hour winery tour in a chauffeured luxury sedan, 

Hands-on cooking class creating a multi-course gourmet meal, All hotel taxes.

434,600

4183
Brookstone Zero Gravity 

Massage Chair

For adult use only.  Any individual who may be pregnant, has a pacemaker, suffers from diabetes, phlebitis and/or 

thrombosis, is at an increased risk of developing blood clots, or who has pins/screws/artificial joints or other 

medical devices implanted in his/her body should consult with a physician before using.  One touch Zero-Gravity 

Recline eases you into a virtually weightless position.

443,000

3112
Sony 55" Bravia OLED 4K 

HDR Android TV

True reality comes to life with perfect black and color. Sony's OLED TV creates exquisite, unprecedented contrast 

with over 8 million precisely and individually controlled self-illuminating pixels. Immerse yourself completely in 

the entertainment with sound that comes from the entire screen, with the world's first Acoustic Surface.
447,900

8195

Disneyland Family Trip for 

Two Adults and Two 

Children

Disneyland Family Trip for Two Adults and  Two Children  -   Package highlights include:  4 day / 3 night deluxe 

accommodations for ftwo adults and two children anytime within 36 months of date of issuance at the Residence 

Inn Anaheim Maingate Hotel, Breakfast daily, Two day Park Hopper passes for four to Disneyland, Medieval Times 

tournament and dinner show, Single day admission to Knott's Berry Farm, All hotel taxes.

463,400

6016
Sunview Table and 6 

Wicker Chairs

Tropical Teak is the most durable of woods for outdoor entertaining. This 60" round table has drop leaves for easy 

movement and storage, but can be left out all year round. Arm chairs are built with solid teak frames and finished 

in honey toned wicker. Turn the back yard or deck into an entertainment paradise! Set includes Table and 6 

chairs.

470,300

8089 True Fitness Elliptical

The ES700 elliptical is engineered with commercial-grade materials and boasts a sleek, dynamic design made to 

inspire and engage. Tone your muscles and increase your endurance with a cross-trainer designed to give users 

the most natural movement available on an elliptical. The ES700 delivers a comfortable, low-impact, and safe 

total body workout unlike any other on the market. The EMERGE console has a simplistic design that is inviting 

and offers easy navigation.

493,500
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3025
LG 65" 4K UHD HDR 

Smart OLED TV

Most televisions sold today require a backlight, but not LG OLED TV. LG OLED pixels create their own light, and 

can switch off to achieve truly perfect black levels with zero light bleed, revealing exquisite shadow detail while 

providing the ideal foundation for the ultimate in color and contrast. From state-of-the-art theaters to the home: 

With Dolby Atmos®, sounds can move anywhere, including above the listener for the ultimate in surround audio. 

Discover Dolby Atmos through the TV speakers, or pass through to a compatible home theater system.

516,200

8196

Ski the West Family Fun 

Certificate for Two Adults 

and Two Children

The Ski the West Family Fun Experience for Two Adults and  Two Children    -    Package highlights include: 4 day / 

3 night Three Star accommodations for two adults and two children anytime within 36 months of date of issuance  

near your chosen resort, Three day lift tickets for skiing at your chosen resort, Resort choices include but are not 

limited to: Aspen, Vail, Breckenridge or Keystone, CO., Park City, UT., Lake Tahoe, NV., Mammoth Mountain, CA., 

Jackson Hole, WY., Sun Valley, ID., Four day rental car, All hotel taxes.

521,100

8148

Lifetime Products Playset 

Lifetime Double Slide 

Deluxe Playset

The Lifetime Double Slide Deluxe Playset is the perfect way to get your kids having fun and involved in physical, 

healthy activities. This playset features a clubhouse with a hardtop roof, three station swing set and trapeze bar, 3-

D rock climbing wall, two 9' wavy slides, and plenty of activities to keep your kids and all of their friends 

entertained and having fun. Constructed of powder-coated steel and high-density polyethylene, our playsets are 

smooth and maintain their strength so your kids can play safely and comfortably on a sunny day.

522,600

4166
Howard Miller                            

Ramsey Floor Clock

Howard Miller® Ramsey Floor Clock. Features book-matched ash burl swan neck pediment with turned finial, 

moon phase dial, brushed satin brass pendulum and Westminster chime Kieninger movement. Tuscany Cherry 

finish. 86¼"H x 23"W x 13½"D.
523,900

8192

Academy of Country 

Music Award Show 

Experience for Two

The Academy of Country Music Awards Show Experience for Two   -   April 2, 2017   MGM Grand, Las Vegas, NV;        

April 1, 2018 MGM Grand, Las Vegas, NV.    Package highlights include:  4 day / 3 night Five Star accommodations 

for two anytime  within 36 months of date of issuance at the MGM Grand Casino for the Academy of Country 

Music Awards Show, Breakfast daily, Three day passes to the ACM Party for a Cause Concert, Reserved  tickets to 

the Academy of Country Music Award Show, $200 transfer allowance, All hotel taxes.

542,700

4165
Howard Miller                            

Neilson Floor Clock

Howard Miller® Neilson Floor Clock. Features high-precision, German-made with Kieninger® cable-driven 

Westmister chime, swan neck pediment molding, reeded columns with acanthus leaf top and bottom caps, 

decorative cut-out bombe' base, illuminated brushed nickel dial and pendulum, astrological blue moon dial and 

more. Rustic Cherry finish. 84¼"H x 23"W x 13½"D.

564,400

7036

Antwerp Diamond Stud 

Earrings 1.0tcw - White 

Gold

Our timeless, beautiful Royal Diamond Stud Earrings are set in a classic, 4-prong setting in 14 kt white gold. These 

include 2 brilliant .50 CT diamonds, totaling 1 carat. Cut to perfection in Antwerp, The Diamond Capital of the 

World. Our superior cut is world renowned. Every diamond is set by hand by our master craftsmen.
569,800

8198

Cancun/Mayan Riviera All-

Inclusive Experience for 

Two

Cancun/Mayan Riviera All-Inclusive Experience for Two   -   Package highlights include:  7 day / 6 night Four Star 

All-inclusive accommodations for two anytime within 36 months of date of issuance at the Riu Palace Las 

Americas Resort in Cancun (no blackout dates - based on availability), All meals and beverages included, Day trip 

to Chichen Itza, 30-minute Parasailing ride in Cancun,  Full day 4-in-1 Tulum Adventure: Zipline, Cavern Rappel, 

Cave Snorkel and Skycycle,   $200 transfer allowance, All hotel taxes.

578,700

7221
Montblanc Timewalker 

Collection, Watch

Men's 43 mm stainless steel watch with matte silver dial and red gold-plated hands and figures. The automatic 

movement has a chronograph function and date display, seen through the sapphire crystal case back. Set on a 

black alligator strap.
588,600

6015 Klaussner Fire Pit Group
Klaussner outdoor group helps ward off the elements and gives you a warm place to emjoy cool evenings. Fire Pit 

table is 46" has room for wood fire or charcoal grilling. Set include 4 spring cushion chairs with metal frames. Fire 

up!
597,400

8193

All-Star Disney Family 

Vacation Seven Day 

Experience for Two 

Adults and Two Children

All-Star Disney Family Vacation for Two Adults and  Two Children   -   Package highlights include:   7 day / 6 night 

deluxe accommodations for two adults and  two children anytime within 36 months of date of issuance at the 

Disney's All-Star Movies Resort in a Quad-Room   (no blackout dates - based on availability), Five day Park Hopper 

passes to Disney World, All hotel  taxes.

607,600

8133
Fantasy Spas Entice 5 

Person Spa

The spacious Entice 5 person spa features a comfortable layout with a deep sitting lounge and open bench 

seating, 27 jets, including calf and foot jets, along with a molded-in ice bucket. All you have to do is fill it up, plug 

it into any standard outlet, and enjoy! Warranty includes 5yr shell/surface, 1yr no leak plumbing, & 1yr 

component. Non-cancelable. You will be contacted for color and delivery arrangements. **Stairs & other 

accessories pictured, not included**

659,900
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7223 Breitling Super Avenger II
Breitling Super Avenger II48mm Stainless steel case, black dial with silver subdials on a steel professional bracelet.  

Automatic 685,100

8197

Kentucky Derby Lexington 

Horse Farm Experience 

for Two

The Kentucky Derby Lexington Horse Farm Experience for Two    -   May 6, 2017   Churchill Downs, Louisville, KY.;   

May 5, 2018   Churchill Downs, Louisville, KY.;    May 4, 2019 Churchill Downs, Louisville, KY.   Package highlights 

include:  3 night accommodations for two anytime within 36 months of date of issuance at the Marriott Griffin 

Gate Resort in Lexington, KY, Breakfast daily, Horse farm tour on Friday, 1st Floor Grandstand tickets  to the 

Kentucky Derby, Premium souvenir amenity provided by Maui Jim, Airport and event transfers.

686,800

8202
World Series Two Game 

Experience for Two

The World Series Two  Game Experience for Two   -     Annually in early October,   Date and Location TBD    

Package highlights include:    3 day / 2 night accommodations for two anytime within 36 months of date of 

issuance in the World Series Host City location, Breakfast daily, Two Reserved Grandstand tickets to Games 1 and 

2  OR  3 and 4 of the World Series, 3-day rental car, All hotel taxes.

766,100

8091

True Fitness Treadmill 

with Transcend 16 inch 

Capacitive Touch Screen

The ES900 treadmill is a stylish yet rugged machine offering superior durability, performance and innovation. The 

sweeping hydroformed pedestals are fabricated from steel plates which sit on a commercial roll formed steel 

frame for unmatched strength and stability. The ES900 is a Treadmill Doctor Best Buy Award winner and a 

Reader's Choice Best Premium Treadmill Award winner. If you demand the best in treadmills, look no further. 

951,100

8136
Hot Spring Spas Glow 4 

Person Spa

The Glow 4 person spa is illuminated by the Raio LED multi-color lighting system, it lets you choose the color to 

match your mood while enjoying 30 tension-relieving jets. Establishing the industry standard in warranties with 5 

year shell surface, 5 year no leak plumbing, 5 year component, 5 year no-fault heater, and more! White glove 

dealer delivery and set up included. Non-cancelable. Custom made color options. You will be contacted for color 

and delivery arrangements. **Stairs & other accessories pictured, not included**

1,130,200

8201
Super Bowl Lower Level 

Tickets Only

NFL Super Bowl Lower Level Tickets for Two    -   Feb. 5, 2017   Reliant Stadium, Houston, TX.;   Feb. 4, 2018  US 

Bank Stadium,  Minneapolis, MN.;   Feb. 3, 2019   Mercedes-Benz Stadium, Atlanta, GA.Package highlights include:  

Two reserved lower level tickets anytime within 36 months of date of issuance to a NFL Super Bowl Game, All 

taxes.   The Super Bowl has few rivals in sports and is one of the most widely watched events worldwide. From 

amazing catches to last second victories,  the drama never ceases.

1,299,400

8130
Polaris Sportsman Utility 

Vehicle

The Sportsman® 850 gives you the ultimate sport utility experience. An all new sport inspired rider active design 

gives you a body style that builds confidence with 30% better sightlines, dual zone sculpted seats, redesigned 

front lighting and rear LED taillights, factory installed fender flares, deep tractive footwells, and an integrated 

beverage holder. Price does not include tax, licensing or registration/user fees. This is the responsibility of the 

participant. Units must be picked up at local dealer assigned by Polaris Headquarters.

1,324,800

8199

Masters Golf Two Round 

Badge Experience with 

Corporate Hospitality for 

Two

The Masters Golf Tournament Two Round Hotel Experience with Corporate Hospitality for Two     -   April 6 - 9, 

2017;    April 5 - 8, 2018;   April 11 - 14, 2019   Augusta National CC,   Augusta, GA.      Package highlights include:    

Accommodations for two anytime within 36 months of date of issuance Wednesday and  Thursday night for the  

Thursday/Friday rounds  OR Friday and  Saturday night for the Saturday/Sunday rounds, Thursday and Friday OR 

the Saturday and Sunday  Masters Badges,   Corporate Hospitality,  All hotel taxes.

1,515,600

8134
Hot Spring Spas Envoy 5 

Person Spa

Featuring 43 jets, the Envoy provides powerful performance that leads to soothing, blissful relaxation. With 

seating for 5, advanced Tri-X filtration, and Wavemaster  jet pumps, spending time in your Envoy will help you feel 

your best. Establishing the industry standard in warranties with 7yr shell surface, 5yr no leak plumbing, 5yr 

component, 5yr no-fault heater, and more. White glove dealer delivery & set up included. Non-cancelable. You 

will be contacted for color and delivery arrangements. **Stairs & other accessories pictured, not included**

1,741,000

8131
Polaris® GENERAL™ 1000 

EPS Indy Red

You get it all with The Polaris GENERAL. No other machine gives you the suspension travel and 12 inches of 

ground clearance advantage. The Polaris GENERAL is the most powerful Rec Utility ever produced. With the 

industry's fastest engaging high-performance AWD, the Polaris GENERAL™ is ready to attack demanding trails and 

the harshest fields. Price does not include tax, licensing or registration/user fees. This is the responsibility of the 

participant. Units must be picked up at local dealer assigned by Polaris Headquarters.

2,081,500

8135
Hot Spring Spas Gleam 8 

Person Spa

The Gleam creates a soothing space for 8 to relax & connect with friends & family. State-of-the-art jets deliver 

soothing massage, while multi-color exterior lighting and a Vidro lit water feature create ambience. Establishing 

the industry standard in warranties with 5yr shell surface, 5yr no leak plumbing, 5yr component, 5yr no-fault 

heater, and more! White glove dealer delivery and set up included. Non-cancelable. Custom made color options. 

You will be contacted for color and delivery arrangements. **Stairs & other accessories pictured, not included**

2,119,200

8203

Wimbledon Tennis 

Tournament Mens Finals 

for Two

The Wimbledon Tennis Tournament Mens Finals Experience for Two     -   July 5 - July 9, 2017   Wimbledon, 

England       July 4 - July 8, 2018   Wimbledon, England Package highlights include:  4 day / 3 night 

accommodations for two  anytime within 36 months of date of issuance  at the Four Star St. James Court Taj Hotel 

in London for the  Wimbledon Tennis Tournament, Centre Court tickets to the Mens Singles Quarter-Final, the 

Mens Singles Semi-Final OR the Mens Singles Final match, Four day rental car, All hotel taxes.

2,596,600
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8200

 Masters Golf Four Day 

Badge Experience with 

Corporate Hospitality for 

Two

The Masters Golf Tournament Four Round Hotel Experience with Corporate Hospitality for Two  -  April 6 - 9, 

2017;  April 5 - 8, 2018 ;   April 11 - 14, 2019   Augusta National CC,   Augusta, GA.     Package highlights include:    6 

day / 5 night accommodations for two anytime within 36 months of date of issuance Wednesday through Sunday 

night at the Courtyard by Marriott Hotel in Augusta, Thursday thru Sunday Masters Badges, On-site professional 

travel staff, On-site Corporate Hospitality, All hotel taxes.

2,884,900


